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you've 

got to 

hand it to 

them 

hand what to whom? The Grampian DP4 

microphone to its users and to Grampian. 

This outstandingly light- weight mike has 

achieved world -wide success both with 

amateurs and professionals in public speak- 

ing, recording and broadcasting studios. 

This medium- priced all- rounder is remark- 

ably reliable and sensitive to a wide range 

of sounds -uniform frequency response to 

all sounds between 50- 15,000 c /s. The 

DP4 complete with connectors and 18 ft. 

screened lead :- low impedance model 

£8.5.0., medium and high impedance 

model £9. 5. 0. A complete range of stands, 

swivel -holders, reflectors and other acces- 

sories is available. 

Obtainable from all good dealers. For illustrated 
literature and information, write or telephone: 

GRAMPIAN REPRODUCERS LTD 
Hanworth Trading Estate, Feltham, Middlesex 
Telephone: FELtham 2657. 

(Çjrampianj 

TAPE RECORDER 
COVERS 

Grundig 

TK.8 .. 
TK.14, 23, 18 
TK.14L, 171, 
23L, 18L 
TK.20 
TK.24 , 

TK.25 
TK.30 
TK.35 
TK.40 & 41 ... 
TK.46 
TK.55 
TK.60 
TK.400 
TK.830/3D 
Cub ... 

Telefunken 85 .. 
75/15, 
95 

Philips 8108 ... 

49/6 
55/- 
87/6 
63/- 
69/6 

87/6 
52/6 
55/- 
55/- 
80/- 
83/- 
86/- 
82/- 
83/-' 

/ 67/6 
63/- 
35/- 
65/- 

78K 55/- 
89/6 
57/6 
79/8 

Smart waterproof cover 
to give complete protec- 
tion to your tape recorder. 
Made from rubberised 
Canvas In navy, wine, tan, 
grey and bottle green 
with white contrasting 
pipings, reinforced base, 
handy zip microphone 
pocket and name panel. 

Philips 3534 87/- 
3549 ... 79/6 
3556 67/6 
3558 ... 65/- 
EL3542 ... 63/- 

EL3515 .. 57/6 
., EL3541/15 87/6 

3541/H ... 72/- 
Cossor 1601 ... 63/- 

1602 57/6 

1605 84/- 
Stella ST454 57/8 

ST455 63/- 

ST459 84/- 
Saba 2306 79/6 
Tandberg 72, 72b, 74, 
74b, 823, 843: Hard case 141/8 

Soft case 112/6 
Tandberg 62. 64, 62b, 

Hard case ... 141/6 
Soft case ... 112/6 

Brenell Mk. 5 +5M 77/- 
Truvox R92, 94 and 102 99/- 
Robuk RK.3 +RK.4 ... 67/8 
Ferrograph 
Sony 521 ... ... ... 90/- 
Revox F ... -. ... 84/- 
Optacord 414 +412 +416 63/- 

Without pocket 

A. BROWN & SONS LTD. 
24 -28 GEORGE STREET, HULL. TEL.: 25413, 25412 

RADIO SOCIETY OF GREAT BRITAIN 

1966 

International 
Radio 

Communications 
Exhibition 

SEYMOUR HALL, SEYMOUR PLACE 

MARBLE ARCH, W.1 

OCTOBER 26th to 29th 
10 a.m. to 9 p.m. 

Radio Displays and Demonstrations by 

ROYAL SIGNALS, ROYAL NAVY & POST OFFICE ENGINEERING 

Competitions of Home Construction Sets 
Latest Receiving & Transmitting Equipment 
New TV & V.H.F. Aerials 
Live Transmitting Station 
Technical Bookshops Display 
Mobile Equipment 

Win £185 Eddystone E.A.12 Communication Receiver 

Admission 3/- 
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Beware! This one is Wild! 

It's Ampex 1100: the professional recorder with an amateur price 
Just produced by Ampex, world masters of Audio equipment, 
the 1100 is packed with exciting features. Features that make 
this professional standard stereo recorder a pleasure to use, a 
revelation to hear. It loads the tape automatically, reverses 
electronically, and the unique dual- capstan drive keeps precise 
tape tension without pressure pads, without wow and flutter, 
even at the slowest speed. 
No frustrating warm up with your 110Q. It plays instantly. 
Perfectly. Because all its electronics are solid- state. Tantalium 
capacitors and Silicon transistors tremendously increase over- 
all reliability and performance. Weight and service problems 
are minimised. 

Punish it. It can take it. Over a third of the weight is rugged 
die -cast aluminium frames. So alignment is critically precise. 
And precision lasts a lifetime. The 1100 is the portable 
that can take rough handling. And still run silk smooth. An 
air -tight warranty sees to that. So does our name. Ampex. 
Thrilling voice ... lovely body. The 1100 not only looks 
good, it sounds good too. Compare it with live sounds; the 
truth is obvious. Compare it with other recorders; it's so much 
better the difference is embarrassing. 
Most men will never handle a machine this good. What about 
you? Be warned, it will drive you wild. It's the professional 
recorder with an amateur price. From: £149. 10. 0. 

AMPEX 
Ampex sales and service facilities are conveniently located throughout Europe and the Middle East. For more information write to. Ampex Great Britain Ltd., 
Acre Road, Reading, Berkshire, England. Telephone: Reading 84411. Ampex S.A., Via Berna 2, Lugano, Switzerland. Telephone 091/3.81.12. Ampex Europa, 
G.m.b.H., 6 Frankfurt /Main, Düsseldorfer Strasse 24, Germany. Telephone: 252001 -5. Ampex, 41 Avenue Bosquet, Paris 7e France. Telephone: 705.38.10. 
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How does a 10h" reel 
playing at 3.1 ips giving 
18,000 cps and 
20 watts per channel, 
yet costing only 
190 gns sound to you? 

Mighty like the Akai 
X300 with our 
unique Crossfield Head 

Akiffinigiaindfl 

The Akai X 300 is a 4 track stereo /mono 
studio-type tape recorder. It has 
4 heads - erase, record, playback /monitor, 
and Crossfield; and 3 motors - one 
hysteresis synchronous direct drive capstan, 
two torque for fast forward and rewind. 
It has two speeds - 3i ips which will give 
you 3o to r8,000 cps ± 3db; and 7f ips 
which will give you 3o to 24,000 cps f 3 db. 

The X 300 also has Akai's unique 
Crossfield Head. On conventional recording 
heads the bias current tends to erase the 
higher frequencies. On the Akai Crossfield 
however the bias current is fed into a 
separate head opposite the recording head, in 
such a way that it can't interfere with the 
higher frequencies. This makes possible true 
high fidelity recording at much slower 
tape speeds than normal. 

Add to these features - piano key controls, 
tape leaner, sound over sound, tor reel 
space, automatic stop and shut off, 
4 digit index counter with reset button, 
vertical or horizontal operation - and we 
hope you'll agree that the Akai X 300 
gives you quite a lot of equipment for 
190 gns. But if you'd like the detailed 
specification send the coupon. 

AKAI 
PULLIN 
PHOTOGRAPHIC 

U c..w.r.w+" r.. .., a...o.:.. 

To Pullin Photographic Limited, Dept ATR9 
t t Aintree Road, Perivate, Middlesex. 
Please send me details of the Akai X 30o. 

Name 

Address 
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The Akai X 300 is a 4 track stereo/mono 
studio-type tape recorder. It has 
4 heads - erase, record, playback/monitor, 
and Crossfield; and 3 motors - one 
hysteresis synchronous direct drive capstan, 
two torque for fast forward and rewind. 
It has two speeds - 3 J ips which will give 
you 30 to 18,000 cps ± 3db; and yi ips 
which will give you 30 to 24,000 cps ± 3 db. 

The X 300 also has Akai's unique 
Crossfield Head. On conventional recording 
heads the bias current tends to erase the 
higher frequencies. On the Akai Crossfield 
however the bias current is fed into a 
separate head opposite the recording head, in 
such a way that it can't interfere with the 
higher frequencies. This makes possible true 
high fidelity recording at much slower 
tape speeds than normal. 

Add to these features - piano key controls, 
tape cleaner, sound over sound, ioi* reel 
space, automatic stop and shut off, 
4 digit index counter with reset button, 
vertical or horizontal operation - and we 
hope you'll agree that the Akai X 300 
gives you quite a lot of equipment for 
190 gns. But if you'd like the detailed 
specification send the coupon. 

AKAI 

To Pullin Photographic Limited, Dept ATR9 
11 Aintree Road, Perivale, Middlesex. 
Please send me details of the Akai X 300. 

Name  

Address. 
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Emitape 99 -the long play tape formulated 
for 4 -track recorders 
Emitape 99 has been created by E.M.I., the original and 
largest British manufacturers of magnetic recording 
tape, in co- operation with I.C.I. who have produced a 

special "Melinex' film base material for this new 
production. 
Emitape 99 has greater strength -perfect tracking at all 
speeds -and outstanding hi -fi performance has been 
achieved by the most up -to -date coating techniques. 
Three other high quality grades are in the Emitape range: 

Standard Play 88 for use at professional tape speeds ; 

Double Play 100 for more recording time ; Triple Play 
300 for maximum playing time on battery portables. 

Emitape is supplied in a. free transparent two -piece 
library case originally designed for computer tapes. It 
gives compact dust -free storage and easy indexing. 

Emitape is used nine times out of ten by the B.B.C. 
All the best dealers are Emitape stockists. 

EMUlI 
THE MOST ADVANCED MAGNETIC RECORDING TAPE IN THE WORLD 

AN E.M.I. GROUP PRODUCT 

E.M.I. TAPE LIMITED, 
HAYES, MIDDLESEX 
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EDITORIAL COMMENT 
Stereo Broadcasting 
It is perhaps fitting to this issue containing 
our first regular Hi -Fi Supplement that, as 
announced in last month's Editorial Com- 
ment, the BBC are now transmitting stereo 
radio programmes at least two or three times 
a day. We have all waited a long time for 
this moment, and although the service is 
available at present only in the London and 
South -east areas it will be extended gradually 
to the Midlands and the North of England. 
This development has, of course, resulted 
in an enormous demand for stereo pilot -tone 
FM -VHF tuners 'and stereo adaptors for 
existing tuners. We made detailed enquiries 
at the time of going to press, however, and 
discovered that most manufacturers are quite 
unable to meet this demand. Some, it appears, 
will not be ready with adaptors or indeed 
complete tuners with adaptors for at least 
two or three months. One manufacturer 
thought it would be six months before he 
could supply adaptors or tuners with adap- 
tors. A rather sorry state of affairs, we think. 
Incidentally, readers should be aware of 
the fact that some stereo tuners and /or adap- 
tors of American and other foreign makes 
may not be suitable for the decoding of 
the BBC stereo broadcasts. Although stereo 

broadcasting obviously opens up a new field 
for tape recording enthusiasts (yes, we know 
about copyright), there could be problems 
in recording also. Our contributor A. 
Lester -Rands deals with these in this issue 
(page 17). 

High Fidelity Sound Reproduction 
Hi -fi and stereo are in the main regarded as 
compatible since high fidelity reproduction 
is essential to good stereo and vice- versa. 
One might well say that the ultimate in 
sound reproduction is indeed stereo which, 
provided it is properly recorded or broad- 
cast, brings the original spatial effect to the 
listener as well as the necessary extended 
frequency range so important to high quality 
sound reproduction. We will therefore be 
putting more emphasis on stereo than hither- 
to, and this goes for stereo tape recording as 
well. On the other hand, monophonic hi -fi 
sound recording and reproduction will still 
naturally take up the greater part of our 
tape and hi -fi editorial. 
All we need now is video tape recording to 
complete the picture (literally perhaps) and 
even this is not so far away as we have been 
thinking- roughly 3,000 miles in fact. Sony 

have already released, in the USA, the first 
home video tape recorder which will record 
black and white as well as full colour. This 
comes complete with camera and retails at 
about $2,000. For a black and white only 
video recorder the price is around $995. Also 
on the American market is the Concord home 
video recorder complete with camera and 
screen monitor at about $1,500. Last but not 
least is the Sony Videomat, a device which 
records moving pictures lasting for about 
30 seconds on a magnetic disc and which can 
be reproduced in black and white or in 
colour! Such a system on a low -cost home - 
use basis would be ideal for tapesponding, 
but somehow we feel this one is quite a long 
way off yet. 
At least we now have stereo broadcasting. 

FCJ 

FRONT COVER 
Our front cover this month shows the Good - 
mans Maxamp 30 all- transistor amplifier 
ready for the initial tests as described in the 
review by Gordon J. King on page 36. The 
Maxamp 30 is a fully integrated stereo hi -fi 
amplifier with some quite outstanding design 
features. 7 
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EDITORIAL COMMENT 
Stereo Broadcasting 
It is perhaps fitting to this issue containing 
our first regular Hi-Fi Supplement that, as 
announced in last month's Editorial Com- 
ment, the BBC are now transmitting stereo 
radio programmes at least two or three times 
a day. We have all wailed a long time for 
this moment, and although the service is 
available at present only in the London and 
South-east areas it will be extended gradually 
to the Midlands and the North of England. 
This development has, of course, resulted 
in an enormous demand for stereo pilot-tone 
FM-VHF tuners -and stereo adaptors for 
existing tuners. We made detailed enquiries 
at the time of going to press, however, and 
discovered that most manufacturers are quite 
unable to meet this demand. Some, it appears, 
will not be ready with adaptors or indeed 
complete tuners with adaptors for at least 
two or three months. One manufacturer 
thought it would be six months before he 
could supply adaptors or tuners with adap- 
tors. A rather sorry state of affairs, we think. 
Incidentally, readers should be aware of 
the fact that some stereo tuners and/or adap- 
tors of American and other foreign makes 
may not be suitable for the decoding of 
the BBC stereo broadcasts. Although stereo 

broadcasting obviously opens up a new field 
for tape recording enthusiasts (yes, we know 
about copyright), there could be problems 
in recording also. Our contributor A. 
Lester-Rands deals with these in this issue 
(page 17). 

High Fidelity Sound Reproduction 
Hi-fi and stereo arc in the main regarded as 
compatible since high fidelity reproduction 
is essential to good stereo and vice-versa. 
One might well say that the ultimate in 
sound reproduction is indeed stereo which, 
provided it is properly recorded or broad- 
cast, brings the original spatial effect to the 
listener as well as the necessary extended 
frequency range so important to high quality 
sound reproduction. We will therefore be 
putting more emphasis on stereo than hither- 
to, and this goes for stereo tape recording as 
well. On the other hand, monophonic hi-fi 
sound recording and reproduction will still 
naturally take up the greater part of our 
tape and hi-fi editorial. 
All we need now is video tape recording to 
complete the picture (literally perhaps) and 
even this is not so far away as we have been 
thinking—roughly 3,000 miles in fact. Sony 

have already released, in the USA. the first 
home video tape recorder which will record 
black and white as well as full colour. This 
comes complete with camera and retails at 
about $2,000. For a black and white only 
video recorder the price is around $995. Also 
on the American market is the Concord home 
video recorder complete with camera and 
screen monitor at about $1,500. Last but not 
least is the Sony Videomat, a device which 
records moving pictures lasting for about 
30 seconds on a magnetic disc and which can 
be reproduced in black and white or in 
colour! Such a system on a low-cost home- 
use basis would be ideal for tapesponding, 
but somehow we feel this one is quite a long 
way off yet. 
At least we now have stereo broadcasting. 

FCJ 

FRONT COVER 
Our front cover this month shows the Good- 
mans Maxamp 30 all-transistor amplifier 
ready for the initial tests as described in the 
review by Gordon J. King on page 36. The 
Maxamp 30 is a fully integrated stereo hi-fi 
amplifier with some quite outstanding design 
features. 7 
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TAPE RECORDER SERVICING 
Part X 

This month Gordon J. King 

deals with magnetic fields and 

tape noise 

Any magnetic field of sufficient strength 
coming within influencing distance of the 
tape will affect both the recording and the 
tape noise level. If we take a brand -new, 
perfectly virgin tape and run a bar magnet 
along a length of it and then run the tape 
through a recorder on playback at full gain, 
we shall hear the residual tape noise and then 
almost certainly a rise in noise level when 
the length of tape subjected to the magnetic 
field passes the playback head. If the tape 
were recorded, the signal would be deleted 
over that length of tape subjected to the 
magnetic field. This, of course, is nothing 
more than permanent magnet erasure; but 
it does show that erasure of this kind can 
impair the noise level of the tape itself. 
The changing magnetic field provided by the 
erase head through whose winding signal 
current from the hf oscillator is passed also 

Fig. 1. Narrow band noise signal. 

affects the noise level and the recording. It 
was shown last month that the noise added 
by a pure erase signal is very small and that 
in some instances the residual noise level of 
some brand -new, virgin tapes can be reduced 
by subjecting them to a pure erase field. 
However, if the erase signal is badly dis- 
torted, a dc component as well as the ac 
(hf) signal passes through the erase head 
winding, and the dc component creates a 
static field component, like the field from a 
permanent magnet, thereby adding a little 
noise to the tape. The signal from a push - 
pull bias and erase oscillator is generally 
less distorted than that delivered by a single - 
stage oscillator, for which reason push -pull 
oscillators are featured in quality recorders. 
Thus, any increase in noise level relative to 
a recorder in which a push -pull oscillator is 
employed, which cannot be attributed to 
more common causes, should certainly lead 
to a check of the oscillator circuit, for elec- 
trical unbalance here, like a valve, transistor 
or component in one half of the circuit alter- 
ing in value or characteristics, will definitely 
upset the waveform symmetry, which is akin 
to distortion. 

Tape Noise 
As intimated earlier, tape noise is best dis- 
cerned by running an erased tape through a 
machine on playback at full volume. The 
'hiss', like escaping air, from the loudspeaker 
represents the translation of the noise signal 
to sound. 
Noise signal is produced not only by the tape 
running past the playback head, but also by 
the random movement of electrons in com- 
ponents, valves and conductors of early parts 
of the playback circuit. When electrons in a 
conductor, for instance, move at random 
from one orbit to another of adjacent atoms, 
so a very, very small amount of electricity 
is produced. This does not mean that a con- 
ductor becomes electrically charged or is 

capable of producing electricity unaided. 
This cannot be so because the random to- 
and -fro movement of the electrons balance 
out so that zero electrical charge occurs 
across the conductor. 
This can be seen clearly in Fig. 1. Here is 
an oscillogram (photograph direct from the 
screen of an oscilloscope) of noise signal. 
Examination will reveal that the average 
amplitude of signal peaks above the centre 
line is equal to the average amplitude of 
signal peaks below the centre line. The net 
result is thus zero charge across the con- 
ductor or component in which the noise 
signals were developed. 
Nevertheless, from the point of view of a 

signal amplifier, noise signal 'looks' very 
much like ordinary audio signal and it is 
reproduced as a hiss from the loudspeaker. 
Actually, the noise signal shown in Fig. 1 

was obtained from the output of a micro- 
phone transistorized amplifier. This may 
appear to be rather a lot of noise signal, but 
it is really extremely small compared with 
the microphone signal itself. Noise signal is 
sometimes looked upon as an equivalent 
noise signal across the input terminals of 
the amplifier, and since the amplifier has 
X dB gain, the noise signal as well as the 
programme signal is considered amplified in 
this ratio. 
Thus, an amplifier with, say, a 60 dB input 
signal /noise ratio would imply that the 
equivalent noise signal voltage is some 60 dB 
below the programme signal voltage. 60 dB 
is equivalent to a ratio of 1.000 times, mean- 
ing in the above illustration that if 10 mV 
of input signal produced full output from 
the amplifier the noise signal at the output 
would be 1,000 times below this, which is 
0.01 mV or 10 - a very small signal 
indeed. The noise display in Fig. 1 was 
obtained by using a great deal of 'Y' or 
vertical gain at the oscilloscope and no in- 
put signal at the amplifier, the noise being 

Fig. 2. Wide -band hf noise signal from 
B alignment tape. 

Fig. 3. Head adjustment on Sony recorder. Fig. 4. Head adjustments on B d 0 2000 
recorder. 
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TAPE RECIRDfll SERIflCMG 

Part X 

This month Gordon J. King 

deals >vith magnetic fields and 

tape noise 

Any magnetic field of sufficient strength 
coming within influencing distance of the 
tape will affect both the recording and the 
tape noise level. If we take a brand-new, 
perfectly virgin tape and run a bar magnet 
along a length of it and then run the tape 
through a recorder on playback at full gain, 
we shall hear the residual tape noise and then 
almost certainly a rise in noise level when 
the length of tape subjected to the magnetic 
field passes the playback head. If the tape 
were recorded, the signal would be deleted 
over that length of tape subjected to the 
magnetic field. This, of course, is nothing 
more than permanent magnet erasure; but 
it does show that erasure of this kind can 
impair the noise level of the tape itself. 
The changing magnetic field provided by the 
erase head through whose winding signal 
current from the hf oscillator is passed also 

Fig. 1. Narrow band noise signal. 

affects the noise level and the recording. It 
was shown last month that the noise added 
by a pure erase signal is very small and that 
in some instances the residual noise level of 
some brand-new, virgin tapes can be reduced 
by subjecting them to a pure erase field. 
However, if the erase signal is badly dis- 
torted, a dc component as well as the ac 
(hf) signal passes through the erase head 
winding, and the dc component creates a 
static field component, like the field from a 
permanent magnet, thereby adding a little 
noise to the tape. The signal from a push- 
pull bias and erase oscillator is generally 
less distorted than that delivered by a single- 
stage oscillator, for which reason push-pull 
oscillators are featured in quality recorders. 
Thus, any increase in noise level relative to 
a recorder in which a push-pull oscillator is 
employed, which cannot be attributed to 
more common causes, should certainly lead 
to a check of the oscillator circuit, for elec- 
trical unbalance here, like a valve, transistor 
or component in one half of the circuit alter- 
ing in value or characteristics, will definitely 
upset the waveform symmetry, which is akin 
to distortion. 

Tape Noise 
As intimated earlier, tape noise is best dis- 
cerned by running an erased tape through a 
machine on playback at full volume. The 
'hiss', like escaping air, from the loudspeaker 
represents the translation of the noise signal 
to sound. 
Noise signal is produced not only by the tape 
running past the playback head, but also by 
the random movement of electrons in com- 
ponents. valves and conductors of early parts 
of the playback circuit. When electrons in a 
conductor, for instance, move at random 
from one orbit to another of adjacent atoms, 
so a very, very small amount of electricity 
is produced. This does not mean that a con- 
ductor becomes electrically charged or is 

capable of producing electricity unaided. 
This cannot be so because the random to- 
and-fro movement of the electrons balance 
out so that zero electrical charge occurs 
across the conductor. 
This can be seen clearly in Fig. I. Here is 
an oscillogram (photograph direct from the 
screen of an oscilloscope) of noise signal. 
Examination will reveal that the average 
amplitude of signal peaks above the centre 
line is equal to the average amplitude of 
signal peaks below the centre line. The net 
result is thus zero charge across the con- 
ductor or component in which the noise 
signals were developed. 
Nevertheless, from the point of view of a 
signal amplifier, noise signal 'looks' very 
much like ordinary audio signal and it is 
reproduced as a hiss from the loudspeaker. 
Actually, the noise signal shown in Fig. I 
was obtained from the output of a micro- 
phone transistorized amplifier. This may 
appear to be rather a lot of noise signal, but 
it is really extremely small compared with 
the microphone signal itself. Noise signal is 
sometimes looked upon as an equivalent 
noise signal across the input terminals of 
the amplifier, and since the amplifier has 
X dB gain, the noise signal as well as the 
programme signal is considered amplified in 
this ratio. 
Thus, an amplifier with, say, a 60 dB input 
signal/noise ratio would imply that the 
equivalent noise signal voltage is some 60 dB 
below the programme signal voltage. 60 dB 
is equivalent to a ratio of 1.000 times, mean- 
ing in the above illustration that if 10 mV 
of input signal produced full output from 
the amplifier the noise signal at the output 
would be 1,000 times below this, which is 
0 01 mV or 10 /'V - a very small signal 
indeed. The noise display in Fig. 1 was 
obtained by using a great deal of 'Y' or 
vertical gain at the oscilloscope and no in- 
put signal at the amplifier, the noise being 
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Fig. 2. Wide-band hf noise signal from Fig. 3. Head adjustment on Sony recorder. 
8 alignment tape. 

Fig. 4. Head adjustments on B & O 2000 
recorder. 
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that at the output. 
Tape noise, on the other hand, is produced 
essentially by the random fields of the par- 
ticles of oxide surfacing the active side of 
the tape passing the playback head. Small 
random signals are thus developed in the 
head winding which, on the screen of an 
oscilloscope, look very much like those 
shown in Fig. 1. 

From this, then, it will be better understood 
that complete and random demagnetization 
of the oxide particles is necessary to endow 
the tape with minimum background noise. 
If erasure leaves a definite magnetic pattern 
on the tape -- even though not of audio - the 
playback head will reproduce this as un- 
wanted background or noise. 

Noise Signals 
Owing to the nature of noise signals, they 
contain frequencies in the audio spectrum 
from low bass to high treble. Depending on 
the way that they were created, some of the 
higher and lower frequencies may be 
attenuated or missing altogether. The noise 
reproduction is then given a characteristic 
sound. For instance, tape noise (hiss) will 
sound different at different tape speeds, and 
may well sound different from noise pro- 
duced in an amplifier. Noise produced by an 
amplifier will have characteristics according 
to the amplifier's bandwidth. 
Noise containing all component frequencies 
from very low to very high values is called 
`white noise'. This is a very useful noise as 
it can be adopted for testing amplifiers, tape 
recorders and loudspeaker systems. Indeed, 
it is possible to purchase tape records of 
noise, a typical one being the BASF align- 
ment tape. The recording consists of a noise 
spectrum which, at a tape velocity of 31 ips, 
results in frequencies within about 5.600 c/s 
to 16,000 c /s. At half this velocity, the range 
is from 2,800 c/s to 8,000 c /s, while at 
7f ips the range is from 11,200 c/s to 
16,000 c /s. 

Noise Adjustment of Azimuth 
True white noise, of course, would also carry 
frequencies going down to the bass end of 
the audio spectrum, but for head alignment 
purposes the spectrums of the BASF tape are 
adequate. When the tape is played the noise 
is heard as a definite hiss from the loud- 
speaker, the idea then being to apply treble 
boost (or turn off treble cut) and adjust the 
angle of the playback head until the noise 
is reproduced at the highest possible pitch. 
The azimuth angle is then correct. The use 
of an alignment tape of this kind makes it 
possible to adjust the azimuth accurately 
without instruments, simply by ear. 

The oscillogram,in Fig. 2 shows what the 
noise of the BASF tape looks like at the out- 
put of the playback channel. While the 
individual pulses either side of the centre 
line are not visible on this photograph, as 
they are in Fig. 1, they do, in fact, exist, 
but the oscilloscope used to display the noise 
was unable to respond sufficiently fast to 
the individual noise pulses. 
The head angle or azimuth relates to the 
angle between the head gap and the direc- 
tion of the tape, which ideally should be 
90 degrees. On all pre -recorded tape records 
the recording will have been made with the 
record head at that angle. Thus, if the play- 
back head differs from this angle, full defini- 
tion of the recorded material will not be 
possible, resulting in loss of treble and a 

general impairment of the recorder's treble 
performance. 
All tape recorders have some means for 
adjusting the head angle (or tilt). Fig. 3 

shows the large adjusting screw on the right - 
hand side of the head in a Sony, while Fig. 4 
shows the two heads in the B & O Model 
2000 and the azimuth adjusting screws re- 
lating to these. If the machine features a 
common recording /playback head it follows, 
of course, that whatever angle the head is 
set to the azimuth will also be correct when 
tapes recorded on that machine are also 
played back on it. The trouble starts, though, 
when a tape made on a machine with an 
incorrect azimuth is played back on a 
machine whose head is in correct alignment, 
as established by an alignment test tape, for 
example. 
If many tapes have already been made on a 
misaligned recorder, a decision must be 
made, before altering the head angle, whether 
recordings should continue to be made at 
the incorrect angle to allow optimum play- 
back of the recordings already made, or 
whether the head angle should be adjusted to 
conform with international standards to 
facilitate tape interchange. 
Now to return to noise itself for a moment. 
It is sometimes difficult to establish just by 
listening to hiss whether it is tape noise or 
playback channel noise. However, one can 
soon determine this by removing the tape, 
switching the machine to playback and then 
turning up the playback gain (volume) con- 
trol to maximum. The hiss then emanating 
from the speaker - and there will be some, 

probably accompanied by a little hum on a 
mains -operated machine or motor sizzle on 
a battery- operated model - is that produced 
by the electronic circuits, about which little 
can be done. However, the hiss should not 
be so loud as to be heard behind a fully 
recorded tape being played back. If it is 

present under this condition at normal pro- 
gramme volume levels, then one would 
assume either that the machine is of poor 
design or that there is trouble in the first 
stage of the playback channel. 
The next thing to do is to run a clean, virgin 
tape through the machine also on playback 
at full volume. The extra level of hiss (above 
that of the electronics as previously estab- 
lished) is due to the tape itself. (A later 
article will suggest causes of excessive elec- 
tronic section noise and ways of reducing it.) 
To conclude this article, we will finish on the 
note that we started; namely, the hf oscilla- 
tor. If the oscillator is functioning but its hf 
signal output is low, the symptom will be 
revealed by the machine's inability fully to 
erase a recording of maximum level. Most 
of the material will be wiped from the tape 
unless the output is abnormally low, but a 
little will remain and will be heard along 
with the noise background when a tape 
erased on the machine is passed through it 
again on playback at full volume. The low 
oscillator output may also affect the record- 
ing, the bias being too low. This could give 
treble emphasis and distortion and tend to- 
wards tape overload at nominal recording 
levels. However, more about that next 
month. 

SOUND EFFECTS RECORDS Now available from Amateur Tape Recording 

Please allow two weeks for delivery 
CASTLE, 7- e5 rpm surd,, approximate playing time 10 minutes. 
Rach contains selection of Bound effects in separate tracks. Complete 
with sleeve and paper inner jacket Sleeve includes description of 
each wound effect and playing time in second. 

A ABX /1 -BELLS AND SIRENS Prim 7/8 
Sida 1 -Fire engines with belle Fire engine -alarm and slrem 
S.S. Queen Mary siren Factory sino Telephone boll Door bell 
Side 2- Cinch chime Alarm clock Westminster chime Sow belle 

B AFX /1 -WILD ANIMALS Prim 7/6 
Bide 1 -Mak and female lions Gibbon. Chimpanzees Bell bird 
Rattlesnake Baboon Viper Emperor geese Fiala eagles Mountain 
lion (puma) Kookaburra (laughing lack...) BiMt- Elephant. Mississippi alligator Indian tiger Sea lions 
Mele Bon in the jungle to background of typical sounds) 

C BOX /1- BACKGROUND SOUND EFFECTS 
Prim 7/6 

Side 1 -8e (breaker.) Wind (howling-eerie) Thunder (light rain/ 
Side 2-Raie (heavy shower) Factory sound. (Industrial) Traftic 
(busy .1 1) 

D EFX /1 -ELECTRON IC SOUNDS AND 
MUSIC Prim 7/6 
Side 1 -Space .hip -take off Space vehicle-Imaginary take -off 
Space vehicle -Imaginary landing Ring modulation -tonal Modu- 
lated tone glide (deecending) Modulated tone glide (ascending) 
Sibilation -white noire (pilch octave low) 
Side 2-- 81bilation -white noise (pitch) Sibilatlon -whit, nols 
(pitch octave high) Three -tone ululation Filtered tone Strido. (tonal) 
Ring modulation and elbilation 

E EFX /2- ELECTRONIC THEMES AND 
MUSIC CONCRETE Prior 7/6 
Side 1 -Delta F Study in Sinetones 
Side 2-Sound object Montage 

F HMX /1- HAUNTED HOUSE, MYSTERY 
SOUNDS AND MUSIC Prior 7/6 

Side I- Thunderstorm Myatcrioso Electronic Music 
Side 2 -Spooks Intruder Creaks Fright Dungeon Ghost. Ghoul. 
Maniac laughter 

G MFX /1- AUTHENTIC HIGH -FIDELITY 
SOUND EFFECTS Price 7/6 
Side 1 -Uno roaring Twin piston aircraft landing Building and 
dehris falling Road drills and compressor Ship's six. Steam train 
leaving station Small Omni loco and whletle Cell door, keys and 
loche 
Side 2 -Pollee car and bell, chime Police launch and Oren Steam 
goods train and whistle Car doom slam, and starter Storm at sea, 
thunder. wind and gull Tube train, stop, doors and start 

H MFX /2- AUTHENTIC HIGH- FIDELITY 
SOUND EFFECTS Prior 7/t3 

Bide 1- American police car with Oren -arriving American police 
car with Oren- departing American police car ncort with .ireae- 
pee.ing Ammo. police motor -cycle patrol with Oleo-storming 
APIA... (hand e1epping) Orchestra tuning up Car crash Glass 
breaking (repeat) 

Side 2 --City and Waterloo tube (rain-- rrlving City and Waterloo 
tube train -departing Footstep. (continuous track) In subway 
(mixed) in narrow streets (female) On pavement (mixed) Running 
IS street (female) Running In street (male) Up and down (wooden 
stain) Workmen hammering and .awing 

I MPX /1- MILITARY PARADE AND 
WARFARE SOUNDS Pria 7/8 

Side 1 -March past -Guesde and crowd sounds, etc. Royal Salute - 
Parade commands and National Anthem Drums and pipes -with 
parade commande 
Side 2-Aircraft-low level attack (bomb., machine -gun fire, aircraft) 
Artillery- Lanka -rills Arc, etc. 

J TFXl1- AUTHENTIC BRITISH TRAIN 
SOUNDS Price 7/8 

Side 1 -Train departure-maln line Train arrival -main line 
Forme. train peening -with whistle Fast goods train paa.ing -with 
whistle Ezpreas train passing Small tank loco- passing 
Side 2 -Local passages- arrive and depart Faat goods train - 
paasing Central London tube train -arrive and depart Train over 
point. and crossing Stow goods train passing -with whistle 

K MFX /3- HORSES Price 716 

(10 effect.) Trolling Walking Jumping Composite rccotdlg of 
foxhound., calla, horns, etc. Cows Cat. Pigs Blacksmith's shop 

L LFX /1- SOUNDS OF LONDON Prim 7/8 

Guar,le, Bow Bella, River, Markets etc., etc., with linking commentary. 
Ideal for clue elms and colour slide. 

M RSX /1 -ROAD SAFETY Pria 7/6 

With lack Warner (Dixon of Dock Green) and Coco (Bertram Mills 
Circus) Documentary with wound 

Please sand me the following records 
Please indicate with a tick in the appropriate squares. 

eJr 1F 1 r f ir lr7 
P I I (e 1 -1 

I enclose postai order /cheque for . .___.........._............._to 
cover the cost of record /s, plus Is 2d post and 
packing for first record and 4d. for each addition- 
al record ordered. 

I" I 

r 

NAME ...... 

ADDRESS 
ATR9 

ATR, HAYMARKET PRESS LTD, 
9 HARROW ROAD, LONDON W2 

I 
Please allow two weeks for delivery 9 
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that at the output. 
Tape noise, on the other hand, is produced 
essentially by the random fields of the par- 
ticles of oxide surfacing the active side of 
the tape passing the playback head. Small 
random signals are thus developed in the 
head winding which, on the screen of an 
oscilloscope, look very much like those 
shown in Fig. 1. 
From this, then, it will be better understood 
that complete and random demagnetization 
of the oxide particles is necessary to endow 
the tape with minimum background noise. 
If erasure leaves a definite magnetic pattern 
on the tape - even though not of audio - the 
playback head will reproduce this as un- 
wanted background or noise. 

Noise Signals 
Owing to the nature of noise signals, they 
contain frequencies in the audio spectrum 
from low bass to high treble. Depending on 
the way that they were created, some of the 
higher and lower frequencies may be 
attenuated or missing altogether. The noise 
reproduction is then given a characteristic 
sound. For instance, tape noise (hiss) will 
sound different at different tape speeds, and 
may well sound different from noise pro- 
duced in an amplifier. Noise produced by an 
amplifier will have characteristics according 
to the amplifier's bandwidth. 
Noise containing all component frequencies 
from very low to very high values is called 
'white noise'. This is a very useful noise as 
it can be adopted for testing amplifiers, tape 
recorders and loudspeaker systems. Indeed, 
it is possible to purchase tape records of 
noise, a typical one being the BASF align- 
ment tape. The recording consists of a noise 
spectrum which, at a tape velocity of 3J ips, 
results in frequencies within about 5.600 c/s 
to 16,000 c/s. At half this velocity, the range 
is from 2,800 c/s to 8,000 c/s, while at 
7i ips the range is from 11,200 c/s to 
16,000 c/s. 

Noise Adjustment of Azimuth 
True white noise, of course, would also carry 
frequencies going down to the bass end of 
the audio spectrum, but for head alignment 
purposes the spectrums of the BASF tape are 
adequate. When the tape is played the noise 
is heard as a definite hiss from the loud- 
speaker, the idea then being to apply treble 
boost (or turn off treble cut) and adjust the 
angle of the playback head until the noise 
is reproduced at the highest possible pitch. 
The azimuth angle is then correct. The use 
of an alignment tape of this kind makes it 
possible to adjust the azimuth accurately 
without instruments, simply by ear. 

The oscillogram.in Fig. 2 shows what the 
noise of the BASF tape looks like at the out- 
put of the playback channel. While the 
individual pulses either side of the centre 
line are not visible on this photograph, as 
they are in Fig. 1, they do, in fact, exist, 
but the oscilloscope used to display the noise 
was unable to respond sufficiently fast to 
the individual noise pulses. 
The head angle or azimuth relates to the 
angle between the head gap and the direc- 
tion of the tape, which ideally should be 
90 degrees. On all pre-recorded tape records 
the recording will have been made with the 
record head at that angle. Thus, if the play- 
back head differs from this angle, full defini- 
tion of the recorded material will not be 
possible, resulting in loss of treble and a 

general impairment of the recorder's treble 
performance. 
AH tape recorders have some means for 
adjusting the head angle (or tilt). Fig. 3 
shows the large adjusting screw on the right- 
hand side of the head in a Sony, while Fig. 4 
shows the two heads in the B & O Model 
2000 and the azimuth adjusting screws re- 
lating to these. If the machine features a 
common recording/playback head it follows, 
of course, that whatever angle the head is 
set to the azimuth will also be correct when 
tapes recorded on that machine are also 
played back on it. The trouble starts, though, 
when a tape made on a machine with an 
incorrect azimuth is played back on a 
machine whose head is in correct alignment, 
as established by an alignment test tape, for 
example. 
If many tapes have already been made on a 
misaligned recorder, a decision must be 
made, before altering the head angle, whether 
recordings should continue to be made at 
the incorrect angle to allow optimum play- 
back of the recordings already made, or 
whether the head angle should be adjusted to 
conform with international standards to 
facilitate tape interchange. 
Now to return to noise itself for a moment. 
It is sometimes difficult to establish just by 
listening to hiss whether it is tape noise or 
playback channel noise. However, one can 
soon determine this by removing the tape, 
switching the machine to playback and then 
turning up the playback gain (volume) con- 
trol to maximum. The hiss then emanating 
from the speaker - and there will be some, 

probably accompanied by a little hum on a 
mains-operated machine or motor sizzle on 
a battery-operated model - is that produced 
by the electronic circuits, about which little 
can be done. However, the hiss should not 
be so loud as to be heard behind a fully 
recorded tape being played back. If it is 
present under this condition at normal pro- 
gramme volume levels, then one would 
assume either that the machine is of poor 
design or that there is trouble in the first 
stage of the playback channel. 
The next thing to do is to run a clean, virgin 
tape through the machine also on playback 
at full volume. The extra level of hiss (above 
that of the electronics as previously estab- 
lished) is due to the tape itself. (A later 
article will suggest causes of excessive elec- 
tronic section noise and ways of reducing it.) 
To conclude this article, we will finish on the 
note that we started; namely, the hf oscilla- 
tor. If the oscillator is functioning but its hf 
signal output is low, the symptom will be 
revealed by the machine's inability fully to 
erase a recording of maximum level. Most 
of the material will be wiped from the tape 
unless the output is abnormally low, but a 
little will remain and will be heard along 
with the noise background when a tape 
erased on the machine is passed through it 
again on playback at full volume. The low 
oscillator output may also affect the record- 
ing, the bias being too low. This could give 
treble emphasis and distortion and tend to- 
wards tape overload at nominal recording 
levels. However, more about that next 
month. 

SOUND EFFECTS RECORDS Now available from Amateur Tape Recording 
Pleai* allow two wc«k« for delivery 
CASTLE, 7' 45 rpm records, approzimstc playing time 10 minutes. Each contains selection of sound effects In separate trucks. Complete with sleeve and paper Inner Jacket. Sleeve Includes description of each sound effect and playing time In seconds 
A ABX/1—BELLS AND SIRENS iVfesV/fl 
Side 1—Fire engines with bells Fire engine—alarm and sirens SJJ. Queen Mary siren Factory siren Telephone bell Door bell Bids 8—Clock chime Alarm clock Westminster chime Dow bells 
B AFX/1—WILD ANIMALS PrlaS/e 
ffids 1—Male and female lions Gibbons Chlmpanxees Bell bird KatUesnake Baboon Viper Emperor geese Fish eagles Mountain lloo (puma) Kookaburra (laughing Jackass) Bids £—Elephants HlRsisslppI alligator Indian tiger Sea Hons Male lion In the Jungle (a background of typical sounds) 
C BGX/1—BACKGROUND SOUND EFFECTS PHa 7/6 
Side 1—Sea (breakers) Wind (howling—eerie) Thunder (light rain) Side 8—Rain (heavy shower) Factory sounds (industrial) Traffic (busy street) 
D EFX/1—ELECTRONIC SOUNDS AND 
MUSIC Fries 7/6 
Side 1—Space ship—take off Space vehicle—Imaginary take-off Space vehicle—Imaginary landing Ring modulation—tonal Modu- lated tone glide (descending) Modulated tone glide (sacendlng) Slbllatloo—while noise (pitch octave low) Side 8—Slbllation—white noise (pitch) Sibllation—white noise (pitch octave high) Three-tone ululatlon Filtered tone Stridor (tonal) Ring modulation and sibllation 
E EFX/2—ELECTRONIC THEMES AND 
MUSIC CONCRETE Frios7/6 
Side I—Delta P Study in Slnetonee Side 8—Sound object Montage 

Side 8—City and Waterloo tube train—arriving City and Waterloo tube train—departing Footsteps (contlnuons track) In subway (mixed) In narrow streets (female) On pavement (mixed) Running hi street (female) Running In street (male) Up and down (wooden stairs) Workmen hammering and sawing 
I MPX/1—MILITARY PARADE AND 
WARFARE SOUNDS /Vta7/« 
Side I—March past—Guards and crowd sounds, etc. Royal Salute— Parade commands and National Anthem Drums sad pipes—with parade commands Side 8—Aircraft—low level attack (bombs, machine-gun Are. aircraft) Artillery—tanks—rifle flre, etc. 
J TFX/1—AUTHENTIC BRITISH TRAIN 
SOUNDS Fries 7/6 
Side 1—Train departure—main line Train arrival—main line Express train passing—with whistle Fast goods train pasting—with whistle Express train passing Small tank loco—passing Side 8—Local passenger—arrive and depart Fast goods train— passing Central London tube train—arrive and depart Train over points and crossing Slow goods train passing—with whistle 
K MFX/3—HORSES Fries 7/6 
(10 effects) Trotting Walking Jumping Composite recording of foxhounds, calls, horns, etc. Cows Cats Pigs Blacksmith's shop 
L LFX/1—SOUNDS OF LONDON Fri«7/6 
Guards, Bow Bells, Elver, Markets etc., etc., with Unking commentary. Ideal for ctae films and colour slide* 
M RSX/1—ROAD SAFETY Pri» 7« 
With Jack Warner (Dixon of Dock Green) and Coco (Bertram Mills Circus) Documentary with sound 

F HMX/I—HAUNTED HOUSE. MYSTERY 
SOUNDS AND MUSIC Prfa. 7f« 
Side 1—Thunderstorm Mystcrloso Electronic Music Side 8—Spooks Intruder Creaks Fright Dungeon Ghosts Ghouls Maniac laughter 
G MFX/1—AUTHENTIC HIGH-FIDELITY 
SOUND EFFECTS PrialH 
Side 1—Lion roaring Twin piston aircraft landing Building and debris falling Boad drills and compressor Ship's siren Steam train leaving station Small steam loco and whistle CcU door, keys and locks Side 8—Police car and bell, chase Police launch and siren Steam goods train and whistle Car door slam, and starter Storm al sea, thunder, wind and gulls Tube train, stop, doom and start 
H MFX/2—AUTHENTIC HIGH-FIDELITY 
SOUND EFFECTS Frim7/6 
Side 1—American police car with siren—arriving American police car with siren—departing American police car escort with sirens— passing American police motor-cycle patrol with siren—stopping Applause (hand clapping) Orchestra tuning up Car crash Glass breaking (repeat) 
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MAPS OF SOUND 
The Importance of a Script 

by Graham Harris 

There are some people who can talk the hind leg off a donkey. 
In some cases this is not only sad for the donkey, but a trial for 
human ears! 
Talking is an art. Like any form of art, it has to be cultivated 
and the tape- recorder has helped many public- spirited persons 
to perfect their rhetoric. Fortunately for the world, I don't do 
much public speaking. I did once deliver a talk to a gathering 
of literary- minded gentlefolk and recorded this ad lib perform- 
ance. When I played it back I was, to say the least, alarmed! 
In spite of the polite thanks I received, there is no doubt my 
talk was unfit for human consumption. I had 'um'ed and 'arh'ed 
throughout and side tracked the main issue for ten minutes. It 
was a mistake. I should have known better. I should have had 
a script. 
Of course, it depends on the subject. Most people can talk quite 
sanely for half an hour on what they think of income tax, but, 
in the main, most subjects have need of some sort of prepara- 
tion. In other words, notes or a complete script. There are, 
indeed, some people who can talk `off the cuff' on a given sub- 
ject quite merrily until they are faced with a microphone! It 
is as though the microphone has a quick saturation point. Some 
microphones have the appearance of lidless eyes and can `stare' 
the living daylights out of a speaker. To become all technical 
for a brief moment, `microphonic neurosis' is a common com- 
plaint. The cure is a script! No matter how small the proposed 
programme is for the tape recorder, a script, in some shape or 
form, is essential. 

z , `.: 3 . - 
g--- 

... drinking in the atmosphere. 

°cC7J 
10 Just knock off a script for that lot, will you? 

What is a script? 
It seems like a simple question and it warrants a simple answer. 
A script is a piece or pieces of paper on which the material is 
listed in sequence, the narrative is written and the timing is 
planned. It is an anchor to stop irrelevant facts from creeping 
in and it should stop the programme sounding like an abstract 
piece of uncontrolled ad lib. It is a guide for the narrator, the 
technician, the producer and anyone else who may become 
involved in the production. It is, in short, a map of sound. It 
may be a pencilled set of notes scribbled on the back of a final 
demand notice or it may be done in illuminated scroll on silk 
woven paper, but in whichever shape it comes, it will give polish 
to a talk, a documentary, a magazine, that will set it above the 
crude amateur productions that we all have suffered at some 
time or another. I have even used scripts for tapesponding. 
Before my wife said `I will' at the alter rail, she lived at the 
other end of the country. (These things happen!) We used 
battery tape recorders in preference to letters and even in this 
personal medium I constructed notes before I faced the mic. 
In some cases when I wanted to sound particularly suave and 
witty, I even wrote my dialogue before I spoke. 

Solo or group? 
On tape- recorded projects some people prefer to work alone. 
People like this, either because of choice or from necessity, will 
probably act with independence in spite of any advice I give 
and rely on spontaneous and inspired wit to cement the subject 
together. The more ambitious a project becomes, the more work 
is involved and because of the detail involved, a group venture is 
usually more successful. I am not an anti -individualist. Many 
competitions are won by solo entries, but even in these cases I 
imagine that some sort of script is used. 
In most tape recording societies each member has a different 
approach to the hobby. One person's reason for having a 
machine will not be the same as another. I might go off into a 
sixth heaven at the prospect of having to interview someone on 
tape, whereas another person will shudder at the thought. The 
point is that each member's taste should be channeled into 
practice for the good of the group. `They' tell me that there's 
something to be said for all this democratic specializing. I know 
it works in the tape recording societies. I am fortunate to belong 
to a small but active group where we have a member who can 
design and build electronic `things', we have another who goes 
into ecstasy when editing and dubbing and another who has 
a fit of joy when interviewing, a photographer, another mem- 
ber who seems to spend a lifetime inside churches recording 
choirs and there's me - who writes! I don't think that we are 
different from any other recording group. The willing specializa- 
tion is there. All that is needed is a secretary who looks for it 
and uses it. 
Whilst the cameras click for a tape /slide show, the interviewer 
asks questions, the gadgets are being made and the director 
worries, there is the script to be prepared - the pieces of paper 
which help to organize the whole set -up. 

Craft, art or sweat? 
There are easier things in the world than dashing off a script. 
Anyone who has been left with a pile of tapes containing inter- 
views and sounds and the blissful request 'Just knock off a script 
or something for that lot, will you, me old mate ?' will realize 
the truth of this! For a start it is essential that the script- writer 
- or shall we call ourselves `tape- writers'? - be in at the begin- 
ning of a project. That might sound obvious, but it's not always 
the habit! The result is usually a long argument between script- 
writer and director as to what the script should be about and 
both parties tend to be temperamental at this point. No, it's 
good for all concerned in the project to be chummy from the 
beginning. The man who directs the session might have his 
faults (he usually has a lot and it seems to be an asset for 
directorship), but if the writer is there at the beginning he will 
learn to tolerate these minor irritations. 
Let us assume that a short programme on local angling habits 
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The Importance of a Script 

by Graham Harris 

There are some people who can talk the hind leg off a donkey. 
In some cases this is not only sad for the donkey, but a trial for 
human ears! 
Talking is an art. Like any form of art, it has to be cultivated 
and the tape-recorder has helped many public-spirited persons 
to perfect their rhetoric. Fortunately for the world, I don't do 
much public speaking. I did once deliver a talk to a gathering 
of literary-minded gentlefolk and recorded this ad lib perform- 
ance. When I played it back I was, to say the least, alarmed! 
In spite of the polite thanks I received, there is no doubt my 
talk was unfit for human consumption. I had 'um'ed and 'arh'ed 
throughout and side tracked the main issue for ten minutes. It 
was a mistake. I should have known better. I should have had 
a script. 
Of course, it depends on the subject. Most people can talk quite 
sanely for half an hour on what they think of income tax, but, 
in the main, most subjects have need of some sort of prepara- 
tion. In other words, notes or a complete script. There are, 
indeed, some people who can talk 'off the cuff' on a given sub- 
ject quite merrily until they are faced with a microphone! It 
is as though the microphone has a quick saturation point. Some 
microphones have the appearance of lidless eyes and can 'stare' 
the living daylights out of a speaker. To become all technical 
for a brief moment, 'microphonic neurosis' is a common com- 
plaint. The cure is a script! No matter how small the proposed 
programme is for the tape recorder, a script, in some shape or 
form, is essential. 
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drinking in the atmosphere. 
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Just knock off a script for that lot, will you ? 

What is a script? 
It seems like a simple question and it warrants a simple answer. 
A script is a piece or pieces of paper on which the material is 
listed in sequence, the narrative is written and the timing is 
planned. It is an anchor to stop irrelevant facts from creeping 
in and it should stop the programme sounding like an abstract 
piece of uncontrolled ad lib. It is a guide for the narrator, the 
technician, the producer and anyone else who may become 
involved in the production. It is, in short, a map of sound. It 
may be a pencilled set of notes scribbled on the back of a final 
demand notice or it may be done in illuminated scroll on silk 
woven paper, but in whichever shape it comes, it will give polish 
to a talk, a documentary, a magazine, that will set it above the 
crude amateur productions that we all have suffered at some 
time or another. I have even used scripts for tapesponding. 
Before my wife said T will' at the alter rail, she lived at the 
other end of the country. (These things happen!) We used 
battery tape recorders in preference to letters and even in this 
personal medium I constructed notes before I faced the mic. 
In some cases when I wanted to sound particularly suave and 
witty, I even wrote my dialogue before I spoke. 

Solo or group? 
On tape-recorded projects some people prefer to work alone. 
People like this, either because of choice or from necessity, will 
probably act with independence in spite of any advice I give 
and rely on spontaneous and inspired wit to cement the subject 
together. The more ambitious a project becomes, the more work 
is involved and because of the detail involved, a group venture is 
usually more successful. I am not an anti-individualist. Many 
competitions are won by solo entries, but even in these cases I 
imagine that some sort of script is used. 
In most tape recording societies each member has a different 
approach to the hobby. One person's reason for having a 
machine will not be the same as another. I might go off into a 
sixth heaven at the prospect of having to interview someone on 
tape, whereas another person will shudder at the thought. The 
point is that each member's taste should be channeled into 
practice for the good of the group. 'They' tell me that there's 
something to be said for all this democratic specializing. I know 
it works in the tape recording societies. I am fortunate to belong 
to a small but active group where we have a member who can 
design and build electronic 'things', we have another who goes 
into ecstasy when editing and dubbing and another who has 
a fit of joy when interviewing, a photographer, another mem- 
ber who seems to spend a lifetime inside churches recording 
choirs and there's me - who writes! I don't think that we are 
different from any other recording group. The willing specializa- 
tion is there. All that is needed is a secretary who looks for it 
and uses it. 
Whilst the cameras click for a tape/slide show, the interviewer 
asks questions, the gadgets are being made and the director 
worries, there is the script to be prepared - the pieces of paper 
which help to organize the whole set-up. 

Craft, art or sweat? 
There are easier things in the world than dashing off a script. 
Anyone who has been left with a pile of tapes containing inter- 
views and sounds and the blissful request 'Just knock off a script 
or something for that lot, will you, me old mate?' will realize 
the truth of this! For a start it is essential that the script-writer 
- or shall we call ourselves 'tape-writers'? - be in at the begin- 
ning of a project. That might sound obvious, but it's not always 
the habit! The result is usually a long argument between script- 
writer and director as to what the script should be about and 
both parties tend to be temperamental at this point. No, it's 
good for all concerned in the project to be chummy from the 
beginning. The man who directs the session might have his 
faults (he usually has a lot and it seems to be an asset for 
directorship), but if the writer is there at the beginning he will 
learn to tolerate these minor irritations. 
Let us assume that a short programme on local angling habits 
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has been scheduled. The material is at hand - that is, interviews 
with fishy characters, location sound noises (the lap of water, 
the splash of a fish, the curses of the fisherman, etc., etc.) and, 
if it is a tape slide show, the photographs. The writer will then 
need to borrow a few angling magazines from which he or she 
can obtain some knowledge of the sport. It's not going to help 
matters if the writer believes that a pike can be shoved inside a 
jam jar. Together with this is the `research game'. In spite of 
what some people will say, research is important. I was recently 
asked to `do a script' on bridges and when I explained that I 
should need some time in which I could read up on the history of 
bridges, my director (bless his stereophonic recorders) said that 
he didn't want the whole thing cluttered up with facts. Quite 
right, said I, but at the same time it was no good `doing' a script 
with a load of unchecked phrases. In short the writer likes to 
know what he is writing about! In the case of the angling pro- 
gramme the tapewriter will need to find out about the local 
fishing scenes and a few angling terms. Armed with this know- 
ledge, the format and timing of the programme can be con- 
sidered. 
It is not necessary for the tape -writer to edit the interviews, but 
he will have to decide on which portions to be used and fit the 
instructions in sequence into the script along with the available 
sound effects. 

Words 
The narrative is, of course, all important and it is this that some- 
times puts people off writing scripts. It's not easy. If it were, then 
everyone would be earning great fortunes and winning Nobel 
prizes for literature all over the place. 
If the tape- writer knows who is doing the narrative, then he 
can write, so far as he is able, for that person's tongue. Sounds 
technical? Not really. It's easier to write, copying someone's 
turn of phrase, than it is to write for an unknown reader. If the 
narrator is a person who likes telling funny stories then the 
narration should be written with this in mind. Put it another 
way. It's best to write the dialogue as it is spoken and not as a 
piece of Johnsonian rhetoric. For instance 'The early eventide's 
severe beauty was smitten asunder with the tintinabulation that 
echoed across the misty - almost spiritual meadow' should be 
turned into a simpler 'The church bell struck seven.' It's easier 
to read, to say and to hear. No one will thank you for trying to 
be super- clever. 
The script can make or break a programme. If the programme 
is good, all the credit will go to those who can be heard on the 
sound track. If the programme is bad, the script -writer will 
receive the blunt of the attacks, and so it is up to the tape -writer 
to make the script easy to follow. I was once involved in a 
programme that was supposed to sell an idea to the general 
public. When I say `involved', I mean that I was chosen to do 
the narration and the script was written for me. The script- 
writer was a professional `Ad' man. We were doing the sound 
for the trailer to a main film and it lasted five minutes. The 
script was full of tongue and breath -twisting phrases that were 
supposed to grasp the viewers' attention. I can quite honestly 
say that if their attention was caught it was by the mistakes 
that I made in the reading and, of course, I blame the script- 
writer. 
When writing for a tape /slide show it is a waste of time writing 
the narrative to describe the views to be seen. I'll go further 
and say that it's down -right criminal. Let the slides speak for 
themselves. To see the picture of a wooden shack in the middle 
of a forest and then listen to the loudspeaker saying `This is a 
wooden shack in the middle of a forest' is not only superfluous, 
but uninspiring. 

A question of balance 
The narrative is the link between one slide, one sound effect 
or one interview and the other. The narrative should only tell the 
listener or viewer what is not apparent from anything else. It is 
up to the tape- writer to balance the voices and the sounds. 
Back to the `Local Angling Habits' programme. The narrative 

should be broken into two or more voices, as though it were a 
conversation, using male and female voices to break the 
monotony. The script should include all directions for dubbing 
of interviews and of sounds, where to fade, superimpose and 
cut. The tape recorder is a sound machine and the tape -writer 
should keep this uppermost in mind when composing the pro- 
gramme. Every ounce of worth should be extracted from the 
available sound effects and recorded interviews. These make up 
the meat of the story and it's the flavour that counts. Writing a 
script isn't just a matter of writing words for someone else to 
say. It is composing a story with everything that is at hand. 

The layout 
The tape -writer has been handed the material. This includes 
tapes of sundry interviews that have been carried out with local 
anglers, sound effects and some history of the sport. The tape - 
writer has probably gone along to a local session and sat on 
the banks of the river drinking in the atmosphere. The opening 
of the programme might look something like this on paper. 

A Piece of Quiet 

A 20- minute programme on local angling habits and customs written 
by Phylis Qwod for the production by members of the Upper- Krerting- 
in- the -Swamp Amateur Tape Recording Society. 
Recorded 3 November 1966. 

Slides Sound Effects Interviews Dialogue Time 

2 
3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

Scene of quiet river. 
Scene of trees with title. 
Credits. 
Traffic scene. 
Cut in sharply with 
traffic sounds. 
Superimpose screech of 
brakes. 
Country scene. 
Bring up slowly twittering 
of birds. Superimpose lap 
of water. 
Anglers on river bank. 

A stretch of river. 

Bring in sound of reel 
being wound. 
Shot of Dan Myers by 
river. 
Insert Dan Myers' 
interview from'Ah! 
fished 'ere for 5 year' to 

.. I catch nowt at all'. 

Male Voice 
The evening peace of an 
English meadow is a 
welcome retreat from the 
chaos of yelling streets. 
Along this stretch of the 
River Bogg a man can 
sit for hours staring at 
the ripples on the surface 
of the water. 

10 sec 
10 sec 
15 sec 
IO sec 

3 sec 

15 sec 

10 sec 

10 sec 

I5 sec 

It helps if each person involved with the recording of the pro- 
gramme has a copy of the script and there can be no excuse for 
anyone to complain that he or she doesn't know what's going 
on. The practice of using a script in sessions is another story. 
What matters here is the tape'writer. Having completed the 
script, the writer might believe that he or she can now rest 
on laurels. It's not, however, quite the end. The essential charac- 
teristics of a tape -writer should include patience, tolerance, 
amiability, a sense of humour, the trained ability to refrain from 
saying `Go jump in the canal' and versatility. There is a very 
strong chance that the writer might be called upon read his own 
work. There is an even stronger chance that the script will be 
submitted to drastic cuts and changes. 
There is also an overwhelming chance that he will be asked to 
write more scripts. So. It's good to feel wanted! 11 
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has been scheduled. The material is at hand - that is, interviews 
with fishy characters, location sound noises (the lap of water, 
the splash of a fish, the curses of the fisherman, etc., etc.) and, 
if it is a tape slide show, the photographs. The writer will then 
need to borrow a few angling magazines from which he or she 
can obtain some knowledge of the sport. It's not going to help 
matters if the writer believes that a pike can be shoved inside a 
jam jar. Together with this is the 'research game'. In spite of 
what some people will say, research is important. I was recently 
asked to "do a script" on bridges and when I explained that I 
should need some time in which I could read up on the history of 
bridges, my director (bless his stereophonic recorders) said that 
he didn't want the whole thing cluttered up with facts. Quite 
right, said I, but at the same time it was no good 'doing' a script 
with a load of unchecked phrases. In short the writer likes to 
know what he is writing about! In the case of the angling pro- 
gramme the tapewriter will need to find out about the local 
fishing scenes and a few angling terms. Armed with this know- 
ledge, the format and timing of the programme can be con- 
sidered. 
It is not necessary for the tape-writer to edit the interviews, but 
he will have to decide on which portions to be used and fit the 
instructions in sequence into the script along with the available 
sound effects. 

Words 
The narrative is, of course, all important and it is this that some- 
times puts people off writing scripts. It's not easy. If it were, then 
everyone would be earning great fortunes and winning Nobel 
prizes for literature all over the place. 
If the tape-writer knows who is doing the narrative, then he 
can write, so far as he is able, for that person's tongue. Sounds 
technical? Not really. It's easier to write, copying someone's 
turn of phrase, than it is to write for an unknown reader. If the 
narrator is a person who likes telling funny stories then the 
narration should be written with this in mind. Put it another 
way. It's best to write the dialogue as it is spoken and not as a 
piece of Johnsonian rhetoric. For instance 'The early eventide's 
severe beauty was smitten asunder with the tintinabulalion that 
echoed across the misty - almost spiritual meadow' should be 
turned into a simpler 'The church bell struck seven.' It's easier 
to read, to say and to hear. No one will thank you for trying to 
be super-clever. 
The script can make or break a programme. If the programme 
is good, all the credit will go to those who can be heard on the 
sound track. If the programme is bad, the script-writer will 
receive the blunt of the attacks, and so it is up to the tape-writer 
to make the script easy to follow. I was once involved in a 
programme that was supposed to sell an idea to the general 
public. When I say 'involved', I mean that I was chosen to do 
the narration and the script was written for me. The script- 
writer was a professional 'Ad' man. We were doing the sound 
for the trailer to a main film and it lasted five minutes. The 
script was full of tongue and breath-twisting phrases that were 
supposed to grasp the viewers' attention. I can quite honestly 
say that if their attention was caught it was by the mistakes 
that I made in the reading and, of course, I blame the script- 
writer. 
When writing for a tape/slide show it is a waste of time writing 
the narrative to describe the views to be seen. I'll go further 
and say that it's down-right criminal. Let the slides speak for 
themselves. To see the picture of a wooden shack in the middle 
of a forest and then listen to the loudspeaker saying 'This is a 
wooden shack in the middle of a forest' is not only superfluous, 
but uninspiring. 

A question of balance 
The narrative is the link between one slide, one sound effect 
or one interview and the other. The narrative should only tell the 
listener or viewer what is not apparent from anything else. It is 
up to the tape-writer to balance the voices and the sounds. 
Back to the 'Local Angling Habits' programme. The narrative 

should be broken into two or more voices, as though it were a 
conversation, using male and female voices to break the 
monotony. The script should include all directions for dubbing 
of interviews and of sounds, where to fade, superimpose and 
cut. The tape recorder is a sound machine and the tape-writer 
should keep this uppermost in mind when composing the pro- 
gramme. Every ounce of worth should be extracted from the 
available sound effects and recorded interviews. These make up 
the meat of the story and it's the flavour that counts. Writing a 
script isn't just a matter of writing words for someone else to 
say. It is composing a story with everything that is at hand. 

The layout 
The tape-writer has been handed the material. This includes 
tapes of sundry interviews that have been carried out with local 
anglers, sound effects and some history of the sport. The tape- 
writer has probably gone along to a local session and sat on 
the banks of the river drinking in the atmosphere. The opening 
of the programme might look something like this on paper. 

A Piece of Quiet 

A 20-minutc programme on local angling habits and customs written 
by Phylis Qwod for the production by members of the Upper-Krcrting- 
in-the-Swamp Amateur Tape Recording Society. 
Recorded 3 November 1966. 

Slides Sound Effects Interviews Dialogue Time 

1 Scene of quiet river. 10 see 
2 Scene of trees with title. 10 sec 
3 Credits. 15 sec 
4 Traffic scene. 10 sec 

Cut in sharply with 
traffic sounds. 
Superimpose screech of 
brakes. 3 sec 

5 Country scene. 
Bring up slowly twittering 
of birds. Superimpose lap 
of water. 15 sec 

6 Anglers on river bank. Male Voice 
The evening peace of an 
English meadow is a 
welcome retreat from the 
chaos of yelling streets. 10 sec 

7 A stretch of river. Along this stretch of the 
River Bogg a man can 
sit for hours staring at 
the ripples on the surface 
of the water. 10 sec 

Bring in sound of reel 
being wound. 

8 Shot of Dan Myers by 
river. 

9 Insert Dan Myers' 
interview from "Ah! 1 
fished 'ere for 5 year" to 
'. . . I catch nowt at all". 15 sec 

It helps if each person involved with the recording of the pro- 
gramme has a copy of the script and there can be no excuse for 
anyone to complain that he or she doesn't know what's going 
on. The practice of using a script in sessions is another story. 
What matters here is the tape'writer. Having completed the 
script, the writer might believe that he or she can now rest 
on laurels. It's not, however, quite the end. The essential charac- 
teristics of a tape-writer should include patience, tolerance, 
amiability, a sense of humour, the trained ability to refrain from 
saying 'Go jump in the canal' and versatility. There is a very 
strong chance that the writer might be called upon read his own 
work. There is an even stronger chance that the script will be 
submitted to drastic cuts and changes. 
There is also an overwhelming chance that he will be asked to 
write more scripts. So. It's good to feel wanted! 
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EXPERIMENTAL 
NOISE 
CANCELLING 
MICROPHONE 

by B. E. Wilkinson 

The 'mechanics' of the dynamic microphone 
are generally well understood. Pressure 
exerted by sound waves deflects the dia- 
phragm, the velocity causing the magnetic 
element to generate an electrical output 
identical in frequency and proportional in 
amplitude to the original sound wave. In the 
normal instrument, the two faces of the dia- 
phragm are isolated from one another, either 
by containing the mechanism and the reverse 
side of the diaphragm in a case, or by making 
the air path between the faces devious and 
long. If we arrange for both faces of the 
diaphragm to be exposed with little or no 
barrier between, then the characteristics of 
the microphone are changed. Ambient noise 
or sound from distant sources, is so dispersed 
by reflection that it approaches the instrument 
from all directions and reaches both faces of 
the diaphragm. Pressures are thus balanced, 
and the effect is no deflection, making the 
output zero. If we speak directly into and 
fairly close to the microphone however, the 
sound is not dispersed, and the greater 
proportion of it is applied to the front face of 
the diaphragm. A pressure differential exists 
between the faces, and there is a usable out- 
put. This is the principle of the noise - 
cancelling microphone, an instrument for use 
in noisy environments such as aircraft cabins. 
To the recording enthusiast, such an instru- 
ment is useful for recording conversation or 
interviews in locations with a particularly 
high ambient noise level. It should be pointed 
out that the background noise does not com- 
pletely disappear, but is in evidence at a 
reduced level. 
A section through the microphone is shown in 
Fig. 1. The principle of operation is similar to 
that of a standard earphone, the poles of the 
magnet being separated from the mild steel 
diaphragm by a small air gap, which (in this 
case) is adjustable. Deflection of the dia- 
phragm by sound waves (and associated 
troughs) causes the air gap to close and 
widen respectively. The magnetic resistance 
(reluctance) due to the gap thus varies, and 
the magnetic field due to the magnet follows 
the change. The coil surrounding the poles is 
affected by the change of field, and an emf is 
induced to form the output. The noise - 
cancelling property is obtained by raising the 
magnet poles and diaphragm above the level 
of the case, so that a gap is formed. 

Construction 
The basis of the microphone is a small, but 
powerful 'Eclipse' magnet. This is cylindrical 
and measures 0.75 in diameter by 0.5 in high, 
with a fixing hole in the U formed by the 
poles. The magnet is available at most tool 
stores. A plastic bottle lid is used as a case, 
and accepts the magnet, with a peripheral 
clearance of about ,b in, while the internal 
depth of the lid should not be less than the 
height of the magnet. No difficulty should be 

12 experienced in finding a suitable lid as there 

is a vast number of bottles of different sizes 
available, and the requirements are by no 
means critical. To secure the magnet in the 
case, a 4 BA clearance hole is drilled through 
the centre of the lid, and a bolt passed through 
the magnet. To leave space for the windings, 
a countersunk bolt should be used. If the lid 
is much deeper than the magnet, the lip 
should be ground down on a sheet of sand- 
paper laid on a flat surface. 
The microphone output is taken from the 
unit by means of a miniature jack plug set in 
a hole at the circumference of the lid. A 
'Radiospares' plug is available and has a 
parallel -sided aluminium body which is 
particularly suitable. The hole must be drilled 
carefully to avoid cracking the plastic, and 
then widened until the plug body forms a 
snug fit. For this task, I used a short length of 
sandpaper rolled to form a cylinder. The 
diaphragm is supported on three 6 BA pillars, 
which are set in a fibreglass annulus formed 
around the plastic lid and made as follows: 
(a) Obtain two discs of Tufnol, mild steel, or 

similarly stiff material. The disc diameter 
should be at least 0.6 in greater than the 
plastic lid diameter. 

(b) Drill a central hole through each plate to 
clear 4 BA, and bolt both to one side of the 
lid. Mark a point about 0.15 in from the lid 
circumference, and drill a 6 BA clearance 
hole. Remove the lid and drill the plates 
with two further 6 BA holes, set 120° 
apart. Put a small splash of paint or mark 
on each plate to indicate correct align- 
ment. 

(c) Separate the plates and stick paper 
(preferably waxed, but this is not vital) to 
the facing surfaces; make the necessary 
holes in the paper. Now place the plastic 
lid between the papered surfaces of the 
plates, and bolt up using a 4 BA bolt 
through the centres. 

(d) Correctly line up the 6 BA holes, and pass 
lengths of 6 BA threaded rod (1i in 
lengths are used in the microphone 
shown) through. Secure each rod to both 
plates using four nuts - one outside each 
plate and two between, and adjust until 
the plates are parallel. Set the jack plug 
midway between its adjacent lengths of 
threaded rod, and tighten up. The 
assembly should now consist of the 
plastic lid between the two plates, which 
are held in position by a 4 BA bolt at the 
centre and three 6 BA rods. 

(e) Make up a fibreglass resin and paint the 
lid, jack plug and 6 BA rods liberally. Lay 
on strips of matting and layers of resin 
until the gap between the plates is com- 
pletely filled. Be careful to avoid bubbles, 
and do not stop, as the resin should begin 
to harden in about 20 minutes. Until the 
fibreglass reaches the jelly stage, hold the 
assembly and rotate it occasionally to 
prevent the resin from running off. As the 
fibreglass hardens, place the assembly in 
a warm place for an hour or so. 

When the fibreglass has hardened, the 6 BA 
nuts are removed from the periphery of each 
plate and the 4 BA nut and bolt are withdrawn 
from the centre. The plates can now be re- 
moved. The paper will have prevented a bond 
between resin and plate, and should tear, 
allowing the plates to come apart fairly easily. 
The microphone case is now almost complete, 
consisting of the plastic lid, surrounded by an 
annulus of fibreglass with three 6 BA projec- 
tions. Grinding the annulus concentric with 
the lid is not difficult: although fibreglass is 

very strong, it can be sanded off easily using 
a medium grade of sandpaper. The 6 BA pro- 
jections at the back of the case can now be 
sawn off and the back cleaned up with sand- 
paper. 
Short lengths of plastic- covered, stranded 
wire are soldered to the plug contacts, which 
are screwed back into the body. The ends of 
the wire are thus now projecting into the 
plastic lid. Each pole of the magnet is wound 
with 200 turns of fine, insulated wire (taken 
from the primary of an old output transformer). 
The4 BA bolt (with countersunk head) should 
be passed through the magnet and lightly 
secured with a nut before winding starts, and 
strips of gummed paper or adhesive tape 
wrapped around the poles to prevent chafing 
the initial turns. Winding must be carried out 
so that the wire is put on to one pole clock- 
wise and the other anticlockwise. If the wire is 
wound on both poles in the same direction, the 
coil's emf's will be antiphased and the total 
output zero. I found that 200 turns was about 
the greatest length of wire that could be put 
on each pole without making the coil un- 
manageable, and increased the magnet dia- 
meter to a point where the assembly would 
only just fit in the lid. The finished coils are 
secured in position with glue or strips of tape, 
and the free ends cut off to a length of about 
1 in. These are then soldered to the wire ends 
of the plug, the 4 BA nut is removed from the 
centre bolt and the magnet dropped into the 
lid on to washers to raise the poles about i in 
above case level. The 4 BA nut is screwed on 
to the bolt at the back of the case and 
tightened up to hold the magnet firmly in 
position. 

Preliminary test 
The close -up photographs (Figs. 3 & 4) show 
the case,with magnet in position. Nuts shown 
on the 6 BA rods are for adjustment of the 
diaphragm height. Owing to the relatively 
small number of turns, the microphone is a 

low- impedance device, and while it seems to 
match fairly well into a base /emitter circuit, a 
step -up transformer is needed to feed a high - 
impedance input. The jack plug embedded in 
the fibreglass plugs into a socket on the 
microphone lead, which carries at the other 
end a plug to fit the tape recorder. To test the 
microphone so far, the output is connected to 
a recorder or an amplifier, and a piece of steel 
-a knife blade perhaps - is allowed to snap 
against the magnet poles. If the circuit is 
satisfactory, a 'snap' should be recorded or 
heard through the amplifier, and movement of 
the steel against the magnet will produce a 
scraping noise. I found that a strip of tinplate 
laid across the magnet will behave as a dia- 
phragm, and a distorted speech output can 
be obtained. However, the idea of testing at 
this stage is simply to ensure that the circuit 
is satisfactory. 

Making the diaphragm 
The diaphragm is a mild steel disc, equal in 
diameter to that of the fibreglass annulus, and 
drilled with six 6 BA clearance holes. Tinplate 
is a good source of mild steel, and can be 
cut from almost any can. The most important 
feature of the diaphragm is flatness: if a disc 
is bent while being cut out, it must be dis- 
carded and a new one made. The diaphragm 
is clamped firmly between the front face and a 
ring, which in the unit shown is of Tufnol. 
The requirement of both ring and face plate is 
stiffness. Between the diaphragm and the 
front face there is a cardboard spacer, which 
ensures that the diaphragm is free. I found it 
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EXPERIMENTAL 

NOISE 

CANCELLING 

MICROPHONE 

by B. E. Wilkinson 

The 'mechanics' of the dynamic microphone 
are generally well understood. Pressure 
exerted by sound waves deflects the dia- 
phragm, the velocity causing the magnetic 
element to generate an electrical output 
identical in frequency and proportional in 
amplitude to the original sound wave. In the 
normal instrument, the two faces of the dia- 
phragm are isolated from one another, either 
by containing the mechanism and the reverse 
side of the diaphragm in a case, or by making 
the air path between the faces devious and 
long. If we arrange for both faces of the 
diaphragm to be exposed with little or no 
barrier between, then the characteristics of 
the microphone are changed. Ambient noise 
or sound from distant sources, is so dispersed 
by reflection that it approaches the instrument 
from all directions and reaches both faces of 
the diaphragm. Pressures are thus balanced, 
and the effect is no deflection, making the 
output zero. If we speak directly into and 
fairly close to the microphone however, the 
sound is not dispersed, and the greater 
proportion of it is applied to the front face of 
the diaphragm. A pressure differential exists 
between the faces, and there is a usable out- 
put. This is the principle of the noise- 
cancelling microphone, an instrument for use 
in noisy environments such as aircraft cabins. 
To the recording enthusiast, such an instru- 
ment is useful for recording conversation or 
interviews in locations with a particularly 
high ambient noise level. It should be pointed 
out that the background noise does not com- 
pletely disappear, but is in evidence at a 
reduced level. 
A section through themicrophoneisshownin 
Fig. 1. The principle of operation is similar to 
that of a standard earphone, the poles of the 
magnet being separated from the mild steel 
diaphragm by a small air gap, which (in this 
case) is adjustable. Deflection of the dia- 
phragm by sound waves (and associated 
troughs) causes the air gap to close and 
widen respectively. The magnetic resistance 
(reluctance) due to the gap thus varies, and 
the magnetic field due to the magnet follows 
the change. The coil surrounding the poles is 
affected by the change of field, and an emf is 
induced to form the output. The noise- 
cancelling property is obtained by raising the 
magnet poles and diaphragm above the level 
of the case, so that a gap is formed. 

Construction 
The basis of the microphone is a small, but 
powerful 'Eclipse' magnet. This is cylindrical 
and measures 0-75 in diameter by 0-5 in high, 
with a fixing hole in the U formed by the 
poles. The magnet is available at most tool 
stores. A plastic bottle lid is used as a case, 
and accepts the magnet, with a peripheral 
clearance of about A in, while the internal 
depth of the lid should not be less than the 
height of the magnet. No difficulty should be 
experienced in finding a suitable lid as there 

is a vast number of bottles of different sizes 
available, and the requirements are by no 
means critical. To secure the magnet in the 
case, a 4 BA clearance hole is drilled through 
the centre of the lid, and a bolt passed through 
the magnet. To leave space for the windings, 
a countersunk bolt should be used. If the lid 
is much deeper than the magnet, the lip 
should be ground down on a sheet of sand- 
paper laid on a flat surface. 
The microphone output is taken from the 
unit by means of a miniature jack plug set in 
a hole at the circumference of the lid. A 
'Radiospares' plug Is available and has a 
parallel-sided aluminium body which is 
particularly suitable. The hole must be drilled 
carefully to avoid cracking the plastic, and 
then widened until the plug body forms a 
snug fit. For this task, I used a short length of 
sandpaper rolled to form a cylinder. The 
diaphragm is supported on three 6 BA pillars, 
which are set in afibreglass annulus formed 
around the plastic lid and made as follows: 
(a) Obtain two discs of Tufnol, mild steel, or 

similarly stiff material. The disc diameter 
should be at least 0-6 in greater than the 
plastic lid diameter. 

(b) Drill a central hole through each plate to 
clear 4 BA, and bolt both to one side of the 
lid. Mark a point about 0-15 in from the lid 
circumference, and drill a 6 BA clearance 
hole. Remove the lid and drill the plates 
with two further 6 BA holes, set 120° 
apart. Put a small splash of paint or mark 
on each plate to indicate correct align- 
ment. 

(c) Separate the plates and stick paper 
(preferably waxed, but this is not vital) to 
the facing surfaces; make the necessary 
holes in the paper. Now place the plastic 
lid between the papered surfaces of the 
plates, and bolt up using a 4 BA bolt 
through the centres. 

(d) Correctly line up the 6 BA holes, and pass 
lengths of 6 BA threaded rod (1i in 
lengths are used in the microphone 
shown) through. Secure each rod to both 
plates using four nuts - one outside each 
plate and two between, and adjust until 
the plates are parallel. Set the jack plug 
midway between its adjacent lengths of 
threaded rod, and tighten up. The 
assembly should now consist of the 
plastic lid between the two plates, which 
are held in position by a 4 BA bolt at the 
centre and three 6 BA rods. 

(e) Make up a flbreglass resin and paint the 
lid, jack plug and 6 BA rods liberally. Lay 
on strips of matting and layers of resin 
until the gap between the plates is com- 
pletely filled. Be careful to avoid bubbles, 
and do not stop, as the resin should begin 
to harden in about 20 minutes. Until the 
flbreglass reaches the jelly stage, hold the 
assembly and rotate it occasionally to 
prevent the resin from running off. As the 
flbreglass hardens, place the assembly in 
a warm place tor an hour or so. 

When the flbreglass has hardened, the 6 BA 
nuts are removed from the periphery of each 
plate and the 4 BA nut and bolt are withdrawn 
from the centre. The plates can now be re- 
moved. The paper will have prevented a bond 
between resin and plate, and should tear, 
allowing the plates to come apart fairly easily. 
The microphone case is now almost complete, 
consisting of the plastic lid, surrounded by an 
annulus of flbreglass with three 6 BA projec- 
tions. Grinding the annulus concentric with 
the lid is not difficult: although flbreglass is 

very strong, it can be sanded off easily using 
a medium grade of sandpaper. The 6 BA pro- 
jections at the back of the case can now be 
sawn off and the back cleaned up with sand- 
paper. 
Short lengths of plastic-covered, stranded 
wire are soldered to the plug contacts, which 
are screwed back into the body. The ends of 
the wire are thus now projecting into the 
plastic lid. Each pole of the magnet is wound 
with 200 turns of fine, insulated wire (taken 
from the primary of an old outputtransformer). 
The 4 BA boll(with countersunk head) should 
be passed through the magnet and lightly 
secured with a nut before winding starts, and 
strips of gummed paper or adhesive tape 
wrapped around the poles to prevent chafing 
the initial turns. Winding must be carried out 
so that the wire is put on to one pole clock- 
wise and the other anticlockwise. If the wire is 
wound on both poles in the same direction, the 
coil's emf's will be antiphased and the total 
output zero. 1 found that 200 turns was about 
the greatest length of wire that could be put 
on each pole without making the coil un- 
manageable, and increased the magnet dia- 
meter to a point where the assembly would 
only just fit in the lid. The finished coils are 
secured in position with glue or strips of tape, 
and the free ends cut off to a length of about 
1 in. These are then soldered to the wire ends 
of the plug, the 4 BA nut is removed from the 
centre bolt and the magnet dropped into the 
lid on to washers to raise the poles aboutj in 
above case level. The 4 BA nut is screwed on 
to the bolt at the back of the case and 
tightened up to hold the magnet firmly in 
position. 
Preliminary test 
The close-up photographs (Figs. 3 & 4) show 
thecase.with magnet in position. Nuts shown 
on the 6 BA rods are for adjustment of the 
diaphragm height. Owing to the relatively 
small number of turns, the microphone is a 
low-impedance device, and while it seems to 
match fairly well into a base/emitter circuit, a 
step-up transformer is needed to feed a high- 
impedance input. The jack plug embedded in 
the flbreglass plugs into a socket on the 
microphone lead, which carries at the other 
end a plug to fit the tape recorder. To lest the 
microphone so far, the output is connected to 
a recorder or an amplifier, and a piece of steel 
- a knife blade perhaps - is allowed to snap 
against the magnet poles. If the circuit is 
satisfactory, a 'snap' should be recorded or 
heard through the amplifier, and movement of 
the steel against the magnet will produce a 
scraping noise. I found that a strip of tinplate 
laid across the magnet will behave as a dia- 
phragm, and a distorted speech output can 
be obtained. However, the idea of testing at 
this stage is simply to ensure that the circuit 
is satisfactory. 
Making the diaphragm 
The diaphragm is a mild steel disc, equal in 
diameter to that of the flbreglass annulus, and 
drilled with six 6 BA clearance holes. Tinplate 
is a good source of mild steel, and can be 
cut from almost any can. The most important 
feature of the diaphragm is flatness; if a disc 
is bent while being cut out, it must be dis- 
carded and a new one made. The diaphragm 
is clamped firmly between the front face and a 
ring, which in the unit shown is of Tufnol. 
The requirement of both ring and face plate is 
stiffness. Between the diaphragm and the 
front face there is a cardboard spacer, which 
ensures that the diaphragm is free. I found it 
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necessary to compress a small elastic band 
in this cavity to stiffen the diaphragm so that 
resonances in the audio range are eliminated. 
Sound waves at the front face plate pass 
through a 0.5 in hole at the centre - it is 
tedious and pointless to try to form a pattern 
of small holes. The diaphragm assembly is 
bolted up with three 6 BA nuts and bolts, 
positioned in alternate holes. To fit the dia- 
phragm to the microphone case, the 6 BA rods 
on the latter are passed through the remaining 
three holes in the former. Nuts are fitted and 
excessive length of rod sawn off. About in 
should be left to allow for adjustment of the 
diaphragm height. 
The microphone is experimental in that per- 
formance can be altered by varying the fol- 
lowing distances: 
(a) diaphragm /magnet. This distance affects 

the output amplitude and is varied by 
adjustment of the nuts on the 6 BA rods. 

(b) diaphragm /case. This distance varies the 
gap by which sound waves can reach the 
rear face of the diaphragm, and thus ad- 
justs the noise -cancelling property. Ad- 
justment is effected by varying the thick- 
ness of washers under the magnet, and 
the nuts on the 6 BA rods. 

The diaphragm /magnet distance should be 
kept as small as possible without contact to 
ensure a good output, while initially a dia- 
phragm /case distance of } in is acceptable. 
Testing should, of course, be carried out in a 

noisy environment, but some idea of perform- 
ance can be gauged without the need for 
noise. A record is made with the microphone 
normal to the speaker's mouth, and during 
the speech the instrument is rotated through 
a right angle so that the sound waves are then 
falling on both faces of the diaphragm. On 
replay, there should be a reduction in volume 
as the microphone is turned. The dimensions 
chosen for the instrument shown were 
determined mainly by the size of the magnet 
and the plastic lid. Earlier experiments indi- 
cated that larger cases produce undesirable 
resonances due to the cavities formed and the 
greater flexibilities of the associated dia- 
phragms, while on the other hand very small 
microphones are insensitive due to the small 
diaphragm area. 

Fig. 3 

Fig. 4 13 
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necessary to compress a small elastic band 
in this cavity to stiffen the diaphragm so that 
resonances in the audio range are eliminated. 
Sound waves at the front face plate pass 
through a 0-5 in hole at the centre - it is 
tedious and pointless to try to form a pattern 
of small holes. The diaphragm assembly is 
bolted up with three 6 BA nuts and bolts, 
positioned in alternate holes. To fit the dia- 
phragm to the microphone case, the 6 B A rods 
on the latter are passed through the remaining 
three holes in the former. Nuts are fitted and 
excessive length of rod sawn off. About i in 
should be left to allow for adjustment of the 
diaphragm height. 
The microphone is experimental in that per- 
formance can be altered by varying the fol- 
lowing distances; 
(а) diaphragm/magnet. This distance affects 

the output amplitude and is varied by 
adjustment of the nuts on the 6 BA rods. 

(б) diaphragm/case. This distance varies the 
gap by which sound waves can reach the . 
rear face of the diaphragm, and thus ad- 
justs the noise-cancelling property. Ad- 
justment is effected by varying the thick- 
ness of washers under the magnet, and 
the nuts on the 6 BA rods. 

The diaphragm/magnet distance should be 
kept as small as possible without contact to 
ensure a good output, while initially a dia- 
phragm/case distance of i in is acceptable. 
Testing should, of course, be carried out in a 
noisy environment, but some idea of perform- 
ance can be gauged without the need for 
noise. A record is made with the microphone 
normal to the speaker's mouth, and during 
the speech the instrument is rotated through 
a right angle so that the sound waves are then 
falling on both faces of the diaphragm. On 
replay, there should be a reduction in volume 
as the microphone is turned. The dimensions 
chosen for the instrument shown were 
determined mainly by the size of the magnet 
and the plastic lid. Earlier experiments indi- 
cated that larger cases produce undesirable 
resonances due to the cavities formed and the 
greater flexibilities of the associated dia- 
phragms, while on the other hand very small 
microphones are insensitive due to the small 
diaphragm area. 
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For comprehensive information and the name of your nearest Bang & Olufsen Dealer, write to Geoffrey Smith, Bang & 
Olufsen U.K. Sales Division, Mercia Road, Gloucester. Tel: Gloucester 26841, or see the 2000 De Luxe at our London 
Showroom, 70 -71 Welbeck Street, London, W.1. Tel: HUNter 2143. 
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THE RIGS YOU sir 
Each month the writers of the most interesting letters selected 
for publication on this page will receive a useful accessory to 
tape recording. Letters for this page should be addressed to 
Things You Say, ATR, 9 Harrow Road, London W2. 

More about tape thieves 
I note with some concern the condemnation of the 
British tapetalker by your correspondent Ken- 
neth F. Williams of Australia. This is not an 
isolated case, and hardly a month goes by without 
similar complaints being aired. So much so, in 
fact, that Britain is fast becoming a bad risk 
as far as tape contacts are concerned. This is 
because a large number of undesirables are 
posing as tape pals and are being accepted in 
Tape Exchange clubs and in magazine directories 
in good faith, when actually all they are out for 
are tapes on the cheap which they have no 
intention of returning. 
This sort of sharp practice can be defeated to a 
large extent by the person being invited to tape, 
and here Mr Williams committed two funda- 
mental errors: first, by being the one to supply 
the first tape; secondly, by using 7 in tapes instead 
of an initial 3 in one. We at Worldwide Tapetalk 
issue precise rules and guidance to our members 
and we always stipulate that the person making 
the approach to a tape contact must always make 
and supply the first tape, upon being given the 
OK to go ahead. Never once should the 
approached person supply the first tape even if 
the would -be contact especially requests it. By 
following this simple rule, many hard feelings 
can be avoided and it will help to defeat this kind 
of racket. 
Fortunately the vast majority of club members 
and readers listed in magazine directories are 
genuine and sincere tapespondents but, as in 
so many ways of life, it is the unscrupulous 
ones who make the news and leave a bad taste 
in the mouth when the word 'tapespondent' is 
mentioned. Now I would like to see in your 
columns 'the other side of the picture' where 
complete lives have been changed, where loneliness 
has been dispersed, where the road to immigration 
has been paved, where friendship has merged 
into marriage ... in fact, I could quote scores of 
cases where tapespondence was the most wonderful 
thing that ever happened. But then, of course, 
it could be justifiably thought that, in my position, 
I was somewhat biased. Instead, let us hear from 
your readers about the happier side of this 
hobby and the change it has made in their lives. 
Harrow, Middlesex Chas. L. Towers 

The trouble is not all one -sided 
Having read Mr K. F. Williams' letter about 
British tapespondents, I just cannot let this matter 
go without a few comments of my own. I am a 
comparative newcomer to tapesponding, although 
I have owned a recorder for some four years. The 
main function of my recorder was to make sound 
tracks for 8mm films, but through reading your 
excellent magazine I decided to try my hand at 
tapesponding. Over two or three months I 

selected two gentlemen in Australia, two in 
New Zealand and two in America. The two 
Americans answered promptly. Neither of the 
Australians answered, and only one of the gentle- 
men in New Zealand answered, and he turned 
out to be an Englishman who had emigrated. So 
you see, the trouble is not all one -sided. 
Might I add that I still tapespond with the New 
Zealander and have five other pals, all Americans. 
If Mr Williams would care to have a change of 
heart I will tapespond with him gladly, and will 
send the first tape. All my tapes go by airmail. 
Good luck to your Tape Directory, keep the good 
work going; don't let a few rotten apples spoil 
the barrel. 
Birmingham 14 J. E. West 

Most tapespondents are honest 
I feel our Australian friend, Mr K. F. Williams 
has been rather unfortunate in the selection of 
his tapespondents in this country. I would like 
to inform him that such unreliable and dishonest 

people also exist 'down under', as I had the same 
misfortune when sending tapes to Australia 
some two years ago. However, I do not condemn 
all Australians for the selfishness of one or two, 
neither would I consider the Australian flag 
to be flying upside down. 
I respectfully suggest he considers joining one 
of the many excellent clubs in this country. I 

am sure the secretary of my own club, Mr Roger 
Pirie of the International Tape and Cine Society, 
83 Warrens Hall Road, Dudley, Worcester, or 
our very esteemed Australian President, Mr Stan 
McMurty, 39 Reid Street, Murrumbeena, Mel- 
bourne, Australia, would be only too pleased 
to have him join our ranks. I can guarantee he 
would never lose any more tapes. 
Come on Mr Williams, don't condemn the 
thousands of honest and reliable tapespondents 
in this country for the failure of only two. 
St Ives, Cornwall D. F. Palmer 

Mini- message tapes first 
I was sorry to read in these columns of the tape 
losses by your Australian correspondent, but this 
'hazard' is by no means confined to the UK. I 

recently had a tape from an American who said 
that he had nothing but praise for the promptness 
with which his UK contacts returned his tapes 
and wished he could say the same for some of 
those in his own country, where he had lost 
several tapes. 
Unfortunately, it is a risk one must take in the 
endeavour to find new contacts. I have lost tapes 
both in this country and overseas but perhaps 
one day they will return. For first contacts I 

only send small mini -message tapes that I make 
up myself, replacing them with larger spools 
should the contact become established. Of course, 
there is the possibility of tapes getting lost in the 
post, although I have found the GPO very good, 
several tapes having been returned to me marked 
'not known' or 'gone away'. 
In about six years of tapesponding I have made 
good reliable tape friends taken from the A TR 
Tape Directory and this more than compensates 
for lost and 'switched' tapes. There are few hobbies 
that are so rewarding as tape recording. One can 
get out and about with a portable in the fine 
weather or stay in the warm when it is cold. I 
get a lot of pleasure from recording and during 
a recent long and trying illness one of my few 
daily high -lights was to listen for the footsteps 
of the postman up the drive and the hoped -for 
'plonk' of a tape on the mat. 
Best wishes and thanks to you and all your staff 
for a grand magazine. 
Brighton, Sussex D. J. Goldup 

It seems that the letter from Mr Williams in 
Mona Vale, Australia, has rather stirred things 
up among the tapesponding fraternity; Unfor- 
tunately, we haven't the space to publish all the 
letters received in reply, but here are extracts 
from three more. We do, of course, sincerely 
thank all those readers who wrote expressing 
their views. (Editor.) 

The non -return of a tapespondent's tape is abso- 
lutely despicable. I'm sure if we shared your 
experience Mr Williams we should feel very sore 
too. Fortunately the percentage of people in this 
country who are dishonest is small indeed, 
which leaves an awful lot of decent people. I 
would suggest that you try again, Mr Williams, 
and make a contact through one of the clubs 
mentioned in ATR. This is how I got my first 
tapespondent. We wish you the best of luck with 
the two BASF tapes, a nice gesture by the Editor, 
and I can assure you that the Union Jack is 
still flying the right way up in this country... . 

Montrose, Angus Bill Paton 

. I was sorry to read about Mr Williams' 
misfortune in being let down by two British 
tapespondents. I cannot agree with his judgment 
that British tapespondents are wholly unreliable 
and dishonest since he had only had dealings 
with two persons who kept his tapes. Usually 
when tapesponding small tape reels are used, 
so I was surprised that he had sent large reels 
of tape. I have corresponded with many countries 
and I have occasionally been let down, but never 
decided that a certain country's tapespondents 
were completely unreliable because of one or 
two bad cases... . 

Torquay, Devon. E. Tomes 

It seems that your reader Mr Williams is a sour 
man and has little sense of proportion or toler- 
ance. On the other side of the grim picture he 
paints there are those of us who have had little 
success with Australian tapespondents. In my 
case three of them kept the tapes I sent, one 
returned my tape with a recording of unpleasant 
and not funny jokes ending with high -pressure 
sales talk with the object of selling me an 8mm 
movie film of very doubtful propriety. The 
fifth does return my tapes from time to time 
on a five -to -one ratio against me. As those 
which are returned are usually diatribes against 
anything English, I feel that I lose very little. 
Nevertheless, unlike Mr Williams' silly philosophy, 
I do not judge all Australians as dishonest 
descendants of deported convicts. I have met 
a great number of excellent Australians and I 
feel sure that some of these will own a tape 
recorder. I don't know what age Mr Williams 
is, but he really ought to 'grow up'... . 

Bedford K. G. Dinsdale 

Now let's all simmer down and read the advice 
about Tapesponding by Bernard Ashfold of 
Worldwide Tapetalk which you will find on page 18. 
(Editor.) 

No shady dealings! 
I beg you to allow me a small space in ordcr that I 
may reply to Mr Bradley - ATR, August - who 
not only implies dishonesty in my obtaining a tape 
from you, but hints at shady dealings with the 
Post Office! 
I would first point out that the letter you pub- 
lished - ATR, May - was written in good faith with 
no thought of gaining a prize. It contained a 
genuine query together with the figures quoted. 
Does Mr Bradley imagine that I stated my own 
price when I sent my first tape airmail? Have you 
ever 'haggled' with a Post Office clerk? I was 
quoted 22s 6d; - I expressed concern - confessing 
that my name was not Rockefeller - and was 
simply told that if I filled in the Customs form 
the tape would go Parcel Post at 55 6d. I did not 
understand this, but complied and left the PO 
with visions of my tape being flown across to 
Canada in an ancient machine surrounded by 
crates of cabbages! It arrived, so I've continued 
to send my tapes this way - clearly labelled. 
I can only assume that Mr Bradley is either an 
ambitious PO employee or one of the numerous 
busybodies lurking in our midst. If he has 'inside 
information', perhaps he would explain why a 
tape in a box wrapped in brown paper is not 
a parcel! What is it -a bunch of violets? 
Dozens of my tapes have now crossed the Atlantic 
without loss, which says much for the Post Office 
and a great deal more for the kindly tolerance of 
the Creator who has overlooked my sins. Had 
Mr Bradley been in His shoes, doubtless many feet 
of good tape would be lying on the bed of the 
ocean by now. 
I will return my pre -recorded tape if you request 
it, but if this reply happens to earn another - send 
it to John Bradley! 
Ashe Warren, Hants. M. W. Denny 1 5 
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More about tape thieves 
I note with some concern the condemnation of the 
British tapetalker by your correspondent Ken- 
neth F. Williams of Australia. This is not an 
isolated case, and hardly a month goes by without 
similar complaints being aired. So much so, in 
fact, that Britain is fast becoming a bad risk 
as far as tape contacts are concerned. This is 
because a large number of undesirables are 
posing as tape pals and are being accepted in 
Tape Exchange clubs and in magazine directories 
in good faith, when actually all they are out for 
are tapes on the cheap which they have no 
intention of returning. 
This sort of sharp practice can be defeated to a 
large extent by the person being invited to tape, 
and here Mr Williams committed two funda- 
mental errors: first, by being the one to supply 
the first tape; secondly, by using 7 in tapes instead 
of an initial 3 in one. We at Worldwide Tapelalk 
issue precise rules and guidance to our members 
and we always stipulate that the person making 
the approach to a tape contact must always make 
and supply the first tape, upon being given the 
OK to go ahead. Never once should the 
approached person supply the first tape even if 
the would-be contact especially requests it. By 
following this simple rule, many hard feelings 
can be avoided and it will help to defeat this kind 
of racket. 
Fortunately the vast majority of club members 
and readers listed in magazine directories are 
genuine and sincere tapespondents but, as in 
so many ways of life, it is the unscrupulous 
ones who make the news and leave a bad taste 
in the mouth when the word 'tapespondent' is 
mentioned. Now I would like to see in your 
columns "the other side of the picture' where 
complete lives have been changed, where loneliness 
has been dispersed, where the road to immigration 
has been paved, where friendship has merged 
into marriage ... in fact, I could quote scores of 
cases where tapespondence was the most wonderful 
thing that ever happened. But then, of course, 
it could be justifiably thought that, in my position, 
I was somewhat biased. Instead, let us hear from 
your readers about the happier side of this 
hobby and the change it has made in their lives. 
Harrow, Middlesex Chas. L. Towers 

The trouble is not all one-sided 
Having read Mr K. F. Williams' letter about 
British tapespondents, I just cannot let this matter 
go without a few comments of my own. I am a 
comparative newcomer to tapesponding, although 
1 have owned a recorder for some four years. The 
main function of my recorder was to make sound 
tracks for 8mm films, but through reading your 
excellent magazine I decided to try my hand at 
tapesponding. Over two or three months I 
selected two gentlemen in Australia, two in 
New Zealand and two in America. The two 
Americans answered promptly. Neither of the 
Australians answered, and only one of the gentle- 
men in New Zealand answered, and he turned 
out to be an Englishman who had emigrated. So 
you see, the trouble is not all one-sided. 
Might I add that 1 still lapespond with the New 
Zealander and have five other pals, all Americans. 
If Mr Williams would care to have a change of 
heart I will tapespond with him gladly, and will 
send the first tape. All ray tapes go by airmail. 
Good luck to your Tape Directory, keep the good 
work going; don't let a few rotten apples spoil 
the barrel. 
Birmingham 14 J. E. West 

Most tapespondents are honest 
I feel our Australian friend, Mr K. F. Williams 
has been rather unfortunate in the selection of 
his tapespondents in this country., I would like 
to inform him that such unreliable and dishonest 

people also exist "down under', as I had the same 
misfortune when sending tapes to Australia 
some two years ago. However, I do not condemn 
all Australians for the selfishness of one or two, 
neither would I consider the Australian flag 
to be flying upside down. 
1 respectfully suggest he considers joining one 
of the many excellent clubs in this country. I 
am sure the secretary of my own club, Mr Roger 
Pirie of the International Tape and Cine Society, 
83 Warrens Hall Road, Dudley, Worcester, or 
our very esteemed Australian President, Mr Stan 
McMurty, 39 Reid Street, Murrumbeena, Mel- 
bourne, Australia, would be only too pleased 
to have him join our ranks. I can guarantee he 
would never lose any more tapes. 
Come on Mr Williams, don't condemn the 
thousands of honest and reliable tapespondents 
in this country for the failure of only two. 
St Ives, Cornwall D. F. Palmer 

Mini-message tapes first 
I was sorry to read in these columns of the tape 
losses by your Australian correspondent, but this 
'hazard' is by no means confined to the UK. I 
recently had a tape from an American who said 
that he had nothing but praise for the promptness 
with which his UK contacts returned his tapes 
and wished he could say the same for some of 
those in his own country, where he had lost 
several tapes. 
Unfortunately, it is a risk one must take in the 
endeavour to find new contacts. I have lost tapes 
both in this country and overseas but perhaps 
one day they will return. For first contacts I 
only send small mini-message tapes that I make 
up myself, replacing them with larger spools 
should the contact become established. Of course, 
there is the possibility of tapes getting lost in the 
post, although I have found the GPO very good, 
several tapes having been returned to me marked 
"not known' or 'gone away". 
In about six years of tapesponding I have made 
good reliable tape friends taken from the ATR 
Tape Directory and this more than compensates 
for lost and 'switched' tapes. There are few hobbies 
that are so rewarding as tape recording. One can 
get out and about with a portable in the fine 
weather or stay in the warm when it is cold. I 
get a lot of pleasure from recording and during 
a recent long and trying illness one of my few 
daily high-lights was to listen for the footsteps 
of the postman up the drive and the hoped-for 
'plonk' of a tape on the mat. 
Best wishes and thanks to you and all your staff 
for a grand magazine. 
Brighton, Sussex D. J. Goldup 

It seems that the letter from Mr Williams in 
Mono Vale, Australia, has rather stirred things 
up among the tapesponding fraternity. Unfor- 
tunately, we haven't the space to publish all the 
letters received in reply, but here are extracts 
from three more. We do, of course, sincerely 
thank all those readers who wrote expressing 
their views. (Editor.) 

The non-return of a tapespondent's tape is abso- 
lutely despicable. I'm sure if we shared your 
experience Mr Williams we should feel very sore 
too. Fortunately the percentage of people in this 
country who are dishonest is small indeed, 
which leaves an awful lot of decent people. I 
would suggest that you try again, Mr Williams, 
and make a contact through one of the clubs 
mentioned in ATR. This is how I got my first 
tapespondent. We wish you the best of luck with 
the two BASF tapes, a nice gesture by the Editor, 
and I can assure you that the Union Jack is 
still flying the right way up in this country. . . . 
Montrose, Angus Bill Paton 

... I was sorry to read about Mr Williams' 
misfortune in being let down by two British 
tapespondents. 1 cannot agree with his judgment 
that British tapespondents are wholly unreliable 
and dishonest since he had only had dealings 
with two persons who kept his tapes. Usually 
when tapesponding small tape reels are used, 
so I was surprised that he had sent large reels 
of tape. I have corresponded with many countries 
and 1 have occasionally been let down, but never 
decided that a certain country's tapespondents 
were completely unreliable because of one or 
two bad cases. . . . 
Torquay. Devon. E. Tomes 

It seems that your reader Mr Williams is a sour 
man and has little sense of proportion or toler- 
ance. On the other side of the grim picture he 
paints there are those of us who have had little 
success with Australian tapespondents. In my 
case three of them kept the tapes I sent, one 
returned my tape with a recording of unpleasant 
and not funny jokes ending with high-pressure 
sales talk with the object of selling mc an 8mm 
movie film of very doubtful propriety. The 
fifth does return my tapes from time to time 
on a five-to-one ratio against me. As those 
which are returned are usually diatribes against 
anything English, I feel that I lose very little. 
Nevertheless, unlike Mr Williams'silly philosophy, 
I do not judge all Australians as dishonest 
descendants of deported convicts. I have met 
a great number of excellent Australians and I 
feel sure that some of these will own a tape 
recorder, I don't know what age Mr Williams 
is. but he really ought to 'grow up'. . .. 
Bedford K. G. Dinsdale 

Now let's all simmer down and read the advice 
about Tapesponding by Bernard Ash fold of 
Worldwide Tapelalk which you will find on page 18. 
(Editor.) 

No shady dealings! 
I beg you to allow me a small space in order that I 
may reply to Mr Bradley - ATR, August - who 
not only implies dishonesty in my obtaining a tape 
from you, but hints at shady dealings with the 
Post Office! 
I would first point out that the letter you pub- 
lished -ATR, May - was written in good faith with 
no thought of gaining a prize. It contained a 
genuine query together with the figures quoted. 
Does Mr Bradley imagine that I stated my own 
price when I sent my first tape airmail? Have you 
ever 'haggled' with a Post Office clerk? I was 
quoted 22j 6d-, - I expressed concern - confessing 
that my name was not Rockefeller - and was 
simply told that if I filled in the Customs form 
the tape would go Parcel Post at 5s 6d. I did not 
understand this, but complied and left the PO 
with visions of my tape being flown across to 
Canada in an ancient machine surrounded by 
crates of cabbages! It arrived, so I've continued 
to send my tapes this way - clearly labelled. 
I can only assume that Mr Bradley is cither an 
ambitious PO employee or one of the numerous 
busybodies lurking in our midst. If he has 'inside 
information', perhaps he would explain why a 
tape in a box wrapped in brown paper is not 
a parcel! What is it - a bunch of violets? 
Dozens of my tapes have now crossed the Atlantic 
without loss, which says much for the Post Office 
and a great deal more for the kindly tolerance of 
the Creator who has overlooked my sins. Had 
Mr Bradley been in His shoes, doubtless many feet 
of good tape would be lying on the bed of the 
ocean by now. 
I will return my pre-recorded tape if you request 
it. but if this reply happens to earn another - send 
it to John Bradley! 
Ashe Warren, Hants. M. W. Denny 
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YOU CAN MAKE PROFESSIONAL 
by P. T. Hobson* 

Amateur musical groups in Britain often 
like to keep a record of their efforts, partly 
to be able to judge their progress, partly 
perhaps to offer their friends and supporters 
a tape recording of their work as a souvenir. 
To make a `professional' recording requires 
a basic knowledge of microphone techniques 
and, although one does not have to be an 
audio engineer to succeed, by following some 
simple rules you and your musical group 
can have a great deal of fun and pleasure 
out of recording and keeping a library of 
your musical and other accomplishments. 
The most important rule for a good record- 
ing is to get the microphone properly placed. 
To do this, you should know something of 
the type of characteristics of microphones 
in general. Of course, the recorder must be 
good, and a magnetic tape of reliable quality 
should be used. The mic must be placed in 
correct relation to the sound source and to 
the reverberation characteristics of the room 
where the recording is made. This is because 
the relationship between the direct and the 
reflected sound can seriously affect the 
balance of the recording. 
There are two basic kinds of microphone - 
high impedance and low impedance. And 
there are three different kinds of polar or 
pickup patterns associated with them. Im- 
pedance means the resistance set up, in the 
recorder circuits, to the flow of electrical 
impulses from the microphone to the 
recorder. Most recorders used for the kind 
of work I am describing have high impedance 
mics. These are limited in use because the 
length of the cable to the microphone can 
introduce hum and reduce the treble 
response. Longer cables, up to 100 yards 
or more, can be used with low impedance 
microphones without affecting fidelity. But 
if you intend to connect a low impedance 
mic to a recorder designed for high im- 
pedance units you must use a suitable match- 
ing transformer. 

Polar Patterns 
Pick up or polar patterns are important 
because they enable you to control the rela- 
tive volume of sound coming from different 
directions. The three types are omnidirec- 
tional, bidirectional and unidirectional. 
Omnidirectional mies pick up sounds from 
all directions with equal sensitivity (Fig. 1A). 
Bidirectional ones are -sensitive mainly to 
sounds from the front and the rear (Fig. 1B). 
The pickup pattern of a unidirectional mic 
is heartshaped and it is most sensitive to 
sounds from the front, with decreasing sen- 
sitivity at the sides, and the rear (Fig. 1C). 
Unidirectional mics are recommended for 
most recording situations because direct 
sound reaches them from one direction. Since 
reverberated sound may come from all direc- 
tions, the closer the mic is to the sound 
source, the stronger will be the direct sound 
(Fig. 2). The distance of the mic from the 
sound source makes a differes ce in the 
blending and the definition of the sound. 
Definition is the quality that permits the 
listener to distinguish between voices or 
different instruments. Blending is the merger 

16 of these individual components into a whole 

piece of music. Sounds are better blended, 
but less well defined, as the mic is moved 
away from the source. You may have to 
experiment and here patience is a virtue, to 
find the best location for the microphone. 

Arranging Groups of Voices 
As amateur performers usually sing or play 
in less than ideal locations from an acoustical 
point of view, mic placement becomes a 
matter of trial and error. First you should 
record the performance and play it back to 
check your definition and blend. Then you 
should record each component separately, 
comparing the recording volume needle. 
Careful listening to the playback will enable 
you to regroup the components so that the 
volume from each is in balance. 
Members of a small vocal group, for 
instance, should keep their heads fairly close 
together while being recorded so as to get a 
'solid' tone. If the group is larger, it should 
be arranged on steps so that the various 
components are more or less equidistant 
from the microphone. Usually sopranos and 
contraltos are placed in the first row, tenors, 
baritones and bass behind them on a step. 
If there are three steps, sopranos should be 
grouped on the lowest level, contraltos and 
tenors next, and basses and baritones on the 
top step. 
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Fig. 2. Careful placement of the micro- 
phones is necessary for a group of instru- 
mentalists. 

For such groupings the mic should, if pos- 
sible, be lifted on a boom so that it is 
approximately the same distance from all 
the voices. Again, you should make a test 
recording and then adjust either the mic or 
the singers to obtain the same relative volume 
of sound for each of the components. It is 
surprising how movement of only a few 
inches can make a noticeable change in the 
quality of the sound picked up. If you have 
a soloist, or if one section of the chorus has 
a particularly important part, the volume 
can easily be raised by having the soloist 
move a few inches toward the mic or by 
having the other voices sing more quietly. 
The best way to record larger choruses or 
orchestras is to use two or three microphones 
connected to a mixer (Fig. 2). One unidirec- 
tional mic could be hung about fifteen feet 

RECORDINGS 

WITH CARE 
high, well out into the auditorium, with 
another, omnidirectional mic hung at about 
the same height but just over the front of 
the group and mixed in at a lower sound 
level. The microphone in the auditorium does 
the blending, while the other one is used for 
definition. If two mies are not practical, then 
one unidirectional mic can be used. This 
should be suspended over the head of the 
conductor and it should be aimed away from 
the orchestra or chorus. By doing this you 
reduce the volume because the sound comes 
from the least sensitive side of the mic, but 
you maintain definition because it is so close 
to the source of the sound. You should 
always remember that having an audience 
will change the nature of the sound. The 
effect is the same as soft furnishing which 
will of its own accord absorb some of the 
sound and also reduce the effect of reverbera- 
tion or room echo. 
In the final analysis, the quality of a record- 
ing depends on the art of the recordist. 
Results can vary from adequate to superb in 
accordance with the care and patience ex- 
pended. So a fine recordist uses his machine 
as he might a musical instrument, with 
imagination and with heart. 
* P. T. Hobson is the Technical Manager of 
Magnetic Products (3M Scotch Tape), Minne- 
sota Mining & Manufacturing Co Ltd. 
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Fig. 1. Polar responses of microphones: (A) 
Omnidirectional, (B) Bidirectional, (C) Uni- 
directional (cardioid). 
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YOU CAN MAKE PROFESSIONAL RECORDINGS 

by P. T. Hobson* -WITH CARE 

Amateur musical groups in Britain often 
like to keep a record of their efforts, partly 
to be able to judge their progress, partly 
perhaps to offer their friends and supporters 
a tape recording of their work as a souvenir. 
To make a 'professional' recording requires 
a basic knowledge of microphone techniques 
and, although one does not have to be an 
audio engineer to succeed, by following some 
simple rules you and your musical group 
can have a great deal of fun and pleasure 
out of recording and keeping a library of 
your musical and other accomplishments. 
The most important rule for a good record- 
ing is to get the microphone properly placed. 
To do this, you should know something of 
the type of characteristics of microphones 
in general. Of course, the recorder must be 
good, and a magnetic tape of reliable quality 
should be used. The mic must be placed in 
correct relation to the sound source and to 
the reverberation characteristics of the room 
where the recording is made. This is because 
the relationship between the direct and the 
reflected sound can seriously affect the 
balance of the recording. 
There are two basic kinds of microphone - 
high impedance and low impedance. And 
there are three different kinds of polar or 
pickup patterns associated with them. Im- 
pedance means the resistance set up, in the 
recorder circuits, to the flow of electrical 
impulses from the microphone to the 
recorder. Most recorders used for the kind 
of work I am describing have high impedance 
mics. These are limited in use because the 
length of the cable to the microphone can 
introduce hum and reduce the treble 
response. Longer cables, up to 100 yards 
or more, can be used with low impedance 
microphones without affecting fidelity. But 
if you intend to connect a low impedance 
mic to a recorder designed for high im- 
pedance units you must use a suitable match- 
ing transformer. 

Polar Patterns 
Pick up or polar patterns are important 
because they enable you to control the rela- 
tive volume of sound coming from different 
directions. The three types are omnidirec- 
tional, bidirectional and unidirectional. 
Omnidirectional mics pick up sounds from 
all directions with equal sensitivity (Fig. 1A). 
Bidirectional ones are sensitive mainly to 
sounds from the front and the rear (Fig. IB). 
The pickup pattern of a unidirectional mic 
is heartshaped and it is most sensitive to 
sounds from the front, with decreasing sen- 
sitivity at the sides, and the rear (Fig. 1C). 
Unidirectional mics are recommended for 
most recording situations because direct 
sound reaches them from one direction. Since 
reverberated sound may come from all direc- 
tions, the closer the mic is to the sound 
source, the stronger will be the direct sound 
(Fig. 2). The distance of the mic from the 
sound source makes a difference in the 
blending and the definition of the sound. 
Definition is the quality that permits the 
listener to distinguish between voices or 
different instruments. Blending is the merger 

16 of these individual components into a whole 

piece of music. Sounds are better blended, 
but less well defined, as the mic is moved 
away from the source. You may have to 
experiment and here patience is a virtue, to 
find the best location for the microphone. 

Arranging Groups of Voices 
As amateur performers usually sing or play 
in less than ideal locations from an acoustical 
point of view, mic placement becomes a 
matter of trial and error. First you should 
record the performance and play it back to 
check your definition and blend. Then you 
should record each component separately, 
comparing the recording volume needle. 
Careful listening to the playback will enable 
you to regroup the components so that the 
volume from each is in balance. 
Members of a small vocal group, for 
instance, should keep their heads fairly close 
together while being recorded so as to get a 
'solid' tone. If the group is larger, it should 
be arranged on steps so that the various 
components are more or less equidistant 
from the microphone. Usually sopranos and 
contraltos are placed in the first row, tenors, 
baritones and bass behind them on a step. 
If there are three steps, sopranos should be 
grouped on the lowest level, contraltos and 
tenors next, and basses and baritones on the 
top step. 

Drums 

O ^ O Piano 

O O Woodwind Guitar 
O o 

Voca 
O 

l Mic Mic 

2 Mixer M C. 

Fig. 2. Careful placement of the micro- 
phones is necessary for a group of instru- 
mentalists. 

For such groupings the mic should, if pos- 
sible, be lifted on a boom so that it is 
approximately the same distance from all 
the voices. Again, you should make a test 
recording and then adjust either the mic or 
the singers to obtain the same relative volume 
of sound for each of the components. It is 
surprising how movement of only a few 
inches can make a noticeable change in the 
quality of the sound picked up. If you have 
a soloist, or if one section of the chorus has 
a particularly important part, the volume 
can easily be raised by having the soloist 
move a few inches toward the mic or by 
having the other voices sing more quietly. 
The best way to record larger choruses or 
orchestras is to use two or three microphones 
connected to a mixer (Fig. 2). One unidirec- 
tional mic could be hung about fifteen feet 

high, well out into the auditorium, with 
another, omnidirectional mic hung at about 
the same height but just over the front of 
the group and mixed in at a lower sound 
level. The microphone in the auditorium does 
the blending, while the other one is used for 
definition. If two mics are not practical, then 
one unidirectional mic can be used. This 
should be suspended over the head of the 
conductor and it should be aimed away from 
the orchestra or chorus. By doing this you 
reduce the volume because the sound comes 
from the least sensitive side of the mic, but 
you maintain definition because it is so close 
to the source of the sound. You should 
always remember that having an audience 
will change the nature of the sound. The 
effect is the same as soft furnishing which 
will of its own accord absorb some of the 
sound and also reduce the effect of reverbera- 
tion or room echo. 
In the final analysis, the quality of a record- 
ing depends on the art of the recordist. 
Results can vary from adequate to superb in 
accordance with the care and patience ex- 
pended. So a fine recordist uses his machine 
as he might a musical instrument, with 
imagination and with heart. 
* P. T. Hobson is the Technical Manager of 
Magnetic Products (3M Scotch Tape), Minne- 
sota Mining & Manufacturing Co Ltd. 
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Fig. 1. Polar responses of microphones: (A) 
Omnidirectional, {B) Bidirectional, (C) Uni- 
directional (cardioid). 
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STEREO 

BROADCASTS 

BEGIN 

By A. Lester -Rands 

Although the BBC stereophonic transmis- 
sions from the Wrotham (London and South- 
east) FM station began on 30 July, a little 
over three weeks ago, I would imagine that 
very few ATR readers are already receiving 
and recording them - in stereo that is. 
Whilst the majority of FM tuners at present 
in use may be 'wired for stereo', few, if any, 
have the necessary multiplex adaptor which 
separates the A and B (left and right) stereo 
signals ready for connection to a stereo 
amplifier or tape recorder. Why? Mainly 
through lack of foresight on the part of the 
manufacturers of stereo FM tuners and 
partly because the BBC failed to notify the 
manufacturers well enough in advance to 
enable them to get into production with 
adaptors and tuners complete with adaptors. 
A case of six of one and a half dozen of 
the other perhaps, but at least stereo broad- 
casting is established. 

The Pilot -tone System 
This was developed in the USA by the 
General Electric and Zenith companies and 
is a variation of an amplitude modulated 
sub -carrier system originally introduced by 
the Mullard company. In the GE- Zenith 
system the sub -carrier is suppressed and only 
the sidebands of the amplitude modulation 
are themselves frequency modulated on to 
the same carrier along with the main or sum 
signal. The modulation signal for the sub - 
carrier is, in all these systems, composed of 
the difference between the two channel sig- 
nals so that after the receiver has extracted 
both the main or sum signal it must be sub- 
jected to a further sum and difference circuit 
in order to extract the original channel sig- 
nals. If the channel signals are A and B then 
the system is: 

-A-0 - 
(A +B) 

SUM 

AND 

DIFFERENCE 
to 

(Q 

0' 

SUPPRESSED 
CARRIER 

A.M. 

MODULATOR 

--- 
LSB kcls 

DOUBLER 

19 kcls 
OSCILLATOR 

tA +B)(A. - 
MAIN 

A.M. 
SIDEBAR DS 

PILOT FM --- 
MODULATOR 

A(A -B) A.M. 
SIDEBANDSf PILOT 

TRANSMITTER 

19 kcls 
PILOT SIGNAL 

The GE- Zenith pilot -tone system. 

(A 
B)+ (A B) -A 2 

(A+B) (A -B) _B 
2 2 

In the GE- Zenith system shown in the block 
diagram the sub -carrier is 38 Kc /s and the 
pilot signal, from which the system gets its 
name, is radiated at 19 Kc /s, so that the re- 
ceiver circuits can decode the stereophonic 
signals. (Reference: Stereophonic Broad- 
casting by H. Burrell -Hadden - ATR, August 
1965.) The pilot tone system is a compatible 
one, i.e. listeners with monophonic tuners or 
receivers will receive in mono and those with 
tuners plus the multiplex adaptor will be 
able to receive in mono or stereo. There arc, 
however, one or two problems, the foremost 
being an inherent reduction in signal to noise 
ratio. For the mono listener this may amount 
to 3 to 4 dB, but on stereo may be as much 
as 15 dB. This degradation can be reduced 
somewhat by employing a sensitive tuner and 
a really good aerial system. Most modern 
FM tuners have the required sensitivity so 
it remains that a first -class aerial is a must 
for good stereo reception. 

Recording Problem 
For normal reproduction via a stereo ampli- 
fier, the filtering of any residue 19 Kc /s pilot 
tone signal at the tuner output is adequate, 
or should be. When a stereo tuner is directly 
coupled to a tape recorder, however, there 
may arise the problem of residue 19 Kc /s 
pilot tone signal getting through and pro- 
ducing spurious audible tones by 'beating' 
with the bias oscillator. This applies whether 
recording in mono or stereo. The manufac- 
turers of stereo tuners say they are not con- 
cerned with this and that it will be up to the 
manufacturers of tape recorders to incor- 

porate suitable filters at the recording inputs 
or at least raise the bias oscillator frequency 
so that any spurious signals fall outside the 
audio spectrum. 
It should also be known that stereo tuners by 
American and other foreign manufacturers 
may not be suitable for the proper decoding 
of BBC stereo broadcasts. This point should 
be very definitely established when buying a 
stereo tuner. 
Finally we come to the correct connections 
between the stereo tuner output sockets and 
the stereo amplifier or a tape recorder. 
Tuner manufacturers should label the output 
sockets correctly, i.e. left and right respec- 
tively in order that the correct channel desig- 
nation can be carried on through to the two 
loudspeakers. The stereo reproduction should 
finally appear to the listener as though he 
were present at the original broadcast, in 
the studio and facing the orchestra or what- 
ever the source of sound. The A and B 
channels as transmitted are left and right 
respectively and when connected to a tape 
recorder should be as follows: A or left - 
hand channel - upper track, B or right -hand 
channel - lower track. I feel that this should 
be clearly indicated on all stereo tape re- 
corders and that stereo tuners and amplifiers 
should also be clearly marked as to which 
are the left and right channels at all input 
and output connections. Very few stereo tape 
recorders, stereo amplifiers or stereo tuners 
are marked in this way. 
I hope that the BBC will transmit stereo 
balancing signals of some kind from time to 
time so that the respective channel connec- 
tions can be checked and correct loudspeaker 
phasing carried out. Incidentally, most BBC 
stereo broadcasts will originate from two co- 
axially aligned microphones, but for some 
programmes, such as drama 4nd for certain 
kinds of pop music, an injection system may 
be used, i.e. deliberate placement of a soloist 
or voice to the left, right or centre by means 
of a separate microphone. 17 
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Although the BBC stereophonic transmis- 
sions from the Wrotham (London and South- 
east) FM station began on 30 July, a little 
over three weeks ago, I would imagine that 
very few ATR readers are already receiving 
and recording them - in stereo that is. 
Whilst the majority of FM tuners at present 
in use may be 'wired for stereo', few, if any, 
have the necessary multiplex adaptor which 
separates the A and B (left and right) stereo 
signals ready for connection to a stereo 
amplifier or tape recorder. Why? Mainly 
through lack of foresight on the part of the 
manufacturers of stereo FM tuners and 
partly because the BBC failed to notify the 
manufacturers well enough in advance to 
enable them to get into production with 
adaptors and tuners complete with adaptors. 
A case of six of one and a half dozen of 
the other perhaps, but at least stereo broad- 
casting is established. 

The Pilot-tone System 
This was developed in the USA by the 
General Electric and Zenith companies and 
is a variation of an amplitude modulated 
sub-carrier system originally introduced by 
the Mullard company. In the GE-Zenith 
system the sub-carrier is suppressed and only 
the sidebands of the amplitude modulation 
are themselves frequency modulated on to 
the same carrier along with the main or sum 
signal. The modulation signal for the sub- 
carrier is, in all these systems, "composed of 
the difference between the two channel sig- 
nals so that after the receiver has extracted 
both the main or sum signal it must be sub- 
jected to a further sum and difference circuit 
in order to extract the original channel sig- 
nals. If the channel signals are A and B then 
the system is: 

(A + B) + (A - B) _ A 

(A + B) _ (A - B) _ B 
2 2 

In the GE-Zenith system shown in the block 
diagram the sub-carrier is 38 Kc/s and the 
pilot signal, from which the system gets its 
name, is radiated at 19 Kc/s, so that the re- 
ceiver circuits can decode the stereophonic 
signals. (Reference: Stereophonic Broad- 
casting by H. Burrell-Hadden - ATR, August 
1965.) The pilot tone .system is a compatible 
one, i.e. listeners with monophonic tuners or 
receivers will receive in mono and those with 
tuners plus the multiplex adaptor will be 
able to receive in mono or stereo. There are, 
however, one or two problems, the foremost 
being an inherent reduction in signal to noise 
ratio. For the mono listener this may amount 
to 3 to 4 dB, but on stereo may be as much 
as 15 dB. This degradation can be reduced 
somewhat by employing a sensitive tuner and 
a really good aerial system. Most modern 
FM tuners have the required sensitivity so 
it remains that a first-class aerial is a must 
for good stereo reception. 

Recording Problem 
For normal reproduction via a stereo ampli- 
fier, the filtering of any residue 19 Kc/s pilot 
tone signal at the tuner output is adequate, 
or should be. When a stereo tuner is directly 
coupled to a tape recorder, however, there 
may arise the problem of residue 19 Kc/s 
pilot tone signal getting through and pro- 
ducing spurious audible tones by 'beating' 
with the bias oscillator. This applies whether 
recording in mono or stereo. The manufac- 
turers of stereo tuners say they are not con- 
cerned with this and that it will be up to the 
manufacturers of tape recorders to incor- 

porate suitable filters at the recording inputs 
or at least raise the bias oscillator frequency 
so that any spurious signals fall outside the 
audio spectrum. 
It should also be known that stereo tuners by 
American and other foreign manufacturers 
may not be suitable for the proper decoding 
of BBC stereo broadcasts. This point should 
be very definitely established when buying a 
stereo tuner. ' 
Finally we come to the correct connections 
between the stereo tuner output sockets and 
the stereo amplifier or a tape recorder. 
Tuner manufacturers should label the output 
sockets correctly, i.e. left and right respec- 
tively in order that the correct channel desig- 
nation can be carried on through to the two 
loudspeakers. The stereo reproduction should 
finally appear to the listener as though he 
were present at the original broadcast, in 
the studio and facing the orchestra or what- 
ever the source of sound. The A and B 
channels as transmitted are left and right 
respectively and when connected to a tape 
recorder should be as follows: A or left- 
hand channel - upper track, B or right-hand 
channel - lower track. I feel that this should 
be clearly indicated on all stereo tape re- 
corders and that stereo tuners and amplifiers 
should also be clearly marked as to which 
are the left and right channels at all input 
and output connections. Very few stereo tape 
recorders, stereo amplifiers or stereo tuners 
are marked in this way. 
I hope that the BBC will transmit stereo 
balancing signals of some kind from time to 
time so that the respective channel connec- 
tions can be checked and correct loudspeaker 
phasing carried out Incidentally, most BBC 
stereo broadcasts will originate from two co- 
axially aligned microphones, but for some 
programmes, such as drama qnd for certain 
kinds of pop music, an injection system may 
be used, i.e. deliberate placement of a soloist 
or voice to the left, right or centre by means 
of a separate microphone. 17 
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HINTS 

ON 

TAPESPONDING 

By Bernard Ashfold 

In May of this year Worldwide Tapetalk, 
Great Britain's largest tape exchange club, 
celebrated its fifth anniversary, and, as is 
usual at this time, we decided to take stock of 
what has been happening during those first 
important years, and we realized that a number 
of queries have been raised regularly during that 
time, so the purpose of this artice will be to 
explain the art and hobby of tapesponding 
to those people who may be contemplating 
taking up this for the first time. 
The obvious place to start is with the question 
What is tapesponding and what does it involve? 
Tapesponding is a modern way of fostering 
international friendships and understanding 
by corresponding through the medium of 
personal tape -recorded messages. It involves 
the use of imagination to think of ways in 
which to present a good recording, time in 
which to make the tape and patience to get 
everything right. Once a prospective member 
is interested, he or she wants to know if the 
equipment is suitable. The simple answer 
is that any recorder which uses standard tape, 
operating at a conventional speed, normally 
1 or 3i ips, and which has normal tracking 
(that is, where the tapes pass from left to 
right over the recording head) can be used 
with success for this purpose. Care, however, 
must be taken when swapping tapes made on 
two- or four -track machines. 
In order to start tapesponding one must 
obviously have someone to talk to. The 
cheapest way of finding tape pals is to examine 
the lists published in ATR and similar maga- 
zines, but a much more satisfactory method 
is to join one of the organizations which 
promote this hobby. Most of them, like 
WWTT, are non -profit- making and open to 
all. Advantages of joining one of these clubs 
are that for a small charge they can supply a 
list of prospective tape -correspondents from 
which there will be several suitable contacts. 
WWTT publish regularly a magazine distri- 
buted to all members which helps to maintain 
the friendly atmosphere on which they pride 
themselves and also it helps to redtûce the fright 
some people get on seeing the expensive 
equipment listed by some members. In fact 
many members turn to the magazine before 
ever touching the contact lists which are 
issued three times a year. Each list is also 
revised annually. Should any member still 

18 experience difficulty in making contacts, 

personal help is available from the head 
office. Other advantages are that technical 
advice and help is available and also a number 
of suppliers offer discounts on equipment 
and supplies. 
Once contact has been established, the question 
of what to talk about often arises. What goes 
on to the tape varies from member to member 
and every tape is different. Amongst WWTT 
membership there is at the age of 16 the 
youngest professional recordist in the world 
who regularly dubs recordings he has made 
professionally. Another member relays short- 
wave broadcasts and inside information on 
the private radio stations. Another member 
conducts his tapes entirely in lyrical verse 
right from `Hello' through to `Gcod -bye'. 
These perhaps are extremes, but they show 
that there is something in tapesponding for 
everyone, be they ordinary housewives who 
want to exchange a few recipes and gossip, 
or doctors and other professional men who 
wish to discuss problems with their opposite 
numbers abroad. 
Also it must be borne in mind that many 
little things which happen daily and are per- 
haps taken for granted by local people may 
appear differently to friends from the other 
side of the world. Teachers are also using these 
exchanges to bring geography and current 
affairs lessons to life. Pupils are finding the 
fascination of listening to young people of 
their own age and background backing up the 
facts and figures their teachers have already 
given them. 
The next problem often encountered is that of 
packaging the tape so that it will arrive safely. 
The most satisfactory method the writer has 
found is to use the heavy manilla clasp enve- 
lopes supplied by most printers. A 6} x 4} in 
size will easily accommodate the usual 3 in 
spool and leave adequate space for stamps, 
customs label, etd., which can then be cancelled 
by the authorities without risk of damage to 
the reel. The writer has seen envelopes which 
have done round trips of over 20,000 miles 
and which are still in a usable condition. 
When addressing envelopes, it is best to print 
clearly to give the foreign postal sorters a 
chance. The sender's name and address should 
appear on the back of the envelope. It is 
also a good rule to speak both names and 
addresses on to the beginning of the tape. 
Postage by air mail is expensive and only 
recommended when time is short. 
There is only one other point to be covered, 
that is the liability of the tape -talkers to 
acknowledge all letters and to return all tapes 
as quickly as possible. Tape exchanging is 
based on trust, trust that all tapes will be 
returned in the condition in which they were 
sent. In many countries recording tape is 
expensive and even a 3 in reel can be a heavy 
loss. By joining a club you are obligating 
yourself to answer all requests to tape even 
if only with a polite `no thank you'. 
To those who are interested, the membership 
fee of Worldwide Tapetalk is 12s 6d per 
annum. Full details and membership forms can 
be obtained from The Secretary, Charles L 
Towers, 35 The Gardens, Harrow, Middlesex, 
England. 
(The author of this article, Mr. B. Ashfold, is 
the press and public relations officer of Worldwide 
Tapetalk.) 

Note: Details of the Phonopost service can be 
obtained from the special supplement to the 
Post Office Guide. Apply to your local post 
office. 

TAPE 

IRECIORY 
Particulars of Tapespondents are given in 
the following order: name, age, occupation, 
address; special interests, tastes in music; 
type of machine, spool sizes, speeds; area 
of tapesponding required. 

NATAL 
Daniel Coetzee, 35, police officer, PO Box 100, 
Dundee, Natal. Photography, cine; light classical. 
Philips two -track; 7 in, 31. Anywhere abroad. 

BEDFORDSHIRE 
M. L. J. Major, 20, progress chaser, 31 Bradford 
Road, Toddington, Nr Dunstable, Beds. 8mm 
photography, motor sports; jazz, some pop. 
Cossor, four -track; 7 in. 1 i, 31. Any English - 
speaking country. 

CAMBRIDGESHIRE 
J. Coles, 35, park custodian, 580 Coldhams Lane, 
Cherry Hinton, Cambridge, Cambs. Wild 
animals, photography; organ music, military 
bands. Philips 3552, Fidelity PM; 51 in, 31. 
UK, Austria. 

CHESHIRE 
Archie and Helda McCorkindale, 50, engineer/ 
housewife, Bethany, 127 Borrowdale Road, More- 
ton, Cheshire. People, life, religion, philosophy, 
spiritual healing, psychical study, motoring, cara- 
vanning, astrology; all except beat and heavy 
classical. Stella ST 459, lin, }t, IL 3 }, 7}._Any- 
where English- speaking. 

ESSEX 
Vincent Murray, 23, hospital receptionist, la 
Manor Road, Woodford Bridge, Woodford 
Green, Essex. Cars, cine photography, tape 
recording; pop, C /W, Irish showbands. Philips; 
51 in, 31. Male contacts only, UK, Ireland, 
Australia, USA, Scotland. 

HERTFORDSHIRE 
Alan and Margaret Self, 30/25, engineer /house- 
wife, 84 Musley Hill, Ware, Herts. Colour photo- 
graphy (35mm slides), tapesponding, do -it- 
yourself; all except heavy classical. Cossor CR 
1604, four -track; 7 in, 11, 31. Anywhere, no need 
to write. 

LANCASHIRE 
Melvyn Beadlestone, 19, storekeeper, 2 Mather 
Street, Atherton, Lancs. Opera -going, movie - 
making, radio -listening; light classical, opera. 
Ferguson 3212; 58 in, IL 31. Italy, America. 

LONDON 
R. Brian Dunkley, 39, cinema projectionist, 
80 Herne Hill, London SE24. Round Robin 
tapes, travel, reading, photography; anything 
but pop and heavy classical. Civic T62, Fidelity 
TR7, Grundig TKI00; 7 in, li, 33, 78, 15. 
Anywhere in UK and Europe. 

STAFFORDSHIRE 
Malcolm Smith, 16, cinema projectionist, 121 
Friary Crescent, Springfields, Rushall, Walsall, 
Staffs. Radio, television; pop. Fidelity Playmaster, 
four- track; 53 in, 31. America. 

SUFFOLK 
D. E. Weston, 21, student teacher, 13 Minden 
Drive, Bury St Edmunds, Suffolk. Geography, 
photography, children; classical, Gilbert and 
Sullivan. Truvox R42; 7 in, li, 31, 7 }. As many 
as possible. 
More Tape Directory entries appear on page 41. 
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HINTS 

ON 

TAPESPOND1NG 

By Bernard Ashfold 

In May of this year Worldwide Tapetalk, 
Great Britain's largest tape exchange club, 
celebrated its fifth anniversary, and, as is 
usual at this time, we decided to take stock of 
what has been happening during those first 
important years, and we realized that a number 
of queries have been raised regularly during that 
time, so the purpose of this artice will be to 
explain the art and hobby of tapesponding 
to those people who may be contemplating 
taking up this for the first time. 
The obvious place to start is with the question 
What is tapesponding and what does it involve? 
Tapesponding is a modern way of fostering 
international friendships and understanding 
by corresponding through the medium of 
personal tape-recorded messages. It involves 
the use of imagination to think of ways in 
which to present a good recording, time in 
which to make the tape and patience to get 
everything right. Once a prospective member 
is interested, he or she wants to know if the 
equipment is suitable. The simple answer 
is that any recorder which uses standard tape, 
operating at a conventional speed, normally 
1 i or 3J ips, and which has normal tracking 
(that is, where the tapes pass from left to 
right over the recording head) can be used 
with success for this purpose. Care, however, 
must be taken when swapping tapes made on 
two- or four-track machines. 
In order to start tapesponding one must 
obviously have someone to talk to. The 
cheapest way of finding tape pals is to examine 
the lists published in ATR and similar maga- 
zines, but a much more satisfactory method 
is to join one of the organizations which 
promote this hobby. Most of them, like 
WWTT, are non-profit-making and open to 
all. Advantages of joining one of these clubs 
are that for a small charge they can supply a 
list of prospective tape-correspondents from 
which there will be several suitable contacts. 
WWTT publish regularly a magazine distri- 
buted to all members which helps to maintain 
the friendly atmosphere on which they pride 
themselves and also it helps to red (ice the fright 
some people get on seeing the expensive 
equipment listed by some members. In fact 
many members turn to the magazine before 
ever touching the contact lists which are 
issued three times a year. Each list is also 
revised annually. Should any member still 
experience difficulty in making contacts, 

personal help is available from the head 
office. Other advantages are that technical 
advice and help is available and also a number 
of suppliers offer discounts on equipment 
and supplies. 
Once contact has been established, the question 
of what to talk about often arises. What goes 
on to the tape varies from member to member 
and every tape is different. Amongst WWTT 
membership there is at the age of 16 the 
youngest professional recordist in the world 
who regularly dubs recordings he has made 
professionally. Another member relays short- 
wave broadcasts and inside information on 
the private radio stations. Another member 
conducts his tapes entirely in lyrical verse 
right from 'Hello' through to 'Good-bye'. 
These perhaps are extremes, but they show 
that there is something in tapesponding for 
everyone, be they ordinary housewives who 
want to exchange a few recipes and gossip, 
or doctors and other professional men who 
wish to discuss problems with their opposite 
numbers abroad. 
Also it must be borne in mind that many 
little things which happen daily and are per- 
haps taken for granted by local people may 
appear differently to friends from the other 
side of the world. Teachers are also using these 
exchanges to bring geography and current 
affairs lessons to life. Pupils are finding the 
fascination of listening to young people of 
their own age and background backing up the 
facts and figures their teachers have already 
given them. 
The next problem often encountered is that of 
packaging the tape so that it will arrive safely. 
The most satisfactory method the writer has 
found is to use the heavy manilla clasp enve- 
lopes supplied by most printers. A 6i x 45 in 
size will easily accommodate the usual 3 in 
spool and leave adequate space for stamps, 
customs label, etd., which can then be cancelled 
by the authorities without risk of damage to 
the reel. The writer has seen envelopes which 
have done round trips of over 20,000 miles 
and which are still in a usable condition. 
When addressing envelopes, it is best to print 
clearly to give the foreign postal sorters a 
chance. The sender's name and address should 
appear on the back of the envelope. It is 
also a good rule to speak both names and 
addresses on to the beginning of the tape. 
Postage by air mail is expensive and only 
recommended when time is short. 
There is only one other point to be covered, 
that is the liability of the tape-talkers to 
acknowledge all letters and to return all tapes 
as quickly as possible. Tape exchanging is 
based on trust, trust that all tapes will be 
returned in the condition in which they were 
sent. In many countries recording tape is 
expensive and even a 3 in reel can be a heavy 
loss. By joining a club you are obligating 
yourself to answer all requests to tape even 
if only with a polite 'no thank you'. 
To those who are interested, the membership 
fee of Worldwide Tapetalk is 12s 6d per 
annum. Full details and membership forms can 
be obtained from The Secretary, Charles L 
Towers, 35 The Gardens, Harrow, Middlesex, 
England. 
{The author of this article, Mr. B. Ashfold, is 
the press and public relations officer of Worldwide 
Tapetalk.) 
Note: Details of the Phonopost service can be 
obtained from the special supplement to the 
Post Office Guide. Apply to your local post 
office. 

TAPE 

DIRECTORY 
Particulars of Tapespondeots are given in 
the following order: name, age, occupation, 
address; special interests, tastes in music; 
type of machine, spool sizes, speeds; area 
of tapesponding required. 
NATAL 
Daniel Coetzee, 35, police officer, PO Box 100, 
Dundee, Natal. Photography, cine; light classical. 
Philips two-track; 7 in, 3|. Anywhere abroad. 
BEDFORDSHIRE 
M. L. J. Major, 20, progress chaser. 31 Bradford 
Road, Toddington, Nr Dunslable, Beds. 8mm 
photography, motor sports; jazz, some pop. 
Cossor, four-track; 7 in. !{, 3|. Any English- 
speaking country. 

CAMBRIDGESHIRE 
J. Coles, 3S, park custodian, 580 Coldhams Lane, 
Cherry Hinton, Cambridge, Cambs. Wild 
animals, photography; organ music, military 
bands. Philips 3552, Fidelity PM; 51 in, 31. 
UK, Austria. 

CHESHIRE 
Archie and Helda McCorkindale, 50, engineer/ 
housewife, Bethany, 127 Borrowdale Road, More- 
ton, Cheshire. People, life, religion, philosophy, 
spiritual healing, psychical study, motoring, cara- 
vanning, astrology: all except beat and heavy 
classical. Stella ST 459, 7in. jj, I|, 35. 7i. Any- 
where English-speaking. 

ESSEX 
Vincent Murray, 23, hospital receptionist. la 
Manor Road, Woodford Bridge, Woodford 
Green, Essex. Cars, cine photography, tape 
recording; pop, C/W, Irish showbands. Philips; 
51 in, 3|. Male contacts only, UK, Ireland, 
Australia, USA, Scotland. 

HERTFORDSHIRE 
Alan and Margaret Self, 30/25, engineer/house- 
wife, 84 Musley Hill, Ware, Herts. Colour photo- 
graphy (35mm slides), tapesponding, do-it- 
yourself: all except heavy classical. Cossor CR 
1604, four-track; 7 in, 15, 3|. Anywhere, no need 
to write. 
LANCASHIRE 
Melvyn Beadiestone, 19, storekeeper, 2 Mather 
Street, Atherton, Lanes. Opera-going, movie- 
making, radio-listening; light classical, opera. 
Ferguson 3212; 51 in, 15, 31. Italy, America. 

LONDON 
R. Brian Dunkley, 39, cinema projectionist, 
80 Heme Hill, London SE24. Round Robin 
tapes, travel, reading, photography; anything 
but pop and heavy classical. Civic T62, Fidelity 
TR7, Grundig TKI00; 7 in. 15, 31, 71. 15. 
Anywhere in UK and Europe. 

STAFFORDSHIRE 
Malcolm Smith, 16, cinema projectionist. 121 
Friary Crescent, Springfields, Rushall, Walsall, 
Staffs. Radio, television; pop. Fidelity Playmaster, 
four-track; 51 in, 31. America. 

SUFFOLK 
D. E. Weston, 21, student teacher, 13 Minden 
Drive, Bury St Edmunds, Suffolk. Geography, 
photography, children; classical, Gilbert and 
Sullivan. Truvox R42; 7 in, 15, 31, 71. As many 
as possible. 
More Tape Directory entries appear on page 41. 
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Want to carry a battery stereo tap e recorder with you ? 
Take the Akai X4 with the unique Crossfield Head 

The Akai X. weighs i 2 lbs. It has a 
fully rechargeable battery. It has a 5" 
tape reel, 4 speeds and 4 tracks, and 
a maximum 17 hours of recording. 
It will give you stereo or mono. It will 
give you 20,000 cps response ± 3db 
at a recording speed of 7i inches 
per second. 
So how's it done? The secret is partly 
in Akai's unique Crossfield Head. 
On conventional recording heads the 
bias current tends to erase the higher 
frequencies. On the Akai CrossfieId 
however the bias current is fed into 

a separate head opposite the recording 
head in such a way that it can't 
interfere with the higher frequencies. 
This makes possible true high fidelity 
recording at much slower tape speeds 
than normal. 
So it adds up to this. The Akai X4 is 
a true portable. Yet within its slim 
lines and for its modest price of r 31 gns., 
it gives you recording of a quality 
and versatility you'd normally expect 
only from much larger equipment. 
For further details simply mail the 
coupon to us. 

To Pullin Photographic Dept A.T.R.9. 
r'Aintree Road Perivale Middlesex 
Please send me details of the Akai X4 

name 

address 

AKAI PULLIN 
PHOT06RIPIOG 

Na... ,. ..^..., 
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Want to carry a battery stereo tape recorder with you 

Take the Akai X4 with the unique Crossfield Head 

The Akai weighs 12 J lbs. It has a 
fully rechargeable battery. It has a 5' 
tape reel, 4 speeds and 4 tracks, and 
a maximum 17 hours of recording. 
It will give you stereo or mono. It will 
give you 20,000 cps response i 3db 
at a recording speed of 7^ inches 
per second. 
So how's it done? The secret is partly 
in Akai's unique Crossfield Head. 
On conventional recording heads the 
bias current tends to erase the higher 
frequencies. On the Akai Crossfield 
however the bias current is fed into 

a separate head opposite the recording 
head in such a way that it can't 
interfere with the higher frequencies. 
This makes possible true high fidelity 
recording at much slower tape speeds 
than normal. 
So it adds up to this. The Akai X4 is 
a true portable. Yet within its slim 
lines and for its modest price of 131 gns., 
it gives you recording of a quality 
and versatility you'd normally expect 
only from much larger equipment. 
For further details simply mail the 
coupon to us. 

To Pullin Photographic Dcpt A.T.R.g. 
1 lAintree Road Perivale Middlesex 
Please send me details of the Akai X4 

name_ 

address. 

AKAI PHOioeuniG 
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SOUND SCENE 

Professional Recorder 
We occasionally receive enquiries about 
professional -class tape recorders which are of 
course very expensive. Two new models by 
Akai which were released recently may well be 
of interest to those of our readers who would 
like a fully fledged studio recorder. 
One we would probably all like to possess is the 
Akai PT5011 professional full -track recorder 
shown in Fig.3, but before you get too interested 
we'd better quote the price, namely £600 or 
rather from £600 as the brochure quotes. The 
PT5011 has three separate heads, erase, record 
and replay, and three separate drive motors. It 
runs at 15 and 74 ips and takes 104 in NAB 
spools. Here are the main points from the speci- 
fication: 
Heads Recording head: Full- track, 

low impedance 45 ohms at 
90 kc. 
Playback head: Full- track, 
high impedance 2,500 ohms 
at 1 kc. 
Erase head: Full -track erase, 
low impedance 500 ohms at 
90 kc. 
Hysteresis synchronous two - 
speed motor for capstan 
drive. 
Two six -pole induction 
motors for tape supply, fast 
forward and rewind opera- 
tions. 
} inch. 
Full -track recording. 
74 ips and 15 ips. 
30 to 18,000 cps ± 2 dB at 
15 ips. 
40 to 12,000 cps ± 2 dB at 
7i ips. 
Less than 0.10% rms at 
15 ips. 
Less than 0.15% rms at 
74 ips. 
Within 2% for all tape 
speeds. 
Better than 55 dB at all 
speeds. 
NARTB or CCIR. 
Microphone 600 ohms. 

Line 1 600 ohms. 
10 K.ohms. 

Microphone -70 dBm. 
Line -20 dBm. 

Motors 

Tape width 
Recording 
Tape speed 
Frequency response 

Wow and flutter 

Distortion 

Signal to noise ratio 

Equalization 
Input impedance 

Input level 

Line output 
impedance 
Line output level 
Reel 

Fast forward and 
rewind 
Monitoring 

Safety interlock 

600 ohms. 
+4 dBm. 
104 in or 74 in. reels of 
NAB, DIN, IEC. 

About 90 seconds for 2,400 ft. 
High impedance headphone 
jack provided. 
Interlock mechanism pro- 
vided to guard against acci- 
dental operation of erase 
head. 

VU meter VU meter for recording 
level, output level, AC level 
and bias level. 

It is interesting to compare this specification with 
20 that of a typical high quality domestic tape 

Fig. I. The Akai X300 our -track tape recorder. 

recorder, particularly the frequency response at 
74 ips, namely 40 to 12,000 c /s. 
Why, you may well ask, does a professional 
tape recorder have an upper frequency response 
limit of 12,000 c/s when many domestic class 
recorders have a frequency response extending 
to 20,000 c /s? The answer is somewhat involved, 
but takes into account such things as noise level 
in the upper frequency range, low distortion and 
a guarantee of the recorder maintaining its high 
frequency performance far longer than a domestic 
class tape recorder. In most domestic tape recor- 
ders the quite unnecessarily extended high 
frequency response is only obtained at the expense 
of quality loss, i.e., distortion and /or excessive 
noise level. It is usually achieved by high recording 
amplifier gain at the upper frequencies and by the 
use of narrow gap record /replay heads which 
can very soon wear, resulting in a loss of hf 
response in any case. 

Professional or semi -professional? 
The second recorder, classed as professional 
and shown in Fig.l, is the Akai model X 300 
which sells at £199 lOs Od and is a four -track 
mono /stereo machine. Like the PT5011, it 
features the Akai crossfield head system. 
However, we think this particular recorder should 
be tagged semi -professional as also the Akai X 355 
which sells at just over £250 and is also a four -track 
(on } in tape) model. The X 355 also records mono 
or stereo. Further details of these recorders can be 
obtained from Pullin Photographic Ltd, 11 Aintree 
Road, Perivale, Greenford, Middlesex. 

Get a Tiger in your Tape Recorder! 
. . . or rather a cheetah. Derek Worman, an 

ATR reader from Johannesburg, South Africa, 
sent us the photograph (Fig.4) of himself en- 
couraging the cheetah to say a few words about 
tigers. Petrol manufacturers should note that 
cheetahs are much faster than tigers anyway. 
Derek Worman has promised us a story about 
this particular cheetah and about tape recording 
activity in South Africa. 

New Moving Coil Microphone 
The LEM DH 80 shown in Fig.5 is a dynamic 
moving coil microphone designed for general 
purposes. It is a small lightweight microphone 
with excellent characteristics for recording, since 
the frequency response can be modified for music 
or close speech. A built -in transformer caters for 
either high or low impedance input microphone 
sockets. Technical features are as follows: 
Directivity Omnidirectional. 
Sensitivity 50 ohm type - 0.085 mv for 

1 Bar ( -82 dB). 
200 ohm type - 0.16 mv for 
I Bar ( -76 dB). 
80K ohm type - 2.4 mv for 
1 bar ( -52 dB). 

Frequency response Music setting: low impedance 
70- 14,000 cps f 4 dB. 
Music setting: high impedance 
70- 10,000 cps ± 4 dB. 
Speech setting: low frequency 
drop below 200 cps. 

Dimensions Length 2f in. 
Diameter If in., 

Output Through shielded cable 
(approx. 2 yards). 

The LEM DH80 microphone can be used with a 
desk stand or as a hand -held microphone or 
clipped to a coat lapel. The sole agents in the 
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SOUND SCENE 

Professional Recorder 
We occasionally receive enquiries about 
professional-class tape recorders which are of 
course very expensive. Two new models by 
Akai which were released recently may well be 
of interest to those of our readers who would 
like a fully fledged studio recorder. 
One we would probably all like to possess is the 
Akai PT501I professional full-track recorder 
shown in Fig.3, but before you get too interested 
we'd better quote the price, namely £600 or 
rather from £600 as the brochure quotes. The 
PT5011 has three separate heads, erase, record 
and replay, and three separate drive motors. It 
runs at 15 and 7J ips and takes 101 in NAB 
spools. Here are the main points from the speci- 
fication ; 
Heads Recording head: Full-track, 

low impedance 45 ohms at 
90 kc. 
Playback head; Full-track, 
high impedance 2,500 ohms 
at I kc. 
Erase head: Full-track erase, 
low impedance 500 ohms at 
90 kc. 

Motors Hysteresis synchronous two- 
speed motor for capstan 
drive. 
Two six-pole induction 
motors for tape supply, fast 
forward and rewind opera- 
tions, 
i inch. 
Full-track recording. 
71 ips and 15 ips. 
30 to 18,000 cps ± 2 dB at 
IS ips. 
40 to 12,000 cps ± 2 dB at 
7t ips. 
Less than 0-10% rms at 
15 ips. 
Less than 015% rms at 
71 ips. 
Within 2% for all tape 
speeds. 

Signal to noise ratio Better than 55 dB at all 
speeds. 
NARTB or CCIR. 
Microphone 600 ohms. 

(600 ohms. 
( 10 K.ohms. 

Microphone —70 dBm. 
Line —20 dBm. 

Tape width 
Recording 
Tape speed 
Frequency response 

Wow and flutter 

Distortion 

Equalization 
Input impedance 

Input level 
Line 

Line output 
impedance 
Line output level 
Reel 

Fast forward and 
rewind 
Monitoring 

20 

About 90seconds for 2,400ft. 
High impedance headphone 
jack provided. 

Safety interlock Interlock mechanism pro- 
vided to guard against acci- 
dental operation of erase 
head. 

VU meter VU meter for recording 
level, output level, AC level 
and bias level. 

It is interesting to compare this specification with 
that of a typical high quality domestic tape 

At 
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600 ohms. 
+4 dBm. 
104 in or 7t in. reels of 
NAB. DIN, IEC. 

Fig. I. The Akai X300 our-lrack tape recorder. 

recorder, particularly the frequency response at 
71 ips, namely 40 to 12,000 c/s. 
Why, you may well ask, does a professional 
tape recorder have an upper frequency response 
limit of 12,000 c/s when many domestic class 
recorders have a frequency response extending 
to 20,000 c/s? The answer is somewhat involved, 
but takes into account such things as noise level 
in the upper frequency range, low distortion and 
a guarantee of the recorder maintaining its high 
frequency performance far longer than a domestic 
class tape recorder. In most domestic tape recor- 
ders the quite unnecessarily extended high 
frequency response is only obtained at the expense 
of quality loss, i.e., distortion and/or excessive 
noise level. It is usually achieved by high recording 
amplifier gain at the upper frequencies and by the 
use of narrow gap record/replay heads which 
can very soon wear, resulting in a loss of hf 
response in any case. 

Professional or semi-professional? 
The second recorder, classed as professional 
and shown in Fig.I, is the Akai model X 300 
which sells at £199 I Or Od and is a four-track 
mono/stereo machine. Like the PT50I1, it 
features the Akai crossfield head system. 
However, we think this particular recorder should 
be tagged semi-professional as also the Akai X 355 
which sells at just over £250 and is also a four-track 
(on i in tape) model. The X 355 also records mono 
or stereo. Further details of these recorders can be 
obtained from Pullin Photographic Ltd, 11 Aintree 
Road, Perivale, Greenford, Middlesex. 

Get a Tiger in your Tape Recorder! 
... or rather a cheetah. Derek Worman, an 

ATR reader from Johannesburg, South Africa, 
sent us the photograph (Fig.4) of himself en- 
couraging the cheetah to say a few words about 
tigers. Petrol manufacturers should note that 
cheetahs are much faster than tigers anyway. 
Derek Worman has promised us a story about 
this particular cheetah and about tape recording 
activity in South Africa. 

New Moving Coil Microphone 
The LEM DH 80 shown in Fig.5 is a dynamic 
moving coil microphone designed for general 
purposes. It is a small lightweight microphone 
with excellent characteristics for recording, since 
the frequency response can be modified for music 
or close speech. A built-in transformer caters for 
either high or low impedance input microphone 
sockets. Technical features are as follows: 
Directivity Omnidirectional. 
Sensitivity 50 ohm type - 0 085 mv for 

1 Bar (-82 dB). 
200 ohm type - 016 mv for 
I Bar (-76 dB). 
80K ohm type - 2-4 mv for 
I bar (-52 dB). 

Frequency response Music setting: low impedance 
70-14,000 cps ± 4 dB. 
Music setting: high impedance 
70-10,000 cps ± 4 dB. 
Speech setting: low frequency 
drop below 200 cps. 

Dimensions Length 2J in. 
Diameter 1| in.. 

Output Through shielded cable 
(approx. 2 yards). 

The LEM DH80 microphone can be used with a 
desk stand or as a hand-held microphone or 
clipped to a coat lapel. The sole agents in the 
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UK are D. A. Lyons Ltd, 32 Grenville Court, 
Dulwich, London SE19. The DH80 (50 ohm 
model) retails at £6 lOs Od and the DH80 high 
or 200 ohm model at £8 7s 6d. 

Two More Sanyo Recorders 
The first one is the Sanyo MR 225 Blueboy 
portable which is quite low priced at £16 I6s Od 
and is shown in Fig.6. It is a two -track recorder, 
capstan driven and designed for portability. It 
has a single operating speed of l ips and employs 
eight transistors. Frequency response is 200 to 
3,000 c /s, which makes it rather more suitable 
for speech recording only, such as tapesponding, 
etc. The second model is the MR 701 Brigadier 
(Fig.2) which is a two -speed mains model retailing 
at £40 I9s Od. This one features an automatic 
recording level system and two -track recording. 
Frequency response is again rather limited, being 
100 to 8,000 c/s at 31 ips and 100 to 4,000 c/s 
at I a ips. It also employs a dc erase system which 
suggests the possibility of high tape noise level. 
Further details from Sanyo Sales & Service, 
23 Savage Gardens, Trinity Square, London EC3. 

Fig. 2. The Sanyo MR 701 Brigadier, a new mains 
tape recorder with automatic record control. 

Fig. 3 (above). The Akai PT5011 professional studio 
tape recorder. 

Fig. 7 (right). The Akai stereo /mono studio recorder 
Model X355. 

Fig. 4. ATR reader Derek H Orman of Johannesburg 
interviews a cheetah! 

Fig. 5. The LEM D1180 microphone which has a two - 
way frequency response. 

Fig. 6. The Sanyo MR225 Blueboy portable tape recorder. 
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UK are D. A. Lyons Ltd. 32 Grenville Court, 
Dulwich, London SE19. The DH80 (50 ohm 
model) retails at £6 IOs Od and the DH80 high 
or 200 ohm model at £8 7s 6d. 

Two More Sanyo Recorders 
The first one is the Sanyo MR 225 Blueboy 
portable which is quite low priced at £16 16s Od 
and is shown in Fig.6. It is a two-track recorder, 
capstan driven and designed for portability. It 
has a single operating speed of I} ips and employs 
eight transistors. Frequency response is 200 to 
3,000 c/s, which makes it rather more suitable 
for speech recording only, such as tapesponding, 
etc. The second model is the MR 701 Brigadier 
(Fig.2) which is a two-speed mains model retailing 
at £40 19s Od. This one features an automatic 
recording level system and two-track recording. 
Frequency response is again rather limited, being 
100 to 8,000 c/s at 3J ips and 100 to 4,000 c/s 
at 11 ips. It also employs a dc erase system which 
suggests the possibility of high tape noise level. 
Further details from Sanyo Sales & Service, 
23 Savage Gardens, Trinity Square, London EC3. 
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Fig. 4. ATR reader Derek War man of Johannesburg 
interviews a cheetah! 

Fig. 5. The LEM DH80 microphone which has a two- 
way frequency response. 
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Fig. 2. The Sanyo MR 701 Brigadier, a new mains 
tape recorder with automatic record control. 
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Fig. 6. The Sanyo MR22S Blueboy portable tape recorder. 

Fig. 3 (.above). The Akai PT50II professional studio 
tape recorder. 
Fig. 7 (right). The Akai stereo/mono studio recorder 
Mode! X355. 
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TAPE 
ßFUws 

by Russ Allen 

This month - André Previn, José Motos, The Animals, 
Stravinsky and Mozart 

André Previn, The Previo Scene. MGM STC 3908 
Hi -Fi Track Stereo, 7} ips. Manufactured by 
Ampex. Imported by EMI. 
A year or two back I spent a very delightful 
afternoon at the Savoy Hotel with André Previn 
and his wife. We just sat and talked and I could 
happily have gone on listening to him for hours 
more. He has great charm, modesty and appeared 
as interested in me as I in him. How could I fail 
to like a man like that? Previn's music is to me 
every bit as interesting. He came on the scene 
as a jazz man, he still is, but he has also blossomed 
as a composer of film music, has recorded with 
symphony orchestras, and must be one of the 
most successful young men around light music 
today. 
This particular tape is jazz- slanted, though some 
of them are backed by vast banks of David Rose 
strings. Four of the 12 tracks are with small 
jazz groups featuring such notables as bassist 
Red Mitchell, drummer Shelly Manne, trumpeter 
Blue Mitchell, etc. 
Because Previn is such an established man in the 
fields of TV, film and classical, he is often dis- 
missed by jazz critics who probably feel that you 
can't be so polished and still play jazz. Hogwash, 
I say, and for all I know everything he plays is 
written out beforehand. One thing I do know, 
quite a few vaunted jazz players seem to trot 
out the same chorus over and over again. So far 
as Previn goes, he sounds superb to me and what 
he plays, be it written or improvised, swings, 
sounds original and a hell of a sight more inter- 
esting than some of the lesser known pianists 
who manage to get rave reviews from popular 
press. 
For massed schmaltz strings, Little Girl Blue is 
treated with oozles of them and in similar vein 
on track two Young and Tender, Previo can 
wring much pathos from his keyboard; 'he fair 
makes it cry.' Also string -full but very excitingly 
beaty is Blue Holiday which zings along. 
Altogether an excellent tape - well produced, 
packaged, recorded and of course played by 
André Previn and Co, to whom many thanks. 

Stravinsky conducts Stravinsky/he Firebird. 
The complete ballet in the original 1910 Orches- 
tration with the Columbia Symphony Orchestra. 
Columbia MS 6328. Four -track Stereo, 7} ips. 
Recorded, it says, in honour of the composer's 
80th birthday, meaning it was recorded in 1962, 

22 Igor having first seen the light of day near St. 

Petersburg in 1882. 
Only a few nights before writing this I had the 
pleasure of watching the TV film of Stravinsky 
visiting his old haunts and talking to US schools 
and I found him entrancing. I would dearly love 
to meet him. 
Firebird was composed around about 1910 for a 
Diaghilev ballet. Of the performance I can say 
nothing but 'Viva Igor.' While composers are 
not necessarily the best conductors, I don't think 
such a criticism can be levelled at this maestro. 
Recording is splendid and Columbia have included 
an intensely interesting leaflet written by 
Stravinsky full of intriguing and humerous 
anecdotes as, for instance, when he recalls the 
fir.t night of Firebird in Paris and Diaghilev had 
the idea that real horses should march on stage. 
The poor animals did enter on cue all right but 
they began to neigh and whinny and one of them, 
a better critic than an actor, left a malodorous 
calling card. 
Stravinsky is not for those who require smooth 
easy -to- ignore background music, nor is he 
easily assimilated. It is meaty, sometimes sad, 
sometimes mad, exciting stuff full of grand 
crashing percussive crescendos. If you don't 
know his work, be assured you'll not be bored. 
Stupendous! 

José Motos, Viva Flamenco! World Record 
Club TT 326. Two -track Mono, 31 ips. Finger - 
style acoustic guitar playing is so much clever- 
er, so much more interesting and so much 
more beautiful than the electronic gyrations of 
the pop guitarist. There is not really a true 
comparison - they're not of the same culture. 
I'm not condemning the pop plague (far from 
it, as I can also enjoy that cult), but the sound 
produced by José Motos is like comparing the 
latest Rolls Continental to a bicycle. They both 
get you there but in such a vastly different way. 
Me? I prefer a Rolls and José. 
He is a master guitarist and my wife tells me that 
he is as well known in Spain as Segovia. His 
playing has much fire and though the perform- 
ance is not always flawless it has all the thrills 
and zest one expects from a set that's labelled 
Viva Flamenco. 
Recording is first class and it is an exhilarating 
tape. 

Anita Sings Jazz. Anita O'Day with Oscar 
Peterson, piano; Herb Ellis, guitar; Ray Brown, 

bass; Milt Holland, drums. World Record Club 
TT 244. Two -track Mono, 32 ips. 
Miss O'Day has the distinction of being possibly 
the greatest white female jazz singer. More, she 
is a human instrument. A frighteningly efficient 
vocal technician who can distort lyrics, time and 
tune to the point where lesser musicians fill with 
fear and trembling that she will never make it 
back but, dammit, she always does. 
This recording must be quite a few years old 
but doesn't suffer because of that. The redoubtable 
Peterson and group do a sterling backing job 
and even get to contribute the odd solo half 
chorus. If ever you saw that 'shot off the cuff' 
jazz film Jazz on a Summer's Day then you will 
remember that Miss O'Day featured muchly 
and delightfully. 
As with most jazz singers, she sticks to the 
standard pops of yesteryear. S'wonderful taken 
at a cracking pace, Tenderly, Old Devil Moon, 
Love Me or Leave Me, Stella by Starlight, etc., 
and quite the loveliest both instrumentally and 
vocally, mainly because Anita appears more 
aware of the lyrics' import, I've Got the World 
on a String, and so on to finish with an Anita - 
twisted Bewitched. 
The title tells the story: Anita Sings Jazz. 

The Most of the Animals. Columbia TA -SX 6035. 
Two -track Mono, i ips. 
Eric Burdon, the Animals singer, is quite the 
best British R & B man still working with a 
group or at least he was when this was written, 
but will almost certainly be out on his own by 
the time this is published. He is extraordinarily 
good and the entire quintet backs up and responds 
with splendid rapport. 
Some of these numbers are stupendous; particu- 
larly I liked the heart cry Don't let me be mis- 
understood, words of which are so much an 
everyday problem, and Burdon sings as if it 
were his very own worry. In fact, Burdon sings 
all his numbers as if he were personally involved 
and the group build up the excitement behind 
him so that each track (with the exception of a 
couple of irritating fades) builds up a grand 
climax. For me the Animals are one of the best 
sea in the country and certainly knock the 
Stones for six, with Burdon outsinging the 
over -publicized Jagger every time. 
Instrumentally they're interesting too with some 
good guitar work, a very adequate organist, 
and it's probably him who turns out some good 
barrelhouse piano on Mess Around. 
Yes, I believe you could call me an Animal fan. 
For those who like R & B style pop this is a must. 

Eine Kleine Nachtmusik. Bruno Walter conducting 
the Columbia Symphony Orchestra. Columbia 
Four -track Stereo, 7 ips, MQ 543. 
Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart wrote the title music 
in 1787 as a four- movement suite for string 
quarter or string orchestra. 
Considering his short life span (born 1756, died 
1791), his output was prodigious. He started 
writing short pieces at the age of six and his 
first full opera at the age of 14 - Mithridates, 
King of Pontus. His field was seemingly limitless, 
operas, over forty symphonies, concertos, string 
serenades, quartets, quintets, sonatas for piano 
and violin, church music, masses, lieder, duets, 
arias, etc. 
Despite his brilliance and the success of his 
operas, he gained little monetary reward and at 
his death went to a pauper's grave. Bruno Walter, 
who died about four years ago in California, was 
an ardent promoter of Mozart's works and 
conducts them with true sympathy. Apart from 
the Nacht Musik, there are recorded here the 
overtures to the Impressario, Cosé Fan Tutte, 
Marriage of Figaro, Magic Flute and in contrast 
the Masonic Funeral Music. Recording and 
packaging are of the high standard we expect 
from American Columbia, and there is also an 
odd little pamphlet called Bruno discusses Mozart 
with Arnold Michaelis; quite interesting in itself 
but having little to do with the contents of the 
album. I liked it very much indeed. Mozart and 
beautifully treated! 
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This month — Andre Previn, Jose Motos, The Animals, 

Stravinsky and Mozart 

Andre Previn, The Previn Scene. MGM STC 3908 
Hi-Fi Track Stereo, 7 i ips. Manufactured by 
Ampex. Imported by EMI. 
A year or two back I spent a very delightful 
afternoon at the Savoy Hotel with Andr£ Previn 
and his wife. We just sal and talked and I could 
happily have gone on listening to him for hours 
more. He has great charm, modesty and appeared 
as interested in me as I in him. How could I fail 
to like a man like that? Previn's music is to me 
every bit as interesting. He came on the scene 
as a jazz man, he still is, but he has also blossomed 
as a composer of film music, has recorded with 
symphony orchestras, and must be one of the 
most successful young men around light music 
today. 
This particular tape is jazz-slanted, though some 
of them arc backed by vast banks of David Rose 
strings. Four of the 12 tracks arc with small 
jazz groups featuring such notables as bassist 
Red Mitchell, drummer Shelly Manne, trumpeter 
Blue Mitchell, etc. 
Because Previn is such an established man in the 
fields of TV, film and classical, he is often dis- 
missed by jazz critics who probably feel that you 
can't be so polished and still play jazz. Hogwash, 
I say, and for all I know everything he plays is 
written out beforehand. One thing I do know, 
quite a few vaunted jazz players seem to trot 
out the same chorus over and over again. So far 
as Previn goes, he sounds superb to me and what 
he plays, be it written or improvised, swings, 
sounds original and a hell of a sight more inter- 
esting than some of the lesser known pianists 
who manage to get rave reviews from popular 
press. 
For massed schmaltz strings, Little Girl Blue is 
treated with oozlcs of them and in similar vein 
on track two Young and Tender, Previn can 
wring much pathos from his keyboard; "he fair 
makes it cry.' Also string-full but very excitingly 
beaty is Blue Holiday which zings along. 
Altogether an excellent tape - well produced, 
packaged, recorded and of course played by 
Andr£ Previn and Co. to whom marty thanks. 

Stravinsky conducts Stravinsky/The Firebird. 
The complete ballet in the original 1910 Orches- 
tration with the Columbia Symphony Orchestra. 
Columbia MS 6328. Four-track Stereo, 7i ips. 
Recorded, it says, in honour of the composer's 
80th birthday, meaning it was recorded in 1962, 
Igor having first seen the light of day near St. 

Petersburg in 1882. 
Only a few nights before writing this I had the 
pleasure of watching the TV film of Stravinsky 
visiting his old haunts and talking to US schools 
and I found him entrancing. I would dearly love 
to meet him. 
Firebird was composed around about 1910 for a 
Diaghilev ballet. Of the performance I can say 
nothing but 'Viva Igor.' While composers are 
not necessarily the best conductors, I don't think 
such a criticism can be levelled at this maestro. 
Recording is splendid and Columbia have included 
an intensely interesting leaflet written by 
Stravinsky full of intriguing and humerous 
anecdotes as, for instance, when he recalls the 
fint night of Firebird in Paris and Diaghilev had 
the idea that real horses should march on stage. 
The poor animals did enter on cue all right but 
they began to neigh and whinny and one of them, 
a better critic than an actor, left a malodorous 
calling card. 
Stravinsky is not for those who require smooth 
easy-to-ignore background music, nor is he 
easily assimilated. It is meaty, sometimes sad, 
sometimes mad, exciting stulf full of grand 
crashing percussive crescendos. If you don't 
know his work, be assured you'll not be bored. 
Stupendous! 

Jos£ Motos, Viva Flamenco! World Record 
Club TT 326. Two-track Mono, 3} ips. Finger- 
style acoustic guitar playing is so much clever- 
er, so much more interesting and so much 
more beautiful than the electronic gyrations of 
the pop guitarist. There is not really a true 
comparison - they're not of the same culture. 
I'm not condemning the pop plague (far from 
it, as 1 can also enjoy that cult), but the sound 
produced by Jos6 Motos is like comparing the 
latest Rolls Continental to a bicycle. They both 
get you there but in such a vastly different way. 
Me? I prefer a Rolls and Jos£. 
He is a master guitarist and my wife tells me that 
he is as well known in Spain as Segovia. His 
playing has much fire and though the perform- 
ance is not always flawless it has all the thrills 
and zest one expects from a set that's labelled 
Viva Flamenco. 
Recording is first class and it is an exhilarating 
tape. 

Anita Sings Jazz. Anita OlDay with Oscar 
Peterson, piano; Herb Ellis, guitar; Ray Brown, 

bass: Mill Holland, drums. World Record Club 
TT 244. Two-track Mono, 31 ips. 
Miss O'Day has the distinction of being possibly 
the greatest white female jazz singer. More, she 
is a human instrument. A frighteningly efficient 
vocal technician who can distort lyrics, lime and 
tune to the point where lesser musicians fill with 
fear and trembling that she will never make it 
back but, dammit, she always does. 
This recording must be quite a few years old 
but doesn't suffer because of that. The redoubtable 
Peterson and group do a sterling backing job 
and even get to contribute the odd solo half 
chorus. If ever you saw that "shot off the cuff' 
jazz film Jazz on a Summer's Day then you will 
remember that Miss O'Day featured muchly 
and delightfully. 
As with most jazz singers, she sticks to the 
standard pops of yesteryear. S'wonderful taken 
at a cracking pace. Tenderly, Old Devil Moon, 
Love Me or Leave Me, Stella by Starlight, etc., 
and quite the loveliest both instrumentally and 
vocally, mainly because Anita appears more 
aware of the lyrics' import, I've Got the World 
on a String, and so on to finish with an Anita- 
twisted Bewitched. 
The title tells the story: Anita Sings Jazz. 

The Most of the Animals. Columbia TA-SX 6035. 
Two-track Mono, } ips. 
Eric Burdon, the Animals singer, is quite the 
best British R & B man still working with a 
group or at least he was when this was written, 
but will almost certainly be out on his own by 
the time this is published. He is extraordinarily 
good and the entire quintet backs up and responds 
with splendid rapport. 
Some of these numbers arc stupendous; particu- 
larly I liked the heart cry Don't let me be mis- 
understood, words of which are so much an 
everyday problem, and Burdon sings as if it 
were his very own worry. In fact, Burdon sings 
all his numbers as if he were personally involved 
and the group build up the excitement behind 
him so that each track (with the exception of a 
couple of irritating fades) builds up a grand 
climax. For me the Animals are one of the best 
seti in the country and certainly knock the 
Stones for six, with Burdon outsinging the 
over-publicized Jagger every time. 
Instrumentally they're interesting loo with some 
good guitar work, a very adequate organist, 
and it's probably him who turns out some good 
barrelhouse piano on Mess Around. 
Yes, I believe you could call me an Animal fan. 
For those who like R & B style pop this is a must. 

Eine Kleine Nachtmusik. Bruno Waller conducting 
the Columbia Symphony Orchestra. Columbia 
Four-track Stereo, 71 ips, MQ 543. 
Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart wrote the title music 
in 1787 as a four-movement suite for string 
quarter or string orchestra. 
Considering his short life span (born 1756, died 
1791), his output was prodigious. He started 
writing short pieces at the age of six and his 
first full opera at the age of 14 - Mithridales, 
King of Pontus. His field was seemingly limitless, 
operas, over forty symphonies, concertos, string 
serenades, quartets, quintets, sonatas for piano 
and violin, church music, masses, lieder, duets, 
arias, etc. 
Despite his brilliance and the success of his 
operas, he gained little monetary reward and at 
his death went to a pauper's grave. Bruno Walter, 
who died about four years ago in California, was 
an ardent promoter of Mozart's works and 
conducts them with true sympathy. Apart from 
the Nacht Musik, there are recorded here the 
overtures to the Impressario, Co si Fan Tulle, 
Marriage of Figaro, Magic Flute and in contrast 
the Masonic Funeral Music. Recording and 
packaging are of the high standard we expect 
from American Columbia, and there is also an 
odd little pamphlet called Bruno discusses Mozart 
with Arnold Michael is; quite interesting in itself 
but having little to do with the contents of the 
album. I liked it very much indeed. Mozart and 
beautifully treated! 
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ARE YOU COVERED? 
By Insurance, we mean 

It is well worth insuring a tape recorder so 
that, whether it is lost, stolen or dropped, it is 
fully covered, and you will receive the money 
from the insurance company to buy a replace- 
ment. Usually anything kept in a house is 
covered under what is known as a householder's 
comprehensive policy, but the chances are that 
you will need wider insurance cover than this. 
Although this policy will cover a recorder 
against fire, burglary and various other risks, 
you will not be paid a claim if it is stolen from 
a car or a train, nor if you drop it accidentally 
and find that it will be very expensive to have 
it repaired. 
What you will need is an all risks policy. Don't 
be confused by the name. In fact, it will not 
cover every single eventuality. For instance, it 
is not a form of maintenance contract (which 
includes breakdown from any cause) which you 
may have for a television set. This means that 
you will not be able to claim from the insurance 
company for mechanical or electrical break- 
down. In other words, if the recorder merely 
goes wrong, the chances are that your insurance 
company will not pay. If, however, it has been 
damaged by some accidental means, you will 
be able to claim. 
Under some policies, tape recorders are 
covered only whilst in a club, hotel or other 
premises, or whilst in transit. This means that 
if you are recording anything in the open air, 
you may find that there is no insurance cover 
in force. This is a point which you should 
check in advance. If you will be using the 
recorder a great deal out of doors, it may not 
be worth while to have a policy with this re- 
striction in it. Otherwise, if it is only on odd 
occasions that you will be recording out of 
doors, probably the best arrangement is to 
advise the insurance company in advance and 
to ask them specially to cover the tape recorder. 

John Gaselee points out some of the advantages of 

proper insurance for your tape recorder and 

accessories. 

They may be quite agreeable to co- operate in 
this way. 
As it is really only accidental loss or damage 
which is covered, you will not be paid for 
repairs or replacements which are necessary 
due to wear and tear or gradual deterioration. 
Nor will there be any cover when you take the 
recorder to be cleaned or repaired - so find out 
the conditions on which the dealer accepts it, 
and see that he is responsible for any loss 
while the recorder is in his hands. Generally 
speaking, you may find that the breakage of 
valves and /or filaments is not covered. Nor 
are other glass parts usually insured - unless 
the apparatus containing them is damaged at 
the same time. This is reasonable enough. 
Incidentally, as in any insurance policy, 
detention or confiscation by the Customs is 
excluded. Otherwise the insurance company 
would be aiding and abetting you for smuggling! 
Of the other important exclusions, the one 
which you are most likely to meet excludes 
theft from an unattended vehicle. This, how- 
ever, is not quite so bad as it sounds. For 
claims will be paid if the theft is from a car of 
the fully enclosed saloon type - provided all 
the doors, windows and windscreen were 
closed and the car was locked at the time. This 
is an important point to remember. 
If this sounds like a list of disasters which are 
not covered by a policy, at least it means that 
practically every other kind of loss or damage 
will be paid for by the insurance company - 
provided you take proper care of the recorder. 
If you are too careless, the company could turn 
down the claim. Probably you will have to 
complete a proposal form before the insurance 
is in force. On this form you will have to give 
your name and address, and details of the 
recorder and other equipment which is to be 
insured with it. These details, by the way, can 

be a great help in trying to trace it if it should 
be lost or stolen when it is insured. 
What will it cost? 
How much will the insurance cost? Not all 
companies charge the same rates, but you may 
find that, for a recorder worth £100, the cost 
is 25s a year - which is reasonable enough. It 
will, of course, be cheaper for recorders worth 
less than £100. Don't, however, be misled into 
thinking that, if you insure your recorder and 
equipment for a particular sum, automatically 
that amount will be paid in the event of loss. 
Only the value at the time will be paid. The 
insured amount is only the maximum figure 
which will be paid. So there is no point 
in wasting premium by insuring for more than 
a realistic figure. 
Here are some 'case histories' of claims: 
One recorder was stolen from the back of a car 
in a public car park while the owner was 
having a meal at a nearby hotel. All the doors 
and windows were closed and locked, and so 
the claim was paid. The thief had spotted the 
recorder in the back of the car, and had made 
his entry by forcing down a window. Insurers 
would prefer one to leave a recorder in the boot, 
where it cannot be seen, provided it is locked. 
During the cold weather, the ceiling of a house 
suddenly fell in on the recorder - and a few 
repairs were necessary. The cost of the repairs 
was borne by the 'all risks' policy. 
While on loan to a friend a recorder was stolen 
from the friend's house. Unfortunately, the 
friend's policy did not cover it, but it was 
insured under the owner's 'all risks' policy. 
Finally a claim which was not settled: A 
recorder was stored for some time in a damp 
atmosphere, and needed overhauling before it 
could be used again. That, say insurers, comes 
under the category of gradual deterioration, 
and is not covered. J.G. 

`My tape recorder is insured. Are you ?' 'I 'opes you got that there tape recorder insured, Laddie.' 
23 
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ARE YOU COVERED ? 

By Insnrance, we mean 

John Gaselee points out some of the advantages of 

proper insurance for your tape recorder and 

accessories. 

It is well worth insuring a tape recorder so 
that, whether it is lost, stolen or dropped, it is 
fully covered, and you will receive the money 
from the insurance company to buy a replace- 
ment. Usually anything kept in a house is 
covered under what is known as a householder's 
comprehensive policy, but the chances are that 
you will need wider insurance cover than this. 
Although this policy will cover a recorder 
against fire, burglary and various other risks, 
you will not be paid a claim if it is stolen from 
a car or a train, nor if you drop it accidentally 
and find that it will be very expensive to have 
it repaired. 
What you will need is an all risks policy. Don't 
be confused by the name. In fact, it will not 
cover every single eventuality. For instance, it 
is not a form of maintenance contract (which 
includes breakdown from any cause) which you 
may have for a television set. This means that 
you will not be able to claim from the insurance 
company for mechanical or electrical break- 
down. In other words, if the recorder merely 
goes wrong, the chances are that your insurance 
company will not pay. If, however, it has been 
damaged by some accidental means, you will 
be able to claim. 
Under some policies, tape recorders are 
covered only whilst in a club, hotel or other 
premises, or whilst in transit. This means that 
if you are recording anything in the open air, 
you may find that there is no insurance cover 
in force. This is a point which you should 
check in advance. If you will be using the 
recorder a great deal out of doors, it may not 
be worth while to have a policy with this re- 
striction in it. Otherwise, if it is only on odd 
occasions that you will be recording out of 
doors, probably the best arrangement is to 
advise the insurance company in advance and 
to ask them specially to cover the tape recorder. 

They may be quite agreeable to co-operate in 
this way. 
As it is really only accidental loss or damage 
which is covered, you will not be paid for 
repairs or replacements which are necessary 
due to wear and tear or gradual deterioration. 
Nor will there be any cover when you take the 
recorder to be cleaned or repaired - so find out 
the conditions on which the dealer accepts it, 
and see that he is responsible for any loss 
while the recorder is in his hands. Generally 
speaking, you may find that the breakage of 
valves and/or filaments is not covered. Nor 
are other glass parts usually insured - unless 
the apparatus containing them is damaged at 
the same time. This is reasonable enough. 
Incidentally, as in any insurance policy, 
detention or confiscation by the Customs is 
excluded. Otherwise the insurance company 
would be aiding and abetting you for smuggling! 
Of the other important exclusions, the one 
which you are most likely to meet excludes 
theft from an unattended vehicle. This, how- 
ever, is not quite so bad as it sounds. For 
claims will be paid if the theft is from a car of 
the fully enclosed saloon type - provided all 
the doors, windows and windscreen were 
closed and the car was locked at the time. This 
is an important point to remember. 
If this sounds like a list of disasters which are 
not covered by a policy, at least it means that 
practically every other kind of loss or damage 
will be paid for by the insurance company - 
provided you take proper care of the recorder. 
If you are too careless, the company could turn 
down the claim. Probably you will have to 
complete a proposal form before the insurance 
is in force. On this form you will have to give 
your name and address, and details of the 
recorder and other equipment which is to be 
insured with it. These details, by the way, can 

be a great help in trying to trace it if it should 
be lost or stolen when it is insured. 
What will it cost? 
How much will the insurance cost? Not all 
companies charge the same rates, but you may 
find that, for a recorder worth £100, the cost 
is 25s a year - which is reasonable enough. It 
will, of course, be cheaper for recorders worth 
less than £100. Don't, however, be misled into 
thinking that, if you insure your recorder and 
equipment for a particular sum, automatically 
that amount will be paid in the event of loss. 
Only the value at the time will be paid. The 
insured amount is only the maximum figure 
which will be paid. So there is no point 
in wasting premium by insuring for more than 
a realistic figure. 
Here are some 'case histories' of claims: 
One recorder was stolen from the back of a car 
in a public car park while the owner was 
having a meal at a nearby hotel. All the doors 
and windows were closed and locked, and so 
the claim was paid. The thief had spotted the 
recorder in the back of the car, and had made 
his entry by forcing down a window. Insurers 
would prefer one to leave a recorder in the boot, 
where it cannot be seen, provided it is locked. 
During the cold weather, the ceiling of a house 
suddenly fell in on the recorder - and a few 
repairs were necessary. The cost of the repairs 
was borne by the 'all risks' policy. 
While on loan to a friend a recorder was stolen 
from the friend's house. Unfortunately, the 
friend's policy did not cover it, but it was 
insured under the owner's 'all risks' policy. 
Finally a claim which was not settled: A 
recorder was stored for some time in a damp 
atmosphere, and needed overhauling before it 
could be used again. That, say insurers, comes 
under the category of gradual deterioration, 
and is not covered. J.G. 
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'My tape recorder is insured. Are you?' 
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T 'opes you got that there tape recorder insured, Laddie.' 
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I doubt if there can be any club members who have 
not heard of the BBC North Region Tape Record- 
ing contest. If there are, they haven't been 
reading ATRI But I wonder how many have got 
their entries under way. With just about a month 
to go till the closing date, club members who 
want to enter should put their thinking caps on 
now and get under way if they have not already 
done so. This competition is open to all recording 
enthusiasts from all parts of the country, but 
naturally enough there is a special prize for the 
best entry coming from within the BBC's North 
Region reception area. 
For a long time now the audio enthusiasts have 
been campaigning for a programme of their 
own on the radio again. If this North Region 
contest is a success, it could well pave the way 
not only for a contest with nation -wide coverage, 
but also for the reintroduction of a radio pro- 
gramme about recording. So there are more 
reasons than one why a large number of entries 
is essential for this contest, and it is the clubs 
who must provide the lead. I know for a fact 
that many club members who make excellent 
tapes just do not enter them for national com- 
petitions, although they may do so for club 
contests. As the theme of the competition is 
'Summer', why can't all clubs hold their individual 
club contests to comply with the rules of the 
BBC contest on this subject, the best two or three 
entries in each case to be entered for the com- 
petition. 
Club secretaries and/or programme organizers 
who want to refresh their memories can refer 
back to the July issue of ATR, page 31, for rules 
and other details. Meanwhile, I will be looking 
forward to hearing that the winning tape has 
come from a club in the ATR league. K.C. 

Audio Star 
First club newsletter out of the bag this month is 
entitled 'Audio Star', but which club it comes 
from, whoever sent it forgot to say; although 
I do know that this club meets in the Seven 
Kings library and has as secretary Dave Bolton. 
However, Dave, club secretary for the past six 
years, is relinquishing this job at the club's 
AGM this month. Also resigning from the com- 
mittee, because of pressure of work, is Treasurer 
Alan Forrester, and both these vacancies will be 
filled at the AGM. 
Club members have recently competed in a club 
quiz championship 1966, the four finalists this 
year being Messrs 'ripper, Faulkner, Budd and 
Bolton, and the final championship programme 
was a quiz devised by John Albury. Sound tracks 
for slides and films have taken up a considerable 
amount of club time, and included among the 
items has been the club's competition, 'The 
Story of the Tower of London'. 

BTRAC 
Perhaps the oddest situation in the history of the 
Birmingham TRAC occurred at a recent meeting, 
when not one single tape recorder was to be found 
in the club room. This unusual situation was 
due to an unavoidable breakdown of trans- 
port arrangements. In place of the proposed 
programme, a discussion group was organized 
by Chairman Terry Morris. Terry drew up a list 
of subjects, and each member drew a number 

24 from a hat and spoke on the subject with the 

corresponding number on the list. Discussions 
somehow got away from the subject of recording, 
but it was felt that by encouraging members to 
hold forth on the various subjects under discus- 
sion, this would facilitate communication with 
others outside the club, increase fluency of speech, 
and reduce embarrassment, all of which should 
help the more reticent members in their recording 
activities. 
Deficit of machines on this occasion was more than 
compensated at other meetings. Secretary Alan 
Bird demonstrated his Beocord 2000 recorder, 
coupled to his Garrard 4HF transcription deck. 
He was able to monitor the signal into the 
recorder and the signal off the tape by the mere 
pressing of a button, and quality at all speeds 
showed little difference, even to the keen ears 
of blind member Eric Sheer. Laurie Watson, 
BTRAC vice -chairman, played back a tape 
entitled 'The Guns of the Isle of Man'. This 
amusing tape was the work of three youngsters - 
David Bell (17) and John Haynes (18), who wrote 
the script and between them played all the 
characters, and Paul Simms (21), who edited 
the material and introduced suitable music and 
effects. The result was a 30- minute humorous 
sound programme of excellent quality comparable 
with many a BBC programme. 
But perhaps the most fascinating evening of all 
was provided by guest speaker Mr Alfred W. 
Croton, who brought along an original Edison 
cylinder phonograph and a small selection of his 
large collection of Edison's famous Amberol 
cylindrical records. The reproduction of the 
records was of a particularly fine standard con- 
sidering that some of the recordings were made 
as far back as 1912. 

Brighton 
Members of the Brighton TRC have set up a 
special production team to demonstrate the work 
of the club. Recently the team, complete with 
equipment, descended upon the Southwick 
community centre to demonstrate equipment 
to the Albany Production Film Unit, who were 
surprised at the mass of equipment produced. 
This included six recorders, a large multi- channel 
mixer, a stereo amplifier, two slide projectors, 
two Goodman's speakers, together with the 
inevitable range of microphones and yards of 
cable. In the near future the situation will be 
reversed, when members of the Albany group visit 
Brighton to demonstrate their films and filming 
equipment. 
'Sound Link', an idea of the Dartford TRS, 
now includes an item from Brighton prepared 
by five members and containing recordings of 
a choir, bird song, Lewes bonfire festivities, 
and Brighton's 'Petticoat Lane'. 
Sound effects of a play by the Brighton Youth 
Theatre are being prepared. Three recorders 
are being used for this, and they will be con- 
trolled on the two presentation nights by two 
club members. Membership has now increased 
to a total of 18, which includes two lady members, 
the first to brave the club for more than four 
years. 

Coventry 
The latest edition of the Coventry TRC's quarterly 
sound magazine includes the second part of the 
group's history 'Know your Club', together with 
a number of tape tips and humorous articles. 
Also featured is an article by Stan Day, club 
committee member, on the making of a tape 
slide show using colour. 
A directory of members, including addresses and 
equipment, has been compiled. 

Derby 
Recent meetings of the Derby TRC have included 
a treasure hunt night. In these civilized days 
the hunt was, of course, carried out by car, 
each vehicle having a driver and two hunters. 
The winning car was driven by Mr A. Stanway, 
his hunters being his son Martin and Nick 
Potter. A summer outing to Llandudno, complete 
with portables, was also enjoyed by members. 
Meetings have included the usual programme 
features 'All Your Own' - this time presented 
by Mr H. Barton - and the monthly quiz presented 
by Miss E. Hassel and won jointly by Mrs V. 
Barlow and Mr A. Jeffries, and also 'This and 
That', a news programme by Mr A. Stanway. 

Doncaster 
A packed month for the Doncaster and District 

TRC began with a demonstration by vice - 
chairman George Swan of a Bang & Olufsen 
recorder. This demonstration was much appre- 
ciated by ail members, but I am told that every- 
body entering the demonstration room was 
first frisked for screwdrivers! 
The first of four outside recording sessions was 
at Wilsik Hall traction engine rally, but, British 
weather being what it is, windshields were a must. 
The second outside session was in search of birds 
(feathered), and ended up at a large lake packed 
with fish. After falling over many fishermen 
and generally disturbing the fish, all the members 
managed to find suitable spots for recording the 
bird songs, but - the British countryside being 
what it is -a nearby railway line ran right beside 
the lake, with a horribly regular two- minute 
train service. Nothing daunted, a third attempt 
was made at outside recording, this time at one 
of the local woods (sandal beet). Here some good 
recordings were made, but one member, Mr 
Ralph Broom, was bitten so badly by gnats that 
he subsequently spent two days off work in bed. 
Finally, at the fourth outdoor attempt members' 
efforts were rewarded with success. At a traction 
engine rally excellent recordings were made of all 
six steam organs. 
Back in the club room, chairman Eric Kibble- 
white demonstrated his new Revox, and a 
Rotherham member presented a slide show. 
Following the latter, the club has now started 
its own project of making a one -hour sound track 
of the sights of London, to be matched with a 
set of slides provided by a committee member. 
This project is expected to take at least six weeks. 

Ferrograph Owners 
At the AGM of the British Ferrograph Owners' 
Club, unexpected but nevertheless very welcome 
guests were Mr Richard Margochis and his 
wife, who dropped in for a chat. After the 
formalities of the meeting were over Mr Mar - 
gochis demonstrated his modified Fi -sord la 
and described his methods of recording. Mr 
Metcalf, the new sales manager for the Ferro - 
graph Company, was also presented, and intro- 
duced his theories and intentions to boost sales 
and, incidentally, club membership. A demonstra- 
tion tape was made up for the company by 
George West and Leon Tipler, which will be 
used in future demonstrations throughout the 
country. 
It is with deep regret that the club announces the 
tragic death of member Stan Claughton. It has 
been proposed that a competition cup in his 
memory shall be awarded for the best tape of 
the year, as a fitting tribute to a keen member. 
The new tape listing has now been circulated 
among members, and it is interesting to note 
that more than 50% of the membership is in- 
cluded in the club's Round Robins. 

ITACS 
This year's winner of the International Tape and 
Cine Society's Reel Award for the member who 
was giving the best support to the club magazine 
Tape and Cine Reel over the past twelve months 
has been won jointly by three members. The 
three joint winners, who can each choose between 
a reel of 8mm film or a 5 in reel of LP tape, are 
Gerry Boarer, Alec Mollison and Skip Shipman. 
The number of contributors to Tape and Cine 
Reel is on the increase, so competition should 
be even stiffer next year. The club's annual get - 
together, which takes place this month in London, 
will coincide with the making of the Society's 
film, The Little Grey Spool, but for those members 
who are unable to attend, arrangements have 
been made to play back recordings of messages, 
etc., to those able to be there. Cine Reel's section 
on sound tips this month concerns the various 
types of microphone commonly in use, their 
characteristics and applications. The information 
for this came from Fred Wood; Alec Mollison 
continues his series on Super 8 films, and Doug 
Palmer discusses pre -amplifiers. 

Leeds 
The main news from the Leeds and District 
TRC this month is a change of meeting time and 
place. The new club room is at Mencap House, 
142 Chapeltown Road, Leeds 7, and meetings 
will now be fortnightly on Tuesdays at 8 pm. 
This sudden change was effected very speedily, 
for on the day the offer of the new room was 
received, members Mike Plant and Bill Rowe 
made a quick visit to inspect the premises and 
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I doubt if there can be any club members who have 
not heard of the BBC North Region Tape Record- 
ing contest. If there are, they haven't been 
reading ATR\ But 1 wonder how many have got 
their entries under way. With just about a month 
to go till the closing date, club members who 
want to enter should put their thinking caps on 
now and get under way if they have not already 
done so. This competition is open to all recording 
enthusiasts from all parts of the country, but 
naturally enough there is a special prize for the 
best entry coming from within the BBC's North 
Region reception area. 
For a long time now the audio enthusiasts have 
been campaigning for a programme of their 
own on the radio again. If this North Region 
contest is a success, it could well pave the way 
not only for a contest with nation-wide coverage, 
but also for the reintroduction of a radio pro- 
gramme about recording. So there are more 
reasons than one why a large number of entries 
is essential for this contest, and it is the clubs 
who must provide the lead. I know for a fact 
that many club members who make excellent 
tapes just do not enter them for national com- 
petitions, although they may do so for club 
contests. As the theme of the competition is 
'Summer', why can't all clubs hold their individual 
club contests to comply with the rules of the 
BBC contest on this subject, the best two or three 
entries in each case to be entered for the com- 
petition. 
Club secretaries and/or programme organizers 
who want to refresh their memories can refer 
back to the July issue of ATR, page 31, for rules 
and other details. Meanwhile, I will be looking 
forward to hearing that the winning tape has 
come from a club in the ATR league. K.C. 

Audio Star 
First club newsletter out of the bag this month is 
entitled "Audio Star', but which club it comes 
from, whoever sent it forgot to say; although 
1 do know that this club meets in the Seven 
Kings library and has as secretary Dave Bolton. 
However, Dave, club secretary for the past six 
years, is relinquishing this job at the club's 
AGM this month. Also resigning from the com- 
mittee, because of pressure of work, is Treasurer 
Alan Forrester, and both these vacancies will be 
filled at the AGM. 
Club members have recently competed in a club 
quiz championship 1966, the four finalists this 
year being Messrs Tipper, Faulkner, Budd and 
Bolton, and the final championship programme 
was a quiz devised by John Albury. Sound tracks 
for slides and films have taken up a considerable 
amount of club time, and included among the 
items has been the club's competition, 'The 
Story of the Tower of London'. 

BTRAC 
Perhaps the oddest situation in the history of the 
Birmingham TRAC occurred at a recent meeting, 
when not one single tape recorder was to be found 
in the club room. This unusual situation was 
due to an unavoidable breakdown of trans- 
port arrangements. In place of the proposed 
programme, a discussion group was organized 
by Chairman Terry Morris. Terry drew up a list 
of subjects, and each member drew a number 
from a hat and spoke on the subject with the 

corresponding number on the list. Discussions 
somehow got away from the subject of recording, 
but it was felt that by encouraging members to 
hold forth on the various subjects under discus- 
sion, this would facilitate communication with 
others outside the club, increase fluency of speech, 
and reduce embarrassment, all of which should 
help the more reticent members in their recording 
activities. 
Deficit of machines on this occasion was more than 
compensated at other meetings. Secretary Alan 
Bird demonstrated his Beocord 2000 recorder, 
coupled to his Garrard 4HF transcription deck. 
He was able to monitor the signal into the 
recorder and the signal off the tape by the mere 
pressing of a button, and quality at all speeds 
showed little difference, even to the keen ears 
of blind member Eric Sheer. Laurie Watson, 
BTRAC vice-chairman, played back a tape 
entitled "The Guns of the Isle of Man'. This 
amusing tape was the work of three youngsters - 
David Bell (17) and John Haynes (18), who wrote 
the script and between them played all the 
characters, and Paul Simms (21), who edited 
the material and introduced suitable music and 
effects. The result was a 30-minute humorous 
sound programme of excellent quality comparable 
with many a BBC programme. 
But perhaps the most fascinating evening of all 
was provided by guest speaker Mr Alfred W. 
Croton, who brought along an original Edison 
cylinder phonograph and a small selection of his 
large collection of Edison's famous Amberol 
cylindrical records. The reproduction of the 
records was of a particularly fine standard con- 
sidering that some of the recordings were made 
as far back as 1912. 

Brighton 
Members of the Brighton TRC have set up a 
special production team to demonstrate the work 
of the club. Recently the team, complete with 
equipment, descended upon the Southwick 
community centre to demonstrate equipment 
to the Albany Production Film Unit, who were 
surprised at the mass of equipment produced. 
This included six recorders, a large multi-channel 
mixer, a stereo amplifier, two slide projectors, 
two Goodman's speakers, together with the 
inevitable range of microphones and yards of 
cable. In the near future the situation will be 
reversed, when members of the Albany group visit 
Brighton to demonstrate their films and filming 
equipment. 
'Sound Link', an idea of the Dartford TRS, 
now includes an item from Brighton prepared 
by five members and containing recordings of 
a choir, bird song, Lewes bonfire festivities, 
and Brighton's 'Petticoat Lane'. 
Sound effects of a play by the Brighton Youth 
Theatre are being prepared. Three recorders 
are being used for this, and they will be con- 
trolled on the two presentation nights by two 
club members. Membership has now increased 
to a total of 18, which includes two lady members, 
the first to brave the club for more than four 
years. 

Coventry 
The latest edition of the Coventry TRC's quarterly 
sound magazine includes the second part of the 
group's history 'Know your Club", together with 
a number of tape tips and humorous articles. 
Also featured is an article by Stan Day, club 
committee member, on the making of a tape 
slide show using colour. 
A directory of members, including addresses and 
equipment, has been compiled. 

Derby 
Recent meetings of the Derby TRC have included 
a treasure hunt night. In these civilized days 
the hunt was, of course, carried out by car, 
each vehicle having a driver and two hunters. 
The winning car was driven by Mr A. Stanway, 
his hunters being his son Martin and Nick 
Potter. A summer outing to Llandudno, complete 
with portables, was also enjoyed by members. 
Meetings have included the usual programme 
features 'All Your Own' - this time presented 
by Mr H. Barton - and the monthly quiz presented 
by Miss E. Hassal and won jointly by Mrs V. 
Barlow and Mr A. Jeffries, and also "This and 
That', a news programme by Mr A. Stanway. 

Doncasler 
A packed month for the Doncaster and District 

TRC began with a demonstration by vice- 
chairman George Swan of a Bang & Olufsen 
recorder. This demonstration was much appre- 
ciated by all members, but I am told that every- 
body entering the demonstration room was 
first frisked for screwdrivers! 
The first of four outside recording sessions was 
at Wilsik Hall traction engine rally, but, British 
weather being what it is, windshields were a must. 
The second outside session was in search of birds 
(feathered), and ended up at a large lake packed 
with fish. After falling over many fishermen 
and generally disturbing the fish, all the members 
managed to find suitable spots for recording the 
bird songs, but - the British countryside being 
what it is - a nearby railway line ran right beside 
the lake, with a horribly regular two-minute 
train service. Nothing daunted, a third attempt 
was made at outside recording, this time at one 
of the local woods (sandal beet). Here some good 
recordings were made, but one member, Mr 
Ralph Broom, was bitten so badly by gnats that 
he subsequently spent two days off work in bed. 
Finally, at the fourth outdoor attempt members' 
efforts were rewarded with success. At a traction 
engine rally excellent recordings were made of all 
six steam organs. 
Back in the club room, chairman Eric Kibble- 
white demonstrated his new Revox, and a 
Rotherham member presented a slide show. 
Following the latter, the club has now started 
its own project of making a one-hour sound track 
of the sights of London, to be matched with a 
set of slides provided by a committee member. 
This project is expected to lake at least six weeks. 

Ferrograph Owners 
At the AGM of the British Ferrograph Owners' 
Club, unexpected but nevertheless very welcome 
guests were Mr Richard Margochis and his 
wife, who dropped in for a chat. After the 
formalities of the meeting were over Mr Mar- 
gochis demonstrated his modified Fi-eord la 
and described his methods of recording. Mr 
Melcalf, the new sales manager for the Ferro- 
graph Company, was also presented, and intro- 
duced his theories and intentions to boost sales 
and, incidentally, club membership. A demonstra- 
tion tape was made up for the company by 
George West and Leon Tipler, which will be 
used in future demonstrations throughout the 
country. 
It is with deep regret that the club announces the 
tragic death of member Stan Claughton. It has 
been proposed that a competition cup in his 
memory shall be awarded for the best tape of 
the year, as a fitting tribute to a keen member. 
The new tape listing has now been circulated 
among members, and it is interesting to note 
that more than 50% of the membership is in- 
cluded in the club's Round Robins. 

ITACS 
This year's winner of the International Tape and 
Cine Society's Reel Award for the member who 
was giving the best support to the club magazine 
Tape and Cine Reel over the past twelve months 
has been won jointly by three members. The 
three joint winners, who can each choose between 
a reel of 8mm film or a 5 in reel of LP tape, are 
Gerry Boarcr, Alec Mollison and Skip Shipman. 
The number of contributors to Tape and Cine 
Reel is on the increase, so competition should 
be even stiffer next year. The club's annual get- 
together, which takes place this month in London, 
will coincide with the making of the Society's 
film, The Lit lie Grey Spool, but for those members 
who are unable to attend, arrangements have 
been made to play back recordings of messages, 
etc., to those able to be there. Cine Reel's section 
on sound tips this month concerns the various 
types of microphone commonly in use, their 
characteristics and applications. The information 
for this came from Fred Wood; Alec Mollison 
continues his series on Super 8 films, and Doug 
Palmer discusses pre-amplifiers. 

Leeds 
The main news from the Leeds and District 
TRC this month is a change of meeting time and 
place. The new club room is at Mencap House, 
142 Chapcitown Road, Leeds 7, and meetings 
will now be fortnightly on Tuesdays at 8 pm. 
This sudden change was effected very speedily, 
for on the day the offer of the new room was 
received, members Mike Plant and Bill Rowe 
made a quick visit to inspect the premises and 
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reported back to members at the club meeting 
later the same evening. The proposition was put 
to members, and the whole thing was fixed in a 
matter of hours. 
The last of the meetings in the old club room 
included a competition evening, during which 
play -back of members' three -minute tapes, 
entitled 'Dawn Chorus', took place. However, 
this had not meant many sleepless nights for most 
members, as they had done things the easy way, 
employing time switches and remote control 
units while the keen recordists were fast asleep 
in bed. However, the winning entry from John 
Newton was made on a Philips battery portable 
whilst on holiday on a farm, and the time was 
about 4.45 am. 
Bill Rowe and Chris Eagle, whom I understand 
are known in the club as the Tandberg Twins, 
had a very interesting live recording session with 
a group called the David Bates Quartet. The 
group consists of lead and bass guitars, piano and 
drums, and all members read music and do their 
own arrangements; as well as playing dance 
music in any tempo, they also played modern 
and set hymn tunes used in church services. Bill 
and Chris again featured in a gathering at Bill's 
home to record the Yorkshire Federation News- 
letter. At the end of this session Bill's machine 
packed up, but luckily Chris was able to diagnose 
microswitch trouble. This led to a very odd 
occurrence: the receipt of a get -well card addressed 
to Bill Rowe's tape recorder! 
PA facilities and background music for a local 
fete were provided by Mike Plant, John Newton, 
Bill Rowe, Chris Eagle, and 'Ron'. Bill and 
John also assisted with outside games of skittles, 
hoop -la and electric disc, and helped the organizers 
raise £500 for the Chapel Allerton Hospital. 

Leicester 
Loudspeakers formed the focal part of a recent 
meeting of the Leicester TRC. Members brought 
along their many and varied types of speaker, 
ranging from Peter MacFarlane's speaker mounted 
on a baffle board to Sid Marnoch's paralline. 
The latter caused many comments, and it was 
noticed that many members stayed behind for a 
surreptitious inspection after the meeting was 
over. Each member described his speaker and the 
reasons that prompted him either to buy or build 
that particular type, and each was then com- 
pared with the others by playing the same piece 
of music through each speaker. 
Another recent meeting was held in the local 
St Mary's Church by kind permission of the 
vicar, and gave the club members an opportunity 
to record a Hammond electric organ. The church 
choir very sportingly rendered several anthems 
to provide a varied programme and a good 
exercise in recording techniques to overcome the 
difficulties of church acoustics. 
Club chairman Howard Dutson and his wife 
Margaret, who is also a committee member, 
were hosts to the club at a recent coffee evening 
held in their home. This provided an opportunity 
for a completely informal and very enjoyable 
get- together. 

London 
The McManus Cup of the London TRC has been 
won this year by Ron Tucker, with a choral 
recording, and second place was awarded to 
Mike Avel. Play -back of the winning tapes was 
made on the Sony 521 belonging to member 
Barry Mitchell. 
This meeting was followed by a talk on micro- 
phone presentation, in which Doug Morris gave 
some hints on interviewing, announcing, and 
associated arts before a microphone. Future 
meetings are to include 'The History of Electronic 
Music', which is part two of `Radiophonies and 
Electronic Music by Barry Mitchell, and, of 
course, the club's AGM. 

Montrose 
Four members of the Montrose and District TC 
appeared briefly on BBC television while making 
a recording of part of the Montrose Festival week. 
This is the first time that members have been 
able to tape material during the actual festival, 
and several performances were recorded in three 
different halls, in addition to taping the Service 
of Dedication. Two members are now engaged 
in editing the material for future use. 
Club members are showing a distinct leaning 
towards educational work; the club's first Open 
Day was held recently under the auspices of 

'World Tapes for Education'. Other educational 
work has included rendering assistance to one 
of the smaller schools in the production of a 
tape for Grampian Television. 

Exploratory talks on the possibilities of com- 
piling an extensive documentary tape on Montrose 
are now taking place within the club, and any 
material on hand is being sifted and edited for 
possible use. 
Individual efforts by club members have been 
many and varied. Mrs Trefor Jones has been 
busy making tapes for the blind in conjunction 
with the world -wide tape club. Mrs Paton has 
again been busy in connection with her teaching, 
organizing the programming of a new language 
laboratory to ensure more efficient use of the 
equipment. Mr McAlpine, assisted by Mr Murray 
and Mr Hardie, has been very busy finalizing the 
recordings of sound effects for the Kaims Players. 
The recent closure of a local train service, marked 
by the departure of a gaily decorated steam engine 
pulling an overflowing long passenger train 
carrying the Provost and other local personalities 
dressed in old- fashioned clothes, was recorded 
by Mr Paton, and the recording is to be accom- 
panied by colour slides. Mr and Mrs Murray 
have been on nature rambles with their portable 
to record the sounds of the countryside. 

North London 
Visits to manufacturers and demonstrations at 
the club room have proved extremely popular 
with members of the North London Tape and 
Hi -Fi Club. The club, of course, does have the 
added advantage of being situated within easy 
reach of a number of manufacturers, and has 
had demonstrations of Grundig, Truvox, Philips, 
Akai and Brenell equipment, among others. 
21 members thoroughly enjoyed their visit to 
the Brenell factory, when they were escorted 
around by Director Mr J. W. Raine. Members 
were shown how various components were made 
and thoroughly tested before being incorporated 
in a machine, and recorders were seen in various 
stages of manufacture. The visit was rounded 
off by a demonstration which included many 
interesting recordings sent in by Brenell owners, 
one of which had been multi- tracked at least 
twenty times. 
Another meeting was spent in comparing various 
pre- recorded tapes, both mono and stereo, 
2- and 4- track, that are available on the market. 
The very varied selection, ranging from Holst's 
Planets Suite to Jazz from Benny Goodman, 
was critically listened to by club members. 
Keith Parker ended the evening with a talk on 
the bad buys he has made at various times of 
pre- recorded tapes which included unwanted 
noise and even in some instances bad cases of 
drop -out. 
Five club members who were escorted round the 
Royal Mint by Mr D. W. Greenhaulgh were 
privileged in being allowed to record Mr Green - 
haulgh s commentary. 

Reading 
At the beginning of the season Reading Cine 
and Tape Recording Society decided to introduce 
a 'Member of the Year' trophy to encourage 
all members to take a more active part in club 
life. One point was awarded to each member 
for any contribution made to club nights, and 
in any of the major fields of tape, slide or film 
up to 10 points could be awarded, according to 
merit. The first winner of the trophy was Derek 
Holt, and a very popular win it was too, for 
Derek has been runner -up in almost every 
competition the club has held during the past 
two seasons. As Programme Secretary, he is 
one of the hardest worked members of the 
Society's committee, as he also edits the club 
magazine Trailer. 
The present season was rounded off with a 
meeting entitled 'Photo Fair', and during the 
recess members have been working hard on the 
annual exercise, which this year is to make a 
tape, a tape and slide show or a film, which must 
include part of a chosen piece of music and two 
selected sound effects. 
Much of the programme for the new season 
which opens later this Month has already been 
defined, and includes a demonstration of Ampex 
equipment as well as the usual Ladies' Night 
and Grosvenor Cup Competition. 

Rugby 
The eighth AGM of the Rugby TRS was held 

recently, at which John Bannister was elected 
President in succession to Len Stephens. John, 
who is a sales manager with Benn Radio Ltd, 
has been a member of the society since 1958, 
when he was elected Chairman. He has already 
been President once before, from March 1959 
until June 1963, when he was elected to the 
Management Committee, on which he has served 
ever since. As reported last month, Mike Brown 
has retired after eight years' service as Secretary 
and has been succeeded by Mrs Janet Clarke 
of 11 Craven Road Rugby, who has been a 
committee member` since October 1962. The 
five other committee members elected were 
Gordon Routh, Len Stephens, Mike Brown, 
Jack Willis and Bill Long. 
Guest speakers at a recent meeting were Mr 
A. G. Craske and Mr D. Logan, of the 3M 
Company. Two cine films were shown dealing 
with the growth of the company and with the 
manufacture and marketing of Scotch tape. A 
number of questions were put to the guests from 
time to time and they accepted a preliminary 
invitation to visit the club for a third time at some 
future date. The quiz tape in this programme 
was provided by Ernie and Jean Crane, and was 
won by John Bannister, who knocked out current 
quiz expert Gordon Routh on the tie -breaker. 
Tapesponding continues between the club and 
Joyce Lawson in New Zealand, the Palmerston 
North Club, also in New Zealand, the New- 
castle Club, and with polio victim Anne Arm- 
strong of Newbury. Winner of the club's winter 
tape recording competition, the theme of which 
was 'A Day in the Home', was Bill Long, who 
is now awarded the Terry Davis Trophy. The 
subject of the society's summer competition is 
'Gambling'. 
Five completely new members have been en- 
rolled since the AGM, bringing the total to 71, 
and, in addition, the Management Committee 
has made honorary members of the landlord of 
the Central Hotel, Mr B. A. R. Satchel], and his 
wife. 

South Devon 
Members of the South London TRC have been 
particularly lucky recently. Club Chairman Don 
Aldous recently returned from a business trip 
to Strurer and Copenhagen, including a visit 
to the Bang & Olufsen factory (as reported by 
ATR staff last month). Naturally he was able to. 
give fellow club members a first -hand report 
of the audio developments in Scandinavia. 
Biggest stroke of luck came to the club's Hon. 
Treasurer, who can now be seen driving a Rover 
2000. No, he did not abscond with club funds, 
but won the car in a national competition. He 
is one member who now has no excuse for not 
bringing his recording equipment to club meetings! 
Ken Ward, the club's most distant member 
(geographically speaking), whose home is in 
Aldershot, is back in Torquay for the summer 
season playing with Nat Temple's orchestra in 
a local ballroom, and as drummer he can also 
be heard with the orchestra in the Dick Emery 
shows on BBC radio. 
At a rec -nt club meeting teams of members left 
with portable recorders in search of twelve 
sounds on a list prepared by Shirley Fumeaux. 
No one managed to obtain all of them, but 
W. A. Ford, Mr and Mrs C. E. Holt, E. A. 
Tomes and T. Saunders all managed to collect 
eight of the twelve. At another meeting four 
members of the Torbay Amateur Cine Society 
showed some of their sound film productions and 
described how they set about making a sound 
track. This included a demonstration of a method 
devised by Cine Society member Keith White- 
house for producing lip synchronization. 

Southend 
At the recent AGM of the Southend Teenagers 
Recording Society the previous committee was 
re- elected, with the addition of Ian Fagelson and 
Ray Butler as joint hospital programme associates. 
During one of the weekly meetings a talk was 
given on the basic principles of recording for the 
benefit of new members. A very amusing quiz 
tape was also presented, where members had to 
identify the items that were used to make tape 
sound effects. 
Terry Mendoza and Vi¢ Fisher added to the club's 
rapidly growing tape library with yet another 
recording of a fair organ, this time an Atlas 
Organette owned by a local antique collector. 
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reported back to members at the club meeting 
later the same evening. The proposition was put 
to members, and the whole thing was fixed in a 
matter of hours. 
The last of the meetings in the old club room 
included a competition evening, during which 
play-back of members' three-minute tapes, 
entitled 'Dawn Chorus', took place. However, 
this had not meant many sleepless nights for most 
members, as they had done things the easy way, 
employing time switches and remote control 
units while the keen recordists were fast asleep 
in bed. However, the winning entry from John 
Newton was made on a Philips battery portable 
whilst on holiday on a farm, and the time was 
about 4.45 am. 
Bill Rowe and Chris Eagle, whom I understand 
are known in the club as the Tandberg Twins, 
had a very interesting live recording session with 
a group, called the David Bates Quartet. The 
group consists of lead and bass guitars, piano and 
drums, and all members read music and do their 
own arrangements; as well as playing dance 
music in any tempo, they also played modem 
and set hymn tunes used in church services. Bill 
and Chris again featured in a gathering at Bill's 
home to record the Yorkshire Federation News- 
letter. At the end of this session Bill's machine 
packed up, but luckily Chris was able to diagnose 
microswitch trouble. This led to a very odd 
occurrence: the receipt of a get-well card addressed 
to Bill Rowe's tape recorder! 
PA facilities and background music for a local 
fete were provided by Mike Plant, John Newton, 
Bill Rowe, Chris Eagle, and 'Ron'. Bill and 
John also assisted with outside games of skittles, 
hoop-la and electric disc, and helped the organizers 
raise £500 for the Chapel Allerton Hospital. 

Leicester 
Loudspeakers formed the focal part of a recent 
meeting of the Leicester TRC. Members brought 
along their many and varied types of speaker, 
ranging from Peter MacFarlane's speaker mounted 
on a baffle board to Sid Mamoch's paralline. 
The latter caused many comments, and it was 
noticed that many members stayed behind for a 
surreptitious inspection after the meeting was 
over. Each member described his speaker and the 
reasons that prompted him either to buy or build 
that particular type, and each was then com- 
pared with the others by playing the same piece 
of music through each speaker. 
Another recent meeting was held in the local 
St Mary's Church by kind permission of the 
vicar, and gave the club members an opportunity 
to record a Hammond electric organ. The church 
choir very sportingly rendered several anthems 
to provide a varied programme and a good 
exercise in recording techniques to overcome the 
difficulties of church acoustics. 
Club chairman Howard Dutson and bis wife 
Margaret, who is also a committee member, 
were hosts to the club at a recent coffee evening 
held in their home. This provided an opportunity 
for a completely informal and very enjoyable 
get-together. 

London 
The McManus Cup of the London TRC has been 
won this year by Ron Tucker, with a choral 
recording, and second place was awarded to 
Mike Avel. Play-back of the winning tapes was 
made on the Sony 521 belonging to member 
Barry Mitchell. 
This meeting was followed by a talk on micro- 
phone presentation, in which Doug Morris gave 
some hints on interviewing, announcing, and 
associated arts before a microphone. Future 
meetings are to incjude The History of Electronic 
Music', which is part two of 'Radiophonics and 
Electronic Music by Barry Mitchell, and, of 
course, the club's AGM. 

Montrose 
Four members of the Montrose and District TC 
appeared briefly on BBC television while making 
a recording of part of the Montrose Festival week. 
This is the first time that members have been 
able to tape material during the actual festival, 
and several performances were recorded in three 
different halls, in addition to taping the Service 
of Dedication. Two members are now engaged 
in editing the material for future use. 
Club members are showing a distinct leaning 
towards educational work; the club's first Open 
Day was held recently under the auspices of 

"World Tapes for Education'. Other educational 
work has included rendering assistance to one 
of the smaller schools in the production of a 
tape for Grampian Television. 

Exploratory talks on the possibilities of com- 
piling an extensive documentary tape on Montrose 
are now taking place within the club, and any 
material on band is being sifted and edited for 
possible use. 
Individual efforts by club members have been 
many and varied. Mrs Trefor Jones has been 
busy making tapes for the blind in conjunction 
with the world-wide tape club. Mrs Paton has 
again been busy in connection with her teaching, 
organizing the programming of a new language 
laboratory to ensure more efficient use of the 
equipment. Mr McAlpine, assisted by Mr Murray' 
and Mr Hardie, has been very busy finalizing the 
recordings of sound effects for the Kaims Players. 
The recent closure of a local train service, marked 
by the departure of a gaily decorated steam engine 
pulling an overflowing long passenger train 
carrying the Provost and other local personalities 
dressed in old-fashioned clothes, was recorded 
by Mr Paton, and the recording is to be accom- 
Eanied by colour slides. Mr and Mrs Murray 

ave been on nature rambles with their portable 
to record the sounds of the countryside. 

North London 
Visits to manufacturers and demonstrations at 
the club room have proved extremely popular 
with members of the North London Tape and 
Hi-Fi Club. The club, of course, does have the 
added advantage of being situated within easy 
reach of a number of manufacturers, and has 
bad demonstrations of Grundig, Truvox, Philips, 
Akai and Brenell equipment, among others. 
21 members thoroughly enjoyed their visit to 
the Brenell factory, when they were escorted 
around by Director Mr J. W. Raine. Members 
were shown how various components were made 
and thoroughly tested before being incorporated 
in a machine, and recorders were seen in various 
stages tsf manufacture. The visjt was rounded 
off by a demonstration which included many 
interesting recordings sent in by Brenell owners, 
one of which had been multi-tracked at least 
twenty times. 
Another meeting was spent in comparing various 
pre-recorded tapes, both mono and stereo, 
2- and 4-track, that are available on the market. 
The very varied selection, ranging from Hoist's 
Planets Suite to Jazz from Benny Goodman, 
was critically listened to by club members. 
Keith Parker ended the evening with a talk on 
the bad buys he has made at various times of 
pre-recorded tapes which included unwanted 
noise and even in some instances bad cases of 
drop-out. 
Five club members who were escorted round the 
Royal Mint by Mr D. W. Greenhaulgh were 
privileged in being allowed to record Mr Green- 
haulgh s commentary. 

Reading 
At the beginning of the season Reading Cine 
and Tape Recording Society decided to introduce 
a 'Member of the Year' trophy to encourage 
all members to take a more active part in club 
life. One point was awarded to each member 
for any contribution made to club nights, and 
in any of the major fields of tape, slide or film 
up to 10 points could be awarded, according to 
merit. The first winner of the trophy was Derek 
Holt, and a very popular win it was too, for 
Derek has been runner-up in almost every 
competition the club has held during the past 
two seasons. As Programme Secretary, he is 
one of the hardest worked members of the 
Society's committee, as he also edits the club 
magazine Trailer. 
The present season was rounded off with a 
meeting entitled 'Photo Fair', and during the 
recess members have been working hard on the 
annual exercise, which this year is to make a 
tape, a tape and slide show or a film, which must 
include part of a chosen piece of music and two 
selected sound effects. 
Much of the programme for the new season 
which opens later this ifionth has already been 
defined, and includes a demonstration of Ampex 
equipment as well as the usual Ladies' Night 
and Grosvenor Cup Competition. 

Rugby 
The eighth AGM of the Rugby TRS was held 

recently, at which John Bannister was elected 
President in succession to Len Stephens. John, 
who is a sales manager with Benn Radio Ltd, 
has been a member of the society since 1958, 
when he was elected Chairman. He has already 
been President once before, from March 1959 
until June 1963, when he was elected to the 
Management Committee, on which he has served 
ever since. As reported last month, Mike Brown 
has retired after eight years' service as Secretary 
and has been succeeded by Mrs Janet Clarke 
of 11 Craven Road. Rugby, who has been a 
committee member since October 1962. The 
five other committee members elected were 
Gordon Routh, Len Stephens, Mike Brown, 
Jack Willis and Bill Long. 
Guest speakers at a recent meeting were Mr 
A. G. Craske and Mr D. Logan, of the 3M 
Company. Two cine films were shown dealing 
with the growth of the company and with the 
manufacture and marketing of Scotch tape. A 
number of questions were put to the guests from 
time to time and they accepted a preliminary 
invitation to visit the club for a third time at some 
future date. The quiz tape in this programme 
was provided by Emie and Jean Crane, and was 
won by John Bannister, who knocked out current 
quiz expert Gordon Routh on the tie-breaker. 
Tapesponding continues between the club and 
Joyce Lawson in New Zealand, the Palmerston 
North Club, also in New Zealand, the New- 
castle Club, and with polio victim Anne Ann- 
strong of Newbury. Winner of the club's winter 
tape recording competition, the theme of which 
was 'A Day m the Home', was Bill Long, who 
is now awarded the Terry Davis Trophy. The 
subject of the society's summer competition is 
'Gambling'. 
Five completely new members have been en- 
rolled since the AGM, bringing the total to 71, 
and, in addition, the Management Committee 
has made honorary members of the landlord o( 
the Central Hotel, Mr B. A. R. Satchel), and his 
wife. 

South Devon 
Members of the South London TRC have been 
particularly lucky recently. Club Chairman Don 
Aldous recently returned from a business trip 
to Strurer and Copenhagen, including a visit 
to the Bang & Olufsen factory (as reported by 
ATR staff last month). Naturally he was able to, 
give fellow club members a first-hand report 
of the audio developments in Scandinavia. 
Biggest stroke of luck came to the club's Hon. 
Treasurer, who can now be seen driving a Rover 
2000. No, he did not abscond with club funds, 
but won the car in a national competition. He 
is one member who now has no excuse for not 
bringing his recording equipment to club meetings I 
Ken Ward, the club's most distant member 
(geographically speaking), whose home is in 
Aldersbot, is back in Torquay for the summer 
season playing with Nat Temple's orchestra in 
a local ballroom, and as drummer he can also 
be heard with the orchestra in the Dick Emery 
shows on BBC radio. 
At a recmt club meeting teams of members left 
with portable recorders in search of twelve 
sounds on a list prepared by Shirley Fumeaux. 
No one managed to obtain all of them, but 
W. A. Ford, Mr and Mrs C. E. Holt, E. A. 
Tomes and T. Saunders all managed to collect 
eight of the twelve. At another meeting four 
members of the Torbay Amateur Cine Society 
showed some of their sound film productions and 
described how they set about making a sound 
track. This included a demonstration of a method 
devised by Cine Society member Keith White- 
house for producing lip synchronization. 

Southend 
At the recent AGM of the Southend Teenagers 
Recording Society the previous committee was 
re-elected, with the addition of Ian Fagelson and 
Ray Butler as joint hospital programme associates. 
During one of the weekly meetings a talk was 
given on the basic principles of recording for the 
benefit of new members. A very amusing quiz 
tape was also presented, where members had to 
identify the items that were used to make tape 
sound effects. 
Terry Mendoza and Viv. Fisher added to the club's 
rapidlj; growing tape library with yet another 
recording of a fair organ, thjs time an Atlas 
Organette owned by a local antique collector. 

Continued on page 40 
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ON lESI 
THE UHER 22 HI -FI 
SPECIAL 
by Peter Knight 

The Uher22 Hi -Fi Special is from the range of 
recorders handled by Bosch Ltd of Great 
Portland Street, London W1. It is, in fact, one 
of the most expensive home models of the 
range. At 129 gns., it may not be within the 
immediate grasp of all wishful thinkers within 
our clan, but to those whose demands are 
exacting from the viewpoints of both good 
engineering and good audio -- and with a 
pocket to match them -it is certainly a mach- 
ine worth looking into. It is designed speci- 
fically for use with an existing hi -fi set up 
and has no power amplifiers or inbuilt 
speakers. For quality playback Its output sig- 
nal needs to be conveyed to an unequalized, 
medium- high -level input of a hi -fi amplifier 
system -using the system's speakers. The 
machine, however, has all the virtues 
required to create good recordings at tape 
velocities of 3; ips and 71 ips. The Hi -Fi 22 
model is two- track, but there is a four -track 
model, known as the Hi -Fi 24. 
The heads and electronics provide twin - 
channel stereo operation. The heads of the 
Hi -Fi 22 have dual windings and cores to 
provide for the two tracks. Thus, the deck has 
three heads in all - recording, playback and 
erase. These are clearly visible in Fig. 1, 

which shows the tape transport and head 
arrangements and also the two recording 
level meters. The playback head (that nearest 
the capstan) can be adjusted for azimuth by 
means of the small control knob seen at thetop 
centre of the photograph. This knob pro- 
trudes through a hole in the head assembly 
plastic covering and is thus always available 
for adjustment by the user. 
Azimuth adjustment (ie, head tilt) is made for 
the best treble response when playing a pre- 
recorded tape (tape record) or special test 
tape, such as white noise. The idea is to 
delete any angle between the line of the gap 
of the recording head, when the tape record 
was being made, and the line of the gap of the 
playback head. Of course, zero angle exists 
when the same head is employed for both 
recording and playing back, irrespective of 
the azimuth setting, but the Hi -Fi 22 uses 
separate heads. Hence the desirability of an 
accessible azimuth adjusting control. 

Solid -state electronics 
Solid -state electronics are used throughout. 
The recording channel is completely separate 
from the playback channel in each of the two 
stereo channels. This adds up to quite a few 
transistors, while lending itself to extremely 
versatile operation. Each recording channel 
has five transistors, the final being fed to the 
recording head from the emitter at low im- 
pedance and each playback channel has a 
similar number of transistors, again, the final 
delivering signal from its emitter. 

26 There are two transistors in the recording 

Fig. 1. View of head and capstan section 
recording level meters. 
level metering circuits, two in the hf oscilla- 
tors and one in the power supply, along with 
Zener diodes, for voltage regulation. This 
sums up to a grand total of 25 transistors. 
The electronics are built upon boards, and 
Fig. 2 shows a section of the electronics and 
reveals how the transistors are accom- 
modated. Note the small preset potentio- 
meters on the boards for circuit adjustment. 
A fully -isolated mains transformer connects 
the mains supply to both the drive motor and 
the transistor supply bridge rectifier. Fuses 
protect the circuits both sides of the trans- 
former. A substantial drive motor is heavily 
damped by a flywheel, and the one motor 
serves all operations. This can be seen to- 
wards the bottom left in Fig. 3, which is a 
photograph of the underside of the machine 
with the bottom cover removed. 
Friction drives and belts couple the motor to 
the various items of mechanics at the top of 
the deck as selected by press- buttons and a 
slider type of control below them operates 
the fast rewinds in the direction the control is 
pushed from centre. Fig. 4 shows the drive 
arrangements, while Fig. 5 gives an impres- 
sion of the top of the machine, showing the 
press -button controls directly below the 
recording level meters. 
Fig. 5 also shows the function switch on the 
right, the digital counter above it, the tape 
speed selector on the left and the six control 
knobs at the bottom. From left to right, these 
controls serve as monitor level, programme 
selector (pick -up, radio, etc. or microphone), 
straight monitoring (this is a press- button, 
record action (a button again) and track one 
and two level controls. 
Other features include an auto end of tape 
stop, which is triggered by the stop foil at the 
end of the tape, and a playback equalization 
selector, which allows the selection of the 
desired playback equalization. This has three 
positions, giving NAB, CCIR1 and CCIR2, 
and is effective only at 72 ips. Thus, the old 
and the new CCIR time -constants are 
catered for. 

Inputs and outputs 
Nine DIN sockets at the rear of the machine 
give the inputs and outputs, and the instruc- 
tional manual details various ways that these 
may be connected to a diversity of external 
equipment. Theminimum average input for full 

with top cover removed, showing the twin 

recording level is 2.5 mV and the maximum 
300 mV (both at 1,000 c /s) across 47 K. The 
maximum playback output from a fully re- 
corded tape is 1.5 V across 7.5 K. The micro- 
phone inputs record fully from 150 pV to 
15 mV across 5 M (note that low impedance 
microphones can be connected direct to this 
input). A high -level input (for radio signal, 
etc.) is also available, catering for well in 
excess of 300 mV, while still operational down 
to 50 mV, the impedance here being 1.2 K. It 
is interesting to note that this input will handle 
signals up to 7.5 Volts! The headphone 
sockets have a source of 470 ohms and they 
deliver up to 1.5 V of audio. 
There is also a socket for accepting a foot - 
operated remote -control device, allowing the 

=ig.2. Side view of the electronics, 
>howing transistors board -mounted. 

Fig. 3. Underside view of machine show- 
ing motor on right -hand side. 
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ON TEST 

THE UHER 22 HI-FI 

SPECIAL 

by Peter Knight 

The Uher22 Hi-Fi Special is from the range of 
recorders handled by Bosch Ltd of Great 
Portland Street, London W1. It is, in fact, one 
of the most expensive home models of the 
range. At 129 gns., it may not be within the 
immediate grasp of all wishful thinkers within 
our clan, but to those whose demands are 
exacting from the viewpoints of both good 
engineering and good audio - and with a 
pocket to match them-it is certainly a mach- 
ine worth looking into. It is designed speci- 
fically for use with an existing hi-fi set up 
and has no power amplifiers or inbuilt 
speakers. For quality playback Its output sig- 
nal needs to be conveyed to an unequalized, 
medium- high-level input of a hi-fi amplifier 
system-using the system's speakers. The 
machine, however, has all the virtues 
required to create good recordings at tape 
velocities of 3J ips and Yj ips. The Hi-Fi 22 
model is two-track, but there is a four-track 
model, known as the Hi-Fi 24. 
The heads and electronics provide twin- 
channel stereo operation. The heads of the 
Hi-Fi 22 have dual windings and cores to 
provide for the two tracks. Thus, the deck has 
three heads in all - recording, playback and 
erase. These are clearly visible in Fig. 1, 
which shows the tape transport and head 
arrangements and also the two recording 
level meters. The playback head (that nearest 
the capstan) can be adjusted for azimuth by 
meansof thesmall control knobseenatthetop 
centre of the photograph. This knob pro- 
trudes through a hole in the head assembly 
plastic covering and is thus always available 
for adjustment by the user. 
Azimuth adjustment (ie, head tilt) is made for 
the best treble response when playing a pre- 
recorded tape (tape record) or special test 
tape, such as white noise. The idea is to 
delete any angle between the line of the gap 
of the recording head, when the tape record 
was being made, and the line of the gap of the 
playback head. Of course, zero angle exists 
when the same head is employed for both 
recording and playing back, irrespective of 
the azimuth setting, but the Hi-Fi 22 uses 
separate heads. Hence the desirability of an 
accessible azimuth adjusting control. 

Solid-state electronics 
Solid-state electronics are used throughout. 
The recording channel is completely separate 
from the playback channel in each of the two 
stereo channels. This adds up to quite a few 
transistors, while lending itself to extremely 
versatile operation. Each recording channel 
has five transistors, the final being fed to the 
recording head from the emitter at low im- 
pedance and each playback channel has a 
similar number of transistors, again, the final 
delivering signal from its emitter. 

26 There are two transistors in the recording 
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Fig. 1. View of head and capstan section 
recording level meters. 
level metering circuits, two in the hf oscilla- 
tors and one in the power supply, along with 
Zener diodes, for voltage regulation. This 
sums up to a grand total of 25 transistors. 
The electronics are built upon boards, and 
Fig. 2 shows a section of the electronics and 
reveals how the transistors are accom- 
modated. Note the small preset potentio- 
meters on the boards for circuit adjustment. 
A fully-isolated mains transformer connects 
the mains supply to both the drive motor and 
the transistor supply bridge rectifier. Fuses 
protect the circuits both sides of the trans- 
former. A substantial drive motor is heavily 
damped by a flywheel, and the one motor 
serves all operations. This can be seen to- 
wards the bottom left in Fig. 3, which is a 
photograph of the underside of the machine 
with the bottom cover removed. 
Friction drives and belts couple the motor to 
the various items of mechanics at the top of 
the deck as selected by press-buttons and a 
slider type of control below them operates 
the fast rewinds in the direction the control is 
pushed from centre. Fig. 4 shows the drive 
arrangements, while Fig. 5 gives an impres- 
sion of the top of the machine, showing the 
press-button controls directly below the 
recording level meters. 
Fig. 5 also shows the function switch on the 
right, the digital counter above it, the tape 
speed selector on the left and the six control 
knobs at the bottom. From left to right, these 
controls serve as monitor level, programme 
selector (pick-up, radio, etc. or microphone), 
straight monitoring (this is a press-button, 
record action (a button again) and track one 
and two level controls. 
Other features include an auto end of tape 
stop, which is triggered by the stop foil at the 
end of the tape, and a playback equalization 
selector, which allows the selection of the 
desired playback equalization. This has three 
positions, giving NAB, CCIR1 and CCIR2, 
and is effective only at 7^ ips. Thus, the old 
and the new CCIR time-constants are 
catered for. 

Inputs and outputs 
Nine DIN sockets at the rear of the machine 
give the inputs and outputs, and the instruc- 
tional manual details various ways that these 
may be connected to a diversity of external 
equipment. The minimum average input forf ull 

with top cover removed, showing the twin 

recording level is 2-5 mV and the maximum 
300 mV (both at 1,000 c/s) across 47 K. The 
maximum playback output from a fully re- 
corded tape is 1 -5 V across 7-5 K. The micro- 
phone inputs record fully from 150 pV to 
15 mV across 5 M (note that low impedance 
microphones can be connected direct to this 
input). A high-level input (for radio signal, 
etc.) is also available, catering for well in 
excess of 300 mV, while still operational down 
to 50 mV, the impedance here being 1-2 K. It 
is interesting to note that this input will handle 
signals up to 7-5 Volts! The headphone 
sockets have a source of 470 ohms and they 
deliver up to 1 -5 V of audio. 
There is also a socket for accepting a foot- 
operated remote-control device, allowing the 
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Fig. 3. Underside view of machine show- 
ing motor on right-hand side. 
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tape feed to be stopped and started as 
required at a distance from the actual 
machine. Alternatively, a remote -control 
microphone switch can be employed. An 
extremely useful attribute of the machine is 
that the programme signal actually going into 
the recording head can be monitored, while 
at the press of a button (monitor button) the 
signal will change to that actually recorded 
on the tape, via the playback head. Immediate 
comparison is thus possible between the 
signal being recorded and the signal actually 
recorded. 
Multiplay recordings are possible on the 
machine, there being two such positions on 
the function selector switch. Thus, it is 
possible, aided with monitor 'phones, to make 
recordings one upon another without having 
to resort to a second machine. 

Guaranteed Specifications 
Each machine is issued with a certified 
frequency response curve before it leaves the 
factory, based on 7f ips. This shows the 
responses of both channels from 20 to 20,000 
c /s. The curve on the writer's sample machine 
was well within 1 dB from 80 to 20,000 c /s, the 
response dropping by only about 1.5 dB from 
35 to 60 c /s, otherwise extending right down 
to 20 c/s within the 1 dB variationI This is 
incredibly good, of course, but it should be 
remembered that there are no power amplifier 
stages on playback. 
Spot tests over the frequency range overall 
were performed by the writer using a Heath kit 
sine /square wave generator, monitored 
amplitude -wise on an oscilloscope, and a 
Taylor valve voltmeter to measure the play- 
back output level at the spot test frequencies. 
The results obtained were substantially in 
agreement with those of the original frequency 
response curve. 
The makers also supply a test certificate 
obtained relative to DIN standards, and the 
performance of the machine to these stand- 
ards, as specified, is guaranteed (see the 
specifications at the end of this report). The 
frequency performance of the amplifiers can 
be readily appreciated from the square -wave 
oscillogram in Fig 6. This is an untouched 
trace of a 2,000 c/s signal applied at the front - 
end of the record amplifier and picked up 
from the monitor socket and fed to the 
oscilloscope Y -input (Y- bandwidth 15 Mc /s). 
The trace shows hardly any rounding and very 
little tilt, and at 2,000 c/s this certainly proves 
that the amplifiers are letting through all the 
frequencies! 
The machine is simple to operate, and to keep 
dust out of the deck it is supplied with a 

transparent plastic lid. Its connections and 
inter -connections allow its use with any hi -fi 
outfit as a programme source, while its 
versatility makes it a relatively easy matter to 
tape any other programme signal that the 
hi -fi outfit is able to provide. 
While the mechanics cannot be described as 
noisy, the writer's sample did appear to pro- 
duce a wee bit more noise than one may 
expect from a machine of such high class. 
The noise level was not by any means disturb- 
ing, but quieter machines do exist. Electronic 
noise is very low, as also is the maximum 
distortion characteristics of the amplifiers. 
The Hi -Fi 22 is, indeed, a machine that would 
enhance a high -quality hi -fi set -up that is yet 
lacking a tape source and recording system. 
Its dimensions are not so large that useful 
space will be occupied. It calls for an area of 

Fig. 4. The spool drives and belts. 

Fig. 5. Top view of the recorder with plastic cover removed. 

about 13 in x 13f in and its overall height is 
little more than 7 in but space above will be 
needed to lift the lid and get to the deck. 

Specification Guaranteed by the Makers 
Frequency response: As per the character- 
istics supplied at 7f ips (see text), 3f ips 20 
to 15,000 c /s. Wow and flutter: ±0.1 % (max 
±0.08% rms) at 7f ips and ±0.15% (max 
0.11% rms) at 3,'- ips. Deviation of average 
speed from nominal speed: ±0.2% at 7f ips. 
Dynamic range: 56 dB at 7f ips and 50 dB at 
3â ips (60 dB and 54 dB max respectively). 
Channel separation: Mono 65 dB, Stereo 
55 dB. Distortion (for signal of maximum 
intensity): record amplifier 0.15 %, playback 
amplifier 0.15% (both at 1,000 c /s). 
(Further enquiries regarding the Uher22 Hi -Fi 
Special from Bosch Ltd at the address 
quoted.) 
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Fig. 6. Square -wave through amplifier at 
2,000 c /s. 27 
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tape feed to be stopped and started as 
required at a distance from the actual 
machine. Alternatively, a remote-control 
microphone switch can be employed. An 
extremely useful attribute of the machine is 
that the programme signal actually going into 
the recording head can be monitored, while 
at the press of a button (monitor button) the 
signal will change to that actually recorded 
on the tape, via the playback head. Immediate 
comparison is thus possible between the 
signal being recorded and the signal actually 
recorded. 
Multiplay recordings are possible on the 
machine, there being two such positions on 
the function selector switch. Thus, it Is 
possible, aided with monitor 'phones, to make 
recordings one upon another without having 
to resort to a second machine. 

Guaranteed Specifications 
Each machine is issued with a certified 
frequency response curve before it leaves the 
factory, based on 7i ips. This shows the 
responses of both channels from 20 to 20,000 
c/s. The curve on the writer's sample machine 
was well within 1 dB from 80 to 20,000 c/s, the 
response dropping by only about 1 -5 dB from 
35 to 60 c/s, otherwise extending right down 
to 20 c/s within the 1 dB variationl This is 
incredibly good, of course, but it should be 
remembered that there are no power amplifier 
stages on playback. 
Spot tests over the frequency range overall 
were performed by the writer using a Heathkit 
sine/square wave generator, monitored 
amplitude-wise on an oscilloscope, and a 
Taylor valve voltmeter to measure the play- 
back output level at the spot test frequencies. 
The results obtained were substantially in 
agreement with those of the original frequency 
response curve. 
The makers also supply a test certificate 
obtained relative to DIN standards, and the 
performance of the machine to these stand- 
ards, as specified, is guaranteed (see the 
specifications at the end of this report). The 
frequency performance of the amplifiers can 
be readily appreciated from the square-wave 
oscillogram in Fig 6. This is an untouched 
trace of a 2,000 c/s signal applied at the front- 
end of the record amplifier and picked up 
from the monitor socket and fed to the 
oscilloscope Y-lnput (Y-bandwidth 15 Mc/s). 
The trace shows hardly any rounding and very 
little tilt, and at 2,000 c/s this certainly proves 
that the amplifiers are letting through all the 
frequencies! 
The machine is simple to operate, and to keep 
dust out of the deck it is supplied with a 
transparent plastic lid. Its connections and 
inter-connections allow its use with any hi-f) 
outfit as a programme source, while its 
versatility makes it a relatively easy matter to 
tape any other programme signal that the 
hi-fi outfit is able to provide. 
While the mechanics cannot be described as 
noisy, the writer's sample did appear to pro- 
duce a wee bit more noise than one may 
expect from a machine of such high class. 
The noise level was not by any means disturb- 
ing. but quieter machines do exist. Electronic 
noise is very low, as also is the maximum 
distortion characteristics of the amplifiers. 
The Hi-Fi 22 is, indeed, a machine that would 
enhance a high-quality hi-fi set-up that is yet 
lacking a tape source and recording system. 
Its dimensions are not so large that useful 
space will be occupied. It calls for an area of 
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Fig. 5. Top view of the recorder with plastic cover removed. 

about 13 in x 13^ in and its overall height is 
little more than 7 in but space above will be 
needed to lift the lid and get to the deck. 

Specification Guaranteed by the Makers 
Frequency response: As per the character- 
istics supplied at 7i ips (see text), 3f ips 20 
to 15,000 c/s. Wow and flutter; ±0T% (max 
±0 08% rms) at 7i ips and ±0-15% (max 
0-11% rms) at 3f ips. Deviation of average 
speed from nominal speed: ±0-2% at 7i ips. 
Dynamic range: 56 dB at 7± ips and 50 dB at 
3J ips (60 dB and 54 dB max respectively). 
Channel separation; Mono 65 dB, Stereo 
55 dB. Distortion (for signal of maximum 
intensity): record amplifier 0T5%, playback 
amplifier 0-15% (both at 1,000 c/s). 
(Further enquiries regarding the Uher22 Hi-Fi 
Special from Bosch Ltd at the address 
quoted.) 

Fig. 6. Square-wave through amplifier at 
2,000 c/s. 
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FULL Y 
TRANSISTOR /SED 

GOODMANS M AXAMP a 

HIGH FIDELITY AMPLIFIER 
ONO BIGGER THAN THE DIMINUTIVE MAXIM MINI -LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEM 

MAXAMP 30 is a fully transistorised stereophonic High 
Fidelity Amplifier using Silicon Transistors throughout. It 
is precision engineered and fullest use is made of printed 
circuits. It will deliver continuously up to 15 watts of 
power on each channel and it looks as good as it is. Its 
polished wood cabinet with ' Danish Silver' scratchgrain 
control panel blends with any decor. £49. 10.,0d. 

PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATION 
Power Output 
30 watts r.m.s. maximum (15 watts per channel) into an 8 ohm load. 
20 watts r.m.s. maximum (10 watts per channel) into a 4 or 15 ohm 
load. 

Total Harmonic Distortion 
Less than 0.4% for 15 watts per channel into an 8 ohm load at 
1,000 c /s. 

Frequency Response 
20 c/s to 20 Kc /s 

Inputs 
Pick up: monophonic or stereophonic: RIAA characteristic. 

Sensitivity (a) 3.5mV, input impedance 47k ohms 
(b) 50 mV, input impedance 100k ohms 

GOODMANS INDUSTRIES 
A Division of Radio Rentaset Products Ltd 

Radio Tuner: monophonic or stereophonic: flat characteristic. 
Sensitivity 100mV, input impedance 100k ohms. 

Tape: monophonic or stereophonic; flat characteristic. 
Sensitivity 150mV, input impedance 100k ohms. 

Auxi /iary:monophonic or stereophonic; for low output microphones, 
tape heads, etc., flat characteristic. 
Sensitivity 3mV, input impedance 50k ohms. 

Outputs 
Loudspeakers: 4 -8 -15 ohms. 

Tape: High level signal for tape recording. 

Hum and Noise 
With reference to 15 Watts. volume control at maximum, all inputs 
-55db overall. Main section of amplifier only -80db with input 
shorted. 

Crosstalk 
With input selector in any position, with unused channel input 
open circuit, better than -40db with reference to 10 watts into 8 
ohms on the active channel. 

Supply 
Adjustable for 105 -120- 200 -220 -240 volts A.C. 40 -60 c /s. 

AXIOM WORKS WEMBLEY MIDDLESEX Tel: WEM 1200 
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HIGH FIDELITY AMPLIFIER 

□NO BIGGER THAN THE DIMINUTIVE 

MAXAMP 30 is a fully transistorised stereophonic High 
Fidelity Amplifier using Silicon Transistors throughout. It 
is precision engineered and fullest use is made of printed 
circuits. It will deliver continuously up to 15 watts of 
power on each channel and it looks as good as it is. Its 
polished wood cabinet with ' Danish Silver' scratchgrain 
control panel blends with any decor. £49. 10..0d. 

PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATION 
Power Output 
30 watts r.m.s. maximum (1 5 watts per channel) into an 8 ohm load. 
20 watts r.m.s. maximum (10 watts per channel) into a 4 or 15 ohm 
load. 
Total Harmonic Distortion 
Less than 0-4% for 15 watts per channel into an 8 ohm load at 
1.000 c/s. 
Frequency Response 
20 c/s to 20 Kc/s ± idb. 
Inputs 
Pick up: monophonic or stereophonic; RIAA characteristic. 

Sensitivity (a) 3-5mV. input impedance 47k ohms 
(b) 50 mV, input impedance 100k ohms 

GOODMANS INDUSTRIES 
A Division of Radio Renlaser Products Lid 

MAXIM MINI-LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEM 

Radio Tuner: monophonic or stereophonic; flat characteristic. 
Sensitivity lOOmV, input impedance 100k ohms. 

Tape: monophonic or stereophonic; flat characteristic. 
Sensitivity 1 50mV. input impedance 100k ohms. 

Aux/y/ary/monophonic or stereophonic; for low output microphones, 
tape heads, etc.. flat characteristic. 
Sensitivity 3mV, input impedance 50k ohms. 

Outputs 
Loudspeakers: 4-8-15 ohms. 
Tape: High level signal for tape recording. 

Hum and Noise 
With reference to 1 5 Watts, volume control at maximum, all inputs 
—55db overall. Main section of amplifier only —80db with input 
shorted. 

Crosstalk 
With input selector in any position, with unused channel input 
open circuit, belter than —40db with reference to 10 watts into 8 
ohms on the active channel. 

Supply 
Adjustable for 105-120-200-220-240 volts A.C,40-60 c/s. 

AXIOM WORKS ■ WEMBLEY - MIDDLESEX Tel: WEM 1200 
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ATR Hi -Fi Supplement 

INTRODUCTION 

TO 

HI-FI 

by F. C. Judd 

The Editor explains 

the basic requirements for 
high- fidelity sound 

Although much has been written about high - 
fidelity sound reproduction, it has usually been 
of a more technical nature. In this introduction, 
therefore, I will attempt to cover the basic prin- 
ciples and requirements, especially the require- 
ments, in terms which I trust will not offend our 
more technically minded readers, but instead will 
be more readily understood by those who would 
like to venture into the higher realms of sound 
reproduction. This, of course, without having to 
Worry too much about technical terms like 
'decibels', 'harmonic distortion' and 'inter - 
modulation', etc., and abbreviations such as 
RIAA, CCIR and the like, which may have to 
be included. 
In the simplest possible terms, therefore, high 
fidelity, nearly always abbreviated to 'hi -fi', 
means a faithful recrçation of the original sound - 
the 'sound', of course, stemming from the original 
live performance, be it music, voice or any other 
sound. Remember, however, that the 'sound' can 
only come to your ears via a microphone and 
subsequently a radio broadcast, tape recording 
and /or disc record. The final link in this chain is the 
amplifier and loudspeaker through which the 
'sound' will be reproduced in the home. 
Common 'sound' or signal sources are therefore 
radio, tape or disc which bring the sound into the 
home as it were and cannot be reproduced with- 
out a radio tuner, a tape recorder a record tran- 
scription unit and pick -up, respectively, plus, 
of course, a hi -fi amplifier and its associated 
loudspeakers. Although the amplifier is con- 
sidered the most important unit, for nothing can 
be reproduced without it, the loudspeaker is 

equally important, for nothing can be reproduced 
without that either. 
Since we have to start somewhere, perhaps it 
should be with the amplifier which is normally 
divided into two sections, the first being the pre- 
amplifier which selects, corrects and pre -amplifies 
all the 'sound' or signal sources ready for the 
power amplifier which, as its name indicates, 
further amplifies the sound signal this time with 
sufficient power to drive the loudspeaker. It should 
be made clear that the pre -amplifier and power 
amplifier may be two completely separate units 
or they may be integrated into one unit. For the 
purpose of explanation they may be regarded as 
separate units in view of their quite different 
functions. 

The Power Amplifier 
Power amplifiers are generally classified according 
to the power they provide which may range from 
three to four watts up to twenty watts or more 
(Fig. 1) and which determine to some extent the 
ultimate loudness of the reproduced signals. 
For example, a violin playing softly may require 
only one -tenth of a watt, whereas a large orchestra 
may call for the full power of the amplifier. This 
is known as the 'dynamic range' which a high 
quality amplifier must cater for without distortion. 
So we must first consider what maximum power 
will be required. For the average living room 
most experts agree on a maximum of ten watts; 
on the other hand, a power of five watts could 
be sufficient quiet armchair listening. There is, 
of course, little point in having a power amplifier 
capable of covering the dynamic or loudness 
range for the life -size reproduction of a large 
orchestra in which case something like eighty to 
one hundred watts of power would be needed! 
One should consider hi -fi reproduction as a 
model of the original sound faithfully reproduced 
and pleasing to the listener. 

Hi -Fi 
Frequency Range 
The frequency range, or the range of 'pitch' of 
natural hearing, is about 25 to 15,000 cycles per 
second, although in young persons this may ex- 
tend as high as 20,000 c /s. If natural reproduction 
is to be achieved the power amplifier must be 
capable of providing the same output power over 
a frequency range of at least 25 to 25,000 c /s, 
otherwise one would find that very high and very 
low notes were either missing or of insufficient 
strength. For critical listening, using the best 
loudspeakers and programme sources, a fre- 
quency range of 20 to 20,000 c/s is preferable with 
an extension of the high frequency range to at 
least 30,000 c /s. so that transient sounds, cymbals, 
snare drums and similar sharp sounds, etc., are 
properly reproduced. The pick -up, tape recorder 
or radio tuner and the pre -amplifier must also 
reproduce over a similarly wide range of fre- 
quencies, otherwise the high quality amplifier 
and loudspeaker would be wasted. 

Signal Level and Noise 
It is also highly important that hum and noise 
produced in either the programme source or the 
amplifier are both low enough to be inaudible 
during even the quietest parts of a programme. 
This characteristic is known as the 'signal to 
noise' ratio and refers to the ratio of wanted 
signals to unwanted sounds or noise. The ratio 
of loudness from the threshold íif natural hearing 
to a maximum loudness known as the threshold 
of pain, i.e. from very quiet to very loud, is about 
1,000,000 to 1 but in a hi -fi system this ratio 
may be nearer to 100,000 to 1. This ratio is usually, 
given in decibels; hence you may find a specifica- 
tion quoting 'radio - 50 dB, pick -up and tape 
-45 dB' and so on. The reference here, however 
is to the ratio of unwanted noise like hum or 
valve noise, to a pre -determined power output 
usually the maximum the amplifier will deliver 
without distortion. 

Fig. 4. An SME precision pick -up arm complete with cartridge shell. 

Fig. I. The Lowther LL26 Mk.l power amplifier. Fig. 3. A neat 'bookshelf' loudspeaker by Celestion. 29 
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equally important, for nothing can be reproduced 
without that either. 
Since we have to start somewhere, perhaps it 
should be with the amplifier which is normally 
divided into two sections, the first being the pre- 
amplifier which selects, corrects and pre-amplifics 
all the 'sound' or signal sources ready for the 
power amplifier which, as its name indicates, 
further amplifies the sound signal this time with 
sufficient power to drive the loudspeaker. It should 
be made clear that the pre-amplifier and power 
amplifier may be two completely separate units 
or they may be integrated into one unit. For the 
purpose of explanation they may be regarded as 
separate units in view of their quite different 
functions. 

The Power Amplifier 
Power amplifiers are generally classified according 
to the power they provide which may range from 
three to four watts up to twenty watts or more 
(Fig. I) and which determine to some extent the 
ultimate loudness of the reproduced signals. 
For example, a violin playing softly may require 
only one-tenth of a watt, whereas a large orchestra 
may call for the full power of the amplifier. This 
is known as the "dynamic range' which a high 
quality amplifier must cater for without distortion. 
So we must first consider what maximum power 
will be required. For the average living room 
most experts agree on a maximum of ten watts; 
on the other hand, a power of five watts could 
be sufficient for quiet armchair listening. There is, 
of course, little point in having a power amplifier 
capable of covering the dynamic or loudness 
range for the life-size reproduction of a large 
orchestra in which case something like eighty to 
one hundred watts of power would be needed! 
One should consider hi-fi reproduction as a 
model of the original sound faithfully reproduced 
and pleasing to the listener. 

Frequency Range 
The frequency range, or the range of 'pitch' of 
natural hearing, is about 25 to 15,000 cycles per 
second, although in young persons this may ex- 
tend as high as 20,000 c/s. If natural reproduction 
is to be achieved the power amplifier must be 
capable of providing the same output power over 
a frequency range of at least 25 to 25,000 c/s, 
otherwise one would find that very high and very 
low notes were either missing or of insufficient 
strength. For critical listening, using the best 
loudspeakers and programme sources, a fre- 
quency range of 20 to 20,000 c/s is preferable with 
an extension of the high frequency range to at 
least 30,000 c/s. so that transient sounds, cymbals, 
snare drums and similar sharp sounds, etc., are 
properly reproduced. The pick-up, tape recorder 
or radio tuner and the pre-amplifier must also 
reproduce over a similarly wide range of fre- 
quencies, otherwise the high quality amplifier 
and loudspeaker would be wasted. 

Signal Level and Noise 
It is also highly important that hum and noise 
produced in either the programme source or the 
amplifier arc both low enough to be inaudible 
during even the quietest parts of a programme. 
This characteristic is known as the 'signal to 
noise' ratio and refers to the ratio of wanted 
signals to unwanted sounds or noise. The ratio 
of loudness from the threshold of natural hearing 
to a maximum loudness known as the threshold 
of pain, i.e. from very quiet to very loud, is about 
1,000,000 to 1 but in a hi-fi system this ratio 
may be nearer to 100,000 to 1. This ratio is usually, 
given in decibels; hence you may find a specifica- 
tion quoting "radio - 50 dB, pick-up and tape 
— 45 dB' and so on. The reference here, however 
is to the ratio of unwanted noise like hum or 
valve noise, to a pre-determined power output 
usually the maximum the amplifier will deliver 
without distortion. 

Although much has been written about high- 
fidelity sound reproduction, it has usually been 
of a more technical nature. In this introduction, 
therefore, I will attempt to cover the basic prin- 
ciples and requirements, especially the require- 
ments, in terms which I trust will not offend our 
more technically minded readers, but instead will 
be more readily understood by those who would 
like to venture into the higher realms of sound 
reproduction. This, of course, without having to 
Vvorry too much about technical terms like 
■decibels', 'harmonic distortion' and 'inter- 
modulation', etc., and abbreviations such as 
RIAA, CCIR and the like, which may have to 
be included. 
In the simplest possible terms, therefore, high 
fidelity, nearly always abbreviated to 'hi-fi', 
means a faithful recreation of the original sound - 
the 'sound', of course, stemming from the original 
live performance, be it music, voice or any other 
sound. Remember, however, that the 'sound' can 
only come to your ears via a microphone and 
subsequently a radio broadcast, tape recording 
and/or disc record. The final link in this chain is the 
amplifier and loudspeaker through which the 
'sound' will be reproduced in the home. 
Common 'sound' or signal sources are therefore 
radio, tape or disc which bring the sound into the 
home as it were and cannot be reproduced with- 
out a radio tuner, a tape recorder a record tran- 
scription unit and pick-up, respectively, plus, 
of course, a hi-fi amplifier and its associated 
loudspeakers. Although the amplifier is con- 
sidered the most important unit, for nothing can 
be reproduced without it, the loudspeaker is 
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Fig. 4. An SME precision pick-up arm complete with cartridge shell. 

Fig. I. The Lowther LL26 Mk.I power amplifier. Fig. 3. A neat 'bookshelf loudspeaker by Celestion. 29 
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The Pre- Amplifier 
The pre -amplifier is virtually the 'telephone 
exchange' for all signal sources whether they be 
from radio, tape or disc or even microphone. It 
is provided with a main volume control, tone 
correction controls, signal selector switch or 
buttons, special internal frequency correction 
circuits for direct tape -head signals and gramo- 
phone pick -ups, etc. Controls are usually included 
for reducing whistles on radio signals and turn- 
table rumble from record transcription units. 
Intelligently used, the pre- amplifier can be made 
to greatly enhance or correct the frequency charac- 
teristics of particular programme sources but it 
cannot remove unwanted noise present on a 
signal. The pre -amplifier is the most used and 
therefore the more conspicuous part of a hi -fi sy- 
stem and is usually specially finished to match 
modern decor or hi -fi furniture (Fig. 2). 

The Loudspeaker 
As the final link in the hi -fi chain a poor loud- 
speaker can destroy all that has been accom- 
plished in the programme sources, the pre- ampli- 
fier and the power amplifier. High- fidelity loud- 
speakers need not, however, be a complicated 
assembly of 'woofers', 'tweeters' and 'crossover 
networks'. A single high quality loudspeaker in a 
properly designed cabinet can produce just as 
much hi -fi as the large assemblies using two or 
more speaker units. Generally speaking, a single 
unit speaker system like that shown in Fig. 3 is 
adequate for low power amplifiers or as an exter- 
nal speaker to a tape recorder, many of which now 
incorporate a high quality output stage. 
For greater power outputs large and more com- 
plex speaker systems become desirable and since 
the bulk of the power generated by the amplifier 
is due to the low -pitched musical instruments, 
such as tympani, bass drum, etc., a large bass 
speaker (woofer) can be used to handle it. At the 
higher frequencies the work imposed on the 
loudspeaker cone is considerably less and a smal- 
ler speaker may therefore be used. To prevent the 
low frequency signals from reaching the high 
frequency speaker (tweeter), a device known as a 
'crossover network' is used which separates the 
low frequency from the high frequency signals. 
The mutiple speaker system can be taken a stage 
further by using a third speaker for the mid -range 
frequencies, in which case a special crossover 
network is used to separate the low, middle and 
high frequency signals. 

Signal Sources 
Now we deal with the signal or programme 
sources of which there are three, or four if we 
include the microphone, especially when it is 
used for recording. In view of the fact that many 
of our readers will already have a tape recorder 
and this can be an excellent hi -fi signal source, 
we will deal with this first. Generally speaking, a 
tape recorder will not cater for hi -fi by itself 
because of the limitations imposed by a small 
loudspeaker, although there are now appearing 
on the market a few tape recorders with quite 
large power outputs which need only a comparable 
external loudspeaker for the deliverance of really 
high fidelity reproduction. On the other hand, 
the quality of reproduction is there on the tape 
and most tape recorders have a special socket for 
connection to a hi -fi pre -amplifier. The alternative 
for those who wish to play only pre -recorded 
tapes is the tape transcription unit which is 
really a tape deck with suitable replay heads that 
can be connected directly to any pre -amplifier 
which caters for this. It is important to ascertain 
this from the dealer or manufacturer. Almost all 
pre -amplifiers will, of course, accept signals 
from a tape recorder or tape record /replay unit 
external amp. socket. 

The Record Transcription Unit 
There is not a great deal to be said about record 
transcription units except to warn readers not to 
buy a cheap so- called transcription unit or one of 
the automatic variety which bang the records 

30 down, one on top of the other. This does not do the 

records any good nor the stylus of the pick -up 
either. A good transcription unit has a heavy 
dynamically balanced turntable and will run at 
constant speed without fluctuation. The fluctua- 
tion found in some of the cheaper record players 
is known as 'wow', i.e. rhythmic variation in 
speed which can cause a quite distressing audible 
change of pitch particularly on sustained notes. 
Another undesirable effect to be found in poor 
transcription units is 'turntable rumble' caused 
by motor and other vibrations being transmitted 
via the turntable to the pick -up. A demonstration 
of this item of equipment by the dealer is essen- 
tial. 
Pick -ups, which include the pick -up arm and the 
cartridge, can also be a source of poor quality 
reproduction and indeed excessive record wear, 
unless they comply to a quite rigid specification. 
A really good pick -up (with arm), like that shown 
in Fig. 4, is therefore necessarily expensive. One 
can pay up to £30 to £40 for the pick -up arm plus 
up to £20 or so for a first -class cartridge with a 
diamond stylus. 

The Radio Tuner 
A radio tuner will, of course, provide continuous 
programme material which costs nothing but the 
annual outlay for the wireless licence. A tuner 
might therefore be considered as the first choice 
of programme source as opposed to the otherwise 
popular tape recorder or disc transcription unit. 
There are two kinds of broadcast transmissions 
that can be utilized and these are known as AM 
(amplitude modulation) and FM (frequency 
modulation). Both systems are used by the BBC 
but the newer FM system was designed to provide 
the highest possible quality and the lowest level of 
interference. There are now FM stations all over 
the country and in the London and South East 
the BBC are now broadcasting in stereo via a 
compatible system that enables the listener to 
receive in stereo or mono as desired. A typical 
and neatly designed AM /FM tuner by Chapman 
is shown in Fig. 5. This is an integrated tuner 
which covers the short, medium and long -wave 
AM transmissions from the BBC and foreign 
stations as well as FM broadcasts. Tuners for the 
vhf -FM broadcasts only are, of course, also 
available and probably the most popular. 

Stereophonic Sound 
Stereophonic sound might well be regarded as the 
uttimate in sound reproduction for it can provide, 
in addition to high quality, a spatial atmosphere 
that is only experienced when hearing the original 
'live' performance. In other words, stereo creates 

for the listener the same spatial effect that would 
be experienced when seated in front of, say, a 
large orchestra, spread out across a wide angle. 
It does not necessarily mean 'exact' placement of 
individual orchestral instruments as many. pre- 
suppose. 
The electrical requirements for the signal sources, 
amplifiers and loudspeakers are of course similar 
to those for monophonic (over a single loud- 
speaker) reproduction. The main difference is 
that each signal channel must be duplicated right 
from the microphone. (We shall be featuring 
stereophonic techniques and reproduction in 
the October issue of ATR.) 
Stereo pre -amplifiers may be separate or inte- 
grated with the power amplifiers and contain 
coupled or 'ganged' controls for each channel. 
This allows a common setting on tone or volume 
controls, etc., to be made on both channels 
simultaneously. Stereo amplifiers can of course 
also be used monophonically, i.e. combined to 
form a single channel, so one really gets the best 
of both worlds - from stereo amplifiers at least. 
Hitherto stereo has been rather taking a back seat 
but now that the BBC are broadcasting two or 
three programmes a day in stereo there will 
undoubtedly be a great revival of interest and 
equally a demand for stereo equipment. Stereo 
radio offers considerable scope for those with 
stereo tape recorders too. 

In Conclusion 
Remember that high fidelity need not be expen- 
sive if you choose your equipment carefully and 
build up a system gradually. Guidance from our 
future hi -fi supplements will help here, but it is 
vitally essential that you have equipment well 
and truly demonstrated by the dealer before you 
purchase. Avoid cheap equipment so often labelled 
'hi -fi' and if in doubt about its quality or per- 
formance write to the Editor of the ATR Hi -Fi 
Supplement. A reliable specialist dealer will also 
honestly advise on the best and right kind of 
equipment to buy and whether it will match with 
any other items you may already have. 

Fig. S. The Chapman Mk.2 AM /FM tuner. 
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Fig. 2. The Rogers Cadet Mk.3 integrated stereo amplifier. 
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The Pre-Amplifier 
The pre-amplifier is virtually the 'telephone 
exchange' for all signal sources whether they be 
from radio, tape or disc or even microphone. It 
is provided with a main volume control, tone 
correction controls, signal selector switch or 
buttons, special internal frequency correction 
circuits for direct tape-head signals and gramo- 
phone pick-ups, etc. Controls are usually included 
for reducing whistles on radio signals and turn- 
table rumble from record transcription units. 
Intelligently used, the pre-amplifier can be made 
to greatly enhance or correct the frequency charac- 
teristics of particular programme sources but it 
cannot remove unwanted noise present on a 
signal. The pre-amplifier is the most used and 
therefore the more conspicuous part of a hi-fi sy- 
stem and is usually specially finished to match 
modern decor or hi-fi furniture (Fig. 2). 

The Loudspeaker 
As the final link in the hi-fi chain a poor loud- 
speaker can destroy all that has been accom- 
plished in the programme sources, the pre-ampli- 
fier and the power amplifier. High-fidelity loud- 
speakers need not, however, be a complicated 
assembly of 'woofers', "tweeters' and "crossover 
networks'. A single high quality loudspeaker in a 
properly designed cabinet can produce just as 
much hi-fi as the large assemblies using two or 
more speaker units. Generally speaking, a single 
unit speaker system like that shown in Fig. 3 is 
adequate for low power amplifiers or as an exter- 
nal speaker to a tape recorder, many of which now 
incorporate a high quality output stage. 
For greater power outputs large and more com- 
plex speaker systems become desirable and since 
the bulk of the power generated by the amplifier 
is due to the low-pitched musical instruments, 
such as tympani, bass drum, etc., a large bass 
speaker (woofer) can be used to handle it. At the 
higher frequencies the work imposed on the 
loudspeaker cone is considerably less and a smal- 
ler speaker may therefore be used. To prevent the 
low frequency signals from reaching the high 
frequency speaker (tweeter), a device known as a 
'crossover network' is used which separates the 
low frequency from the high frequency signals. 
The mutiple speaker system can be taken a stage 
further by using a third speaker for the mid-range 
frequencies, in which case a special crossover 
network is used to separate the low, middle and 
high frequency signals. 

Signal Sources 
Now we deal with the signal or programme 
sources of which there are three, or four if we 
include the microphone, especially when it is 
used for recording. In view of the fact that many 
of our readers will already have a tape recorder 
and this can be an excellent hi-fi signal source, 
we will deal with this first. Generally speaking, a 
tape recorder will not cater for hi-fi by itself 
because of the limitations imposed by a small 
loudspeaker, although there are now appearing 
on the market a few tape recorders with quite 
large power outputs which need only a comparable 
external loudspeaker for the deliverance of really 
high fidelity reproduction. On the other hand, 
the quality of reproduction is there on the tape 
and most tape recorders have a special socket for 
connection to a hi-fi pre-amplifier. The alternative 
for those who wish to play only pre-recorded 
tapes is the tape transcription unit which is 
really a tape deck with suitable replay heads that 
can be connected directly to any pre-amplifier 
which caters for this. It is important to ascertain 
this from the dealer or manufacturer. Almost all 
pre-amplifiers will, of course, accept signals 
from a tape recorder or tape record/replay unit 
external amp. socket. 

The Record Transcription Unit 
There is not a great deal to be said about record 
transcription units except to warn readers not to 
buy a cheap so-called transcription unit or one of 
the automatic variety which bang the records 
down, one on top of the other. This does not do the 

records any good nor the stylus of the pick-up 
either. A good transcription unit has a heavy 
dynamically balanced turntable and will run at 
constant speed without fluctuation. The fluctua- 
tion found in some of the cheaper record players 
is known as 'wow', i.e. rhythmic variation in 
speed which can cause a quite distressing audible 
change of pitch particularly on sustained notes. 
Another undesirable effect to be found in poor 
transcription units is 'turntable rumble' caused 
by motor and other vibrations being transmitted 
via the turntable to the pick-up. A demonstration 
of this item of equipment by the dealer is essen- 
tial. 
Pick-ups, which include the pick-up arm and the 
cartridge, can also be a source of poor quality 
reproduction and indeed excessive record wear, 
unless they comply to a quite rigid specification. 
A really good pick-up (with arm), like that shown 
in Fig. 4, is therefore necessarily expensive. One 
can pay up to £30 to £40 for the pick-up arm plus 
up to £20 or so for a first-class cartridge with a 
diamond stylus. 

The Radio Tuner 
A radio tuner will, of course, provide continuous 
programme material which costs nothing but the 
annual outlay for the wireless licence. A tuner 
might therefore be considered as the first choice 
of programme source as opposed to the otherwise 
popular tape recorder or disc transcription unit. 
There are two kinds of broadcast transmissions 
that can be utilized and these are known as AM 
(amplitude modulation) and FM (frequency 
modulation). Both systems are used by the BBC 
but the newer FM system was designed to provide 
the highest possible quality and the lowest level of 
interference. There arc now FM stations all over 
the country and in the London and South East 
the BBC are now broadcasting in stereo via a 
compatible system that enables the listener to 
receive in stereo or mono as desired. A typical 
and neatly designed AM/FM tuner by Chapman 
is shown in Fig. 5. This is an integrated tuner 
which covers the short, medium and long-wave 
AM transmissions from the BBC and foreign 
stations as well as FM broadcasts. Tuners for the 
vhf-FM broadcasts only are, of course, also 
available and probably the most popular. 

Stereophonic Sound 
Stereophonic sound might well be rcgarded.as the 
ultimate in sound reproduction for it can provide, 
in addition to high quality, a spatial atmosphere 
that is only experienced when hearing the original 
'live' performance. In other words, stereo creates 

for the listener the same spatial effect that would 
be experienced when sealed in front of, say, a 
large orchestra, spread out across a wide angle. 
It does not necessarily mean 'exact' placement of 
individual orchestral instruments as many; pre- 
suppose. 
The electrical requirements for the signal sources, 
amplifiers and loudspeakers are of course similar 
to those for monophonic (over a single loud- 
speaker) reproduction. The main difference is 
that each signal channel must be duplicated right 
from the microphone. (We shall be featuring 
stereophonic techniques and reproduction in 
the October issue of ATR.) 
Stereo pre-amplifiers may be separate or inte- 
grated with the power amplifiers and contain 
coupled or 'ganged' controls for each channel. 
This allows a common setting on tone or volume 
controls, etc., to be made on both channels 
simultaneously. Stereo amplifiers can of course 
also be used monophonically, i.e. combined to 
form a single channel, so one really gets the best 
of both worlds - from stereo amplifiers at least. 
Hitherto stereo has been rather taking a back seat 
but now that the BBC are broadcasting two or 
three programmes a day in stereo there will 
undoubtedly be a great revival of interest and 
equally a demand for stereo equipment. Stereo 
radio offers considerable scope for those with 
stereo tape recorders too. 

In Conclusion 
Remember that high fidelity need not be expen- 
sive if you choose your equipment carefully and 
build up a system gradually. Guidance from our 
future hi-fi supplements will help here, but it is 
vitally essential that you have equipment well 
and truly demonstrated by the dealer before you 
purchase. Avoid cheap equipment so often labelled 
'hi-fi' and if in doubt about its quality or per- 
formance write to the Editor of the ATR Hi-Fi 
Supplement. A reliable specialist dealer will also 
honestly advise on the best and right kind of 
equipment to buy and whether it will match with 
any other items you may already have. 

Fig. 5. The Chapman Mk.2 AM/FM tuner. 

t) t) f) 

Fig. 2. The Rogers Cadet Mk.3 integrated stereo amplifier. 
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Don't buy a soaker 
unless you have this Sonotone Challenge Chart with you- 
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This is the performance of the Solent, a new speaker by 
Sonotone, costing only £18 in a modern stylish veneered 
cabinet. You can easily pay £10 more for speakers which 
barely equal the performance of the Solent. Clip out this 
chart. Use it as your yardstick of value when you're shop- 
ping for speakers. 
Hi -fi connoisseurs have long been familiar with Sonotone, 
as engineers of fine pick -up cartridges. Now this respected 
company has produced its own speaker. It's already the 
sensation of the Audio World. Read the facts. They may 
revise your thinking about what you should pay for a 
good quality speaker. 
The problem with buying a speaker is knowing where to 
stop on price! Unless you are a sheepdog or an orchestra 
leader you may end up with refinements so acute you will 
rarely be able to appreciate them. 
For some years Sonotone have been looking into the 
question of speakers and have set out to offer three im- 
portant things:- 

Three Achievements 
1). High enough performance to satisfy 99% of en- 
thusiasts. 

2). A unit of a suitable size to fit on a bookshelf. 

3). A sensibly priced speaker. 

It wasn't easy -but now Sonotone have achieved all three 
objects. But claims alone are not enough! Sonotone 
offer proof! 
We don't thihk you will find a speaker that delivers so 
much commonsense value. And the ones that deliver this 
standard of performance will invariably cost you up to 
£10 more. 

Why not write for more information to:- 

Sonotone 
Technical Ceramics Limited, New Lane, Havant, Hants. 0 

A member of Plessey Components Group. 

Attention all addicts 
So far we've talked about the logic of this new speaker. 
Now for the technical details: 
Woofer: 6$ ", 10,000 gauss, 1" pole. 
Free Air resonance: 50 c /s. 
Tweeter: 3i "- acoustically loaded (i.e. custom made to the 
actual cabinet). 
Frequency Response: 40 c /s -20 kc /s. 
Sensitivity: 98 dB at 12 w. (microphone 6ft). 
Power Handling: 12 w programme level. 
Impedance: 8 ohm system suitable for 8 -15 ohm valve or 
transistor amplifiers. 

Drive units coupled with the cross over network have 
resulted in an outstanding and unusually smooth response. 
Due to the special design of the bass unit suspensions, 
linear restoring force against cone movement is ensured. 
This, coupled with a high degree of damping ensures a 

bass response free from resonances and other tonal 
colouration. The use of highly absorbent organic fibre to 
line the cabinet ensures a clean middle and upper response. 
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This is the performance of the Solent, a new speaker by 
Sonotone, costing only £18 in a modern stylish veneered 
cabinet. You can easily pay £10 more for speakers which 
barely equal the performance of the Solent. Clip out this 
chart. Use it as your yardstick of value when you're shop- 
ping for speakers. 
Hi-fi connoisseurs have long been familiar with Sonotone. 
as engineers of fine pick-up cartridges. Now this respected 
company has produced its own speaker. It's already the 
sensation of the Audio World. Read the facts. They may 
revise your thinking about what you should pay for a 
good quality speaker. 
The problem with buying a speaker is knowing where to 
stop on price! Unless you are a sheepdog or an orchestra 
leader you may end up with refinements so acute you will 
rarely be able to appreciate them. 
For some years Sonotone have been looking into the 
question of speakers and have set out to offer three im- 
portant things:— 

Three Achievements 

1). High enough performance to satisfy 99% of en- 
thusiasts. 
2). A unit of a suitable size to fit on a bookshelf. 
3). A sensibly priced speaker. 

It wasn't easy—but now Sonotone have achieved all three 
objects. But claims alone are not enough I Sonotone 
offer proof! 
We don't thihk you will find a speaker that delivers so 
much commonsense value. And the ones that deliver this 
standard of performance will invariably cost you up to 
£10 more. 

Why not write for more information to:— 

Sonotone 

5000 10000 20000 

Attention all addicts 
So far we've talked about the logic of this new speaker. 
Now for the technical details: 
Woofer: 6i', 10,000 gauss, 1* pole. 
Free Air resonance: 50 c/s. 
Tweeter: 31*—acoustically loaded (i.e. custom made to the 
actual cabinet). 
Frequency Response: 40 c/s—20 kc/s. 
Sensitivity: 98 dB at 12 w. (microphone 6ft). 
Power Handling: 12 w programme level. 
Impedance: 8 ohm system suitable for 8-15 ohm valve or 
transistor amplifiers. 
Drive units coupled with the cross over network have 
resulted in an outstanding and unirsuaJly smooth response. 
Due to the special design of the bass unit suspensions, 
linear restoring force against cone movement is ensured. 
This, coupled with a high degree of damping ensures a 
bass response free from resonances and other tonal 
colouration. The use of highly absorbent organic fibre to 
line the cabinet ensures a clean middle and upper response. 

KW! m 

Sonotone Solent LID 

Technical Ceramics Limited, New Lane, Havant, Hants. 
A member of Plessey Components Group. 

(14' x 9' x 8i") 

..... 
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TEST REPORT 
THE RECTAVOX 
OMNI MK II 
LOUDSPEAKERS 

by Gordon J. King 

Listening to a pair of these speakers in 
stereo formation, it is truly difficult to 
realize that the sound is emanating from a 
couple of cabinets each of about one cubic 
foot in volume. The Omni differs essentially 
from the usual run of small speakers in that 
the only parallel surfaces of the enclosure 
are the two sides. This is physical, of course. 
It differs in technical ways, too. The face 
of the enclosure - which would normally be 
the front -- is inclined by about 45 degrees 
towards the ceiling, while a small section of 
the cabinet beneath the face has a comple- 
mentary inclination which, relative to the 
bottom, puts all surfaces, excepting the sides, 
out of parallel. The basic design of the en- 
closure is shown in Fig. 1, where dimensions 
A, B, C, D and E are 244, 114, 184, 84 and 
134 inches respectively. 
The enclosure is extremely well made in 
heavy plywood which is veneered as re- 
quired in teak, mahogany or walnut to match 
the cabinets of the rest of one's hi -fi equip- 
ment. The face is nicely edged with satin - 
chrome brass, the net result being a speaker 
system of considerable substance, weighing 
about 40 lb, even though of unusual shape. 
It can be stood on its normal base (dimension 
D) or on almost any of its sides to match 
both room décor and acoustics. Standing 
on dimension D, its face is towards the ceil- 
ing. In this configuration, for instance, the 
treble is somewhat reflected and diffused by 
the ceiling. The speaker can be arranged 
to look into or out of a corner of the room, 
it can be stood normally along one wall or 
it can be mounted or stood on a shelf in 
the corner or along a wall as might be dic- 
tated by the room itself and /or the repro- 
duction. 
The non -parallel sides discourage standing 
waves within the enclosure, while the differ- 
ent shapes of the sides produce different 
modes of vibration or resonance, the overall 
result of which is towards a smoothness of 
output which is not so easily obtained by 
the more conventional cabinet design over 
a wide audio spectrum. 
The Mk I Omni featured a rather small port 
in the front panel, too small, it has been 
claimed, to serve towards the lower bass 
response its main purpose probably being 
to damp the system at the low bass end. The 
writer has had no experience of this early 
model, but the Mk II uses a real tuned port 
which certainly extends the bass end of the 
spectrum. In conjunction with the internal 
enclosure dimensions, the port helps to 
produce an output at the low- frequency end 
which is remarkably smooth and pleasant to 
listen to and which extends right down to 
30 c /s. 

Original designs 
32 The idea behind the original Mk I port was 

to produce harmonics missing from the re- 
produced fundamental frequencies without 
exciting the primary resonances of the listen- 
ing room. To some extent it would appear 
that this idea succeeded (as indicated by test 
reports of the Mk I system), but the more 
down -to -earth approach of the Mk II system 
has much to commend it. The port is 3 inches 
in diameter, and this is tuned by a tube 
12 inches in length extending from it into 
the depths of the cabinet. 
It may be thought that a true reflex cabinet 
of the dimensions given earlier is virtually 
impossible. Indeed, there are problems to 
such a design, but these have been resolved 
by an enthusiast's approach to the problem 
- for make no mistake about it, Mr Mac - 
Harg, the designer of the Omni, is a very 
knowledgeable enthusiast turned manufac- 
turer. He knows what he wants - what his 
fellow enthusiasts want - and how to achieve 
it! 
The effective increase in length of the port 
compensates for the relatively small volume 
of the enclosure. NormaIIy, the port dimen- 
sion is related to the enclosure volume, and 
it would need a small port to correspond to 
a small volume. However, the tube extension 
has the same effect (from the acoustic loading 
aspect of the volume of air in the enclosure) 
as making the port smaller, while maintain- 
ing an air movement equivalent to that of a 
larger port. 
This philosophy is interrelated to the cabi- 
net design proper coupled with the units, 
but this is not the time to venture into the 
complications of enclosure design. Sufficient 
to say that Mr MacHarg has certainly suc- 
ceeded in obtaining big reflex cabinet sound 
from a small enclosure. It is interesting to 
note, also, that a fair -sized roll of Luxan is 
used in the cabinet of the Mk II system. 
This tends to absorb the final traces of stand- 
ing waves, while applying acoustical resist- 
ance to the reflex action. 

KEF Units 
So far nothing has been said of the speaker 
units employed within the cabinet. These, in 
fact, consist of a KEF B139 bass unit and a 
KEF T15 tweeter which operate very well 
with the enclosure described. The units are 
coupled via a four -element half -section KEF 
crossover network, crossing at 1,000 c /s. 
These are well -known and proven factors in 
the equation, about which little needs to be 
said in this report. 
Since the tweeter is of totally enclosed design, 
this itself is unaffected by the make -up of the 
cabinet, it being the cabinet, of course, that 
is wholly responsible for the bass perform- 
ance of the system. It is said that at low 
input levels the Omni behaves as an infinite 
baffle speaker (i.e. a speaker in a fully en- 
closed and sealed box - with no port or reflex 
action). However, once the reflex action has 
been incited, the effect is sustained down to 
frequencies lower than those required to start 
it. In practice, this means that low -level sig- 
nals are lifted a little (which is not an un- 
desirable effect), while signals of higher level 
flatten the response and give bass extension 
when the reflex action takes place. 
Two standard Omni speakers were tested 
subjectively on a number of programme 
signals through various valve and solid -state 
amplifiers of well -known makes and designs, 
first in stereo set -up and then one at a time 
on mono signals, followed by paired applica- 
tion on two -channel amplifiers mono -fed. 

Stereo results were really good with the 
speakers located one in each corner at the 
far end of a room measuring about 20 ft by 
14 ft by 8 ft in height. The stereo effect was 
similar with the speakers looking both in 
and out of the corners, but the treble was 
more prominent with the face of the speakers 
looking at 45 degrees towards the ceiling. 
With the speakers looking into the corners, 
the corners acted as high- and middle - 
frequency diffusers, giving a considerable 
spread to the sound and enhancing the stereo 
width, but for the best results several degrees 
of treble boost were required on the ampli- 
fier. 
Either way round the bass was a wee bit 
exaggerated, but this was soon cured by 
appropriate adjustment to the amplifier's 
bass control. After all, this is what the tone 
controls are for. A word more about the 
bass response. This was by no means obtru- 
sive, nor synthetic and appeared to be neither 
coloured nor box -like which, looking at the 
size of the enclosures, was rather surprising. 

Clean Middle 
Another surprising factor was the pure treble 
(of course, given by the excellence of the 
KEF T15) and the very clean middle range. 
Transition around 1,000 c/s was extremely 
smooth, and the action of the tuned port, 
leading from infinite baffle action at low - 
level towards pure reflex at higher levels, 
was clearly demonstrated. The speakers were 
then taken from the corners and placed 
either side of the far -end wall with the faces 
looking out. Stereo was as good as before, 
but the bass appeared to be down and 
needed lifting a little for the best effect. With 
the high frequencies impinging upon the 
ceiling (as per the basic design), an effect of 
spaciousness was created without killing the 
stereo image. Indeed, the author found this 
position the best one for his room acoustics 
(though probably not so aesthetically, for 
it is felt that the speakers look best in 
corners). 
An attempt was made to operate the 
speakers towards the top of one of the narrow 
walls, but this could only be a temporary 
arrangement as the domestic powers- that -be 
vetoed the permanent fitting of wall shelves 
or brackets! Anyway, the results that were 
obtained by this configuration appeared to 
be below those obtained with the speakers 
at floor level. 
Mono signals fed simultaneously to the two 
speakers in the various positions described 
gave all- embracing sound devoid of the hole - 
in- the -wall symptom. Middle -frequency har- 
monics or bass frequency -doubling gave no 
trouble at the levels applied to the speakers, 
but when the speakers were swept with an 
audio generator very low -level spurious sig- 
nals around the 850 c/s mark were detected, 
but no trouble from this effect was experi- 
enced on actual programme signals. The 
generator signal was fed to the input of the 
amplifier, the output remaining matched to 
the speakers. One could not be absolutely 
sure as to the origin of the spurious sounds, 
but it could have been something to do with 
the port tube. 
Fed in this way at low frequencies, however, 
the bass was pure and extremely high powers 
could be applied without any show of dis- 
tress either by the B139 or its enclosure. 
Without a doubt, the bass unit loads ex- 
tremely well down to the lowest frequencies 
in which we have an interest. Bass seems to 
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THE RECTAVOX 

OMNI MK II 

LOUDSPEAKERS 

by Gordon J. King 

Listening to a pair of these speakers in 
stereo formation, it is truly difficult to 
realize that the sound is emanating from a 
couple of cabinets each of about one cubic 
foot in volume. The Omni differs essentially 
from the usual run of small speakers in that 
the only parallel surfaces of the enclosure 
are the two sides. This is physical, of course. 
It differs in technical ways, too. The face 
of the enclosure - which would normally be 
the front - is inclined by about 45 degrees 
towards the ceiling, while a small section of 
the cabinet beneath the face has a comple- 
mentary inclination which, relative to the 
bottom, puts all surfaces, excepting the sides, 
out of parallel. The basic design of the en- 
closure is shown in Fig. 1, where dimensions 
A, B, C. D and E are 24i, Hi, 18i, 8i and 
13i inches respectively. 
The enclosure is extremely well made in 
heavy plywood which is veneered as re- 
quired in teak, mahogany or walnut to match 
the cabinets of the rest of one's hi-fi equip- 
ment. The face is nicely edged with satin- 
chrome brass, the net result being a speaker 
system of considerable substance, weighing 
about 40 lb, even though of unusual shape. 
It can be stood on its normal base (dimension 
D) or on almost any of its sides to match 
both room ddcor and acoustics. Standing 
on dimension D, its face is towards the ceil- 
ing. In this configuration, for instance, the 
treble is somewhat reflected and diffused by 
the ceiling. The speaker can be arranged 
to look into or out of a comer of the room, 
it can be stood normally along one wall or 
it can be mounted or stood on a shelf in 
the comer or along a wall as might be dic- 
tated by the room itself and/or the repro- 
duction. 
The non-parallel sides discourage standing 
waves within the enclosure, while the differ- 
ent shapes of the sides produce different 
modes of vibration or resonance, the overall 
result of which is towards a smoothness of 
output which is not so easily obtained by 
the more conventional cabinet design over 
a wide audio spectrum. 
The Mk I Omni featured a rather small port 
in the front panel, too small, it has been 
claimed, to serve towards the lower bass 
response its main purpose probably being 
to damp the system at the low bass end. The 
writer has had no experience of this early 
model, but the Mk 11 uses a real tuned port 
which certainly extends the bass end of the 
spectrum. In conjunction with the internal 
enclosure dimensions, the port helps to 
produce an output at the low-frequency end 
which is remarkably smooth and pleasant to 
listen to and which extends right down to 
30 c/s. 

Original designs 
32 The idea behind the original Mk I port was 

to produce harmonics missing from the re- 
produced fundamental frequencies without 
exciting the primary resonances of the listen- 
ing room. To some extent it would appear 
that this idea succeeded (as indicated by test 
reports of the Mk I system), but the more 
down-to-earth approach of the Mk II system 
has much to commend it. The port is 3 inches 
in diameter, and this is tuned by a tube 
12 inches in length extending from it into 
the depths of the cabinet 
It may be thought that a true reflex cabinet 
of the dimensions given earlier is virtually 
impossible. Indeed, there are problems to 
such a design, but these have been resolved 
by an enthusiast's approach to the problem 
- for make no mistake about it Mr Mac- 
Harg, the designer of the Omni, is a very 
knowledgeable enthusiast turned manufac- 
turer. He knows what he wants - what his 
fellow enthusiasts want - and how to achieve 
it I 
The effective increase in length of the port 
compensates for the relatively small volume 
of the enclosure. Normally, the port dimen- 
sion is related to the enclosure volume, and 
it would need a small port to correspond to 
a' small volume. However, the tube extension 
has the same effect (from the acoustic loading 
aspect of the volume of air in the enclosure) 
as making the port smaller, while maintain- 
ing an air movement equivalent to that of a 
larger port. 
This philosophy is interrelated to the cabi- 
net design proper coupled with the units, 
but this is not the time to venture into the 
complications of enclosure design. Sufficient 
to say that Mr MacHarg has certainly suc- 
ceeded in obtaining big reflex cabinet sound 
from a small enclosure. It is interesting to 
note, also, that a fair-sized roll of Luxan is 
used in the cabinet of the Mk U system. 
This tends to absorb the final traces of stand- 
ing waves, while applying acoustical resist- 
ance to the reflex action. 

KEF Units 
So far nothing has been said of the speaker 
units employed within the cabinet. These, in 
fact, consist of a KEF B139 bass unit and a 
KEF TI5 tweeter which operate very well 
with the enclosure described. The units are 
coupled via a four-element half-section KEF 
crossover network, crossing at 1,000 c/s. 
These are well-known and proven factors in 
the equation, about which little needs to be 
said in this report. 
Since the tweeter is of totally enclosed design, 
this itself is unaffected by the make-up of the 
cabinet, it being the cabinet, of course, that 
is wholly responsible for the bass perform- 
ance of the system. It is said that at low 
input levels the Omni behaves as an infinite 
baffle speaker (i.e. a speaker in a fully en- 
closed and sealed box - with no port or reflex 
action). However, once the reflex action has 
been incited, the effect is sustained down to 
frequencies lower than those required to start 
it. In practice, this means that low-level sig- 
nals are lifted a little (which is not an un- 
desirable effect), while signals of higher level 
flatten the response and give bass extension 
when the reflex action takes place. 
Two standard Omni speakers were tested 
subjectively on a number of programme 
signals through various valve and solid-state 
amplifiers of well-known makes and designs, 
first in stereo set-up and then one at a time 
on mono signals, followed by paired applica- 
tion on two-channel amplifiers mono-fed. 

Stereo results were really good with the 
speakers located one in each comer at the 
far end of a room measuring about 20 ft by 
14 ft by 8 ft in height. The stereo effect was 
similar with the speakers looking both in 
and out of the comers, but the treble was 
more prominent with the face of the speakers 
looking at 45 degrees towards the ceiling. 
With the speakers looking into the corners, 
the corners acted as high- and middle- 
frequency diffusers, giving a considerable 
spread to the sound and enhancing the stereo 
width, but for the best results several degrees 
of treble boost were required on the ampli- 
fier. 
Either way round the bass was a wee bit 
exaggerated, but this was soon cured by 
appropriate adjustment to the amplifier's 
bass control. After all, this is what the tone 
controls are for. A word more about the 
bass response. This was by no means obtru- 
sive, nor synthetic and appeared to be neither 
coloured nor box-like which, looking at the 
size of the enclosures, was rather surprising. 

Clean Middle 
Another surprising factor was the pure treble 
(of course, given by the excellence of the 
KEF T15) and the very clean middle range. 
Transition around 1,000 c/s was extremely 
smooth, and the action of the tuned port, 
leading from infinite baffle action at low- 
level towards pure reflex at higher levels, 
was clearly demonstrated. The speakers were 
then taken from the corners and placed 
either side of the far-end wall with the faces 
looking out. Stereo was as good as before, 
but the bass appeared to be down and 
needed lifting a little for the best effect. With 
the high frequencies impinging upon the 
ceiling (as per the basic design), an effect of 
spaciousness was created without killing the 
stereo image. Indeed, the author found this 
position the best one for his room acoustics 
(though probably not so aesthetically, for 
it is felt that the speakers look best in 
corners). 
An attempt was made to operate the 
speakers towards the top of one of the narrow 
walls, but this could only be a temporary 
arrangement as the domestic powers-that-be 
vetoed the permanent fitting of wall shelves 
or brackets! Anyway, the results that were 
obtained by this configuration appeared to 
be below those obtained with the speakers 
at floor level. 
Mono signals fed simultaneously to the two 
speakers in the various positions described 
gave all-embracing sound devoid of the hole- 
in-the-wall symptom. Middle-frequency har- 
monics or bass frequency-doubling gave no 
trouble at the levels applied to the speakers, 
but when the speakers were swept with an 
audio generator very low-level spurious sig- 
nals around the 850 c/s mark were detected, 
but no trouble from this effect was experi- 
enced on actual programme signals. The 
generator signal was fed to the input of the 
amplifier, the output remaining matched to 
the speakers. One could not be absolutely 
sure as to the origin of the spurious sounds, 
but it could have been something to do with 
the port tube. 
Fed in this way at low frequencies, however, 
the bass was pure and extremely high powers 
could be applied without any show of dis- 
tress either by the B139 or its enclosure. 
Without a doubt, the bass unit loads ex- 
tremely well down to the lowest frequencies 
in which we have an interest. Bass seems to 
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emanate trom all round the enclosure, 
whether in a corner or out, which is really 
incredible for a speaker system of such small 
size adopting the reflex principle. 

Full Power Test 
Finally, the speakers were run at full power 
(15 watts each) after first making sure that 
the neighbourhood was clear of known dis- 
likers of loud sounds. The performance was 
certainly close to what would be appraised 
for speakers of much larger size. A sure test 
for an unknown speaker system is to employ 
it for a number of weeks under domestic 
conditions and arrange so that the known 
hi -fi speaker can be switched on as required 
at any time to give a quick comparison. This 
set -up was, in fact, utilized. A stereo ampli- 
fier and radio tuner constituted the asso- 
ciated equipment, and comparison tests were 
facilitated by the stereo balance control on 
the amplifier turning off one channel com- 
pletely in favour of the other when fully 
advanced. The known speaker was thus con- 
nected to one channel output and the Omni 
to the other, both channels being fed with 
the same programme signal. 
For normal listening the balance control was 
turned to energize the Omni, but for a quick 
comparison with the known speaker the 
balance control only had to be turned its 
full range to mute the Omni and bring on 
the known speaker. Thus, music and speech 
of all kinds could be compared, and at all 
times the Omni came out with full marks. 
It could be listened to for very long periods 
without signs of fatigue, which proves that 
it is a speaker that one can live with. Work- 
ing one alone, however, the results fall some- 
what short of two speakers working to- 
gether, but a lot depends on how the single 
speaker is positioned and located in the 
listening room. Corner location was found 
best for just a single speaker in the author's 
case - that is, with the front looking out of 
the corner. 
Reaction to the shape of the speaker differs 
considerably between people. Most like the 
shape, while few just cannot tolerate it, call- 
ing it a `seat gone wrong', `shoe -shop rack' 
and so forth. People without knowledge of 
hi -fi and speakers had no idea what it was. 
Some thought that it was a kind of contem- 

porary ornament of no functional purpose, 
others thought it had some purpose, but 
could not define it; but all were happy to 
hear it perform. 
Full marks to Jim MacHarg for such an 
original speaker and for the development 
into the Mk II version. It seems certain that 
we shall be hearing more about the Rectavox 
team in the field of loudspeaker design in 
the future. 

Manufacturer's Specification 
Weight: 28 lb. Bass unit: KEF B139 
with flux density 10,500 oersted and 
total flux 137,000 maxwells. Tweeter: 
KEF T15 with flux density 12,000 
oersted and total flux 43,000 maxwells. 
Crossover: 1,000 c/s with four -element 
half -section by KEF. Overall fre- 
quency response: 30- 20,000 c /s. Fun- 
damental resonance: 50 c /s. Nominal 
impedance: 15 ohms. Power handling: 
15 W rms, 30 W peak (USA). Price: 
£39 lOs Od. Makers: The Rectavox 
Company, Central Buildings, Walls - 
end, Northumberland, from whom de- 
tailed information can be obtained. 
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emanate trom all round the enclosure, 
whether in a corner or out, which is really 
incredible for a speaker system of such small 
size adopting the reflex principle. 
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the neighbourhood was clear of known dis- 
likers of loud sounds. The performance was 
certainly close to what would be appraised 
for speakers of much larger size. A sure test 
for an unknown speaker system is to employ 
it for a number of weeks under domestic 
conditions and arrange so that the known 
hi-fi speaker can be switched on as required 
at any time to give a quick comparison. This 
set-up was, in fact, utilized. A stereo ampli- 
fier and radio tuner constituted the asso- 
ciated equipment, and comparison tests were 
facilitated by the stereo balance control on 
the amplifier turning off one channel com- 
pletely in favour of the other when fully 
advanced. The known speaker was thus con- 
nected to one channel output and the Omni 
to the other, both channels being fed with 
the same programme signal. 
For normal listening the balance control was 
turned to energize the Omni, but for a quick 
comparison with the known speaker the 
balance control only had to be turned its 
full range to mute the Omni and bring on 
the known speaker. Thus, music and speech 
of all kinds could be compared, and at all 
times the Omni came out with full marks. 
It could be listened to for very long periods 
without signs of fatigue, which proves that 
it is a speaker that one can live with. Work- 
ing one alone, however, the results fall some- 
what short of two speakers working to- 
gether, but a lot depends on how the single 
speaker is positioned and located in the 
listening room. Corner location was found 
best for just a single speaker in the author's 
case - that is, with the front looking out of 
the comer. 
Reaction to the shape of the speaker differs 
considerably between people. Most like the 
shape, while few just cannot tolerate it, call- 
ing it a 'seat gone wrong', 'shoe-shop rack' 
and so forth. People without knowledge of 
hi-fi and speakers had no idea what it was. 
Some thought that it was a kind of contem- 

porary ornament of no functional purpose, 
others thought it had some purpose, but 
could not define it; but all were happy to 
hear it perform. 
Full marks to Jim MacHarg for such an 
original speaker and for the development 
into the Mk II version. It seems certain that 
we shall be hearing more about the Rectavox 
team in the field of loudspeaker design in 
the future. 

Manufacturer's Specification 
Weight: 28 lb. Bass mil: KEF 6139 
with flux density 10,500 oersted and 
total flux 137,000 maxwells. Tweeter: 
KEF T15 with flux density 12,000 
oersted and total flux 43,000 maxwells. 
Crossover: 1,000 c/s with four-element 
half-section by KEF. Overall fre- 
quency response: 30-20,000 c/s. Fun- 
damental resonance: 50 c/s. Nominal 
impedance: 15 ohms. Power handling: 
15 W rms, 30 W peak (USA). Price: 
£39 10s Od. Makers: The Rectavox 
Company, Central Buildings, Walls- 
end, Northumberland, from whom de- 
tailed information can be obtained. 
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ON AN ORIGINAL THEME 
BY THE MOST VERSATILE HI -FI 
LOUDSPEAKER IN THE WORLD 

Available in FRANCE, SPAIN, SWITZERLAND, AUSTRIA, 
AUSTRALIA, MALAYSIA, HONG KONG, LEBANON, 

SOUTH AFRICA, NORTHERN IRELAND. 

All export enquiries to 
WILMEX LTD., COMPTON HOUSE, MALDEN ROAD, 
NEW MALDEN, SURREY, ENGLAND. Tel. Malden 9566 -7 

Southern trade enquiries to 
HOWLAND - WEST LTD., 2 PARK END, SOUTH HILL 
PARK, LONDON N.W.3. Tel. SWI -6666 

NORTHERN TRADE ENQUIRIES AND ALL PERSONAL 
QUERIES TO 

THE RECTAVOX COMPANY 
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£39-10 

THE RECTAVOX COMPANY, CENTRAL BUILDINGS, 
WALLSEND, NORTHUMBERLAND. TEL. 624845. 

THE FITTING 
CHOICE 

Have you ever investigated the proportion of really good 
and extremely popular loudspeakers which are not just 
rectangular boxes, or, put another way, have you investi- 
gated the proportion of non -rectangular loudspeakers which 
are really good and extremely popular? No? Then try it. 

There are various reasons of course; for instance, electro- 
static units just can't be made like that, horns are difficult 
to fold, columns are inherently longer one way than another, 
and so on. 

Then there is the OMNI, which has its own special reasons 
for not being "a square ". 

Firstly, any flat surface directly behind and parallel to 
the cone causes "standing waves" which are a product of 
reflection from such a surface, and result in narrow troughs 
at harmonically related frequencies, usually in the upper 
mid -frequency range. 

Even tightly packed absorbent material does not obviate 
these entirely in the short distances found in small enclo- 
sures, and it creates other problems, too : the OMNI has 
no surface in this position, and these annoying standing 
waves are just not there to need absorbing. 

Secondly, parallel surfaces allow air resonances to build 
up between them, resulting in peaks, again harmonically 
related, and again in the precious mid -range; the OMNI 
only has one pair of such surfaces, the sides. At the top the 
massive bass driver separates them; lower down the reflex 
tunnel and generous damping material are in the way. 

Thirdly, there is the little matter of bass response: for 
confirmation of this, you only have to ask someone who 
visited our Demonstration Room at the Fair -it is un- 
deniable. 

So much for technical reasons -don't forget the fantastic 
and unique versatility of the OMNI. 

Thus we have a remarkably smooth response, and good 
clean bass, and ability to fit in. 

What about the stereo image? The hemispherical -domed 
tweeter takes care of this with its gentleness and wide dis- 
persion, not to mention how far up the scale it goes. 

These are the plain reasons why the OMNI is so excel- 
lent; there is no other word : it is- 

A FITTING CHOICE 

Also -our Conversion System makes it possible for you 
to reach OMNI STATUS by stages -ask for details : 

OMNI, AMBI and CONVERSION SYSTEM -all on our 
Fair leaflet. 

The AMBI, by the way, is a "square" -not as good as 
the OMNI, we admit, but as good as they come and styled 
the characteristic "Rectavox Way ", smart and ageless, a 
fitting companion to the OMNI. 

THE 

RECTAVOX COMPANY 
CENTRAL BUILDINGS 

WALLSEND, NORTHUMBERLAND 
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Have you ever investigated the proportion of really good 
and extremely popular loudspeakers which are not just 
rectangular boxes, or, put another way, have you investi- 
gated the proportion of non-rectangular loudspeakers which 
are really good and extremely popular? No? Then try it. 

There are various reasons of course; for instance, electro- 
static units just can't be made like that, horns are difficult 
to fold, columns are inherently longer one way than another, 
and so on. 

Then there is the OMNI, which has its own special reasons 
for not being "a square". 

Firstly, any flat surface directly behind and parallel to 
the cone causes "standing waves" which are a product of 
reflection from such a surface, and result in narrow troughs 
at harmonically related frequencies, usually in the upper 
mid-frequency range. 

Even tightly packed absorbent material does not obviate 
these entirely in the short distances found in small enclo- 
sures, and it creates other problems, too; the OMNI has 
no surface in this position, and these annoying standing 
waves are just not there to need absorbing. 

Secondly, parallel surfaces allow air resonances to build 
up between them, resulting in peaks, again harmonically 
related, and again in the precious mid-range; the OMNI 
only has one pair of such surfaces, the sides. At the top the 
massive bass driver separates them; lower down the reflex 
tunnel and generous damping material are in the way. 

Thirdly, there is the little matter of bass response: for 
confirmation of this, you only have to ask someone who 
visited our Demonstration Room at the Fair—it is un- 
deniable. 

So much for technical reasons—don't forget the fantastic 
and unique versatility of the OMNI. 

Thus we have a remarkably smooth response, and good 
clean bass, and ability to fit in. 

What about the stereo image? The hemispherical-domed 
tweeter takes care of this with its gentleness and wide dis- 
persion, not to mention how far up the scale it goes. 

These are the plain reasons why the OMNI is so excel- 
lent; there is no other word : it is— 

A FITTING CHOICE 

Also—our Conversion System makes it possible for you 
to reach OMNI STATUS by stages—ask for details: 
OMNI, AMBI and CONVERSION SYSTEM—all on our 
Fair leaflet. 

The AMBI, by the way, is a "square"—not as good as 
the OMNI, we admit, but as good as they come and styled 
the characteristic "Rectavox Way", smart and ageless, a 
fitting companion to the OMNI. 

THE 
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AUDIOVI EW TAKES A LOOK AT 
AMPLIFIERS 

Hi -Fi 

On deciding to take up hi -fi, whether for the sheer 
pleasure of listening to high- quality reproduction 
or indeed as a hobby with an interesting technical 
challenge, one is faced with the question of what 
kind of equipment to buy, what price to pay for 
items that can really be classified as hi -fi and, 
moreover, finally integrated into one complete 
system. 
Let us suppose we have a good quality tape 
recorder and wish to start off with a suitable 
amplifier and loudspeaker. Later a radio tuner 
and perhaps a record transcription unit can be 
added. The amplifier is the most important link in 
the hi -fi chain and will normally consist of a pre- 
amplifier like the Quad unit shown in Fig. la 
and its associated power amplifier as in Fig. lb. 
Now a hi -fi amplifier is of no use unless it has an 
equally hi -fi loudspeaker to match (two in the case 
of stereo), so the amplifier and loudspeaker(s) 
together will represent the initial and largest single 
outlay. The choice should therefore be very care- 
fully considered (see Introduction to Hi -Fi, 
page 29). 
However, there are very few amplifiers, tuners, tape 
recorders, transcription units and loudspeakers, 
even of different makes, which cannot be inter- 
connected into one system. On the other hand, one 
might wish to consider a partly integrated system 
which could save a little on the budget. For 
example, the Armstrong Audio Model 227M 
shown in Fig. 2 is an integrated amplifier and 
tuner and therefore provides three items, i.e., pre- 
amplifier, power amplifier and AM /FM tuner, 
requiring only a loudspeaker to complete the 
system. There is also a stereo version of this unit 
which can be adapted for the BBC stereo radio 
broadcasts now going out on the London and 
Southeast FM transmitters to the extent of two or 
three programmes a day. 
There are, of course, integrated amplifiers con- 
sisting of the pre -amplifier and power amplifier 
like the Rogers H088 Mk 3 in Fig. 3. This will 
cater for tape, radio and pick -up and has all the 
refinements of a good amplifier system, namely 
tone controls, stereo balance (in the case of stereo 
models), filters and instant selection of any signal 
source. It will deliver 15 watts per channel, which 
is a good average power output for comfortable 
listening, but nevertheless realistic reproduction. 
It is one of the more expensive of its kind, but well 
worth it if you want the best. 
On the other side of the window we have some- 
thing less expensive for those who want a good 
performance but are prepared to, or like to, build 
their own equipment. This is the Daystrom Heath - 
kit all- transistor integrated stereo amplifier shown 
in Fig. 4, which will provide 20 watts output per 
channel and caters for tape, radio and pick-up. 
It also has, as do most amplifiers, an output for 
feeding signals into a sape recorder for recording. 
Prominently displayed in the centre of the window 
- the most expensive items usually are - the 
Rogers Master Mk 2 stereo outfit consisting of 

Fig. 5 

pre -amplifier and power -amplifier. These two units 
form one of the finest amplifiers on the market 
with an electrical performance to match. The 
Master Mk 2 caters for microphone, disc, tape and 
radio, mono or stereo and has additional inputs 
and outputs for tape recording and monitoring, 
etc. It features push -button selection of signal in- 
puts and provides some 35 watts power output per 
channel. The tape inputs cater for direct connec- 
tion from a tape head with CCIR equalization and 
all input levels can be pre -set for accurate match- 
ing. The Rogers Mk 2 amplifier system is shown in 
Figs. Sa and b - pre -amplifier and power amplifier 
respectively. 
At the lower end of the price bracket, and still a 
good hi -fi buy, is the Symphony 10 + 10 -watt 
integrated stereo unit which at 20 guineas is good 
value for it caters for radio, tape and pick -up and 
includes filters as well as tone controls and 
switched signal selection. Like all genuinely hi -fi 
amplifiers, it has a frequency response of 
20- 20,000 c/s = 1 dB and harmonic distortion at 
less than 0.5 %. It also has a neat appearance, as 
can be seen from Fig. 6. 
Our look through the shop window has, of course 
revealed only a cross -section of the many makes 
and types of amplifiers now on the market. The 
next step is to go into the shop and ask for demon- 
strations, not only of the amplifier of your choice 
but also of suitable matching loudspeakers which 
we will take a look at next month. Meantime. 
don't get the idea that hi -fi means a clutter of odd 
chunks of electronics all over the bookshelf or the 
corner table. It can be neatly stowed away in an 
attractive hi -fi cabinet like those made by Record 
Housing Ltd. (address below). 

Fig. la 

Fig. lb 

Prices of the Amplifiers mentioned 
Quad 22 control unit (pre -amp) (Fig. la), £25. 
Quad 2 power amplifier (Fig. lb), £25. Further Fig. 2 
details from Quad Acoustical Manufacturing Co, 
Huntingdon, Hunts. Armstrong Audio 227M 
integrated amplifier tuner (Fig. 2), £35 15s. Od. 
Further details from Armstrong Audio Ltd, 
Wartlers Road, London N7. Rogers HG88 Mk 3 

integrated stereo amplifier (Fig. 3), £46 lOs Od. 
Further details from Rogers Developments Ltd, 
4/14 Barmeston Road, London SE6. 
Daystrom -Neathkit integrated stereo amplifier 
(Fig. 4). Kit including cabinet, £41 15s Od. Further 
details from Daystrom Ltd, Gloucester, Glos. 
Rogers Master Mk 2 stereo system - pre- amplifier 
and power amplifier (Figs. Sa and Sb). Prices: Fig. 3 
master stereo control unit (pre -amplifier), £35, 
Master 2 power amplifier, £50. Further details: 
Rogers Developments Ltd. (as above). 
The Symphony 10 + IO stereo amplifier (Fig. 6), 
20 guineas. Further details from Symphony 
Amplifiers Ltd., 16 Kings College Road, London 
NW3. 
Prices and details of hi -fi cabinets may be obtained 
from Record Housing Ltd Brook Road, 
London N22. 

Fig. 6 

Fig. 4 
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pleasure of listening to high-quality reproduction 
or indeed as a hobby with an interesting technical 
challenge, one is faced with the question of what 
kind of equipment to buy, what price to pay for 
items that can really be classified as hi-fi and, 
moreover, finally integrated into one complete 
system. 
Let us suppose we have a good quality tape 
recorder and wish to start off with a suitable 
amplifier and loudspeaker. Later a radio tuner 
and perhaps a record transcription unit can be 
added. The amplifier is the most important link in 
the hi-fi chain and will normally consist of a pre- 
amplifier like the Quad unit shown in Fig. la 
and its associated power amplifier as in Fig. lb. 
Now a hi-fi amplifier is of no use unless it has an 
equally hi-fi loudspeaker to match (two in the case 
of stereo), so the amplifier and loudspeaker(s) 
together will represent the initial and largest single 
outlay. The choice should therefore be very care- 
fully considered (see Introduction to Hi-Fi, 
page 29). 
However, there arc very few amplifiers, tuners, tape 
recorders, transcription units and loudspeakers, 
even of different makes, which cannot be inter- 
connected into one system. On the other hand, one 
might wish to consider a partly integrated system 
which could save a little on the budget. For 
example, the Armstrong Audio Model 227M 
shown in Fig. 2 is an integrated amplifier and 
tuner and therefore provides three items, i.e., pre- 
amplifier, power amplifier and AM/FM tuner, 
requiring only a loudspeaker lo complete the 
system. There is also a stereo version of this unit 
which can be adapted for the BBC stereo radio 
broadcasts now going out on the London and 
Southeast FM transmitters to the extent of two or 
three programmes a day. 
There arc, of course, integrated amplifiers con- 
sisting of the pre-amplificr and power amplifier 
like the Rogers HG88 Mk 3 in Fig. 3. This will 
cater for tape, radio and pick-up and has all the 
refinements of a good amplifier system, namely 
tone controls, stereo balance (in the case of stereo 
models), filters and instant selection of any signal 
source. It will deliver 15 watts per channel, which 
is a good average power output for comfortable 
listening, but nevertheless realistic reproduction. 
It is one of the more expensive of its kind, but well 
worth it if you want the best. 
On the other side of the window we have some- 
thing less expensive for those who want a good 
performance but are prepared to, or like to, build 
their own equipment. This is the Daystrom Heath- 
kit all-transistor integrated stereo amplifier shown 
in Fig. 4. which will provide 20 watts output per 
channel and caters for tape, radio and pick-un. 
It also has, as do most amplifiers, an output for 
feeding signals into a Jape recorder for recording. 
Prominently displayed in the centre of the window 
- the most expensive items usually are- the 
Rogers Master Mk 2 stereo outfit consisting of 

pre-amplifier and power-amplifier. These two units 
form one of the finest amplifiers on the market 
with an electrical performance to match. The 
Master Mk 2 caters for microphone, disc, tape and 
radio, mono or stereo and has additional inputs 
and outputs for tape recording and monitoring, 
etc. It features push-button selection of signal in- 
puts and provides some 35 watts power output per 
channel. The tape inputs cater for direct connec- 
tion from a tape head with CCIR equalization and 
all input levels can be pre-set for accurate match- 
ing. The Rogers Mk 2 amplifier system is shown in 
Figs. 5a and h - pre-amplifier and power amplifier 
respectively. 
At the lower end of the price bracket, and still a 
good hi-fi buy, is the Symphony 10 + 10-watt 
integrated stereo unit which at 20 guineas is good 
value for it caters for radio, tape and pick-up and 
includes filters as well as tone controls and 
switched signal selection. Like all genuinely hi-fi 
amplifiers, it has a frequency response of 
20-20,000 c/s ± 1 dB and harmonic distortion at 
less than 0-5%. It also has a neat appearance, as 
can be seen from Fig. 6. 
Our look through the shop window has. of course 
revealed only a cross-section of the many makes 
and types of amplifiers now on the market. The 
next step is to go into the shop and ask for demon- 
strations. not only of the amplifier of your choice 
but also of suitable matching loudspeakers which 
we will take a look at next month. Meantime, 
don't get the idea that hi-fi means a clutter of odd 
chunks of electronics all over the bookshelf or the 
corner table. It can be neatly stowed away in an 
attractive hi-fi cabinet like those made by Record 
Housing Ltd. (address below). 

Prices of the Amplifiers mentioned 
Quad 22 control unit (pre-amp) (Fig. la), £25. 
Quad 2 power amplifier (Fig. lb). £25. Further 
details from Quad Acoustical Manufacturing Co, 
Huntingdon, Hunts. Armstrong Audio 227M 
integrated amplifier tuner (Fig. 2), £35 15s. Od. 
Further details from Armstrong Audio Ltd, 
Wartlers Road, London N7. Rogers HG88 Mk 3 
integrated stereo amplifier (Fig. 3), £46 10s Od. 
Further details from Rogers Developments Ltd, 
4/14 Barmeston Road, London SE6. 
Daystrom-Meathkit integrated stereo amplifier 
(Fig. 4). Kit including cabinet, £41 15s Od. Further 
details from Daystrom Ltd, Gloucester, Glos. 
Rogers Master Mk 2 stereo system - pre-amplifier 
and power amplifier (Figs. 5a and 5b). Prices: 
master stereo control unit (pre-amplifier), £35, 
Master 2 power amplifier, £50. Further details: 
Rogers Developments Ltd. (as above). 
The Symphony 10 + 10 stereo amplifier (Fig. 6), 
20 guineas. Further details from Symphony 
Amplifiers Ltd., 16 Kings College Road, London 
NW3. 
Prices and details of hi-fi cabinets may be obtained 
from Record Housing Ltd,, Brook Road, 
London N22. 
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TEST REPORT 
by Gordon J. King 

An audio prophet of the valve era, gazing into 
his crystal ball and proclaiming that in a few 
years time 30 watts of high quality audio 
would be nicely tucked into a volume measur- 
ing only 10f in x 51 in x 74- in, would have 
been a sure candidate or the audioman's 
'nut house'. Mutterings about alpha, beta, 
silicon p -n -p devices and 30 watts without 
valves would have put him into the 'burning 
at the stake' class! 
This, nevertheless, is 'with it' audio of today. 
The Goodmans backroom boys got hold of 
the shell of their acclaimed Maxim, full -range 
hi -fi speaker system and into this built their 
Maxamp 30. Not quite this way; they made the 
Maxamp within a substantial and rigid metal 
framework -come -chassis and it is this inte- 
grated form that fits snugly into the Maxim 
shell, quickly removed by releasing a couple 
of bolts and clamp plates at the rear. This 
makes it possible to employ the Maxamp as a 

component of an integrated hi -fl set -up, the 
wooden shell then not being used, of course. 
The Maxamp is a two- channel stereo ampli- 
fier, each channel delivering a maximum of 
15 watts into an 8 -ohm load. The front panel 
features five control knobs,five press buttons, 
a jack for headphones and a small pilot light 
which shows when the amplifier is switched 
on. 

Knobs and Buttons 
The top knob works a four -position pro- 
gramme signal selector switch, giving 
auxiliary, tape, radio and pick -up. The bottom 
matching knob is for volume, the middle one 
for treble, and the other two for bass and 
stereo balance. 
From top to bottom, the press buttons give 
If filter, hf filter, mono, speaker out and on /off. 
The filters come on when the appropriate 
buttons are depressed, the speaker cuts out 
when its button is depressed and when the 
mono button is depressed a single -channel 
signal applied to a left -hand input drives both 
channels simultaneously, thereby allowing a 
mono signal to produce a total of 30 watts in 
two speakers. 
The phone's jack socket is connected on two 
circuits (for the right- and left -hand channels) 
to the output stages proper, via 100 -ohm 
resistors as signal limiters, and when the 
speaker is switched out there is no proper 
load across the output stage, but this does 
not appear to cause any harm, which only 
goes to show that while transistor amplifiers 
can get into trouble with a short- circuit 
across a speaker, unlike their valve counter- 
parts, they are not unduly affected by an open - 
circuit. 

Two Pick -up Inputs 
In addition to the speaker terminals, at the 
rear of the amplifier are five phono type signal 
input sockets and one signal output socket 
for each channel. There are two pick -up in- 
puts, both equalizated to RIAA, one for 
dynamic pick -ups at 3-5 mV sensitivity across 
47 K, and the other mainly for piezo pick -ups 
at 50 mV sensitivity across 100 K. The radio 
input has a 100 mV sensitivity across 103 K, 
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50 K and the tape input a 150 mV sensitivity 
across 100 K. The amplifier is thus able to 
cater for almost any input signal apart from, 
perhaps, a signal straight from a tape head. 
The output sockets give about 100 mV of 
signal (as applied to the amplifier) from the 
output of the pre -amplifier stages. This should 
be connected across an input impedance 
(say, input of tape recorder) of not less than 
30 K. When the dynamic pick -up socket is 
utilized, the piezo socket is automatically 
muted. The speaker wires are connected to 
convenient terminals on a 6 -way barrier strip. 
There are three terminals for each channel, a 
common terminal, one suitable for 3-5-ohm 
speakers and the other for 8-15 -ohm speakers. 
Also at the rear is a mains outlet for energiz- 
ing or tuner or turntable under the control of 
the amplifier's on /off switch. The amplifier 
can be adjusted to suit nominal mains volt- 
ages of 105, 120, 200, 220 and 240 ac 50-60 c /s. 
Fuse protection is employed both in the ac 
and dc circuits. 
The circuits are built upon well- designed 
printed boards, there being a detachable 
board assembly at each side of the main 
chassis carrying the right- and left-hand 
power amplifier circuits. The pre -amplifier 
and tone control circuits are built into the 
main chassis assembly. In spite of the remark- 

THE GOODMANS 
MAXAMP 30 

ably small volume accommodating the com- 
plete amplifier, the components are very 
accessible once the side plates have been 
hinged back. Servicing, therefore, should not 
present much of a problem. (See front cover). 
Goodman's quality control would appear to 
be excellent and very good soldered con- 
nections were present in the test amplifier. It 
would seem, however, that a little dry -joint 
trouble might have existed in thetestamplifier, 
as some of the soldered connections had 
obviously been re- checked with a soldering 
iron subsequent to normal assembly and a 
few odd bits of solder fell out of the chassis 
assembly when the side plates were removed. 
Anyway, this proves that the amplifiers are 
well checked for soldering faults before leav- 
ing the factory. 

About the Circuit 
Each power amplifier section contains five 
transistors. The output pair are in class B 
push -pull and these are driven by a pair in 
complementary mode (ie, one p -n -p and one 
n -p -n), in front of which are two n -p -n stages. 
Direct coupling is employed throughout with 
temperature compensated stabilizing and 
heavy overall negative feedback from the out- 
put circuit to the emitter circuit of the first 
transistor. 

Fig. 1. Power response characteristics with tone controls flat, filters out, both channels 
operating simultaneously and power across 8 -ohm load. 

Fig. 2. Frequency response characteristic. Taken across 8 ohms at 0.5 W, tone controls 
flat and filters out. (A) shows the effect of If filter and (B) the effect of hf filter. 
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An audio prophet of the valve era, gazing into 
his crystal ball and proclaiming that in a few 
years time 30 watts of high quality audio 
would be nicely tucked into a volume measur- 
ing only lOiin x Sjin x 7i-in, would have 
been a sure candidate or the audioman's 
'nut house'. Mutterings about alpha, beta, 
silicon p-n-p devices and 30 watts without 
valves would have put him into the 'burning 
at the stake' class! 
This, nevertheless, is 'with it' audio of today. 
The Goodmans backroom boys got hold of 
the shell of their acclaimed Maxim, full-range 
hi-fi speaker system and into this built their 
Maxamp 30. Not quite this way; they made the 
Maxamp within a substantial and rigid metal 
framework-come-chassis and it is this inte- 
grated form that fits snugly into the Maxim 
shell, quickly removed by releasing a couple 
of bolts and clamp plates at the rear. This 
makes it possible to employ the Maxamp as a 
component of an integrated hi-fi set-up, the 
wooden shell then not being used, of course. 
The Maxamp is a two-channel stereo ampli- 
fier, each channel delivering a maximum of 
15 watts into an 8-ohm load. The front panel 
features five control knobs, five press buttons, 
a jack for headphones and a small pilot light 
which shows when the amplifier is switched 
on. 

50 K and the tape input a 150 mV sensitivity 
across 100 K. The amplifier is thus able to 
cater for almost any input signal apart from, 
perhaps, a signal straight from a tape head. 
The output sockets give about 100 mV of 
signal (as applied to the amplifier) from the 
output ofthe pre-amplifier stages. This should 
be connected across an input impedance 
(say, input of tape recorder) of not less than 
30 K. When the dynamic pick-up socket is 
utilized, the piezo socket is automatically 
muted. The speaker wires are connected to 
convenient terminals on a 6-way barrier strip. 
There are three terminals for each channel, a 
common terminal, one suitable for 3-5-ohm 
speakers and the other for 8-15-ohm speakers. 
Also at the rear is a mains outlet for energiz- 
ing or tuner or turntable under the control of 
the amplifier's on/off switch. The amplifier 
can be adjusted to suit nominal mains volt- 
ages of 105,120, 200, 220 and 240 ac 50-60 c/s. 
Fuse protection is employed both in the ac 
and dc circuits. 
The circuits are built upon well-designed 
printed boards, there being a detachable 
board assembly at each side of the main 
chassis carrying the right- and left-hand 
power amplifier circuits. The pre-amplifier 
and tone control circuits are built into the 
main chassis assembly. In spite of the remark- 

ably small volume accommodating the com- 
plete amplifier, the components are very 
accessible once the side plates have been 
hinged back. Servicing, therefore, should not 
present much of a problem. (See front cover). 
Goodman's quality control would appear to 
be excellent and very good soldered con- 
nections were present in the test amplifier. It 
would seem, however, that a little dry-joint 
trouble mighthaveexisted in thefestamplifier, 
as some of the soldered connections had 
obviously been re-checked with a soldering 
iron subsequent to normal assembly and a 
few odd bits of solder fell out of the chassis 
assembly when the side plates were removed. 
Anyway, this proves that the amplifiers are 
well checked for soldering faults before leav- 
ing the factory. 

About the Circuit 
Each power amplifier section contains five 
transistors. The output pair are in class B 
push-pull and these are driven by a pair in 
complementary mode (ie, one p-n-p and one 
n-p-n), in front of which are two n-p-n stages. 
Direct coupling is employed throughout with 
temperature compensated stabilizing and 
heavy overall negative feedback from the out- 
put circuit to the emitter circuit of the first 
transistor. 

Knobs and Buttons 
The top knob works a four-position pro- 
gramme signal selector switch, giving 
auxiliary, tape, radio and pick-up. The bottom 
matching knob is for volume, the middle one 
for treble, and the other two for bass and 
stereo balance. 
From top to bottom, the press buttons give 
If filter, hf filter, mono, speaker out and on I off. 
The filters come on when the appropriate 
buttons are depressed, the speaker cuts out 
when its button is depressed and when the 
mono button is depressed a single-channel 
signal applied to a left-hand input drives both 
channels simultaneously, thereby allowing a 
mono signal to produce a total of 30 watts in 
two speakers. 
The phone's jack socket is connected on two 
circuits (for the right- and left-hand channels) 
to the output stages proper, via 100-ohm 
resistors as signal limiters, and when the 
speaker is switched out there is no proper 
load across the output stage, but this does 
not appear to cause any harm, which only 
goes to show that while transistor amplifiers 
can get info trouble with a short-circuit 
across a speaker, unlike their valve counter- 
parts, they are not unduly affected by an open- 
circuit. 

Two Pick-up Inputs 
In addition to the speaker terminals, at the 
rear of the amplifier are five phono type signal 
input sockets and one signal output socket 
for each channel. There are two pick-up in- 
puts, both equalizated to RIAA, one for 
dynamic pick-ups at3-5 mV sensitivity across 
47 K, and the other mainly for piezo pick-ups 
at 50 mV sensitivity across 100 K. The radio 
input has a 100 mV sensitivity across 103 K, 
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Fig. 1. Power response characteristics with tone controls flat, filters out, both channels 
operating simultaneously and power across 8-ohm load. 
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Fig. 2. Frequency response characteristic. Taken across 8 ohms at 0-5 W, tone controls 
flat and filters out. (A) shows the effect of If filter and (B) the effect of hf filter. 
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Fig. 3. Overall appearance of the amplifier 
in case. 

Fig. 5. Inside of amplifier with one side 
removed. 

Fig. 6. Close -up 
amplifier section. 

There is no output transformer, the speakers 
being fed from the output transistors through 
1,000 µF electrolytic capacitors. Preset resis- 
tors are fitted to allow optimum balance of the 
biasing after a servicing operation or tran- 
sistor replacement, and the output transistors 
are protected by 1 A fuses. Each pre -amplifier 
section contains three n -p -n transistors, and 
into the base of the first transistor the 
selected programme signal is fed. Negative 
feedback is applied from the collector of the 
second transistor to the emitter of the first and 
this is frequency -selective in the pick -up 
position in a manner to provide the correct 
RIAA equalization characteristics. In the 
other three input positions the feedback is 
linear by the use of a resistor instead of 

of one channel power 

Hi -Fi 

Fig. 4. Showing the amplifier de -boxed and with the power amplifier side sections hinged 
down. 

resistor- capacitor combinations which give 
the pick -up time -constants. The value of the 
feedback resistor determines the input 
sensitivity on the particular programme 
channel selected. 
The third pre -amplifier transistor receives the 
selected programme signal (equalized or 
otherwise) through a Baxandall negative 
feedback type tone control system, the feed- 
back being associated with this third tran- 
sistor. From the output of the tone control 
stage, the signal is applied to the power 
amplifier section, via the hf and If filters if they 
are switched in. The If filter, giving a high - 
pass characteristic, simply switches a 
0.22µF capacitor into the signal circuit 
between the pre -amplifier and the main power 
amplifier section, while the hf filter switch, 
giving a low -pass characteristic, introduces 
a series inductor and a parallel capacitor at 
the signal coupling. 
The balance control works in conjunction 
with the circuit of the volume control, and a 
feature of the former -due to the circuit tech- 
nique adopted -completely mutes one chan- 
nel when it is turned fully in favour of the 
other channel. This is quite useful in practice. 

All Silicon 
Of course, the controls of the two channels 
are ganged, and a total of eighteen transistors 
makes up the amplifier as a whole. An im- 
portant point here is that all the transistors 
are of the silicon variety. Until recently, the 
majority of transistors in domestic service 
were germanium type. These work very well 
of course but the latest silicon devices have 
the edge on germanium ones. Silicon tran- 
sistors combine a number of distinct advan- 
tages, including low leakage current, relative 
freedom from thermal runaway, low bottoming 
voltage, higher collector voltage rating, higher 

permissible junction temperatures and the 
maintenance of good gain at very lowtempera- 
tures. These attributes go towards less cir- 
cuit complications and greater reliability over 
a wide range of operating temperatures. 
Silicon amplifiers are also less likely to be 
troubled by breakdown due to heavy peak and 
transient voltages and currents. 
The power end of the amplifier consists of a 
substantial fully isolated mains transformer 
with tapped mains primary and a secondary 
that feeds straight into a bridge rectifier. The 
reservoir capacitor across the dc output side 
of the rectifier is valued at 2,500µF, and the 
main smoothing is accomplished by a 1.2 K 
resistor in conjunction with a 641AF electro- 
lytic capacitor. These heavy chunks of capaci- 
tance endow the power supply with a very 
long time -constant, giving good regulation 
without Zener diodes, transistors or other 
aids and, of course, eliminate completely all 
traces of ripple voltage from the supply line. 

Power Tests 
It was found that the main dc supply voltage 
fell by only 5 volts (about 8%) when both 
amplifiers were fully driven simultaneously 
and delivering a 30 -watt 1 Kc /s sine -wave 
signal between them across 8 -ohm loads. 
This was felt to be very good indeed, for this 
sort of thing is far more than ordinary pro- 
gramme signals would ever impose. On full - 
power music, the voltage variation was barely 
visible, except on sustained organ music. 
Indeed, the amplifier is designed to have a 
rms rating of output power (not music power, 
but full -blooded power!). The speaker 
terminals were loaded with ,8 -ohm wire - 
wound resistors, the balance set midway, the 
tone controls flat and the volume control 
half on and filters out, then the voltage across 
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Fig. 4. Showing the amplifier de-boxed and with the power amplifier side sections hinged 
down. 

Fig. 5. Inside of amplifier with one side 
removed. 

Fig. 6. Close-up of one channel power 
amplifier section. 

There is no output transformer, the speakers 
being fed from the output transistors through 
I.OOOpF electrolytic capacitors. Preset resis- 
tors are fitted to allow optimum balance of the 
biasing after a servicing operation or tran- 
sistor replacement, and the output transistors 
are protected by 1 A fuses. Each pre-amplifier 
section contains three n-p-n transistors, and 
into the base of the first transistor the 
selected programme signal is fed. Negative 
feedback is applied from the collector of the 
second transistor to the emitter of thefirst and 
this is frequency-selective in the pick-up 
position in a manner to provide the correct 
RIAA equalization characteristics. In the 
other three input positions the feedback is 
linear by the use of a resistor instead of 

resistor-capacitor combinations which give 
the pick-up time-constants. The value of the 
feedback resistor determines the input 
sensitivity on the particular programme 
channel selected. 
The third pre-amplifier transistor receives the 
selected programme signal (equalized or 
otherwise) through a Baxandall negative 
feedback type tone control system, the feed- 
back being associated with this third tran- 
sistor. From the output of the tone control 
stage, the signal is applied to the power 
amplifier section, via the hf and It filters if they 
are switched in. The If filter, giving a high- 
pass characteristic, simply switches a 
0-22 pF capacitor into the signal circuit 
between the pre-amplifier and the main power 
amplifier section, while the hf filter switch, 
giving a low-pass characteristic, introduces 
a series inductor and a parallel capacitor at 
the signal coupling. 
The balance control works in conjunction 
with the circuit of the volume control, and a 
feature of the former—due to the circuit tech- 
nique adopted—completely mutes one chan- 
nel when it is turned fully in favour of the 
other channel. This is quite useful in practice. 

All Silicon 
Of course, the controls of the two channels 
are ganged, and a total of eighteen transistors 
makes up the amplifier as a whole. An im- 
portant point here is that all the transistors 
are of the silicon variety. Until recently, the 
majority of transistors in domestic service 
were germanium type. These work very well 
of course but the latest silicon devices have 
the edge on germanium ones. Silicon tran- 
sistors combine a number of distinct advan- 
tages, including low leakage current, relative 
freedom from thermal runaway, low bottoming 
voltage, higher collector voltage rating, higher 

permissible junction temperatures and the 
maintenance of good gain at very low tempera- 
tures. These attributes go towards less cir- 
cuit complications and greater reliability over 
a wide range of operating temperatures. 
Silicon amplifiers are also less likely to be 
troubled by breakdown due to heavy peak and 
transient voltages and currents. 
The power end of the amplifier consists of a 
substantial fully isolated mains transformer 
with tapped mains primary and a secondary 
that feeds straight info a bridge rectifier. The 
reservoir capacitor across the dc output side 
of the rectifier is valued at 2,500 pF, and the 
main smoothing is accomplished by a 1-2 K 
resistor in conjunction with a 64 pF electro- 
lytic capacitor. These heavy chunks of capaci- 
tance endow the power supply with a very 
long time-constant, giving good regulation 
without Zener diodes, transistors or other 
aids and, of course, eliminate completely all 
traces of ripple voltage from the supply line. 

Power Tests 
It was found that the main dc supply voltage 
fell by only 5 volts (about 8%) when both 
amplifiers were fully driven simultaneously 
and delivering a 30-watt 1 Kc/s sine-wave 
signal between them across 8-ohm loads. 
This was felt to be very good indeed, for this 
sort of thing is far more than ordinary pro- 
gramme signals would ever impose. On full- 
power music, the voltage variation was barely 
visible, except on sustained organ music. 
Indeed, the amplifier is designed to have a 
rms rating of output power (not music power, 
but full-blooded power!). The speaker 
terminals were loaded with '8-ohm wire- 
wound resistors, the balance set midway, the 
tone controls flat and the volume control 
half on and filters out, then the voltage across 
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TEST REPORT - 
GOODMANS MAXAMP 30 

continued from page 37 

the loads was monitored on a calibrated, 
wideband oscilloscope with an increasing 
amplitude 1,000 c/s sine wave signal applied 
to the flat input. At 15 watts per channel the 
distortion was within specification and the 
output could be wound up to almost 19 watts 
per channel before symmetrical clipping of 
the waveform occurred. This is a lot of sine 
wave power, adequate for pretty well all 
domestic environments. 
A power response test was then performed 
relative to 15 watts at 1,000 c/s and the 
accompanying characteristic shows the 
result of this test. It is virtually a straight line! 
And 15 watts of power was available over the 
entire spectrum. Indeed, it was possible to 
hold the power at all frequencies by swinging 
the generator over the whole band. 
This characteristic applies with the tone 
controls flat, the filters out and with both 
channels operating simultaneously with 
8-ohm loads. 

Frequency Tests 
The other characteristic was taken with a 
decibel meter relative to 0.5 watt into a 10 -ohm 
load. This shows a flat frequency response 
(as would be expected, of course) from 20 to 
20,000 c /s. The little variation could have been 
caused by the setting of the tone controls 
deviating very slightly from flat. The dotted 
lines show at A the effect of the If or high -pass 
filter and at B the hf or low -pass filter. The 
If filter is down to about -13 dB at 20 c/s and 
the hf filter down to about -16 dB at 20,000 
c /s. 
The tone controls on the sample were 
electrically flat with the bass about 7 degrees 
advanced and the treble about 10 degrees 
retarded. Treble cut was found to be 12 dB and 
lift 14 dB, while approximately 12 dB of cut and 
lift occurred at the bass control limits. The 
two channels balanced powerwise with the 
balance control about 10 degrees advanced 
(from the vertical position), and when the 
control was turned fully in favour of one 
channel. the response of that channel in- 
creased by 2 dB, the response of the other 
channel falling to zero response. The 
noise output power was approximately 
three -million times below 15 watts on each 
channel with the selected input open- circuit 
and the gain control at maximum. This is a 

remarkably good signal /noise performance 
and speaks well of the low -noise input 
circuitry, aided by the silicon transistors 
which can be run at low emitter currents to 
ease noise, and the ripple -free power supply. 
Hum power in the output was above that of 
noise though, but only in the input of greatest 
sensitivity and this fell with the input shorted. 
The lack of hum pick -up from the power 
system so closely enclosed with the signal 
circuits is undoubtedly due in part to the 
magnetic screening of the power unit. 

Square Wave Performance 
The accompanying oscillograms show how 
very well the amplifier handles square waves. 
The 120 c/s waveform signifies a good If 
response and the 2,000 c/s waveform a nicely 
extended top without overshoot or ringing. 

38 At 10,000 c /s, of course, one can expect 

rounding at the leading and trailing corners, 
for it must be remembered that the odd - 
harmonics must extend towards the eleventh 
to maintain perfectly square corners, and this 
is a mighty high frequency when the repetition 
frequency is 10,000 c /s. 
In conclusion, it should be said that at 15 and 
4 ohms, the output power drops to 10 watts 
per channel, but even so this is still generally 
more than adequate for the majority of 
domestic installations; 20 watts in all on a 
two -speaker mono system as well as 20 watts 
stereo is still a lot of power. 
The instructions say that a tape head can be 
used on the auxiliary input. This is not really 
true in spite of the 3 mV sensitivity here 
because a tape head alone gives an output 
rising at 6 dB /octave, and equalization is 
demanded to compensate for this. The ampli- 
fier does not provide this kind of equalization. 
However, the amplifier would accept a tape 
deck signal from an equalized head amplifier 
or the signal from the monitor or high -level 
output socket, and this is probably what the 
instructions mean. 
There is also a question here about compen- 
sation for ceramic pick -ups. The instructions 
imply that correct compensation will occur by 
loading a ceramic pick -up across a 100 K 
RIAA equalized input. This is not the case 
with all ceramic pick -ups of the type that may 
be used with the amplifier. The Decca Deram, 
for instance, needs a loading network of 
greater complexity than this when fed into an 
RIAA equalized input! This, of course, is not 
a serious matter, for a matching pad can 
easily be connected between the pick -up and 
the input to suit the pick -up. There is cer- 
tainly plenty of sensitivity in the amplifier to 
allow this. 
One minor point is that there is no control 
knob calibration. Some may not consider this 
important. Perhaps they are right, but calibra- 
tion does help to reset to a specific piece of 
music or type of record. 
The new -generation Goodmans Maxamp 30 
can be thoroughly recommended as a sound 
piece of audio engineering, and it lives up 
well to the quality name of Goodmans. It has 
arrived at just about the right time and will 
most certainly set a standard in the field of 
transistor hi -fi audio amplifiers. My con- 
gratulations go to the Goodmans team 
responsible for its creation. 

Manufacturer's Performance Specifica- 
tion 
Power output: 30 W rms maximum (15 W 
per channel) into 8 -ohm load. 20 W rms maxi- 
mum (10 W per channel) into 4 or 15 -ohm 
load. Total harmonic distortion : Less than 
0.4% for 15 W per channel into 8 -ohm load 
at 1,000 c /s. Frequency response: 20 to 20,000 
c/s ±f dB. Hum and noise: With reference to 
15 W, volume control at maximum, all inputs 
-55 dB overall. Main section of amplifier 
only -80 dB with input shorted. Crosstalk: 
With input selector in any position, with 
unused channel input open- circuit, better 
than -40 dB with reference to 10 W into 
8 ohms on the active channel. Bass control: 
Boost or cut to 12 dB at 50 c /s. Treble control: 
Boost or cut to 12 dB at 10,000 c /s. LF filter: 
10 dB cut at 20 c /s, ultimate rate 12 dB/ 
octave. HF filter: Cut of 16 dB at 20,000 c /s, 
turnover 8,000 c /s, ultimate rate 12 dB /octave. 
Price: £4910s. Od. 

Further details from Goodmans Industries 
Ltd., Axiom Works, Wembley, Middlesex, 
or your local hi -fi dealer. 

Fig. 7. Square wave performance. (a)120 c/s 
test, (b) 2,000 c/s and (c)10,000 c/s test, all 
with tone controls flat and filters out and 
signal to 'flat' input. (d) 2,000 c/s square 
wave signal to equalized input, showing 
RIAA compensation effect and (e) 2,000 c/s 
square wave, showing the effect of the hf 
filter. 
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the loads was monitored on a calibrated, 
wideband oscilloscope with an increasing 
amplitude 1,000 c/s sine wave signal applied 
to the flat input. At 15 watts per channel the 
dis'ortion was within specification and the 
output could be wound up to almost 19 watts 
per channel before symmetrical clipping of 
the waveform occurred. This is a lot of sine 
wave power, adequate for pretty well all 
domestic environments. 
A power response test was then performed 
relative to 15 watts at 1,000 c/s and the 
accompanying characteristic shows the 
result of this test. It is virtually a straight line! 
And 15 watts of power was available over the 
entire spectrum. Indeed, it was possible to 
hold the power at all frequencies by swinging 
the generator over the whole band. 
This characteristic applies with the tone 
controls flat, the filters out and with both 
channels operating simultaneously with 
8-ohm loads. 

Frequency Tests 
The other characteristic was taken with a 
decibel meter relative to 0-5 watt into a 10-ohm 
load. This shows a flat frequency response 
(as would be expected, of course) from 20 to 
20,000 c/s. The little variation could have been 
caused by the setting of the tone controls 
deviating very slightly from flat. The dotted 
lines show at A the effect of the If or high-pass 
filter and at B the hf or low-pass filter. The 
If filter is down to about —13 dB at 20 c/s and 
the hf filter down to about —16 dB at 20,000 
c/s. 
The tone controls on the sample were 
electrically flat with the bass about 7 degrees 
advanced and the treble about 10 degrees 
retarded. Treble cut was found to be 12 dBand 
lift 14 dB, while approximately 12 dB of cut and 
lift occurred at the bass control limits. The 
two channels balanced powerwise with the 
balance control about 10 degrees advanced 
(from the vertical position), and when the 
control was turned fully in favour of one 
channel, the response of that channel in- 
creased by 2 dB, the response of the other 
channel falling to zero response. The 
noise output power was approximately 
three-million times below 15 watts on each 
channel with the selected input open-circuit 
and the gain control at maximum. This is a 
remarkably good signal/noise performance 
and speaks well of the low-noise input 
circuitry, aided by the silicon transistors 
which can be run at low emitter currents to 
ease noise, and the ripple-free power supply. 
Hum power in the output was above that of 
noise though, but only in the input of greatest 
sensitivity and this fell with the input shorted. 
The lack of hum pick-up from the power 
system so closely enclosed with the signal 
circuits is undoubtedly due in part to the 
magnetic screening of the power unit. 

Square Wave Performance 
The accompanying oscillograms show how 
very well the amplifier handles square waves. 
The 120 c/s waveform signifies a good If 
response and the 2,000 c/s waveform a nicely 
extended top without overshoot or ringing. 
At 10,000 c/s, of course, one can expect 

rounding at the leading and trailing corners, 
for it must be remembered that the odd- 
harmonics must extend towards the eleventh 
to maintain perfectly square corners, and this 
is a mighty high frequency when the repetition 
frequency is 10,000 c/s. 
In conclusion, it should be said that at 15 and 
4 ohms, the output power drops to 10 watts 
per channel, but even so this is still generally 
more than adequate for the majority of 
domestic installations; 20 watts in all on a 
two-speaker mono system as well as 20 watts 
stereo is still a lot of power. 
The instructions say that a tape head can be 
used on the auxiliary input. This is not really 
true in spite of the 3 mV sensitivity here 
because a tape head alone gives an output 
rising at 6 dB/octave, and equalization is 
demanded to compensate for this. The ampli- 
fier does not provide this kind of equalization. 
However, the amplifier would accept a tape 
deck signal from an equalized head amplifier 
or the signal from the monitor or high-level 
output socket, and this is probably what the 
instructions mean. 
There is also a question here about compen- 
sation for ceramic pick-ups. The instructions 
imply that correct compensation will occur by 
loading a ceramic pick-up across a 100 K 
RIAA equalized input. This is not the case 
with all ceramic pick-ups of the type that may 
be used with the amplifier. The Decca Deram, 
for instance, needs a loading network of 
greater complexity than this when fed into an 
RIAA equalized input! This, of course, is not 
a serious matter, for a matching pad can 
easily be connected between the pick-up and 
the input to suit the pick-up. There is cer- 
tainly plenty of sensitivity in the amplifier to 
allow this. 
One minor point is that there is no control 
knob calibration. Some may not consider this 
important. Perhaps they are right, but calibra- 
tion does help to reset to a specific piece of 
music or type of record. 
The new-generation Goodmans Maxamp 30 
can be thoroughly recommended as a sound 
piece of audio engineering, and it lives up 
well to the quality name of Goodmans. It has 
arrived at just about the right time and will 
most certainly set a standard in the field of 
transistor hi-fi audio amplifiers. My con- 
gratulations go to the Goodmans team 
responsible for its creation. 

Manufacturer's Performance Specifica- 
tion 
Power output: SOW rms maximum (15 W 
per channel) into 8-ohm load. 20 W rms maxi- 
mum (10W per channel) into 4 or 15-ohm 
load. Total harmonic distortion: Less than 
0-4% for 15 W per channel into 8-ohm load 
at 1,000 c/s. Frequency response: 20 to 20,000 
c/s ±i dB. Hum and noise: With reference to 
15 W, volume control at maximum, all inputs 
—55 dB overall. Main section of amplifier 
only —80 dB with input shorted. Crosstalk: 
With input selector in any position, with 
unused channel input open-circuit, better 
than —40 dB with reference to 10 W into 
8 ohms on the active channel. Bass control: 
Boost or cut to 12 dB at 50 c/s. Treble control: 
Boost or cut to 12 dB at 10,000 c/s. LF filter: 
10 dB cut at 20 c/s, ultimate rate 12 dB/ 
octave. HF filter: Cut of 16 dB at 20,000 c/s, 
turnover 8,000 c/s, ultimate rate 12 dB/octave. 
Price: £49 10s. Od. 
Further details from Goodmans Industries 
Ltd., Axiom Works, Wembley, Middlesex, 
or your local hi-fi dealer. 

rM 

Fig. 7. Square wave performance, (a) 120 c/s 
test, (b) 2,000 c/s and (c) 10,000 c/s test, all 
with tone controls flat and filters out and 
signal to 'flat' input, (d) 2,000 c/s square 
wave signal to equalized input, showing 
RIAA compensation effect and (e) 2,000 c/s 
square wave, showing the effect of the hf 
filter. 
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ON TEST 
Here is a full list of the test reports on tape 
recorders and other equipment that have 
appeared in issues of ATR which are still 
available from the publishers. These issues 
may be ordered (price 3s each, post paid) by 
using the coupon below. 

Akai 44 S stereo tape recorder 
Akai X 4 stereo portable tape recorder 
Armstrong 224 FM tuner and stereo decoder 
Beocord 2000 T stereo tape recorder 
Carol Cinesound film /tape synchronizer 
Eumig Phonomatic projector for synchronizing 
with a tape recorder 
Goodmans' Magnum K loudspeaker 
Grampian Reverberation Unit 
Grundig TK 23 A automatic tape recorder 
Philips EL 3301 cassette tape recorder 
Pye Achoic Stereo hi -fi system 
Pye HFS 30 T hi -fi stereo amplifier 
Saba TK 230 S 4 -track stereo recorder 
Scott 200B amplifier 
Sony TC -250 A stereo record /replay unit 
Sony -O -Matic TC -135 

Sony -O -Matic TC -900 portable tape recorder 
Model 9 tape recorder 

Telefunken 201 tape recorder 
Topsonic converter - silent projector to 
stripe -sound unit 
Truvox R 102 tape recorder 
Uher 724 -L stereo tape recorder 
Wyndsor Vanguard tape recorder 

August 65 

October 65 

June 65 

February 66 

March 66 

March 66 

April 66 

May 66 

March 65 

December 65 

January 66 

September 65 

April 65 

July 65 

March 66 

August 66 

June 66 

February 65 

June 66 

March 66 

November 65 

July 66 

May 66 

There are full test reports in every issue of 
ATR. Keep up to date with the latest equip- 
ment this easy way. Place a regular order for 
ATR by using the subscription coupon on 
page 45. 

1111 MN MN NM NI =I MN NMI MIN NM 

ATR Back Numbers, Haymarket Press, 
9 Harrow Road, London W2 
Please send me, post free, the following back 
numbers of ATR at 3s per copy. 
I enclose cheque /postal order for 
to cover the cost. 

MONTH YEAR MONTH YEAR 

Name 

Address 

fi t f> fi 

Tandberg announce 
the new 3 speed, 
4 track, totally 
transistorised 

series 12 stereo 
record & playback 

Iii -Fi system 

* 20 WATTS OUTPUT (10 watts per channel) makes 
additional Hi -Fi unnecessary. * BASS Et TREBLE Tone Controls. * F.M. MULTIPLEX filters fitted (a MUST for recording 
Stereo Radio). * INTERNATIONAL CONNECTORS i.e. Phono and DIN 
and Standard Jack Sockets. * CENTRE CHANNEL OUTPUT. * PRE -AMP OUTPUTS. * LOW IMPEDANCE MICS * PLUG -IN PRINTED 
CIRCUIT PANELS. * INTERNAL SPEAKERS. etc. etc. 

Ta 111d b er 
ELSTONE ELECTRONICS LTD. 
81 Kirkstall Road, Leeds 3. Telephone 35111 
Please send details and price of model 12 and/or other models 

In the range to:- 
(BLOCK LETTERS PLEASE) 

NAME 

ADDRESS 
ATR2 

I 
, 
I 

1.1 I. IN mil 
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ON TEST 

Here is a full list of the test reports on tape 
recorders and other equipment that have 
appeared in issues of ATR which are still 
available from the publishers. These issues 
may be ordered (price 3s each, post paid) by 
using the coupon below. 

Akai 44 S stereo tape recorder August 65 
Akai X 4 stereo portable tape recorder October 65 
Armstrong 224 FM tuner and stereo decoder June 65 
Beocord 2000 T stereo tape recorder February 66 
Carol Cinesound film/tape synchronizer March 66 
Eumig Phonomatic projector for synchronizing 
with a tape recorder March 66 
Goodmans' Magnum K loudspeaker April66 
Grampian Reverberation Unit May 66 
Grundig TK 23 A automatic tape recorder March 65 
Philips EL 3301 cassette tape recorder December 65 
Pye Achoic Stereo hi-fi system January 66 
Pye HFS 30 T hi-fi stereo amplifier September 65 
Saba TK 230 S 4-track stereo recorder April 65 
Scott 200B amplifier Ju/y es 
Sony TC-250 A stereo record/replay unit March 66 
Sony-O-Matic TC-135 August 66 
Sony-O-Matic TC-900 portable tape recorder June 66 
Tandberg Model 9 tape recorder February 65 
Telefunken 201 tape recorder June 66 
Topsonic converter - silent projector to 
stripe-sound unit March 66 
Truvox R 102 tape recorder November65 
Uher 724-L stereo tape recorder July 66 
Wyndsor Vanguard tape recorder May 66 

There are full test reports in every issue of 
ATR. Keep up to date with the latest equip- 
ment this easy way. Place a regular order for 
ATR by using the subscription coupon on 
page 45. 

ATR Back Numbers, Haymarket Press, 
9 Harrow Road, London W2 
Please send me, post free, the following back 
numbers of ATff at 3s per copy. 
I enclose cheque/postal order for  
to cover the cost. 

MONTH ' YEAR MONTH YEAR 

Name  

Address 

Tandberg announce 

the neiv 3 speed, 

4 track, totally 

transistorised 

series 12 stereo 

record & playback 

Hi-Fi system 

O 

,r 
- " 

★ 20 WATTS OUTPUT (10 watts per channel) makes 
additional Hi-Fi unnecessary. 

★ BASS & TREBLE Tone Controls. 
★ P.M. MULTIPLEX filters fitted (a MUST for recording 

Stereo Radio). 
★ INTERNATIONAL CONNECTORS i.e. Phono and DIN 

and Standard Jack Sockets. 
★ CENTRE CHANNEL OUTPUT. 
★ PRE-AMP OUTPUTS. 
★ LOW IMPEDANCE M1CS ★ PLUG-IN PRINTED 

CIRCUIT PANELS. 
★ INTERNAL SPEAKERS, etc. etc. 

i Tamllieni I 
ELSTONE ELECTRONICS LTD. 

181 Kirkstall Road, Leeds 3. Telephone 35111 ffi 
Please send details and price of model 12 and lor other models H 

In the range to :•   
ffl (BLOCK LETTERS PLEASE) B 

★ NAME      " 

■ ADDRESS      ■ 
ATR2 m 
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Hi -Fi DISC CORNER 
Each month we hope to review records 
which have a particular interest, for example 
historical or revival recordings, discs of 
outstanding stereo or high fidelity, special 
orchestral works and documentaries such as 
the collection of Sir Winston Churchill's 
speeches released some months ago and the 
recently issued Voice of Richard Dimbleby 
included in this, our first Disc Corner. 

The Voice of Richard Dimbleby, MFP 1087 
(mono) 
This is an EMI Music for Pleasure LP record, 
the proceeds of which are being donated to 
the Richard Dimbleby Cancer Research 
Fund. The various extracts from some of 
his most famous radio and television broad- 
casts are introduced by Wynford Vaughan 
Thomas. There are in all 27 of these and 
they include his first broadcast, a bomber 
raid over Germany during the war, the 

Belsen concentration camp, Dimbleby in 
Hitler's study, VE day in London, a 
Panorama broadcast in which he takes a 
telemetry transistor radio transmitter pill, 
the funeral of John F. Kennedy, the first 
live TV broadcast from America and the 
funeral of Sir Winston Churchill, to mention 
just a few. One of the highlights of the 
record, which will be of great interest to 
would -be 'tape' interviewers, is Richard 
Dimbleby talking about his own interview- 
ing techniques. The quality of the recording 
is excellent and collectors of documentaries 
and historical records will find this one worth 
adding to their collection. 

Djangology MFP 1054 (mono) 
The name of Django Rheinhardt may not 
mean much to the younger generation, but to 
jazz lovers and particularly jazz guitar fans 
of more mature years Django Rheinhardt was 

the finest jazz guitarist the world has ever 
known. This collection of Rheinhardt's re- 
cordings, however, does not quite do justice 
to him, except perhaps as a composer in his 
own right. In fact, most of the ten pieces 
are of his own composition and although he 
plays in all of them his brilliant style is 
somewhat swamped by what appears to be a 
typical American brass backing of the pre- 
war and immediate post -war film musical 
era. However, in Limehouse Blues, Sweet 
Sue and Black Eyes on side 1 the virtuosity 
of Rheinhardt and the famous Maccaferri 
guitar is really there. The sleeve gives a good 
deal of information regarding Django Rhein - 
hardt and the personnel in the various groups 
accompanying him. Recording quality is very 
good, considering that most of the tracks 
were made between 1939 and 1945. This is 
also an EMI Music for Pleasure record. 

A.L.R. 

tape 
club 
news 

continued from page 25 

Tape Link 
Tape Link is a recently formed club which, 
besides supplying all the normal activities, i.e. 
round robins, club magazine, sound bank, 
tapesponding lists, etc., for members, is also 
producing a sound magazine for the blind. 
Secretary is Ken Proctor of 8 Sandringham 
Street, Scarborough, Yorks, who tells me that 
the club requires many more members so that 
it can provide a more ambitious programme and 
a better service to blind people. Any ideas and 
offers of help will be most welcome, as will, 
of course, the names and addresses of blind 
people with tape recorders who would benefit 
from tape contact. 

Thornton Heath 
A recent playback of a 1963 sound programme 
dealing with the work of the BBC Radiophonics 
Workshop has fired the members of the Thornton 
Heath TRC with the idea of tape loop and rhythm 
work, and three club nights have been devoted 
to this with some first -class results. Some of the 
tapes produced have been entered for the BATRC. 
Club member Alan Brown recently received 
from the Duke of Edinburgh in person the gold 
medal ha won in the Duke of Edinburgh's Gold 
Medal Award scheme, in which Alan chose as 
his subject sound recording. Alan has also been 
particularly busy with other club members, 
providing music and PA for a number of church 
fetes and garden parties. 
Monthly contests continue to go well, and 

40 assistance to outside individuals also continues 

Most common cry from outsiders is that their 
recorder won't work, and the most common 
causes of failure are found to be fluff on the 
recording heads, broken microphone cables, or 
even a lack of knowledge of how to put the 
machine into the record function. As a result 
of their experiences in this field, club members 
increasingly feel that manufacturers should give 
much closer attention to the presentation of 
instruction books, as some of the ones currently 
going out with machines are regarded by audio 
beginners as so much Chinese! 

Uxbridge 
A number of changes have taken place in the 
committee of the Uxbridge and District TRC. 
Mr Reg Bonney has been succeeded as secretary 
by Mr Roy W. Barnett of 25 Livingstone Road, 
Southall, Middlesex. New Public Relations officer 
is Mr Dennis Hughes, of 19 Maygoods Green, 
Cowley, Middlesex. Members recorded their 
thanks to the retiring committee members. I 
am told the club will be undergoing a face -lift 
in the coming season. Among projects in hand 
are the production of tapes and tape slide shows 
for Old People's clubs and institutions in the 
Uxbridge area, as well as the production of a 
stereo demonstration tape. 

Walthamstow 
Outdoor events have been the highlight of the 
programme of the Walthamstow and District 
TRS. Once again the members of the society 
made very successful recordings of the Wal- 
thamstow Carnival, including interviews with the 
Mayor and the Carnival Queen. Excellent com- 
mentary was provided by Peter Dowsett and 
Maurice Dudley, and the completed programme 
was played back to the Connaught Hospital 
patients almost immediately. 
Social secretary Joan Watson was congratulated 
by all club members on her excellent arrangements 
for the society's outing to Hythe. Recordings 
were made whilst travelling on the miniature 
railway at great discomfort to all concerned, 
and at great risk to life and limb members also 
got their microphones out at the top of Dungeness 
lighthouse. On the journey home songs written 
and sung by Ken Perks and Ted Chceseman were 
recorded for posterity by Noel Britton. Two 
documentaries - a serious one from Maurice 
and a humorous one from Ken - have also been 
produced on the outing. 

ATR Editor Fred Judd was the society's guest 
of honour at a recent meeting, when he gave a 

lecture on the subject of multi -track recording. 
At a later meeting Jack Watson gave a lecture 
on the subject of sound effects. 
The society has for some time had a pass for 
20 persons to visit the docks for a recording 
session, but following the recent seamen's strike 
the members are wisely biding their time before 
using them. 

West Middlesex 
A change from the usual 'bring and buy' evening 
was provided by the West Middlesex TRC when 
they held a 'bring and mend' evening. All members 
having troubles with their recording equipment 
brought the offending items along, and at least 
three recorder owners went away rejoicing. 
Club meetings are held at the Feltham Recreation 
Centre on Thursdays at 7.30 p.m. 

World Tape Pals 
The UK branch of this world -wide organization 
for encouraging tape exchanges recently held its 
AGM in Sutton Coldfield. This was attended by 
25 members from many parts of the country, 
and included members of the blind section. An 
excellent tape slide show was presented by 
Kenneth Duke, who had also prepared a world 
map showing the many places to which his show 
had been circulated. He also displayed a number 
of picture postcards he had received from some 
of his tape pals. 
A far -flung club such as this finds it difficult for 
members to get together, so it was with great 
pleasure that the club was able to organize its 
first special open day in Scotland. This was 
held in conjunction with the Montrose TRC - see 
above. 
Enquiries regarding membership of the club 
should be addressed to C. F. Goodall, 96 Fulwell 
Road, Teddington, Mddx. 

Téip -Gael 
This is a new club for those interested in Gaelic, 
and has been formed by Terence Birkett (Dr 
Traolach De Burca for those who understand 
Gaelic). All enthusiasts are welcome, and com- 
plete mastery of the language is not essential. 
Speakers of Scottish Gaelic will also be welcome, 
provided they can speak a little slower than usual 
to make the slight differences in the two dialects 
more readily understood. 

Full information can be obtained from Terence 
Birkett at Naomh Martin, Bothar Droichead 
Atha, Baile Atha Fhirdia, Co. Lut, Eire. 
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Each month we hope to review records 
which have a particular interest, for example 
historical or revival recordings, discs of 
outstanding stereo or high fidelity, special 
orchestral works and documentaries such as 
the collection of Sir Winston Churchill's 
speeches released some months ago and the 
recently issued Voice of Richard Dimbleby 
included in this, our first Disc Corner. 

The Voice of Richard Dimbleby, MFP 1087 
(mono) 
This is an EMI Music for Pleasure LP record, 
the proceeds of which are being donated to 
the Richard Dimbleby Cancer Research 
Fund. The various extracts from some of 
his most famous radio and television broad- 
casts are introduced by Wynford Vaughan 
Thomas. There are in all 27 of these and 
they include his first broadcast, a bomber 
raid over Germany during the war, the 

Belsen concentration camp, Dimbleby in 
Hitler's study, VE day in London, a 
Panorama broadcast in which he takes a 
telemetry transistor radio transmitter pill, 
the funeral of John F. Kennedy, the first 
live TV broadcast from America and the 
funeral of Sir Winston Churchill, to mention 
just a few. One of the highlights of the 
record, which will be of great interest to 
would-be 'tape' interviewers, is Richard 
Dimbleby talking about his own interview- 
ing techniques. The quality of the recording 
is excellent and collectors of documentaries 
and historical records will find this one worth 
adding to their collection. 

Djangology MFP 1054 (mono) 
The name of Django Rheinhardt may not 
mean much to the younger generation, but to 
jazz lovers and particularly jazz guitar fans 
of more mature years Django Rheinhardt was 

the finest jazz guitarist the world has ever 
known. This collection of Rheinhardt's re- 
cordings, however, does not quite do justice 
to him, except perhaps as a composer in his 
own right. In fact, most of the ten pieces 
are of his own composition and although he 
plays in all of them his brilliant style is 
somewhat swamped by what appears to be a 
typical American brass backing of the pre- 
war and immediate post-war film musical 
era. However, in Limehouse Blues, Sweel 
Sue and Black Eyes on side 1 the virtuosity 
of Rheinhardt and the famous Maccaferri 
guitar is really there. The sleeve gives a good 
deal of information regarding Django Rhein- 
hardt and the personnel in the various groups 
accompanying him. Recording quality is very 
good, considering that most of the tracks 
were made between 1939 and 1945. This is 
also an EMI Music for Pleasure record. 

A.L.R. 
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continued front page 25 

Tape Link 
Tape Link is a recently formed club which, 
besides supplying all the normal activities, i.e. 
round robins, club magazine, sound bank, 
tapcsponding lists, etc.. for members, is also 
producing a sound magazine for the blind. 
Secretary is Ken Proctor of 8 Sandringham 
Street, Scarborough, Yorks, who tells me that 
the club requires many more members so that 
it can provide a more ambitious programme and 
a belter service to blind people. Any ideas and 
offers of help will be most welcome, as will, 
of course, the names and addresses of blind 
people with tape recorders who would benefit 
from tape contact. 

Thornton Heath 
A recent playback of a 1963 sound programme 
dealing with the work of the BBC Radiophonics 
Workshop has fired the members of the Thornton 
Heath TRC with the idea of tape loop and rhythm 
work, and three club nights have been devoted 
to this with some first-class results. Some of the 
tapes produced have been entered for the BATRC. 
Club member Alan Brown recently received 
from the Duke of Edinburgh in person the gold 
medal he won in the Duke of Edinburgh's Gold 
Medal Award scheme, in which Alan chose as 
his subject sound recording. Alan has also been 
particularly busy with other club members, 
providing music and PA for a number of church 
fetes and garden parties. 
Monthly contests continue to go well, and 

40 assistance to outside individuals also continues 

Most common cry from outsiders is that their 
recorder won't work, and the most common 
causes of failure are found to be fluff on the 
recording heads, broken microphone cables, or 
even a lack of knowledge of how to put the 
machine into the record function. As a result 
of their experiences in this field, club members 
increasingly feel that manufacturers should give 
much closer attention to the presentation of 
instruction books, as some of the ones currently 
going out with machines are regarded by audio 
beginners as so much Chinese! 

Uxbridgc 
A number of changes have taken place in the 
committee of the Oxbridge and District TRC. 
Mr Reg Bonney has been succeeded as secretary 
by Mr Roy W. Barnetl of 25 Livingstone Road, 
Southall, Middlesex. New Public Relations officer 
is Mr Dennis Hughes, of 19 Maygoods Green, 
Cowlcy, Middlesex. Members recorded their 
thanks to the retiring committee members. I 
am told the club will be undergoing a face-lift 
in the coming season. Among projects in hand 
are the production of tapes and tape slide shows 
for Old People's clubs and institutions in the 
Oxbridge area, as well as the production of a 
stereo demonstration tape. 

Walthamstow 
Outdoor events have been the highlight of the 
programme of the Walthamstow and District 
TRS. Once again the members of the society 
made very successful recordings of the Wal- 
thamstow Carnival, including interviews with the 
Mayor and the Carnival Queen. Excellent com- 
mentary was provided by Peter Dowsett and 
Maurice Dudley, and the completed programme 
was played back to the Connaught Hospital 
patients almost immediately. 
Social secretary Joan Watson was congratulated 
by all club members on her excellent arrangements 
for the society's outing to Hythe. Recordings 
were made whilst travelling on the miniature 
railway at great discomfort to all concerned, 
and at great risk to life and limb members also 
got their microphones out at the top of Dungeness 
lighthouse. On the journey home songs written 
and sung by Ken Perks and Ted Chceseman were 
recorded for posterity by Noel Brillon, Two 
documentaries - a serious one from Maurice 
and a humorous one from Ken - have also been 
produced on the outing. 

ATR Editor Fred Judd was the society's guest 
of honour at a recent meeting, when he gave a 

lecture on the subject of multi-track recording. 
At a later meeting Jack Watson gave a lecture 
on the subject of sound effects. 
The society has for some time had a pass for 
20 persons to visit the docks for a recording 
session, but following the recent seamen's strike 
the members arc wisely biding their lime before 
using them. 

West Middlesex 
A change from the usual 'bring and buy' evening 
was provided by the West Middlesex TRC when 
they held a 'bring and mend' evening. All members 
having troubles with their recording equipment 
brought the offending items along, and at least 
three recorder owners went away rejoicing. 
Club meetings arc held at the Feltham Recreation 
Centre on Thursdays at 7.30 p.m. 

World Tape Pals 
The UK branch of this world-wide organization 
for encouraging tape exchanges recently held its 
AGM in Sutton Coldficld. This was attended by 
25 members from many parts of the country, 
and included members of the blind section. An 
excellent tape slide show was presented by 
Kenneth Duke, who had also prepared a world 
map showing the many places to which his show 
had been circulated. He aiso displayed a number 
of picture postcards he had received from some 
of his tape pals. 
A far-flung ciub such as this finds it difficult for 
members to get together, so it was with great 
pleasure that the club was able to organize its 
first special open day in Scotland. This was 
held in conjunction with the Montrosc TRC - see 
above. 
Enquiries regarding membership of the club 
should be addressed to C. F. Goodall, 96 Fulwcll 
Road, Teddington. Mddx. 

T6ip-Gacl 
This is a new club for those interested in Gaelic, 
and has been formed by Terence Birkett (Dr 
Traolach Dc Burca for those who understand 
Gaelic). All enthusiasts are welcome, and com- 
plete mastery of the language is not essential. 
Speakers of Scottish Gaelic will aiso be welcome, 
provided they can speak a little slower than usual 
to make the slight differences in the two dialects 
more readily understood. 

Full information can be obtained from Terence 
Birkett at Naomh Martin, Bothar Droichead 
Atha, Baile Atha Fhirdia, Co. Lut, Eire. 
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TAPE 

DIRECTO 
Particulars of Tapespondents are given in 
the following order: name, age occupation, 
address; special interests, tastes in music; 
type of machine, spool sizes, speeds; area 
of tapesponding required. 

SOUTH AFRICA 
P, Weimer. 38, scales fitter, 134 Haig Road, Durban, 
S. Africa. 8mm sound film, building recording and play- 
back equipment, recording sound effects, reading; light and 
background music. Philips twin -track, 5 in, 7 in, 11, 31, 
74, and Sierra Cartridge portable. Anywhere. 
Daniel Coetzee. 35, policeman, PO Box 100, Dundee, 
Natal, S Africa. Photography, hi -fi; light classical. 
Philips EL 3541, 7 in, 31. Anywhere abroad. 

BRITISH FORCES 
414 Pte Fry, W. S., 21, RAMC, No 2MMR team, att 
BMH Rinteln, BFPO 29. Stamps, tropical fish, hiking, 
boats; all types of music. Philips RK 66 (EL 3534 A/224 
A), all spool sizes, jt, 14. 31, 7. Anywhere (both sexes, 
preferably 15 -25 years old.) 
Pte Hilts, E. R., 29, soldier, 37 Company RAMC, BMH 
Dhckelia, BFPO 53. General; classical, military bands. 
Telefunken 104, 51 in, 31. Anywhere. 
23874966 L /Cpl Tidd, Dennis, 22. technical control clerk, 
74 AC Wksp REME, BFPO 69. Literature, music, current 
affairs; light classical, pop. Grundig TK 47, 7 in, 14, 31, 
7 }. Anyone, anywhere (English- speaking). 

CAMBRIDGESHIRE 
John E. Coles, 35, park -keeper /custodian, 580 Coldhams 
Lane, Cherry Hinton, Cambridge. SW radio, wild 
animals, tape recording organ music; organ music- 
Philips portable EL 3586, Wyndsor two-track, 51 in, lt, 
31, 71. Holland, UK; letter not needed. 

CORNWALL 
Douglas Brown, 19, 12 Quay Street, St Ives, Cornwall. 
Singing, dancing, helping people, youth fellowship; 
hymns and psalms. Philips, 7 in, 11, 31. Scotland_ 

ESSEX 
Christopher Peter Murray, 134, schoolboy, 4 Glen 
Avenue, Colchester Essex. SWL, electronics, tape 
recording, animals; classical, some pop. Fuji-Cherry 
FT 104 A, 3 in 31. Anywhere French- or English -speaking. 

HUNTINGDONSHIRE 
Max Wooldridge, 28, Royal Air Force, 15 Belle Isle, 
Brampton, Hants. Photography, maps, scouting; all 
types. AKAI MS, four -track, 7 in, 31, 71; Fi -Cord 202, 
two -track, 4 in, 31, 71. Queensland, East Coast. 

KENT 
David F. Bird, 26, jewellers' assistant, 92 Gardiner 
Street, Gillingham, Kent. Electronic organ, photography, 
gardening, general interests; standards, pop, classical. 
Grundig TK 8, Unicorder two-track, 7 in, 14, 31, 71. 
UK, Germany (male contacts preferred). 
Michael Smith, 15, schoolboy, 27 Rough Common Road, 
Canterbury, Kent. Ten-pin bowling, cinema, tape 
recording; folk, pop, Beatles, light classical. Robuk RK 4, 
two- track, 7 in, 11, 31, 71. Anywhere English -speaking, 
preferably girls. 

LANCASHIRE 
John C. Pitfield, 13, schoolboy, 5 The Dell, Upholland, 
Nr Wigan, Lancs. Photography, enfmg, tape recording, 
cars; pop, folk, light classical, electronic music. Eliza- 
bethan, two- track, 3 in, 51 in, 31. Great Britain, France, 
anywhere English -speaking; no need to write. 
Alan Shenton, 24, butcher, 64 Gsskeil Street, Newon 
Heath, Manchester 10, Lances. Dancing reading radio 

electronics; all kinds. Ferrograph, 84 in, 11, 31, 71. 
Young lady about same age in Norway, Sweden, Ger- 
many, Holland. 

LONDON 
T. Harlow, 30, clerical worker, 7 Nutbrook Street, 
London SEI5. 8mm, fishing, nature study, rambling, 
camping; classical, pop. Grundig TK 18, 12 in, 31. 51. 
London and country. 
Gordon James, 25, night telephonist, 37a Gloucester 
Street, Victoria, London SW I. Driving, amateur theatre, 
8mm cirre, sound effects, model railways; light, classical. 
Cossor, four -track stereo, 7 in, If, 31. Anywhere. 
Kenneth Michaels. 39, packer /folder, 287 Navarino 
Mansions, Dalston Lane, Hackney, London ES. Photo- 
graphy, tape recording; ballads, pop. Grundig TK 46, 
stereo /mono, 51 in, 31, 71. Anywhere in England. 
Michael J. Riley, 26, salesman (hat trade), 39 Alexandra 
Street, New Cross, London SE14. Cycling, youth hostel- 
ling, travel, church work, chit -chat; most music. Marconi. 
two-track, 7 in, 1t, 31, 74. Anywhere English- speaking. 
E. G. Wawa, 47, Maisonette 4, 218 Portland Road, 
London SE25. Tape recording; music of the 1940s, Glenn 
Miller, Ted Heath. Stern /Mullard, 7 in, 11, 31, 74. 
Anywhere. 

NORTHAMPTONSHIRE 
Derck J. Barber, 25, press telegraphist, 19 West Oval, 
Kings Heath, Northampton. Current affairs, association 
football, general interests, old churches; folk, R &B, pop. 
Ferguson 3210, 51 in, 3f. Anywhere English- speaking. 

STAFFORDSHIRE 
Ismail Resat, 26, telecommunications technician, 27 

Camden Street, Walsall, Staffordshire. Sound movement 
andadj. technology; classical, oriental, Indian. Cossor CR 
1670, 1 Stereo, 51 in, 11, 31. India, South Africa, USA. 

SUSSEX 
Roy Bannister, 43, piano tuner- musician, 43 North Farm 
Road, Lancing, Sussex. Music, sport, hi -fi, outdoors 
recording, general interests; all types except pop. Vor- 
tesson, Ferrograph, Butoba, 7 in, 31, 74. Great Britain 
only (please send tape mono only). 
Chris Morris, 141, schoolboy, 34 Long Close, Pound Hill, 
Crawley, Sussex. Music, tape recording; Beatles, pop, 
light entertainment. Fidelity Playmaster four -track, 5 in, 
3f. USA, Canada, British Isles. 
Ernest Smith, 52, clerical, 78 Oxford Road, Hollington, 
St Leonards -on -Sea, Sussex. Spiritualism, astral pro- 
jection, writing, science fiction, young people, photo- 
graphy, travel, stamps; almost all music. Stella ST 459 
four -track, 7 in, $, 11, 3f, 71. Scandinavia, Iceland 
(Reykjavik) (English-speaking). 
Stephen A. Smith, 17, student, 26 Willowbed Drive, 
Chichester, Sussex. Reproduction of sound from tape and 
retorts; blues, modern jazz, pop, light classical. TD 10 

Deck, Mullard Pre -Amp; 7 in, 11, 31, 71, USA, Canada. 
Keith Upton, 20, apprentice aircraft engineer, 47 Kingsley 
Road, Brighton 5, Sussex. Motor -cycling, ballroom 
dancing, painting, photography, tape recording, reading; 
all types of music. Elizabethan Major four- track, 7 in, 14, 
31, 71, Optacord two- track, 44 in, 3f. Anywhere, females 
preferred. 

WARWICKSHIRE 
Patricia Hawkins, 22. state registered nurse, Nurses 
Home, Birmingham Accident Hospital, Birmingham. 
Medical research, sports (especially swimming), photo - 
graphy, music; classical, tight opera, pop. Fidelity 
four-track, 51 in, 31. Continental, Near Eastern, North 
Africa. 
Ralph Leech, 33, operating theatre attendant, 4 Wake 
Green Road, Moseley, Birmingham 13, Warwicks. Travel, 
music, general topics; Dixie jazz, light music. Philips EL 
3541; 7 in, 31. USA, Canada, Europe. 
Jeffrey Link, 19, BBC technical operator, 14 Lightwoods 
Hill, Smethwick, Birmingham 41. Records, tape record- 
ing, painting; pop, big band, orchestral, film music. 
Ferrograpb/3AN, 84 in, 31, 74. Great Britain 
Frank IL Platt, 62, schoolmaster, High Street, Stoke - 
Golding, Nuneaton, Wanks. Literature, poetry, discus- 
sions, tape recording, general knowledge; classical (no 
pop please). Elizabethan 12 29 four -track, 7 in, 11, 31, 71. 
Anywhere English-speaking, both sexes. 
William McReynolds, 35, machine operator, 2/122 Kyr- 
wicks Lane, Sparkbrook, Birmingham I1. Car and 
motor-cycle racing, scrambling; C & W, folk. Ferrograph 
631, 84 in, 11, 31, 71. Anywhere English -speaking. 
John West, 35, sales supervisor, 64 Westfield Road, 
Birmingham 14. 8mm tine, travel, outdoor life, languages; 
all kinds. Robuk RK 4, 7 in, 14, 31, 74. Anywhere. 

WORCESTERSHIRE 
Peter Yates, 16, student, 16 Maple Avenue, Tolladine, 
Worcester. Radio, politics, cricket, satire, anything 
avance- garde; anything, especially jazz. Stella ST 459, 7 in, 
44, 11, 31, 7}. Anywhere English- speaking, especially 
Australia, America, Britain (females preferred). 

YORKSHIRE 
K. Broomfield, 44, experimental officer, 8 Southlands 
Drive, Nunthorpe, Nr Middlesbrough, Yorks. Photo- 
graphy, building techniques, humorous songs, science; 
pop, light classical. Philips EL 3541 and EL 3300, 7 in, 31. 
Anywhere, preferably Sweden and USA. 
John C. Lewis, 22, disabled, I l Becton Street, Holderness 
Road, Hull, Yorks. SWL, reading, electronics in general; 
Shadows, rock and roll. Philips EL3541, four -track; 7 in. 
31. Britain, USA, Sweden. 
Edwin Hoyle, 56, draughtsman, 31 Newlands, Farsley, 
Pudsey, Yorks. Travel, building, 8mm tine; light music. 
Clarion, 3 in, 33. Anywhere English -speaking. 
Tom Smith, 40, refiner, 10 Glendale Estate, Morley, Leeds, 
Yorks. 8mm, DIY, stereo, humour, tape recording; 
electronic music, light. Grundig TK 46, Telefunken, 7 in, 
I 4, 31, 71. Anywhere. 

NORTHERN IRELAND 
Michael Brown, 21, student teacher, 137 Sandown Road, 
Knock, Belfast 5,N Ireland. Photography, French, people, 
places; light classical, folk, pop, Philips EL 3553, 7 in, 
11, 31. Anywhere English - or French -speaking. 
Ronald McMorris, 20, baker, 38 Chapel Road, Waterside, 
Londonderry, N Ireland. Collecting country and western 
records; country and western. Ferguson 3210, 51 in, 33. 
USA, Canada (no need to write). 

SCOTLAND 
Jack Docherty, 22, graphic designer, 63 Underwood Road 
Paisley, Scotland. Film music, especially Max Steiner 
Elizabethan four -track, 51 in, 31. Britain only. 
lea S. Gloss, 34, newspaper despatcher, 3 Baffin Street, 
Dundee. Motoring, travel, DIY; all music except opera. 
Simon SP2, Collaro two -track, 7 in, I 4, 3f, 7}. Anywhere. 
Ron Hetherington, 28, Insurance, 105 Parkhead Loan, 
Edinburgh I I, Scotland. Photography, shortwave radio; 
no classical or pop. Ferguson two track; 51 in. 31. North, 
Central, South America, any island, not UK. 
J. Stuart Kemp, 16, draper's assistant, Willowdale, 
Willow Road, Kirkwall, Orkney, Scotland. General 
knowledge, wags, maps, aircraft; pop, Reeves, Shadows. 
Ultra 6204, 51 in 11, 31. Anywhere, especially New 
Zealand (South Island). 
Colin Leslie, 17, bricklayer, I I Murdoch Terrace, 
Edinburgh I I. Pop, light classical. Stella ST 459, four - 
track, 7 in, i}, 11, 31, 74. Anywhere English- speaking. 
Fioes Leckie, 32, nursery school assistant, 4 Maryfield 
Place, Bonnyrig, Midlothian, Scotland. 35mm colour 
photography, stamps, travel, places of historical interest, 
reading; folk, show, light classical. Philips Cossoir four - 
track, 7 in, 31. Holland, Norway, Germany, Spain, 
Ireland, Scotland. 
James West, 16, telephone engineer, 16 Penders Lane 
Falkirk, Scotland. Every form of radio, tape recording; 
light classical, folk, blues, most pop. Grundig TK 30, 
Wyndsor two- track, 7 in, 1 4, 31, 71. Anywhere. 
Andrew Wilson, 18, advertising assistant, I Melgund 
Terrace, Edinburgh 7. Photography; modern jazz. 
Philips, 5 in, 31. USA. 

WALES 
Andrzej Bereza, 15, schoolboy, Penley Hall, Nr Wrexham, 
Denbigh, North Wales. Electronics, 8mm cine; pop, 
Beatles. Walter, 5 in, 31. America, Canada, Australia 
(Polish -speaking). 
Colin Remo, 22, electronic engineer, 20 Victoria Square, 
Penarth, Glamorgan. Tapesponding, small cars; pop, 
light classical. Philips EL 3527 and 3504, 5 in, 31. Any- 
where. 
Garry Jones, 151, apprentice to radio engineers, 5 Rosser 
Street, Wainfelin, Pontypool, Monmouthshire. Reading, 
photography; pop. Philips, 7 in, II, 31. Anywhere 
English -speaking. 

CLUBS 
Gaiasborosgh Youth Club, 16-20, c/o 220 Kingston Road, 
New Malden, Surrey, All sorts; R &B, rock and roll 
Philips, 51 in, 31. Anywhere abroad. 

SCHOOLS 
Dollar Academy Tape Recording Club, Braelangewell, 
Blairingone, By Dollar, Clackmannanshire Scotland. 
Stencil Mark 5, two -track, Ferrograph two -track 
Philips portable two- track, 11, 31, 71, 15. 41 
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TAPE 

DIRECTORY 
Particulars of Tapespondents are given in 
the following order: name, age occupation, 
address; special interests, tastes in music; 
type of machine, spool sizes, speeds; area 
of tapes ponding required. 

SOUTH AFRICA 
P, Wafaocr. 38, teaks filler. 134 Haig Road, Durban, 
S. Africa. 8mm sound film, building recording and play- 
back equipment,recording soundefTects, reading; light and 
background musk. Philips twin-track, 5 in. 7 in, IJ. 3J, 
7}, and Sierra Cartridge portable. Anywhere. 
Danid Coetxea. 35, policeman. PO Box 100, Dundee, 
Natal, S Africa. Photography, hi-fi; light classical. 
Philips EL 3541, 7 in, 3J. Anywhere abroad. 

BRITISH FORCES 
414 Pte Fry, W. S., 21. RAMC, No 2MMR team, alt 
BMH Rinteln, BFPO 29. Stamps, tropical fish, hiking, 
boats; all types of musk. Philips-RK 66 (EL 3534 A/224 
A), all spool sizes, ft, 1], 3J. 7. Anywhere (both sexes, 
preferably 15-25 years old.) 
Pte Hkkt, E. R.. 29. soldkr, 37 Company RAMC, BMH 
Dhekelia. BFPO 53. General; classical, military bands. 
Telefunken 104, 5| in. 3J. Anywhere. 
23874966 L/Cpl Tidd, Dennis, 22, technical control ckrk, 
74 AC Wksp REME, BFPO 69. Literature, musk, current 
affairs; light classical, pop. Grundig TK 47, 7 in, 11. 3|, 
7). Anyone, anywhere (English-speaking). 

CAMBRIDGESHIRE 
John E. Coles, 35, park-keeper/cuslodian, 580 Coldhams 
Lane, Cherry Hinton, Cambridge. SW radio, wild 
animals, tape recording organ music; organ msxsic. 
Philips portable EL 3586, Wyndsor two-track, 5| in, l|, 
3|, 7). Holland, UK; letter not needed. 

CORNWALL 
Douglas Brown. 19, 12 Quay Street, St lues, Cornwall. 
Singing, dancing, helping people, youth fellowship; 
hymns and psalms. Philips, 7 in, !{. 3|. Scotland- 

ESSEX 
Christopher Peter Murray* 13J. schoolboy, 4 Glen 
Avenue, Colchester, Essex. SWL, eftectronks, tape 
recording, animals; classical, some pop. Fuji-Cherry 
FT 104 A, 3 in 3f. Anywhere Freoch- or English-speaking. 

HUNTINGDONSHIRE 
Max WooMridge, 28. Royal Air Force. IS Belie Isle. 
Bramplon, Hants. Photography, maps, scouting; all 
types. AKAI MS. four-track, 7 in. 3|. 74; Fi-Cord 202. 
two-track, 4 in, 3|, 71. Queensland. East Coast. 

KENT 
David F. Bird, 26, jewellers' assistant, 92 Gardiner 
Street, Gillingham, Kent. Electronic organ, photography, 
gardening, general interests; standards, pop, classical. 
Grundig TK 8, Unkorder two-track, 7 in. I}, 3J, 71. 
UK, Germany (male contacts preferred). 
Michael Soiitfa, 15, schoolboy, 27 Rough Common Road, 
Canterbury, Kent. Ten-pin bowling, cinema, tape 
recording; folk, pop. Beatles, light dasskal. Robuk RK 4. 
two-track, 7 in, l{. 3|. 7J. Anywhere English-speaking, 
preferably girls. 

LANCASHIRE 
John C. PitfieW, 13. schoolboy. 5 The DeU, UphoUand, 
Nr Wigan, Lanes. Photography, cyrBng, tape recording, 
cars; pop, folk, light classical, tkiimnk music. Eliza- 
bethan, two-track, 3 in, 51 in, 3]. Grewt Britain, France, 
anywhere English-speaking; no need to write. 
Alan Sbenton, 24, butcher. 64 GaskeB Sheet, Newon 
Heath, Manchester 10, Lanes. Duxxae reading, radio 

electronics: all kinds. Ferrograph, 8} in. I|, 3J, 7J. 
Young lady about same age in Norway, Sweden, Ger- 
many, Holland. 

LONDON 
T. Harlow, 30, clerical worker, 7 Nutbrook Street, 
London SE15. 8mm, fishing, nature study, rambling, 
camping; classical, pop. Grundig TK 18, 12 in, 3]. 51. 
London and country. 
Gordon James, 25, night telephonist, 37a Gloucester 
Street, Victoria, London SWI. Driving, amateur theatre, 
8mm cine, sound effects, model railways: light, classical. 
Cossor, four-track stereo, 7 in, 1 {, 3). Anywhere. 
Kcnoctfa Michaels. 39. packer/folder, 287 Navarino 
Mansions, Dalston Lane, Hackney, London E8. Photo- 
graphy, tape recording; bailads, pop. Grundig TK 46, 
stereo/mono, 51 in. 3J. 74- Anywhere in England. 
Michael J. Riley, 26. salesman (hat trade), 39 Alexandra 
Street, New Cross, London SE14. Cycling, youth hostel- 
ling. travel, church work, chit-chat; most music. Marconi, 
two-track, 7 in. Ij, 3|. 74. Anywhere English-speaking. 
E. G. Waters, 47, Maisonette 4. 218 Portland Road, 
London SE25. Tape recording; music of the 1940$, Glenn 
Miller, Ted Heath. Stern/Mullard, 7 in. 14. 3], 74. 
Anywhere. 

NORTHAMPTONSHIRE 
Derek J. Barber, 25, press telegraphist, 19 West Oval, 
Kings Heath, Northampton. Current affairs, association 
football, general interests, old churches; folk, R&B. pop. 
Ferguson 3210, 5{ in, 3|. Anywhere English-speaking. 

STAFFORDSHIRE 
fwiteti Ravat. 26, telecommunications technician, 27 
Camdco Street, Walsall, Staffordshire. Sound movement 
and'adj. technology; classical, oriental, Indian. Cossor CR 
1670, 4 Stereo, 5J in, 14, 34. India, South Africa, USA. 

SUSSEX 
Roy Bannister, 43. piano tuner-musician, 43 North Farm 
Rood, Lancing, Sussex. Music, sport, hi-fi, outdoors 
recording, general interests; all types except pop. Vor- 
texion, Ferrograph, Butoba, 7 in, 3f, 7|. Great Britain 
only (please send tape mono only). 
Ouis Morris, 141, schoolboy, 34 Long Close, Pound Hill, 
Crawley, Sussex. Music, tape recording: Beatles, pop. 
light entertainment. Fidelity Playmaster four-track, 5 in, 
3}. USA. Canada, British Isles. 
Eracst Smith, 52, clerical, 78 Oxford Road, Hollington, 
St Leonards-on-Sea, Sussex. Spiritualism, astral pro- 
yecrion, writing, science fiction, young people, photo- 
graphy, travel, sumps; almost all music. Stella ST 459 
four-track, 7 in. tt, 1}, 3}. 71. Scandinavia, Iceland 
(Reykjavik) (En^tsh-speaking). 
Stcpbeo A. Smith, 17, student, 26 Willowbed Drive, 
Chkbester, Sussex. Reproduction of sound from upe and 
records; blues, modern jazz, pop, light classical. TD 10 
Deck, Mullard Pre-Amp ; 7 in, 1|. 31, 71. USA. Canada. 
Kaitfti Upton, 20, apprentice aircraft engineer, 47 Kingsley 
Road, Brighton S, Sussex. Motor-cycling, ballroom 
dancing, painting, photography, tape recording, reading; 
all types of music. Elizabethan Major four-track, 7 in, 11, 
3f. 71, Opucord two-track, 41 in, 3f. Anywhere, females 
prtfcrrcd. 

WARWICKSHIRE 
Patricia Hawkins, 22. state registered nurse. Nurses 
Home, Birmingham Accident HospiUl, Birmingham. 
Medical research, sports (especially swimming), photo- 
graphy. music; classical. light opera, pop. Fidelity 
four-track, 51 in, 3|. Continental, Near Eastern, North 
Africa. 
Ralph Leech, 33, operating theatre attendant, 4 Wake 
Green Road, Moseley, Birmingham 13. Warwicks. Travel, 
music, general topics; Dixie jazz, light music. Philips EL 
3.S4I; 7 in, 31. USA, Canada, Europe. 
Jeffrey Link, 19, BBC technical operator, 14 Lightwoods 
Hill, Stneihwick, Birmingham 41. Records, upe record- 
ing, painting; pop. big band, orchestral, film music. 
Ferrograph/3AN, 81 in. 3|, 71. Great Britain 
Frank EL Platt, 62, schoolmaster. High Street, Stoke- 
Golding, Nuncaton, Works. Literature, poetry, discus- 
sions, Upe recording, general knowledge; classical (no 
pop please). Elizabethan LZ 29 four-track, 7 in, 11,32.71- 
Anywhere English-speaking, both sexes. 
William McReynoldi, 35, machine operator, 2/122 Kyr- 
wicks Lane, Sparkbrook, Birmingham II. Car and 
motor-cycle racing, scrambling; C & W, folk. Ferrograph 
631, 81 in, 11, 31, 71. Anywhere English-speaking. 
John West, 35, sales supervisor, 64 Westfield Road, 
Birmingham 14.8mm cine, travel, outdoor life, languages; 
ail kinds. Robuk RK 4, 7 in, II, 3}, 71. Anywhere. 

WORCESTERSHIRE 
Peler Yatea, 16, student, 16 Maple Avenue. Tolladine, 
Worcester. Radio, politics, cricket, satire, anything 
avante-garde; anything, especially jazz. Stella ST 459, 7 in. 
H, 14, 3|, 74. Anywhere English-speaking, especially 
Australia, America, Britain (females preferred). 

YORKSHIRE 
K. Broooifidd, 44. experimental officer. 8 Southlands 
Drive, Nuntborpe, Nr Middlesbrough, Yorks. Photo- 
graphy. building techniques, humorous songs, science; 
pop, light classical. Philips EL 3541 and EL 3300, 7 in, 34. 
Anywhere, preferably Sweden and USA. 
John C. Lewis, 22, disabled. 11 Beeton Street, Holderness 
Road, Hull, Yorks. SWL, reading, electronics in general; 
Shadows, rock and roll. Philips EL3S4I, four-track; 7 in. 
34- Britain, USA. Sweden. 
Edwin Hoyle, 56, draughtsman, 31 Newlands, Parsley, 
Pudsey, Yorks. Travel, building, 8mm cine; light music. 
Clarion, 3 in, 34. Anywhere Engiish-speaking. 
Tom Smith, 40, refiner, 10 Glendale Eatate, Morley, Leeds. 
Yorks. 8mm. DIY, stereo, humour, tape recording; 
electronic music, light. Grundig TK 46, Telefunken, 7 in, 
I i. 34, 74. Anywhere. 

NORTHERN IRELAND 
Michael Brown, 21. sludent teacher, 137 Sandown Road. 
Knock, Belfast 5.N Ireland. Photography, French, people, 
places; light classical, folk, pop, Philips EL 3553, 7 in, 
II, 3f. Anywhere English- or French-speaking. 
Ronald McMorris, 20, baker. 38 Chapel Road. Waterside, 
Londonderry, N Ireland. Collecting country and western 
records; country and western. Ferguson 3210, 5} in, 32- 
USA, Canada (no need to write). 

SCOTLAND 
Jack Docberty, 22, graphic designer. 63 Underwood Road 
Paisley, Scotland. Film music, especially Max Steincr 
Elizabethan four-track, 52 in, 3|. Britain only, 
laa S. Gloag, 34, newspaper despatcher. 3 Baffin Street, 
Dundee. Motoring, travel, DIY; all music except opera. 
Simon SP2, Coliaro two-track, 7 in, 11, 3|, 71- Anywhere. 
Ron Hetberington, 28, Insurance, 105 Parkhcad Loan, 
Edinburgh II, Scotland. Photography, shortwave radio; 
no classical or pop. Ferguson two track; 5f in. 3f. North, 
CentrmJ, South America, any island, not UK. 
J. Stuart Kemp, 16, draper's assistant, Willowdale, 
Willow Road, Kirkwall, Orkney, Scotland. General 
knowledge, mags, maps, aircraft; pop, Reeves, Shadows. 
Ultra 6204, Sf in 11, 32. Anywhere, especially New 
Zealand (South Island). 
Colin Leslie, 17, bricklayer, II Murdoch Terrace, 
Edinburgh II. Pop, light classical. Stella ST 459, four- 
track, 7 in, H, 11, 32, 71- Anywhere English-speaking. 
Fiona Lockie, 32, nursery school assistant, 4 Maryfield 
Place, Bonnyrig, Midlothian. Scotland. 35ram colour 
photography, stamps, travel, places of historical interest, 
reading; folk, show, light classical. Philips Cossoir four- 
track, 7 in, 32. Holland, Norway, Germany, Spain, 
Ireland, Scotland. 
James West, 16, telephone engineer, 16 Penders Lane 
Falkirk, Scotland. Every form of radio, tape recording; 
light classical, folk, blues, most pop. Grundig TK 30, 
Wyndsor two-track, 7 in, 11, 32. 71. Anywhere. 
Andrew Wilson, 18. advertising assistant, i Melgund 
Terrace, Edinburgh 7. Photography; modern jazz. 
Philips. 5 in. 32. USA. 

WALES 
Andrzei Bereza, 15. schoolboy, Penley Hall, Nr Wrexham, 
Denbigh, North Wales. Electronics. 8ram cine; pop. 
Beatles. Walter, 5 in, 32. America, Canada, Australia 
(Polish-speaking). 
Colin Beyaon, 22, electronic engineer, 20 Victoria Square, 
Penarth, Glamorgan. Tapesponding, small cars; pop, 
light classical. Philips EL 3527 and 3504, 5 in, 32- Any- 
where. 
Garry Jones, 151, apprentice to radio engineers, 5 Rosser 
Street. Wainfelin, Pontypool, Monmouthshire. Reading, 
photography: pop. Philips, 7 in, 11, 32- Anywhere 
English-speaking. 

CLUBS 
Gainsborough Youth Club. 16-20, c/o 220 Kingston Road. 
New Maiden, Surrey. All sorts; R&B, rock and roll 
Philips, 52 in, 32. Anywhere abroad. 

SCHOOLS 
Dollar Academy Tape Recording Club, Braelangewcll, 
Blairingone, By Dollar, Clackmannanshire Scotland, 
Brcnell Mark 5, two-track, Ferrograph two-track 
Philips portable two-track, 11, 32, 71, 15. 
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ARE YOU SITTING 
COMFORTABLY ? - 
THEN GET 

THIS TAPED! 
by J. L. Jackson 

Anyone for a trip back to school? Can you imagine the change 
which has come over lessons, even during the past four or five 
years, because of the introduction of tape recorders into schools? 
In actual fact, there is very little because the machine is still 
something of a new -fangled contraption to some of the more 
hard- bitten (by pupils, in some cases) teachers. However, for 
more and more teachers a spool of tape is becoming a new 
instrument for penetrating 'wooden heads'. 
Fortunately, children accept `machines' more easily than their 
teachers, but for the first few lessons with a tape recorder any 
questions addressed to the class may be expected to elicit replies 
such as : 'Please sir, what does them two round 'fings on top go 
round for ?' or 'Does them new recordin' whatsits always smoke 
like that, sir? 
These childish obstacles (otherwise known as perishing nuisances) 
can, of course, be overcome by gas or the usual means of an 
introductory lesson during which the `machine' is explained in 
simple terms: 'Here we have the tape ... this passes from the 
left -hand spool to the take -up spool, but in so doing it passes 
the erase and recording heads, a signal being applied to the 
latter when a recording is required. The signal can, of course, 
be monitored....' 
The seven - year -old child of today takes this in without any 
trouble, but thirteen -year -olds are usually more susceptible to 
a sound quiz in which they listen to a noise on tape and then 
write down what they think is making it. In the first lesson 
the noise is quite often teacher screaming whilst trying to extri- 
cate his finger from between the pinch wheel and the capstan, but 
the recorded sound usually filters through to the discriminating 
ear. Bathroom sounds are very useful for this type of quiz. The 
association of soap and water no doubt! 
When a recording is to be made of class activity it is often 
necessary to first record the class `sitting quietly'. The resulting 
'noise' and scraping of chairs, etc., is quite surprising even to 
the pupils. After listening to themselves interviewing fellow 
class -mates, the participants usually resolve either never to let 
another word pass their lips or (the inevitable) never to stop 
another word passing their lips. 

Educational radio programmes are becoming increasingly 
popular and the tape recorder now allows every class to listen 
to that which only one class could listen to previously. This 
perhaps explains why the `tape recorder' is a naughty word 
in most schools, at least to the pupils. For a school without a 
pianist, the music lessons which come over the air several times 
a week are a blessing, but imagine telling a couple of million 
children to sing song number six and then not hearing one of 
them as they miss every other note! For the large music depart- 
ment in a secondary school which may have a sizeable band or 
orchestra, tape loops of tuning -notes for the instruments can 
be very useful and time -saving until the piano goes out of 
pitch with the loops! 
Social activities come well within the scope of the school tape 

42 recorder or what is left of it after being used for the sound 

effects in the school plays! It is far more economical on pupils 
to record the screams of one child falling from the back of the 
stage than to throw one off nightly. 
Back in the music department, the teacher may easily find 
difficulty in describing the sound of some of the more unusual 
instruments. There cannot be so many schools that have (or 
want) an eighteenth- century pianforte, double bassoon or bass 
triangle (also known as the miniature gong) but with a little 
care and a lot of luck these can be brought into the classroom. 
Any ordinary bassoon or triangle recorded at 7z ips and then 
played back at 3; ips will produce a sound approximating to 
those of the latter instruments. For the former, more or less, the 
reverse procedure is used. Record at 31 ips a piano being 
played at half the proper speed of the music, one octave lower 
than written and then play back the recording at 71 ips. Hey 
presto! A modern eighteenth -century pianoforte. 
School sports day, the day when every schoolboy (or girl for 
that matter) worth his salt loses himself amongst a sea of faces 
and suddenly finds that he has gone deaf! All you require, 
dear teacher, is a dozen loudspeakers, three miles of wire, a tape 
recorder and an amplifier with about 200 watts output! With 
the speakers spread liberally over the sports field you now sit 
on top of the pavilion with microphone in hand and binoculars 
ready to spot the shirkers and bawl them out. As a side line, 
announcements can also be made! 
A similar method, although slightly more complex, has been 
used in schools to enable the headmaster to speak to every class 
without leaving his room. Every pupil in the building hits the 
ceiling as the Tannoy booms out: 'Will the following boys 
please come to my room immediately .' Then follows an 
unusual multiple sound effect like that of carpets being beaten ! 

Bearing in mind the numerous activities not mentioned above, 
as well as those listed, perhaps you can now decide whether a 
joy -ride back to school is acceptable or not; however, don't 
expect me to offer encouragement -I'm teaching! J.L.J. 

CUT HERE 

ATR TAPE DIRECTORY SERVICE 

If you wish to be included in the Tape Directory, fill in this 
form and send it in. Your particulars will be published as 

soon as possible. 

To: The Tape Directory, ATR, Haymarket Press Ltd, 
9 Harrow Road, London W2. 

I would like you to include the following particulars in the 
Tape Directory, and agree to acknowledge all replies I 

receive in response to my entry. (USE BLOCK LETTERS) 

Narne 

Age 

Address 

Occupation 

Special interests 

Tastes in music 

Tape recorder used 

Maximum spool size Speeds 

Countries you wish to contact 
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ARE YOU SITTING 

COMFORTABLY?- 

GET 

THIS TAPED! 

by J. L. Jackson 

Anyone for a trip back to school? Can you imagine the change 
which has come over lessons, even during the past four or five 
years, because of the introduction of tape recorders into schools? 
In actual fact, there is very little because the machine is still 
something of a new-fangled contraption to some of the more 
hard-bitten (by pupils, in some cases) teachers. However, for 
more and more teachers a spool of tape is becoming a new 
instrument for penetrating 'wooden heads'. 
Fortunately, children accept 'machines' more easily than their 
teachers, but for the first few lessons with a tape recorder any 
questions addressed to the class may be expected to elicit replies 
such as: 'Please sir, what does them two round 'fings on lop go 
round for?' or 'Does them new recordin' whalsits always smoke 
like that, sir? 
These childish obstacles (otherwise known as perishing nuisances) 
can, of course, be overcome by gas or the usual means of an 
introductory lesson during which the 'machine' is explained in 
simple terms: 'Here we have the tape ... this passes from the 
left-hand spool to the take-up spool, but in so doing it passes 
the erase and recording heads, a signal being applied to the 
latter when a recording is required. The signal can, of course, 
be monitored ' 
The seven-year-old child of today takes this in without any 
trouble, but thirteen-year-olds are usually more susceptible to 
a sound quiz in which they listen to a noise on tape and then 
write down what they think is making it. In the first lesson 
the noise is quite often teacher screaming whilst trying to extri- 
cate his finger from between the pinch wheel and the capstan, but 
the recorded sound usually filters through to the discriminating 
ear. Bathroom sounds are very useful for this type of quiz. The 
association of soap and water no doubt! 
When a recording is to be made of class activity it is often 
necessary to first record the class 'sitting quietly'. The resulting 
'noise' and scraping of chairs, etc., is quite surprising even to 
the pupils. After listening to themselves interviewing fellow 
class-mates, the participants usually resolve either never to let 
another word pass their lips or (the inevitable) never to stop 
another word passing their lips. 

Educational radio programmes are becoming increasingly 
popular and the tape recorder now allows every class to listen 
to that which only one class could listen to previously. This 
perhaps explains why the 'tape recorder' is a naughty word 
in most schools, at least to the pupils. For a school without a 
pianist, the music lessons which come over the air several times 
a week are a blessing, but imagine telling a couple of million 
children to sing song number six and then not hearing one of 
them as they miss every other note! For the large music depart- 
ment in a secondary school which may have a sizeable band or 
orchestra, tape loops of tuning-notes for the instruments can 
be very useful and time-saving - until the piano goes out of 
pitch with the loops! 
Social activities come well within the scope of the school tape 

42 recorder or what is left of it after being used for the sound 

effects in the school plays! It is far more economical on pupils 
to record the screams of one child falling from the back of the 
stage than to throw one off nightly. 
Back in the music department, the teacher may easily find 
difficulty in describing the sound of some of the more unusual 
instruments. There cannot be so many schools that have (or 
want) an eighteenth-century pianforte, double bassoon or bass 
triangle (also known as the miniature gong) but with a little 
care and a lot of luck these can be brought into the classroom. 
Any ordinary bassoon or triangle recorded at 7| ips and then 
played back at 3i ips will produce a sound approximating to 
those of the latter instruments. For the former, more or less, the 
reverse procedure is used. Record at 3i ips a piano being 
played at half the proper speed of the music, one octave lower 
than written and then play back the recording at ips. Hey 
presto! A modern eighteenth-century pianoforte. 
School sports day, the day when every schoolboy (or girl for 
that matter) worth his salt loses himself amongst a sea of faces 
and suddenly finds that he has gone deaf! All you require, 
dear teacher, is a dozen loudspeakers, three miles of wire, a tape 
recorder and an amplifier with about 200 watts output! With 
the speakers spread liberally over the sports field you now sit 
on top of the pavilion with microphone in hand and binoculars 
ready to spot the shirkers and bawl them out. As a side line, 
announcements can also be made! 
A similar method, although slightly more complex, has been 
used in schools to enable the headmaster to speak to every class 
without leaving his room. Every pupil in the building hits the 
ceiling as the Tannoy booms out: 'Will the following boys 
please come to my room immediately ■ • ■' Then follows an 
unusual multiple sound effect like that of carpets being beaten! 
Bearing in mind the numerous activities not mentioned above, 
as well as those listed, perhaps you can now decide whether a 
joy-ride back to school is acceptable or not; however, don't 
expect me to offer encouragement—I'm teaching! J.L.J. 

CUT HERE 

ATR TAPE DIRECTORY SERVICE 

If you wish to be included in the Tape Directory, fill in this 
form and send it in. Your particulars will be published as 
soon as possible. 

To: The Tape Directory, ATR, Haymarket Press Ltd, 
9 Harrow Road, London W2. 

I would like you to include the following particulars in the 
Tape Directory, and agree to acknowledge all replies I 
receive in response to my entry. (use block letters) 

Name   

Age Occupation  

I Address   

Special interests. 

Tastes in music  
Tape recorder used   
Maximum spool size Speeds. 
Countries you wish to contact  

THEN 
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ATR 
postal 
bookshop 

A selection of audio handbooks and guides readily available to 
you through Haymarket Press Ltd. (All prices include postage 
and packing.) 

l Dramatape Guide by H. Woodman 
(Focal Press Ltd) 9/- 

4 The Loudspeaker Guide by J. Borwick 
(Focal Press Ltd) 9/- 

5 Magnetic Sound by J. Chittock 
(Focal Press Lid) 14,'- 

6 The Microphone Guide by J. Borwick 
(Focal Press Ltd) 9/- 

7 The Tape Editing Guide by R. Hock 
(Focal Press Ltd) 9/- 

8 Radio and Electronic Hobbies by F. C. Judd 
(Museum Press) 23/6 

9 FM Radio Servicing Handbook by G. J. King 
(Odhams Press) 27/6 

10 Practical Hi -Fi Handbook by G. J. King 
( Odhams) 27/6 

11 Radio and Audio Service Handbook by G. J. King 
( Odhams) 27/6 

12 A to Z in Audio by G. A. Briggs 
(Rank Wharfedale Ltd) 17/- 

13 Circuits for Audio and Tape Recording by F. C. Judd 
(Haymarket Press Ltd) 8/6 

14 Audio and Acoustics by G. A. Briggs 
(Rank Wharfedale Ltd) 14/- 

15 Audio Biographies by G. A. Briggs 
(Rank Wharfedale Ltd) 26/6 

16 Cabinet Handbook by G. A. Briggs 
(Rank Wharfedale Ltd) 9/- 

17 Loudspeakers by G. A. Briggs 
(Rank Wharfedale Ltd) 27/6 

18 More About Loudspeakers by G. A. Briggs 
(Rank Wharfedale Ltd) 10/- 

19 Musical Instruments and Audio by G. A. Briggs 
(Rank Wharfedale Ltd) 35/- 

20 Tape Recording for Everyone by F. C. Judd 
(Blackie & Son) 12/- 

21 Electronic Music by F. C. Judd 
(Neville Spearman) 17/- 

22 Communal Aerials and Coaxial by Gordon J. King 
Relay Practice 9/6 

rTO: ATR POSTAL BOOKSHOP, 9 HARROW ROAD, LONDON WL 

Please send me the following: 

copies of book No. C £ s d I 

4 

a I 

.8.9/661 

1 

99 99 PP 99 

Cheque/PO (made payable to Haymarket Press 
Ltd) enclosed for £ 

Send books to: 

Name 

Address 

TEMPUIAPE 
SUPERB PROFESSIONALLY RECORDED 

MUSIC -PLUS 600 ft OF EXTRA TAPE 

FOR YOUR OWN HOME RECORDINGS 

ALL FOR 21/- (34 I.P.S. z track) MONO 

®1812 OVERTURE 
FAMOUS OVERTURES 

Here is the list of titles available: 
1 EROTIC PERCUSSION. 2 BIG BAND BLAST. 4 TCHAIKOVSKY'S 
PIANO CONCERTO. 5 THE KING AND I. 6 CAMELOT. 
7 FEATURING BILLY DANIELS. 8 HAPPY HARMONICA. 
9 SOUTH PACIFIC. 10 ANDRE PREVIN. 11 GREAT THEMES 
FROM GREAT MOVIES. 12 BIG BAND SWINGS THE CLASSICS. 
13 TRIBUTE TO DUKE ELLINGTON. 14 FLAMENCO. 15 UNDER 
PARIS SKIES. 16 ROMEO AND JULIET OVERTURE. 17 ORGAN 
POP CLASSICS JOHN KILEY. 18 TCHAIKOVSKY'S 
1812 OVERTURE. 19 L'AMORE D'ITALIA. 20 OKLAHOMA. 
21 FAMOUS OVERTURES. 22 MUSIC FROM IRVING BERLIN. 
23 MUSIC FOR LOVERS. 24 THE GOLD RECORD. 25 SOUND 
OF MUSIC. 26 TRIBUTE TO WOODY HERMAN. 

STOP PRESS - LATEST ADDITIONS 

27 An Evening with Tony Laurence, Tony Laurence and 

His Music. 29 My Fair Lady, Hollywood Radio City 

Orchestra and Singers. 30 Porgy and Bess, Hollywood 

Radio City Orchestra and Singers. 32 Tony Laurence Goes 

Latin American, Tony Laurence and His Music. 33 West 

Side Story, Gort sl 
of Harts, 

G 

erry Ha(Mutittrack Guitar Recording). 

STEREO TITLES NOW AVAILABLE 
AT 30s. Write for brochure. 

All are specially selected for your enjoyment and equivalent in 
playing time to both sides of an L.P. record. 
In addition to providing you with a pre- recorded tape of superlative 
quality, TEMPOTAPE provide a bonus of 600 feet of blank tape, and 
all you do is turn over the reel and make your own recordings on the 
bottom track. You can later erase the top pre- recorded track making 
a further 600 ft. available for your own use and at 21/- you can afford 
to do this. 

Ask your dealer for details or write to: Dept. Y.5. 
Tempotape Division, A. C. Farnell Limited, 
81, Kirkstall Road, Leeds 3. Phone: 35111. 
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ATR 

postal 

bookshop 

A selection of audio handbooks and guides readily available to 
you through Haymarkct Press Ltd. (All prices include postage 
and packing.) 

I Dramatape Guide 
(Focal Press Ltd) 

4 The Loudspeaker Guide 
(Focal Press Ltd) 

5 Magnetic Sound 
(Focal Press Ltd) 

6 The Microphone Guide 
(Focal Press Ltd) 

7 The Tape Editing Guide 
(Focal Press Lid) 

8 Radio and Electronic Hobbies 
(Museum Press) 

9 FM Radio Servicing Handbook 
(Odhams Press) 

10 Practical Hi-Fi Handbook 
(Odhams) 

11 Radio and Audio Service Handbook 
(Odhams) 

12 A to Z in Audio 
(Rank Wharfedale Ltd) 

13 Circuits for Audio and Tape Recording 
(ffaymarkel Press Ltd) 

14 Audio and Acoustics 
(Rank Wharfedale Ltd) 

15 Audio Biographies 
(Rank Wharfedale Ltd) 

16 Cabinet Handbook 
(Rank Wharfedale Lid) 

17 Loudspeakers 
(Rank Wharfedale Ltd) 

18 More About loudspeakers 
(Rank Wharfedale Lid) 

19 Musical Instruments and Audio 
(Rank Wharfedale Lfd) 

20 Tape Recording for Everyone 
(Blackie <5 Son) 

21 Electronic Music 
(Neville Spearman) 

22 Communal Aerials and Coaxial 
Relay Practice 

by H. Woodman 
?/" by J. Borwlck 
91- 

by J. Chiltock 
14,'- 

by J. Borwick 
91- 

by R. Hock 
91- 

by F. C. Judd 
23/6 

by G. J. King 
27/6 

by G. J. King 
27/6 

by G. J. King 
27/6 

by G. A. Briggs 
17/- 

by F. C. Judd 
8/6 

by G. A. Briggs 
14/- 

by G. A. Briggs 
26/6 

by G. A. Briggs 
91- 

by G. A. Briggs 
27/6 

by G. A. Briggs 
10/- 

by G. A. Briggs 
35/- 

by F. C. J udd 
12/- 

by F. C. Judd 
17/- 

by Gordon J. King 
9/6 

TO: ATR POSTAL BOOKSHOP. 9 HARROW ROAD, LONDON W2. 
Please send me the following: 

copies of book No @ £ s d 

@ 

Cheque/PO (made payable to Haymarkct Press 
Ltd) enclosed for £_ 

Send books to: 
Name   
Address   

p.B. 9/66 

IBWDTAK 

SUPERB PROFESSIONALLY RECORDED 

MUSIC-PLUS 600 ft OF EXTRA TAPE 

FOR YOUR OWN HOME RECORDINGS 

ALL FOR 21/- (3J I.P.S. i track) MONO 

^ 1812 OVERTURE 

an 

FAMOUS OVERTURES 

Here is the list of titles available: 
1 EROTIC PERCUSSION. 2 BIG BAND BLAST.4 TCHAIKOVSKY'S 
PIANO CONCERTO. 5 THE KING AND I. 6 CAMELOT. 
7 FEATURING BILLY D A NI ELS. 8HAPPY HARMONICA. 
9 SOUTH PACIFIC. 10 ANDRE PREVIN. 11 GREAT THEMES 
FROM GREAT MOVIES. 12 BIG BAND SWINGS THE CLASSICS. 
13 TRIBUTE TO DUKE ELLINGTON. 14 FLAMENCO. 15 UNDER 
PARIS SKIES. 16 ROMEO AND JULIET OVERTURE. 17 ORGAN 
POP CLASSICS JOHN KILEY. 18 TCHAIKOVSKY'S 
1812 OVERTURE. 19 L'AMORE D'lTALIA. 20 OKLAHOMA. 
21 FAMOUS OVERTURES. 22 MUSIC FROM IRVING BERLIN. 
23 MUSIC FOR LOVERS. 24 THE GOLD RECORD. 25 SOUND 
OF MUSIC. 26 TRIBUTE TO WOODY HERMAN.  

27 Evening ^ ™ « 
His Music. 29 MV Fa.r Lady. ^ ^ Hol|ywood 
Orchestra and Singers. 2 T Laurence Goes 
Radio City Orchestra and Singers^ 32 T y ^ ^ 
Latin American.. o"* and Instrumental). 34 

™'s"il" R'C0,J1"g'- 

STEREO TITLES NOW AVAILABLE 
AT 30s. Write for brochure. 

All are specially selected for your enjoyment and equivalent in 
playing time to both sides of an L.P. record. 
In addition to providing you with a pre-recorded tape of superlative 
quality, TEMPOTAPE provide a bonus of 600 feet of blank tape, and 
all you do is turn over the reel and make your own recordings on the 
bottom track. You can later erase the top pre-recorded track making 
a further 600 ft. available for your own use and at 21 /- you can afford 
to do this. 

Ask your dealer for details or write to: Dept. Y.5. 
Tempotape Division, A. C. Farnell Limited, 
81, Kirksfall Road, Leeds 3. Phone: 35111. 
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FRANCIS 
OF STREATHAM 

include among their customers many who call 
personally from all over the country, because 
of the stocks and service in TAPE AND HI -FI 
EQUIPMENTto be found there. With so many 
shops to choose from, there must be excellent 
reasons why people prefer to buy from Francis. 
Perhaps you would care to find out by calling 
or writing to us about your requirements. 

* VERY LARGE STOCKS OF TAPE AND HI -FI 
EQUIPMENT 

* NO EXTRA FOR CREDIT UP TO 18 

MONTHS 
* OWN SERVICE DEPARTMENT 

* FREE SERVICE DURING GUARANTEE 
PERIOD 

FRANCIS OF STREATHAM 
169 -173 STREATHAM HIGH RD., LONDON, S.W.I6 

Between St. Leonards 

Church and Streatham Stn. 

Open all day 

Saturday 

Phone STR 

0192/0466 

i 

UNDERSTANDING 

TELEVISION 

by 

J. R. DAVIES 

512 pages 300 diagrams 
37/6d. 

MOST FAVOURABLY REVIEWED THROUGH- 
OUT THE RADIO PRESS 

"The treatment is entirely non -mathematical and should 
be well suited to anyone who has a reasonable knowledge 
of radio theory. The text is profusely illustrated with dia- 
grams, and explanatory captions succinctly hammer home 
the relevant points -a valuable supplementary to the main 
text...." "Practical Television" 

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE 

To Data Publications Ltd., 57 Maida Vale, London, W.9 
Please supply your Data Book "Understanding Television ". 
Price 37s. 6d., plus postage 2s. 6d. 
If not completely satisfied, I understand my money will be 
refunded if I return the book within 7 days. 

NAME 

ADDRESS 
(Block Capitals) 
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YOUR LOCAL 
WORTHING, SUSSEX 

ROWERS wJ WILKINS, 

1 Becket Buildings, Littlehampton 
Road, Worthing 5142 

Stocking Ampex, 
Ferrograph, 
Revox, Sony, Tandberg, 
Truvox, Philips, 
Bang & Olufsen, on 
fully comparative 
Demonstrations 

WIMBLEDON'S TAPE RECORDER CENTRE 
All Leading makes in stock - Ferrograph - Tele- 
funken -Loewe Opta- Saba -Wyndsor -Philips- 
Grundig -Brenell -Truvox- Ferguson etc. Pre -re- 
corded Tapes Mono - Stereo - Microphones - 
Accessories 
Bargain of the Month FI -CORD 202 A Only 39 gns. 
TEL -LEE -RADIO 
220 The Broadway, WIMBLEDON, S.W.19 LIBerty 4948 

TAPE RECORDER CENTRE (HX) 
AGENTS FOR ALL THE LEADING MAKES OF RECORDERS AND 
HI -FI including: -B &O, BRENELL, BRAUN, DUAL. FERROGRAPH, FI -CORD, 
GRUNDIG, KORTING, OPTA -CORD, PHILIPS, REVOX, ROBUK, SABA, SONY, 
TANDBERG, TELEFUNKEN, TRUVOX, ETC. 

30 KING CROSS STREET, HALIFAX 
Halifax 66832 

PART EXCHANGE WITH PLEASURE 

GODLEYS 
SHUDEH ILL, MANCHESTER 4 

Telephone: BLAckrriars 9432 

Sole Manchester Distributors For 
The World Famous Bryan Amplifiers 

Agents for Ampex, Akai, Ferro - 
graph, Tandberg, Brenell, B. & O.. 
Vortexion, Truvox, Sony. Leak, 
Quad, Armstrong, Clark & Smith, 
Lowther, Fisher. Goodmans, 
Wharfedale. Garrard, Goldring, 
Dual, Decca. Record Housing, 

Fitrobe, G.K.D., etc. 

TAPE HI -FI CENTRE SHEEN 
SPECIALISTS IN TAPE RECORDERS, ACCESSORIES HI -FI EQUIPMENT 

YOUR CENTRE FOR FRIENDLY HELP -SALES AND SERVICE 

3 & 4 STATION PARADE, Now Open Until 8pm Fridays 
SHEEN LANE, SHEEN PROSPECT 0985 
LONDON, S.W.14 (Opposite Mortlake Station, S.R.) 

(IHI f1 Fì LLt1JW OruIrH1I" 
OF CREWE LTD. 

Head Office: 14 Hightown, Crewe. Tel. 3327 
Hi -Fi CENTRE: 28 HIGHTOWN, CREWE 

Technical Division: 19/21 Ludford St., Crewe. 

TAPE 70 
PROFESSIONAL Tape at a MODERATE PRICE 

From your dealer or DIRECT from: - 
LEDA TAPES (A), 30 Baker Street, London, WI 

SLEEP LEARNING AND THERAPY 
TIME SWITCHES with large, clear, 24- hourdial,3 ons and offs, £4 12s 6d. 
PILLOW SPEAKERS, high intelligibility, only 4 in square, matched to 
speaker sockets of all recorders, £3 3s Od. 
ENDLESS TAPE CASSETTES: 15 mins cycle at 3f, £5 5s Od; 10 mins 
cycle, £3 12s 6d; 8 mins cycle, £2 17s 6d (Double at 1f). 
INFORMATION AND GUIDANCE TAPE (3 gns) covers whole field of 
Learning and Therapy with demonstrations how to make your own tapes. 
INDUCTION TAPE NO. 1 FOR LEARNING (3 gns), a vital necessity 
for use in learning any subject. INDUCTION TAPE No. 2 (3 gns), equally 
vital where these revolutionary techniques are to be used for removing 
illnesses, disabilities, personality weakness, etc. 
Send now for FREE LITERATURE and FULL LIST with full details of 
the optimum Tape Recorders for the job, to: 
THE INSTITUTE OF SLEEP- LEARNING, 16 King's College Road, 
London NW3. PRImrose 3314. 
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FRANCIS 

OF STREATHAM 

include among their customers many who call 
personally from all over the country, because 
of the stocks and service in TAPE AND HI-FI 
EQUIPMENT to be found there. With so many 
shops to choose from, there must be excellent 
reasons why people prefer to buy from Francis. 
Perhaps you would care to find out by calling 
or writing to us about your requirements. 

* VERY LARGE STOCKS OF TAPE AND HI-FI 
EQUIPMENT 

^ NO EXTRA FOR CREDIT UP TO 18 
MONTHS 

OWN SERVICE DEPARTMENT 

* FREE SERVICE DURING GUARANTEE 
PERIOD 

FRANCIS OF STREATHAM 
169-173 STREATHAM HIGH RD., LONDON, S.W.I6 

YOUR LOCAL 

WORTHING, SUSSEX Stocking Ampex, 
Ferrograph, 
Revox, Sony, Tandberg, 
Truvox, Philips, 

^BSSSS&eSSSSSS' Sang & Olufsen, on 

WIMBLEDON'S tape recorder centre 
All Leading makes in stock — Ferrograph — Tele- 
funken—Loewe Opta—Saba—Wyndsor—Philips— 
Grundig—Brenell—Truvox—Ferguson etc. Pre-re- 
corded Tapes Mono — Stereo — Microphones — 
Accessories 
Bargain of the Month FI-CORD 202 A Only 39 gns. 
TEL-LEE-RADIO 
220 The Broadway, WIMBLEDON, S.W.I9 LIBarty 4940 

TAPE RECORDER CENTRE (HX) 
AGENTS FOR ALL THE LEADING MAKES OF RECORDERS AND 
HI-FI including;—BSO. BRENELL, BRAUN, DUAL. FERROGRAPH, FI-CORD. 
GRUNDIG, KORTING, OPTA-CORD, PHILIPS, REVOX, ROBUK, SABA. SONY, 
TANOBERG, TELEFUNKEN, TRUVOX, ETC. 

30 KING CROSS STREET, HALIFAX 
Halifax 66832 

PART EXCHANGE WITH PLEASURE 

Between St. Leonards 
Church and Streatham Stn. 

Open all day 
Saturday 

Phone STR 
0192/0466 

G0DLEYS 
SHUDEHILL, MANCHESTER 4 

Telephone: BLAckfriars 9432 
Sole Manchester Distributors For 

The World Famous Bryan Amplifiers 

Agents for Ampex, Akai, Ferro- 
graph. Tandberg, Brenell, B. & O.. 
Vortexion, Truvox, Sony. Leak, 
Quad, Armstrong, Clark & Smith, 
Lowther, Fisher. Goodmans, 
Wharfedale, Garrard, Goldring, 
Dual, Decca. Record Housing, 

Fitrobe, G.K.D., etc. 

UNDERSTANDING 

TELEVISION 

| mUp J. R. DAVIES 

512 pages 300 diagrams 
37/6d. 

MOST FAVOURABLY REVIEWED THROUGH- 
OUT THE RADIO PRESS 

"The treatment is entirely non-mathematical and should 
be well suited to anyone who has a reasonable knowledge 
of radio theory. The text is profusely illustrated with dia- 
grams, and explanatory captions succinctly hammer home 
the relevant points—a valuable supplementary to the main 
text " "Practical Television" 

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE 

To Data Publications Ltd., 57 Maida Vale, London, W.9 
Please supply your Data Book "Understanding Television". 
Price 37s. 6d., plus postage 2s. 6d. 
If not completely satisfied, I understand my money will be 
refunded if I return the book within 7 days. 

ADDRESS   
(Block Capitals) 

TAPE HI-FI CENTRE SHEEN 
SPECIAUSH IN TAPE RECORDERS, ACCESSORIES HI-FI EQUIPMENT 

YOUR CENTRE FOR FRIENDLY HELP—SALES AND SERVICE 
3 4 4 STATION PARADE, 
SHEEN LANE, SHEEN 
LONDON. S.W.I4 

Now Open Until 8pm Fridays 
PROSPECT 0985 

(Opposite Mortlake Station, S.R.) 

(EIHIilRllLlilllimHll) 
OF CREWE LTD^  S 

Head Office: 14 Hightown, Crewe. Tel. 3327 
Hi-Fi CENTRE: 28 HIGHTOWN, CREWE 

Technical Division: 19/21 Ludford St., Crewe. 

tAPiEZb 

PROFESSIONAL Tape at a MODERATE PRICE 
From your dealer or DIRECT from:— 

LEDA TAPES (A), 30 Baker Street, London, Wl 

SLEEP LEARNING AND THERAPY 
TIME SWITCHES with large, clear,24-hour dial,3 ons and offs.£412s 6d. 
PILLOW SPEAKERS, high intelligibility, only 4 in square, matched to 
speaker sockets of all recorders, £3 3s Od, 
ENDLESS TAPE CASSETTES: 15 mins cycle at 3i, £5 5s Od; 10 mins 
cycle. £3 12s 6d; 8 mins cycle, £2 17s 6d {Double at 1 j). 
INFORMATION AND GUIDANCE TAPE (3 gns) covers whole field of 
Learning and Therapy with demonstrations how to make your own tapes. 
INDUCTION TAPE NO. 1 FOR LEARNING (3 gns), a vital necessity 
lor use in learning any subject. INDUCTION TAPE No. 2 (3 gns), equally 
vital where these revolutionary techniques are to be used for removing 
illnesses, disabilities, personality weakness, etc. 
Send now for FREE LITERATURE and FULL LIST with full details of 
the optimum Tape Recorders for the job, to: 
THE INSTITUTE OF SLEEP-LEARNING, 16 King's College Road, 
London NW3. PRImrose 3314. 
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DEALERS I 

Visit the North's Finest Tape Recorder Showroom. 
All leading makes in stock, ready for demonstration. 
Tape, Mies.. Mixers, all accessories, Tape Records. 
Separate Hi -Fi and constructors showrooms. Full 
Technical Service. 

KINGS SQUARE, YORK. Tel. 55666 

L.E.C. (Leyton) ELECTRICAL CO. 

120 HIGH ROAD, LEYTON, EIS 
LEYtonstone 6814 

Stockists of: Ferrograph, Votexion, Brenell, Revox, 
Rogers, Armstrong, Leak, Goodmans, KEF, Record 
Housing Furniture, etc. Tapes by BASF, AGFA, 
ZONAL 3' to 10-. Demonstrations in the Home. Tape 

to Disc Service. 

G. L. MORTON & CO LTD 
12 Oxford St., Newcastle upon Tyne 

Telephones 26902 and 20142 

Tape Recorder Sales - Specialised Service 
Tape to Disc -Recording Studio 

Tape recorder service in the 

BIRMINGHAM AREA 
L. BISHOP LTD. 

1708 BRISTOL ROAD SOUTH, REDNAL 
BIRMINGHAM 

Telephone: RUBery 2709 

GRUNDIG SPECIALISTS 

i4a16* RECORD co. in. 

For the very best technical service and 
sales of Hi Fi equipment In the North. Sup- 
pliers of quality Hi Fi equipment and Tape 
Recorders. Part exchange and H.P. wel- 
come. For confident buying and sound 
advice. Write or call at: 

70. LIVERPOOL RD.. LIVERPOOL 23. 
Tel. GREat Crosby 4012 

MASSEY'S 
CENTRE OF SOUND 

121 -123 High Road Chiswick London W4 
telephone CHlswick 2082 

WORTHING 

TAPE 

RECORDER 

CENTRE 

Tape and HI-FI Experts. Agents for 
ait makes of Tape Recorders and 
equipment Sexvtcing and Repairs. 

22 New Broadway, 
Tarring Road, Worthing, 
S a 

TNeykene= WORTIUNG 3030 

(CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS 
Classified advertisements in 'Amateur Tapc Recording' 
cost is per word, minimum 10s. Box Nos. Is 6d extra. 
Advertisements and remittances should be sent to 
Classified Advertisement Department, ATR, 86 -88 Edg- 
ware Road, London W2, 

SITUATIONS VACANT 
A vacancy occurs at the Tape Recorder Centre of 
High Holborn for a first -class experienced salesman. 
Wonderful opportunity and excellent prospects for 
right man to work for Britain's Largest Tape Re- 
corder Specialists. Good salary and pleasant working 
conditions. Apply Mr Allerhand, Magnatape House, 
191 Plashet Road, London E13, or ring GRAngewood 
2185/2110 for appointment. (9/66) 
Tape Recorder Salesman required by busy City spe- 
cialists. Trainee considered, enthusiasm main asset. 
Equiv. 5-day week approx. Alternate Sats. Oppor- 
tunity to join an organization of repute. Please write 
in the first instance to Mr Atkins. Wallace Heaton 
(City Sales) Ltd, 93 Fleet Street, London EC4. (11/66) 

TAPE /DISC /TAPE 
J & B Recordings. Tape /disc. Mobile unit. Wedding 
experts. IO Willows Avenue, Morden, Surrey. Mitcham 
9952. 

Tape to Disc Recording. Finest professional quality: 
10 in LP, 42s; 12 in LP, 48s: 7 in EP, 21s; 40 ft re- 
cording studio: 48 hour postal return service. Any 
speed tapes. SAE for leaflet. Deroy Sound Service, 
High Bank, Hawk Street, Carnforth, Lancs. 
Rapid Recording Service. Records made from your 
own tapes (48 -hour service). Master Discs and pres- 
sings. Recording Studio - Demo Discs. Mobile record- 
ings, any distance. Brochure from 21 Bishops Close. 
E17. (TC) 
If quality and durability matter (especially with LPs 
from your precious tapes), consult Britain's oldest 
transfer service. Our mobile units attend anywhere 
for mono /stereo master recording. Studio with pro- 
fessional facilities available. Records published tax 
free for schools, choirs, orchestras. Sound News Pro- 
ductions, 18 Blenheim Road, London W4. Tel: 99S- 
1661. (10/66) 

Patrick O'Mahony & Co Ltd. High -fidelity gramo- 
phone records made to your own requirements from 
Tape. Radio, and TV sound. 10 in LP (32 mins), 35s. 
7 in EP (15 mins), 20s. 7 in Pop (6 mins), I6s. Spe- 

Editing Facilities 5s per record, Pop 
45s free. Post and packing 2s 6d. Tapes of any size, 
speed, track, stereo or mono. Fully professional re- 
cording studio and staff; qualified musicians for sound 
control balance. Associate of Professional Recording 
Studios Ltd. 48 hour return postal service; SAE for 
brochure, Patrick O'Mahony & Co Ltd. 30 Baker 
Street. London WI. Tel: WELbeck 0441/2. 

(PRE- RECORDED TAPES 
American 4 -track stereo tapes covering most famous 
labels at realistic prices. Why pay more? Imported 
directly by us, saving distributors' profits. Vast selec- 
tion at 75s each - send SAE for free lists or call at 
London showrooms. Teletape of Marble Arch. 33 
Edgware Road, W2. (TC) 

At last... 
A Star Graded Camping Site Guide for 

Britain. Get your copy of 

British Camping Sites 1966 
3/6 from good newsagents, booksellers 

and equipment dealers or direct from 
Haymarket Press Ltd, 

9 HARROW ROAD, LONDON, W2 

PERSONAL 
Tape Recorder Repairs. We specialize in the servicing 
of recorders including professional machines. Tele- 
scopic Ltd, 92 Tottenham Ct. Rd., London WI. 
MUS 8177. (10/66) 
Sound effects on tape. Write for full details. KLP Film 
Services Ltd. 3 Queen's Crescent, Richmond, Surrey. 

(10/66) 
Highest cash prices offered for good quality Tape Re- 
corders. Hi -Fi Equipment and LP Records. REW 
Earlsfield Ltd, 266/8 Upper Tooting Road, London 
SW17. Tel BAL 9174. (TC) 
Introductions to interesting new friends. Trial free, 
VCC, 34 Honeywell Road, SWII. (9/66) 
The perfect companion to ATR is 8mm Magazine - 
an unbeatable combination for the sound and tine en- 
thusiast. 8mm tells you all you need to know on how 
to take tine films and where to look for subjects. 
Packed with news of the latest eine developments, un- 
biased test reports and hints on sound and cine. All 
for only 2s 6d a month, or special introductory sub- 
scription offer of 25s a year from Subscription Dept, 
8mm, Haymarket Press Ltd, 9 Harrow Road, Lon- 
don W2. 
Amazing Results: Immediate introductions. Friend- 
ship, marriage. Jean Bureau, 15 Queen Street, 
Exeter. (11/66) 
Record Library. Borrow your LPs. Write to Ismyr 
Record Library, Snape, Saxmundham, Suffolk. (2/67) 

MAGNETIC TAPE 
A unique tape buy! Top brand 7 in, 2,400 ft, 25.s; 
51 in, 1,200 ft. 15s; P & P: 1 at 2s, 2 at 25 9d, 3 -6 at 
3.s 6d. Bargains in all sizes, SAE for list. E. C. Kings- 
ley & Co Ltd, 93 Tottenham Court Road, London 
W1. EUSton 6500. (T /C) 
Ampex Series 600 Professional Recording Tape. Type 
641. 1800 ft Mylar on 7 in spool. Complete with 
leader. Brand new, in maker's boxes. Usual price £3. 
Limited quantity available at 67/- for two spools P & 
P 2/- (or 37/- singly P & P 1/6). E. C. Kingsley & 
Co. 93 Tottenham Court Road, London WI. EUS 
6500. (TC) 

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE 
For Sale. Rexine- covered tape carrying cases with 
divisions to hold 12 tapes. Genuine reduction in price 
to ATR readers and all export enquiries. 7 in size, 
36s; 51 in. 32s; 5 in, 30s; post free. Send SAE for 
illustrations and price list of all cases. L.G.R. Products 
Factory. 105 Eastern Esplanade, Southend -on -Sea. 
(Ref ATR.) (9/66) 
Unbiased guide. Our latest 65 -page, photographically 
illustrated hi-fi catalogue (4s 6d). Advisory service, 
preferential terms to members. You'll be glad to have 
consulted Audio Supply Association, 18 Blenheim 
Road, London W4. (10/66) 

WALES' 
LEADING PRE - RECORDED 

TAPE STOCKIST 
Offer a comprehensive range of E.M.I. 
Stereo, Mono and Language course tapes. 
Send S.A.E. for free list. By return postal 
service of stock items from:- 

ROATH RADIO &TELEVISION Co 
25 MORGAN ARCADE, CARDIFF. Phone: 26838 

r 
AMATEUR TAPE RECORDING SUBSCRIPTION FORM 

Make certain you receive your copy of AMATEUR TAPE RECORDING Video and Hi -Fi by 
completing this form and sending it, with your anneal subscription, to: 
AMATEUR TAPE RECORDING, SUBSCRIPTION DEPT, 
9 HARROW ROAD, LONDON W2 
Please send AMATEUR TAPE RECORDING Video and Hi -Fi for one year, commencing with 
the next ( ) issue, to the address below. I enclose the annual subscription 
of thirty shillings (30s). ATR will pay the postage. 
Name 
Address 

......_. _.._... ._._____. Date 
Tape Club members wishing to avail themselves of the special Club Subscription rate of 25s per 
annum should apply to their local Club Secretary. All Club orders must bear the Club Secretary's 
signature and be sent to the Subscription Department. 45 
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DEALERS"! I CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMEWTSl 

Visit the North's Finest Tape Recorder Showroom. 
All leading makes in stock, ready for demonstration. 
Tape, Mies., Mixers, all accessories. Tape Records. 
Separate Hi-Fi and constructors showrooms. Full 
Technical Service. 

cusmsmiiiGHT 

KINGS SQUARE, YORK. Tel. 55666 

L.E.C.(Leyton) ELECTRICAL CO. 

120 HIGH ROAD, LEYTON, E.15 
LEYtonstone 6814 

Stockists of: Ferrograph, Votexion, Brenell, Rcvox, 
Rogers, Armstrong, Leak, Goodmans, KEF, Record 
Housing Famiture, etc. Tapes by BASF, AGFA, 
ZONAL 3' to 10'. Demonstrations in the Home. Tape 

to Disc Service. 

G. L. MORTON & CO LTD 
12 Oxford St., Newcastle upon Tyne 

Telephones 26902 and 20142 
Tape Recorder Sales — Specialised Service 

Tape to Disc —Recording Studio 

Tape recorder service in Che 
BIRMINGHAM AREA 

L. BISHOP LTD. 
1708 BRISTOL ROAD SOUTH, REDNAL 

BIRMINGHAM 
Telephone: RUBery 2709 

GRUNDIG SPECIALISTS 

RECORD CD. II 

For the very best technical service and 
sales of HI Fi equipment In the North. Sup- 
pliers of quality Hi Fi equipment and Tape 
Recorders. Part exchange and H.P. wel- 
come. For confident buying and sound 
advice. Write or call at; 

70.LIVERPOOL RD- LIVERPOOL 23. 
Tel. CREat Crosby4012 

HASSEY'S 
CENTRE OF SOUND 

121-123 Hldi Road Chlswlck London W4 
telephone CHIswick 2082 

WORTHING 
TAPE 

RECORDER 

CENTRE 

Tape and Ht-fl Expertt. Agents for all makes of Tape Recorders and equipment. Senrldng and Repairs. 

22 New Broadway, 
Tanfag Road, Worthing, 
Sus 
Telt 

Classified advertisements in "Amateur Tape Recording" 
cost Is per word, minimum 10s. Box Nos. Is extra. 
Advertisements and remittances should be sent to 
Classified Advertisement Department. ATR. 86-88 Edg- 
ware Road, London W2. 

SITUATIONS VACANT 
A vacancy occurs at the Tape Recorder Centre of 
High Holbom for a first-class experienced salesman. 
Wonderful opportunitv and excellent prospects for 
right man to work tor Britain's Largest Tape Re- 
corder Specialists. Good salary and pleasant working 
conditions. Apply Mr Allerband, Magnatape House, 
191 Plashet Road, London E13, or ring GRAngewood 
2185/2110 for appointment. (9/66) 
Tape Recorder Salesman required by busy City spe- 
cialists. Trainee considered, enthusiasm main asset. Equiv. 5-day week approx. Alternate Sals. Oppor- 
tunity to join an organization of repute. Please write 
in the first instance to Mr Atkins. Wallace Healon 
(City Sales) Lid, 93 Fleet Street, London EC4. (11/66) 

TAPE/DISC/TAPE 
J & B Recordings. Tape/disc. Mobile unit. Wedding 
experts. 10 Willows Avenue. Morden, Surrey. Milcham 
9952. 
Tape to Disc Recording. Finest professional quality: 
10 in LP. 42s: 12 in LP. 48s: 7 in EP. 21s: 40 ft re- 
cording studio: 48 hour postal return service. Any 

i tapes. SAE for leaflet. Deroy Sound Service, 
Bank. Hawk Street, Carnforth, Lanes. 

Rapid Recording Service. Records made from your 
own tapes (48-hour service). Master Discs and pres- 
sings. Recording Studio - Demo Discs. Mobile record- 
ings, any distance. Brochure from 21 Bishops Close, 
E17. (TC) 
If quality and durability matter (especially with LPs 
from your precious tapes), consult Britain's oldest 
transfer service. Our mobile units attend anywhere 
for mono/sterco master recording. Studio with pro- 
fessional facilities available. Records published lax 
free for schools, choirs, orchestras. Sound News Pro- 
dnctions, 18 Blenheim Road. London W4. Tel: 995- 
1661. (10/66) 
Patrick O'Mahony & Co Ltd. High-fidelity gramo- 
phone records made to your own requirements from 
Tape. Radio, and TV sound. 10 in LP (32 mins), 35s. 
7 in EP (15 mins), 20s. 7 in Pop (6 mins), 16s. Spe- 
ctaihy 45s. Full Editing Facilities 5s per record, Pop 
45s free. Post and packing 2s 6d. Tapes of any size, 
speed, track, stereo or mono. Fully professional re- 
cording studio and staff; qualified musicians for sound 
cooirol balance. Associate of Professional Recording 
Studios Ltd. 48 hour return postal service: SAE for brochure, Patrick O'Mahony & Co Ltd, 30 Baker 
Street. London Wl. Tel: WFXbcck 0441/2. 

{PRE-RECORDED TAPES 
American 4-track stereo tapes covering most famous 
labels at realistic prices. Why pay more? Imported 
directly by us, saving distributors' 'profits. Vast selec- 
tion at ISs each - send SAE for free lists or call at 
London showrooms. Teletapc of Marble Arch. 33 
Edgware Road. W2. (TO 

At last... 
A Star Graded Camping Site Guide for 

Britain. Get your copy of 

British Camping Sites 1966 
3/6 from good newsagents, booksellers 

and equipment dealers or direct from 
Haymarket Press Ltd, 

9 HARROW ROAD, LONDON. W2 

PERSONAL 
Tape Recorder Repairs. We specialize in the servicing 
of recorders including professional machines. Tele- 
scopic Ltd, 92 Tottenham Ct. Rd., London Wl. 
MUS 8177. (10/66) 
Sound effects on tape. Write for full details. KLP Film 
Services Ltd. 3 Queen's Crescent, Richmond, Surrey. 

(10/66) 
Highest cash prices offered for good quality Tape Re- 
corders. Hi-Fi Equipment and LP Records. REW 
Earlsfield Ltd, 266/8 Upper Tooling Road, London 
SW17. Tel BAL 9174. (TC) 
Introductions to interesting new friends. Trial free, 
VCC, 34 Honeywell Road, SW11. (9/66) 
The perfect companion to ATR is 8mm Magazine — 
an unbeatable combination for the sound and cine en- 
thusiast. 8mm tells you all you need to know on how 
to take cinc films and where to look for subjects. 
Packed with news of the latest cinc developments, un- 
biased test reports and hints on sound and cinc. All 
for only 2s 6d a month, or special introductory sub- 
scription offer of 25^ a year from Subscription Dept. 
8mm, Haymarket Press Ltd, 9 Harrow Road. Lon- 
don W2. 
Amazing Results! Immediate introductions. Friend- 
ship, marriage. Jean Bureau, 15 Queen Street. 
Exeter. (11/66) 
Record Library. Borrow your LPs. Write to Ismyr 
Record Library. Snape, Saxmundham, Suffolk. (2/67) 

MAGNETIC TAPE 
A unique tape buy! Top brand 7 in, 2.400 ft, 25^: 
51 in. 1.200 ft. 155; P & P: 1 at Is. 2 at 2s 9d. 3-6 at 
35 6d. Bargains in all sizes, SAE for list. E. C. Kings- 
ley & Co Ltd. 93 Tottenham Court Road. London 
Wl. EUSton 6500. (T/C) 
Ampex Series 600 Professional Recording Tape. Type 
641. 1800 ft Mylar on 7 in spool. Complete with 
leader. Brand new, in maker's boxes. Usual price £3. 
Limited quantity available at 67/- for two spools P & 
P 21- (or 37/- singly P & P 1/6). E. C. Kingsley & 
Co, 93 Tottenham Court Road, London Wl. EIJS 
6500. (TC) 

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE 
For Sale. Rcxinc-covcred tape carrying cases with 
divisions to hold 12 tapes. Genuine reduction in price 
to ATR readers and all export enquiries. 7 in size, 
365; 5i in. 32s: 5 in, 305; post free. Send SAE for 
illustrations and price list of all cases. L.G.R. Products 
Factory. 105 Eastern Esplanade, Soutbend-on-Sca. 
(Ref ATR.) (9/66) 
Unbiased guide. Our latest 65-pagc, photographically 
illustrated hi-fi catalogue (45 6d). Advisory service, 
preferential terms to members. You'll be glad to have 
consulted Audio Supply Association, 18 Blcuhcim 
Road. London W4. (10/66) 

WALES' 

LEADING PRE-RECORDED 

TAPE STOCKIST 
Offer a comprehensive range of E.M.I. 
Stereo, Mono and Language course tapes. 
Send S.A.E. for free list. By return postal 
service of stock Items from:— 

ROATH RADIO & TELEVISION Co 
25 MORGAN ARCADE. CARDIFF. Phon«t 26838 

AMATEUR TAPE RECORDING SUBSCRIPTION FORM 
Make certain you receive your copy of AMATEUR TAPE RECORDING Video and Hi-Fi by 
completing this form and sending it, with your annual subscription, to: 
AMATEUR TAPE RECORDING. SUBSCRIPTION DEPT. 
9 HARROW ROAD, LONDON W2 
Please send AMATEUR TAPE RECORDING Video and Hi-Fi for one year, commencing with 
the next ( ) issue, to the address below. I enclose the annual subscription 
of thirty shillings (30s). ATR will pay the postage. 

Address - -     

Date  
Tape Club members wishing to avail themselves of the special Club Subscription rate of 25s per 
annum should apply to their local Club Secretary. All Club orders must bear the Club Secretary's 
signature and be sent to the Subscription Department. 45 
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CIRCUITS FOR AUDIO 
AND 

TAPE RECORDING 

A new ATR handbook designed specially for 
those who like to construct their own equip- 
ment. The circuits -for amplifiers, pre -amps, 
tuners, echo units and many other items - 
range from the very simple (for the beginner) 
to the more difficult (for the experienced con- 
structor). 

PRICE 8s 6d post free from 

ATR, Haymarket Press Ltd, 
9 Harrow Road, London W2 

A SPECIAL OFFER OF GUARANTEED 

NEW LUSTRAPHONE 
MOVING -COIL MICROPHONES 

Specification: Moving -coil Model 
L D 6r, medium impedance (nomi- 
nal 600 Ohms at r kc /s) in cream 
plastic casing with a fabric blast 
guard, 9 ft. co -axial lead which can 
be extended to considerably greater 
lengths, fitted with a Belling -Lee co- 
axial plug -list price £3 7s. 6d., yours 
for only 26s. This high quality mic. 
is omni - directional in the horizontal 
and approaches cardioid characteristic 
in the vertical planes. Frequency re- 
sponse approx. 70- 12,000 cycles/ 
sec. Sensitivity approx. -75 db (m). 

The impedance of this microphone enables you to use it with 
a screened lead a hundred feet or more from your equipment 
without undue attenuation or hum pick -up. 
A transistor adaptor can be easily made to use this mic. with 
practically any tape recorder or amplifier. (circuit supplied). 

2G!-Each Order NOW 
Post Free in U.K. While Stocks Last 
Money Orders, Postal Orders or Cheques should be crossed 

and made payable to "Andrew Merryfield Ltd." 

ANDREW MERRYFIELD LTD 
DEPT. A.T. 810, 29 WRIGHT'S LANE, KENSINGTON, LONDON W.8 

MICROPHONES 
ACCESSORIES 

TRANSISTORISED 
"RADIOMIC" and other 

EQUIPMENT 
Top ranking quality 

Top ranking performance 

LUSTRAPH011! E 
St. George's Works 

Regent's Park Road 
London, N.W.1 

Tel: PRlmrose 8844 

Languages, studies, 
scripts, etc. by means 

of tape recordings played at a 
whisper through under pillow speaker 

SLEEP -O -MATIC UNIT 
including two -speed tape recorder complete with microphone, time - 
switch and under pillow speaker £27/101- plus 6/- post (Batteries 
5/ -). Two models available, one for mains only and one for batteries 
which can be supplied with a mains power pack at 50/- extra. Both 
will take our special radio tuner at 42/.. 
Publications on "Sleep Learning" and "Mental Power Through Sleep 
Suggestion ". Full details on request. 

RAPID RECORDING SERVICE 
21 BISHOPS CLOSE, LONDON E.I7 
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CIRCUITS FOR AUDIO 

AND 

TAPE RECORDING 

I 

A new ATR handbook designed specially for 
those who like to construct their own equip- 
ment. The circuits—for amplifiers, pre-amps, 
tuners, echo units and many other items- 
range from the very simple (for the beginner) 
to the more difficult (for the experienced con- 
structor). 

PRICE 8s 6d post free from 

ATR, Haymarket Press Ltd, 

9 Harrow Road, London W2 
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A SPECIAL OFFER OF GUARANTEED 

NEW LUSTRAPHONE 

MOVING-COIL MICROPHONES 
Specification: Moving-coil Model 
LD 6x, medium impedance (nomi- 
nal 6oo Ohms at i kefs) in cream 
plastic casing with a fabric blast 
guard, 9 ft. co-axial lead which can 
be extended to considerably greater 
lengths, fitted with a Belling-Lee co- 
axial plug—list price £3 7s. 6d., yours 
for only 26s. This high quality mic. 
is omni-directional in the horizontal 
and approaches cardioid characteristic 
in the vertical planes. Frequency re- 
sponse approx. 70—12,000 cycles/ 
sec. Sensitivity approx.—75 db (m). 

The impedance of this microphone enables you to use it with 
a screened lead a hundred feet or more from your equipment 
without undue attenuation or hum pick-up. 
A transistor adaptor can be easily made to use this mic. with 
practically any tape recorder or amplifier, (circuit supplied). 

/-Each Order NOW 

Post Free in U.K. While Stocks Last 

Money Orders, Postal Orders or Cheques should be crossed 
and made payable to "Andrew Merryfield Ltd." 

ANDREW MERRYFIELD LTD 
DEPT. A.T. 810, 29 WRIGHT'S LANE, KENSINGTON, LONDON W.8 

MICROPHONES 
ACCESSORIES 

TRANSISTORISED 
"RADIOMIC" and other 

EQUIPMENT 
_ Top ranking: quality 
Top ranking: performance 

LUSTRAPHONE 
St. Georg:e's Works 
Regfent's Park Road 

London, N.W.I 
Tel: PRImrose 8844 

i' LEARN WHILE 
YOU SLEEP/ Languages, studies, 

scripts, etc. by means 
of tape recordings played at a 
whisper through under pillow speaker 

SLEEP-O-MATIC UNIT 
Including two-speed tape recorder complete with microphone, time- 
switch and under pillow speaker £27/10/- plus 6/- post (Batteries 
5/-). Two models available, one for mains only and one for batteries 
which can be supplied with a mains power pack at 50/- extra. Both 
will take our special radio tuner at 42/-. 
Publications on "Sleep Learning" and "Mental Power Through Sleep 
Suggestion". Full details on request. 

RAPID RECORDING SERVICE 
21 BISHOPS CLOSE, LONDON E.I7 
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TAPE RECORD LIBRARY 
The whole EMI list of fabulous recordings on 3,'- 

ips twin track mono and U.S. Capitol 7+ & 3; ips 
stereo is available to you on these top labels. 
Hundreds of tape records, thousands of titles by 
the world's greatest artists. A wealth of entertain- 
ment whatever your taste. 

Have out from the library any tape of your choice. 
Keep as long as you like or change as often as 
you wish. No restrictions. Make use of library to 
suit your own convenience. Enjoy the wonderful 
realism of great stereo recordings for a minima! 
cost. 

HAVE WHAT YOU LIKE WHEN YOU LIKE 

ONLY 419 A WEEK 
PAYABLE MONTHLY (QUARTERLY FOR STEREO & LANGUAGE COURSES) 

JUST A FEW EXAMPLES OF THE TALENT AVAILABLE 

POP -PICS 
Beatles, Animals, Dave Clark, Hollies, Gerry & Pacemakers, 
Torn Jones, Peter & Gordon, Gene Pitney, P. J. Proby, 
Supremes, Cilla Black, Shadows, Herman & Hermits, Manfred 
Mann, Cliff Richard, Beach Boys, Bobby Vee, Mathis. 

CLASSICS 
Beecham, Barbirolli, Menuhin, Rostropovitch, John Ogden, 
Sargent, Solomon, Denis Brain, Von Karajan, Otto Klemperer, 
Efrem Kurtz, Giulini, Colin Davis, David Oistrakh, Hans 
Ritcher -Haaser, Robert Irving, George Weldon. 

CABARET 
Eartha Kitt, Shirley Bassey, Sinatra, Sammy Davies, Peggy 
Lee, Edith Piaf, Nat King Cole, Flanders & Swann, Ray Charles. 

SHOWS AND FILMS 
Sound of Music, Mary Poppins, Black & White Minstrels, 
Thunderball, Gigi, Help!, Carousel, West Side Story. 

OPERAS AND CHORALS 
Tosca, La Traviata, Maria Callas Sings Puccini Arias, Mes- 
siah, Mikado, Red Army Choir, Hansel & Gretel, Huddersfield 
Choral, Royal Choral, Handels Messiah, Swan Lake. 

JAZZ AND FOLK 
Count Basie, Ella Fitzgerald, Stan Getz, Leadbelly, Authentic 
Rhythm & Blues, Modern Jazz Quartet, Hank Williams, Del 
Shannon, Slim Whitman, Downliners Sect. 

GOING ABROAD THIS YEAR? 
Learn a language in record time. High -speed courses in Spanish, Italian, 

French, Russian, Greek or German ... no extra charge. 

TO: JACK JONES ELECTRONICS LTD. 

THE CRAIG- YR -EOS, 
OGMORE BY SEA, 

GLAMORGAN 
Telephone: Southerndown (00G278) 388 

Please send me free EMI catalogue of tape records so that I can make my 
choice for the month. I enclose my cheque/P.O. for £1.0.7 for one month's 
supply of tape records (£3.1.9 for three months' supply of stereo and 
language courses), plus 1(- per tape post and packaging. I under- 
stand that by returning tapes in good condition for a period of 12 months, 
I will receive 751- worth of tape records free to keep, or 3 months free use 
of library whichever I wish to choose. 

Name 

Address 
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TAPE RECORD LIBRARY 

The whole EMI list of fabulous recordings on 3| 
ipstwin track mono and U.S. Capitol & 3f ips 
stereo is available to you on these top labels. 
Hundreds of tape records, thousands of titles by 
the world's greatest artists. A wealth of entertain- 
ment whatever your taste. 

Have outfromthe library anytapeof yourchoice. 
Keep as long as you like or change as often as 
you wish. No restrictions. Make use of library to 
suit your own convenience. Enjoy the wonderful 
realism of great stereo recordings for a minimal 
cost. 

HAVE WHAT YOU LIKE WHEN YOU LIKE 

ONLY 4/9 A WEEK 

PAYABLE MONTHLY (QUARTERLY FOR STEREO & LANGUAGE COURSES) 

JUST A FEW EXAMPLES OF THE TALENT AVAILABLE 

POP-PICS 
Beatles, Animals, Dave Clark, Hollies, Gerry & Pacemakers, 
Tom Jones, Peter & Gordon, Gene Pitney, P. J. Proby, 
Supremes, Cilia Black, Shadows, Herman & Hermits, Manfred 
Mann, Cliff Richard, Beach Boys, Bobby Vee, Mathis. 

CLASSICS 
Beecham, Barbirolli, Menuhin, Rostropovitch, John Ogden, 
Sargent, Solomon, Denis Brain, Von Karajan, Otto Klemperer, 
Efrem Kurtz, Giulini, Colin Davis, David Oistrakh, Hans 
Ritcher-Haaser, Robert Irving, George Weldon. 

CABARET 
Eartha Kitt, Shirley Bassey, Sinatra, Sammy Davies, Peggy 
Lee, Edith Piaf, Nat King Cole, Flanders 4 Swann, Ray Charles. 

SHOWS AND FILMS 
Sound of Music, Mary Poppins, Black 4 White Minstrels, 
Thunderball, Gigi, Help!, Carousel. West Side Story. 

OPERAS AND CHORALS 
Tosca, La Traviata, Maria Callas Sings Puccini Arias, Mes- 
siah, Mikado, Red Army Choir, Hansel 4 Gretel, Huddersfield 
Choral, Royal Choral, Handels Messiah, Swan Lake. 

JAZZ AND FOLK 
Count Basle, Ella Fitzgerald, Stan Getz, Leadbelly, Authentic 
Rhythm 4 Blues, Modern Jazz Quartet, Hank Williams, Del 
Shannon, Slim Whitman, Downliners Sect. 

GOING ABROAD THIS YEAR? 
Learn a language in record time. High-speed courses in Spanish, Italian, 

French, Russian, Greek or German ... no extra charge. 

TO: IACK (ONES ELECTRONICS LTO. 

THE CRAIG-YR-EOS, 
OGMORE BY SEA, 

GLAMORGAN 
Telephone: Soufherndown (OOG278) 388 

Please send me free EMI catalogue of tape records so that I can make my 
choice for the month. I enclose my cheque/P.O. for £1.0.7 for one month's 
supply of tape records (£3,1.9 for three months' supply of stereo and 
language courses), plus 1/- per tape post and packaging. I under- 
stand that by returning tapes in good condition for a period of 12 months, 
I will receive 75/- worth of tape records free to keep, or 3 months free use 
of library whichever I wish to choose. 

Name   

Address   
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Outs 
Quality 

The compact TC2oo stereophonic tape recorder 
FEATURES Complete 4 track stereophonic and monophonic tape recording 
system Compact and light weight s 2 full range balanced satellite speaker systems 

Public address /I Sound -on -sound recording I Variable tone control 11 2 VU meters 
Instant stop, individual track selection Individual level controls on each channel 

2 SONY F -96 dynamic microphones with other accessories U Price 72 gns. 
SPECIFICATIONS 

Power requirements 100, 110, 117, 125, 220. 240 volts 70 watts. Editing Facilities Instant Stop Lever, Automatic Tape Lifters. Fast 
50/60 c/s Forwaro and Rewind, Manual Cueing and Digital 

Tape speeds Instantaneous selection 3} ips or 7i ips Tape Counter 
Frequency Response 50- 14.000 cps at 7i ips 3dB 50- 10.000 cps Reels 7' or smaller 

at 3i ips Outputs 8 ohm Speaker outputs or high impedance line 
Signal -to -Noise Ratio 46 dB outputs selectable by switch (2) 

(per channel) Inputs Low impedance Microphone inputs (2) High 
Wow and Flutter Less than 0.19% at 7} ips Less than 0.25% at 31 ips Impedance Auxiliary inputs (2) 
Erase Head In -line quarter track Power Output Max. 1.5 watts 
Record /Playback Head In -line quarter track Tube Complement 6267 (2). 30MP23 (3) 
Bias Frequency Approx. 55 Kc /s Transistor 2SD64 (2) 
Level Indication . Two Level Meters Diodes 1T22G (2). 1S125 (1) 
Level Controls Individual Controls on each channel for playback Weight Approx. 27 lbs. 

and record Dimensions 15 "Wx 8WHx15j D 
Tone control 1 Tone Control for treble boost or roll -off operates 

both channels simultaneously 

SONY® 
RESEARCH MAKES THE DIFFERENCE 

For full details write to 

Geoffrey Smith, Sony U.K. Sales Division, Mercia Road, Gloucester. 
Tel: Gloucester 26841. London Showroom. 70 -71 Welbeck St, London W.1. 
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The compact TC200 stereophonic tape recorder 

FEATURES ■ Complete 4 track stereophonic and monophonic tape recording 

system ■ Compact and light weight ■ 2 full range balanced satellite speaker systems 

■ Public address ■ Sound-on-sound recording ■ Variable tone control ■ 2 VU meters 

■ Instant stop, individual track selection ■ Individual level controls on each channel 

■ 2 SONY F-96 dynamic microphones with other accessories ■ Price 72 gns. 
SPECIFICATIONS 

Power lequirements 100. 110. 117. 125. 220. 240 volts 70 waits. 
50/60 c/s 

Tape speeds Instantaneous selection 3i ips or 7i ips 
Frequency Response 50-14,000 cps at 7i ips ±3dB 50-10.000 cps 

at 33 ips 
Signal-to-Noise Ratio 46 d8 

(per channel) 
Wow and Flutter Less than 0.19% at 7i ips Less than 0.25% at 33 ips 
Erase Head In-line quarter track 
Record/Playback Head In-line quarter track 
Bias Frequency Approx. 55 Kc/s 
Level Indication Two Level Meters 
Level Controls Individual Controls on each channel for playback 

and record 
Tone control 1 Tone Control for treble boost or roll-o'f operates 

both channels simultaneously 

Editing Facilities 

Power Output 
Tube Complement 
Transistor 
Diodes 
Weight 
Dimensions 

Instant Stop Lever, Automatic Tape Lifters. Fast 
Forwaro and Rewind, Manual Cueing and Digital 
Tape Counter 
7" or smaller 
8 ohm Speaker outputs or high impedance line 
outputs selectable by switch (2) 
Low impedance Microphone inputs (2) High 
Impedance Auxiliary inputs (2) 
Max. 1.5 watts 
6267 (2). 30MP23 (3) 
2SD64 (2) 
1T22G (2). 1S125 (1) 
Approx. 27 lbs. 
15" W x 8+J" H x 15J' D 

RESEARCH MAKES THE DIFFERENCE 

For full details write to 

Geoffrey Smith, Sony U.K. Sales Division, Mercia Road, Gloucester. 

Tel: Gloucester 26841. London Showroom. 70-71 Welbeck St, London W.I. 
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